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Preface

The glass melter design for the Defense Waste Processing Facility was an active program in the

DuPont Engineering Department from 1976 through the first quarter of 1989. During this time,
the melter configuration evolved as additional process requirements and melter operating
experience became available. Typically, the design for a component progressed through a series
of conceptual studies and calculations before the final configuration was established. In
addition to these paper studies, a considerable amount of melter design verification was based
on tests, ranging from laboratory tests on individual components up to an operating 2/3
ge.ometric scale prototype of the DWPF melter.

Several years ago, I recognized that a manual documenting the history and development of the
DWPF glass melter would be useful as a reference for design verification and evaluating
potential design changes. Information was obtained from the Engineering Department records
center and from personal files of other engineers and consultants. Similar records were kept up-
to-date as design and fabrication of the DWPF melter progressed. The final job of condensing
this material, creating the illustrations, and preparing the manuscript was completed during the
first quarter of 1989. The result is a four volume set: Volume 1 describes the design basis for
the DWPF glass melter in 10 sections, Volumes 2 and 3 contain copies of the references, and
Volume 4 contains drawing and parts lists for the Project 1941, Scale, and DWPF melters, and
copies of the DWPF melter order specifications.

Although the manual describes how the glass melter design evolved, its primary purpose is to
serve as a guide for evaluating proposed design changes for future melters. Although I do not
expect changes to be made to the fundamental configuration, cold run experience with Melter #1
may dictate desirable minor changes to some of the components. Before such changes can be
evaluated and considered, the basis and intent of the current design must be understood and
appreciated.

In line with these objectives, I have included descriptions of ideas and configurations that did
not work, or fell short of meeting all objectives. There were some unexpected problems during
the design development phase, but the knowledge gained from these resulted in improved
component designs for the DWPF melter. Tests conducted with the Scale melter were very
valuable in this respect. As a result, I am confident that Melter # 1 will go through a smooth

start-up and cold run test sequence.

The scope of this work is restricted to the glass melter vessels and melter components that were

the responsibility of the Engineering Department. Extensive work by SRP, SRL, and Bechtel on
the off-gas system and other related equipment is covered in other publications.

Although this has been a most challenging and difficult pr ject for many of us, it has also been
the most rewarding. On behalf of the melter design and engineering team at Louviers and
Bucks County, I want to extend best wishes to our team members at the Savannah River Plant

for a successful start-up of the DWPF facility. __;_ _ _

j '

_JosephD. Gutma , .
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1.1

Section 1

DWPF Glass Melter Overview

The defense waste processing facility at SRP is designed to immobilize high-level radioactive

waste by converting it into a stable borosilicate glass form. t The heart of this conversion process
takes place in the glass melter, Figures 1.1 and 1.2. This is a refractory-liaed water-cooled vessel
designed for a production rate of 225 pounds of glass per hour. Design and fabrication follow-up
of the first two melter vessels, refractory linings, and melter components were the responsibility of
the Engineering Department of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

Energy for the glass melt is provided by passing electric current between two pair of plate
electrodes immersed in the glass. The resistance of the glass to current flow generates heat by the
joule effect (q=D R). Additional heat energy is furnished by eight dome heaters located above the
melt pool. Molten glass is poured via differential pressure from the melter pour spout into stainless
steel canisters.

The feed material consists of a slurry of approximately 23% waste material, 25% glass frit, and
52% water. This is metered at a gallon per minute through two feed tubes to the glass melt. The

feed is continuous during the canister fill cycle. After a canister is filled, the feed is stopped while
a new empty cm_ister is rotated into position by the pour turntable.

All top head mounted instruments are designed to be removed and replaced by remote control
using the standard SRP canyon impact wrench and overhead crane technique. Required process
and electrical power are supplied by jumpers that connect each component to the wall nozzles in ,
the melt cell.

The melter vessel is assembled into a large frame that provides the lifting lugs for installation and
connectors for the process and electrical jumpers, Figure 1.3. The vessel is hard-piped to the frame
and becomes a permanent part of it. The frame assembly includes the dome heater transformers,
electrode bus bars, and the off-gas system seal pot. Figures 1.4 through 1.7 show a simplified
model of the frame sections and melter vessel. Design and fabrication follow-up of the first two
melter frames and frame-mounted components were the re,sponsibility of Bechtel National, Inc.

Assembly of the 'vessel with the frame is accomplished in two stages. At the vendor's shop, the
work includes:

• preliminary piping and electrical runs in the upper frame before the vessel is installed

• mounting the vessel shell on the lower frame

• installing refractory lining in the vessel shell and top head (by another contractor)

• assembling the upper frame

• completing piping connections to the vessel shell

• extending electrical leads to the termination points



1.2

Figures 1.8 and 1.9 show the #1 melter at CBI just after the refractory lined shell was assembled with
the upper frame. The lifting yoke in Figure 1.8 is used for all handling of the assembly, including
melt cell installation and removal_

After the vendor's piping and electrical work is completed, the assembly is shipped to the Savannah
River Plant mock-up shop for final assembly. Figures 1.10 through 1.13 show the sequence of un-
loading, transporting and installing Melter #1 in the mock-up shop. Final assembly at this location
includes:

• installing the shell components and vessel top head

• installing of top head components to check fit and alignment

° connecting cooling water piping to the top head

• connecting water and electrical lines to the components

• pressure testing cooling water piping and balancing cooling flow circuits with orifices

• installing jumpers to verify fit and alignment with the melter frame and top head connectors

• removing top head components except the two melt thermowells

• installing a layer of glass frit in the melter for start-up

Installation of the components in the first melter was the responsibility of SRP Construction, assisted
by the DuPont Engineering Department and Bechtel National.

A view of the assembly in the SRP mock-up shop is shown in Figure 1.14. The completed assembly
is loaded on a flat bed truck, transported to the vitrification building, and installed in the melt cell
using the main process cell crane, Figures 1.15 and 1.16.

Figures 1.17 and 1.18. show elevation and plan views of the melter assembly and auxiliary equip-
ment as installed in the melt cell. Photographs of the melt cell model are shown in Figure 1.19.

A general description of the DWPF facility is described in Reference 1. Operation of the melter and
its auxiliary systems is described in Reference 2.

References - Section 1 - DWPF Melter Overview

1. The Defense Waste Processing Facility Project at the Savannah River Plant by R. G. Baxter,
R. Maher, J. B. Mellen, L. F. Shafranek, and W. R. Stevens, III - Waste Management '84
Symposium, Session XIV - Status of Defense Waste Disposal at Tucson, Arizona - March
11 - 15, 1984 - Document Number DP-MS-84-19.

2. DWPF Process Description, Chapter G- Melt Cell - February 2, 1987 - Document Number
DPSOP 257-1.
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DWPF GLASS MELTER ELEVATION
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MELTCELLNORTH

HEIGHT: 17'- 7"

LENGTH: 22'- 11"

WIDTH" 11' - 0'

WEIGHT: 85 TONS

Figure 1.3

DWPF MELTER ASSEMBLY
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ASSEMBLY OF SHELL WITH SUPPORT FRAME
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Figure 1.7

ASSEMBLY OF MELTER VESSEL WITH UPPER AND LOWER FRAME
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This photograph shows the lifting yoke supporting the melter frame and shell after completion of the
shop assembly at CBI Services. This yoke is used for all handling of the melter assembly, including
remote melt ceU installation and removal.

Figure 1.8

MELTERASSEMBLYSUPPORTEDBYLIFTINGYOKE
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This view shows part of the refractory lining in the # lmelter shell. The dark material with the match
mark lettering is the Monofrax ®K-3 refractory. Korundal ®superstructure refractory is used in the
upper section above the glass melt. Incomplete piping runs (red caps) are the water cooling supply and
return lines for the melter. These were completed at SRP after the top head was installed.

Figure 1.9

VIEWOF REFRACTORY-LINEDSHELLIN FRAME
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Special arrangements were made for transporting the melter assembly from Cordova, AI to SRP. Flat cars with

cushioned couplings were used to protect the assembly from shock loads, and all couplings were closed manually.

CBI personnel rode in the caboose to monitor the entire trip.

Figure1.10 _.--"

ARRIVAL OF MELTER ASSEMBLY AT SRP
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TRANSFERRINGTHE MELTER ASSEMBLY TO A TRUCK



Figure 1.12
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READYFORTRANSPORTTO THEMOCK-UPSHOP



The melter frame is ready to be lowered and positioned on the support beams shown in the lower left. Connectors on
the far side are located at the same positions as those in the melt cell. Jumpers will be installed to check fit up and
alignment with connectors on the melter frame and top head components.

Figure 1.13 :_

INSTALLINGTHEASSEMBLYINTOTHEMELTCELLMOCK-UPFACILITY
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This photograph was taken in the SRP 717-F mock-up shop during final assembly. Some of the top head components
have been installed, and work on the water cooling circuits is in progress. After this phase was completed, the

Oumpers were installed to check alignment and fit.

Figure 1.14

NEARING COMPLETION OF COMPONENT INSTALLATION AT SRP
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This view shows the completed drain valve assembly. The frame over the top of the riser protects the riser heater
thermocouple and electrical connections from contact with the impact wrench during remote handling operations.

Figure 1.15 "-

INSTALLINGTHE COMPLETEDASSEMBLYINTOTHE MELTCELL



The forest of dowels and studs on the top head are used to position and fasten the top head
components. Before the assembly leaves the mock-up shop, the melt thermowells must be
installed and glass frit added for start-up. The thermowells are visible at the center and left rear of
the head. Remaining components are installed after the assembly is set in the melt cell.

Figure 1.16

MELTERASSEMBLYLOWEREDINTOMELTCELL
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This view shows the jumper connections from the wall nozzles to the melter frame and top head
components. Half and full scale models of the top head with removable components were used to
verify access to the components for remote removal and replacement with the impact wrench and
overhead crane.

_t Figure 1.18MELTCELLPLANVIEW



These photographs show the melt cell model constructed by Bechtel. Due to the complexity
of the melter assembly, a larger scale model of the melter and frame was constructed and used
for approval of piping and electrical layouts.

Top: The melter is oriented with the riser facing down. The orange structures to the rear
are the off-gas and back up off-gas pipes.

Bottom: An elevation view looking toward the riser showing the routing of jumpers fi'om the
wall nozzles to the melter frame and rnelter top head components.

Figure 1.19

MELf CELL MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS
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Section 2

Project S-1941 Glass Melter

2.1 Background

Development of the current DWPF glass melter configuration dates back to 1976, when the
Engineering Department and SRP began work on the first prototype melter system under Project
S-1941. This was an outgrowth of previous glass melter experiments by Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL), SRP, and others. _ Since DuPont had limited experience with the design and
operation of glass melters, initial data was obtained through an extensive literature search,
technology from PNL, and meetings with various glass industry consultants. 2 This information,
combined with Engineering Department design and operating experience with refractory lined
vessels in DuPont chemical plants, led to the configuration of the 1941 melter.

2.2 Design Basis

A section view of the 1941 melter is shown in Figure 2.1. Some of the differences between this
configuration and the DWPF version are due to the Project 1941 design basis:

• The melter was fed with dry product from a calciner located above the vessel. (Later in
the program, slurry feeding was demonstrated.)

• Glass penetration into refractory joints had to be frozen in Monofrax ®K-3 refractory.
This dictated the ratio of refractory to insulation thickness.

• No nozzle penetrations were permitted in the vessel below the glass melt surface except
the drain valve, which had a mechanical plug.

• Minimum life for the melter and its components was two years.

2.3 Materials

As a result of visits to PNL and Penberthy Electromelt in 1976, SRL recommended using
Monofrax ®K-3 for the glass contacting refractory, and Inconel ®690 for the electrodes. 2 Later
tests confirmed that Monofrax ®K-3 had the best corrosion resistance to the SRP glass compared
to other commercially available refractories) Similiar tests established that Inconel ®690 had the
best corrosion resistance of commercial metals. This past experience dictated use of these
materials for the DWPF melter.

2.4 Vessel Configuration

Cylindrical Shape

The 1941 melter vessel configuration, Figure 2.1, was a water-cooled cylindrical vessel with
ASME flanged and dished heads. All interior surfaces and nozzles were machined to close
tolerances to control fit-up of the refractory lining. This design concept was originally
recommended by F. W. Thompson.

®Inconelis a registeredtrademarkof IncoAlloysIncorporated,Huntington,WV.
®Monofraxis a registeredtrademarkofTheCarborundumCompany,Falconer,NY.
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Figure 2.1

PROJECTS-1941GLASSMELTER
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Historically, large furnaces in the glass industry have been built in a rectangular shape for process
reasons. Since the principle mode of glass melting requires heat transfer by radiation from hot
gases to the melt, a large surface area is required. These furnaces are constructed with flat floors
and walls but usually have an arched roof to keep the superstructure refractory in compression. 4
An example of this configuration is shown in Figure 2.2.

Most of the waste vitrification melter designs used by others are scaled down versions of this
rectangular format. Figure 2.3, an early experimental melter used at PNL, is a typical example.

The cylindrical, water-cooled configuration for the 1941 melter created some controversy, since it
appeared to be a radical departure from glass industry practice. From the Engineering Depart-

ment's view, it was the correct approach to insure maximum stability of the refractory lining. This
was based on many years of experience operating refractory lined vessels in DuPont chemical
plants: incinerators, pump tanks for sulphuric acid plants, rotary kilns, chlorinators, and dryers for

the titanium dioxide process. In many cases, the refractory must operate in a hostile environment,
including severe thermal stresses and mechanical vibration. Our consultants have seen many
failures of brick-lined equipment where straight wall construction has been subjected to severe
thermal stresses. In contrast, the performance of refractory lined cylindrical vessels with dished
heads has been exceptional.

This observed difference in performance between cylindrical and rectangular construction is due to
the fact that refractory materials are much stronger in compression than tension. The cylindrical
shape maintains the refractory in compression, while the rectangular shape can result in significant
bending moments that put the refractory walls in tension. In addition, the cylindrical construction
results in lower stresses in the vessel wall that are uniformly distributed? The advantages of this
design were independently verified by an industry consultant?

Stress and heat transfer analyses were made to evaluate the proposed vessel and refractory
configuration. A finite element analysis by E. H. Perez verified that the sidewall stresses were

within allowable limits? For this type of analysis, it is important to use the correct assumptions for
the refractory block model. If the refractory is treated as a single monolithic structure, the
resulting stress analysis will predict excessive stresses in the vessel wall. The approach used by
Perez recognized that the individual refractory block construction prevents tensile stresses from
occurring in the outer perimeter. Whenever the computer model predicted tensile stresses, the
assumptions at the brick boundary were changed after each calculation until the tensile stresses
disappeared.

Additional finite element analyses by E. H. Perez and R. J. Thomas resulted in the suggestion to
reinforce the sidewall at the intersection with the riser to reduce stresses in this area. _ Heat transfer

calculations using a two dimensional model were made by H. F. Hublein, ESD, to establish

temperature profiles for these analyses, s The final vessel configu_'ation is shown in Figure 2.4.

These calculations established the high stress zones in this type of vessel.The same approach was
used later for the DWPF vessel.
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0 0

0

1. SIDEWALL BLOCK

2. ELECTRODE SIDEWALL BLOCK

3. FLOOR

4. BOTTOM ELECTRODE BLOCK

5. THROAT

6. RISER

7. REFINER

This is typical of the large rectangular flat wall furnaces used in

the glass industry. The arched roof is not shown in this view.

Figure 2.2

CONVENTIONAL GLASS INDUSTRY FURNACE
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This early PNL experimental melter design is typical of most glass vitrification melters. The

melt chamber is rectangular, and all refractory lined surfaces are flat.

Figure 2.3

RECTANGULAR MELTER
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Water Cooling

The decision to water-cool the 1941 melter vessel exterior was based primarily on vessel and
refractory stability considerations:

• As the refractory expands on heat up, the combination of vessel shape and cooled walls

forces the refractory blocks into compression and locks them in place.

• Interior (hot face) joints between the refractory blocks are forced to close and prevent

glasspenetration.

• The vesselstructureisstabilizedbykeepingallsurfacesatauniformtemperature.

ForcanyonoperationinDWPF, equipmentexternalsurfacetemperaturesmustbemaintainedat

50°C topreventthermalupdraftsfromcontaminatingotherareaswhen cellcoversarcremoved.

Thisrequirementalonewouldhavedictatedusingwatercoolingon theDWPF melter,butthe

originalintentwas toenhancestructuralstablity.

On the1941melter,thewatercoolingchannelswereformedbyweldinghalfpipeovertheentire

vessel.Thisapproachwasusedinsteadofwaterjacketstosimplifyshellconstructionand

manifolding.Halfpipesprovideadequatecooling,eventhoughwaterisnotcoveringallexterior

surfaces,duetothehighconductivityofthemetal.

Slant Riser

The riseristhezonewhereglassflowsfromthemeltpooltothepourpoint.Thisisanotherarea

wherethe1941melterconfigurationdiffersfromotherexperimentalglassmelterdesigns.As
showninFigure2.3,theconventionalriserisverticalornearvertical,followedbya horizontal

troughleadingtothepourpoint.Therearcinherentdrawbackstothisconfiguration:

• The verticalconstructionallowsglasstocontactbothsidesoftherefractorywallabove

the throat (entrance to the riser). This subjects the critical throat area to glass corrosion on
the inner and outer walls, doubling the corrosion rate.

• Monofrax ®K-3 refractory will corrode at an accelerated rate if it is in the path of electric
current or in the flux field between electrodes. With a vertical riser, the throat wall is in

the direct path of any electric current passing from melt pool electrodes to the riser heatcr.
Cracks and openings in the unconstrained throat blocks will increase the occurrence of
electrical short circuits.

These considerations led to the slant riser design? Later, severe attack of Monofrax ®K-3 throat
blocks occurred on two experimental melters that had a vertical riser design. These wcrc due to
the combination of geometry and electrical effects noted above, m

2.5 Insulation

Configuration

Figure 2.5 shows the insulation configuration. The bottom and riser are insulated with Fibcrfrax ®
T-30, a lamination of ceramic fiber paper layers bonded with a resin. A special fixture was

®Fibcrfraxis a registeredtrademarkofTheCarborundumCompany,NiagaraFalls,NY.
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REFERENCE, W709935

Figure2.5

1941 MELTER INSULATION
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designed and constructed to form the Fiberfrax ®to fit the annulus between vessel bottom and

Monofrax ®K-3 blocks. Fabrication details for the DWPF liner are described on page 6.32.

Sidewalls above the glass melt and the top head are insulated with two layers of Fiberfrax ®970
ceramic fiber paper.

DSM.24

As shown in Figure 2.5, the sidewall zone below the glass melt surface is insulated with a nominal
1/2 inch thickness of DSM-24 material. The selection of DSM was baseu on a combination of

desired properties:

• low thermal conductivity

• ability to conform to and completely fill the annulus between the O.D. of the refractory
and the I.D. of the shell (allows for variations in block thickness and roughness in as-cast
surfaces)

• ability to compress when the refractory expands (limits hoop stresses in the sidewall)

The material chosen for this application is a special formulation of Carborundum's LDS
Moldable, TM a dispersion of ceramic fibers in a water-based silica binder. Approximate physical
requirements were determined 0y calculating the relative difference between the Monofrax ®K-3
and vessel wall radial growth and converting this to percent compression. For the 1941 melter, the
desired pressure was in the 250 to 300 psi range?

A series of tests were run on different solids levels of LDS Moldable TM at the Carborundum

Niagara Falls plant, and the results showed that a 24% solids level met the requirements, tt To

identify this as a special formulation, Carborundum chose DSM-24, DSM standing for "DuPont
Special Material." Since this material is ordered in small quantities spaced several years apart, we
have found that Carborundum has to be reminded on each order that DSM-24 is a special 24%
solids version of LDS Moldable TM (the standard version has 55% solids). The reduced solids level

of DSM-24 lowers the viscosity and permits the material to be installed with a high pressure pump.

Since DSM-24 has a finite shelf life, it must be ordered no earlier than 3 months before it will be

installed. It must also be protected from freezing temperatures during handling and storage.

During installation, the DSM is pumped and rodded into the annulus between the Monofrax ®K-3
and melter shell. Installation details are described in Section 6, reference 8.

Fiberfrax Durablanket ®at Shell to Head Joint

Several layers of Fiberfrax Durablanket* are used in the joint between the sidewall and top head
refractory, Figure 2.5. This compressible layer is designed to absorb vertical thermal expansion of
the sidewall refractory and limit loads on the top head and flange. A value of 150 psi was selected
to keep the refractory in compression without exceeding allowable limits on the head.

® FiberfraxDurablanketis a registeredtrademarkof The CarborundumCompany,NiagaraFalls,NY.
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Compression tests were run on Fiberfrax Durablanket ®at the Engineering Test Center to
determine the compression vs. load characteristics.'2 This data was used to define the thickness of
installed blanket to limit the load to 150 psi at operating conditions. A similiar test was repeated
later for Melter #1, page 5.27.

Fiberfrax Durablanket ®is also used at the upper end of the riser to absorb expansion of the riser
blocks during start-up.

Epoxy Coating

Under the best of refractory construction conditions there will be a tendency for glass, salts, and
other materials to migrate into the joints between the blocks. Since these materials may conduct
electricity (glass conduction is dependent on temperature) they could short out the electrode
power supply if they penetrated through the refractory and insulation to the grounded vessel wall.
Although the chance of this occurring was judged to be very small on the 1941 melter, an
electrical insulation barrier was added by coating the entire interior vessel surface, including
nozzles, with four layers of Corlar*epoxy.

2.6 Refractory

Configuration

Figure 2.6 shows the refractory construction used on the 1941 melter. The biggest difference
between this configuration and DWPF is the construction of the bottom layer - in DWPF there is a
layer of Zirmul®refractory between the Monofrax ®K-3 and the Fiberfrax ®insulation (paragraphs
4.3 & 6.3). The bottom construction on the 1941 melter was based on meeting the requirement to

freeze glass in the Monofrax ®K-3 material.

Monofrax ®K-3 Design

A maximum acceptable glass freezing temperature is generally considered to be in the range of
600-650°12, where the viscosity becomes so high that the glass cannot penetrate any further into

the joint. Previous tests at SRP showed that glass movement was effectively stopped around
700°C. If the insulation thickness is increased, the temperature of the outside (cold) face of the
refractory will increase, and the glass will penetrate closer to the insulation. The thickness of
refractory and insulation must be balanced to position this freeze point temperature in the
refractory. The final 1941 configuration used 8" of Monofrax ®K-3 and 1/2" of Fiberfrax®T-30

insulation in the bottom. Although it is theoretically possible to attain the same result by using
thicker Monofrax ®K-3 blocks and thinner insulation, it is not practical due to the low insulating

value of Monofrax ®K-3. The required block thickness would increase the vessel height and
weight to impractical limits.

®Corlaris a registeredtrademarkof E. I. duPontde Nemours& Co.,Wilmington,DE.
®Zirmulis a registeredtrademarkof Didier-TaylorRefractoriesCorp.,Cincinnati,OH.
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During the development of the vessel/refractory configuration a series of engineering analyses and
tests were run to verify the integrity of the design. Small sample compression tests of Monofrax ®
K-3 refractory were run to establish mechanical property values for the initial analyses. 5 Later in
1978, a complete test series was run at the Engineering Test Center. _3

To prove that the Monofrax ®K-3 would withstand the temperature gradient from glass contact to
the cooled outer surface, a test stand was fabricated and run in a furnace at the Engineering Test
Center. A block of Monofrax ®K-3 was installed against a water cooled surface, and insulated to

reduce heat losses from the top and bottom surfaces, simulating the condition in the sidewall
structure. The surface opposite the cooled surface was exposed to the furnace temperature. No
problems due to the temperature gradient were observed. _4

During development of the DWPF design in 1982, the effect of temperature gradient on refractory
stress was raised. An analysis proved that the temperature gradient does not create thermal
stresses. _5Final proof of this design concept is the excellent performance and integrity of
Monofrax* K-3 refractory in the 1941 and Scale melters.

Block Size

In Reference 5, H. R. Kraner remarked that the smaller the refractory blocks the less chance there
is of cracking in any block. This is generally the case in most refractories, but our experience
with the fusion cast Monofrax ®K-3 has been the opposite. Small cracks appear in the original
castings due to thermal stresses as the blocks cool down. When the larger DWPF blocks were
cast (riser blocks have the most volume) Carborundum found that the block quality improved with

. the larger shapes. This is apparently due to the longer and more gradual cooling cycle that is
required for the larger mass.

For the lining in the melt pool, it is better to use larger blocks and have fewer joints to grind and
fit. Generally, cracks normal or parallel to the inside face will not fail in service since the

compressive forces will hold the block together.

The best Monofrax ®K-3 block quality is obtained by using the end poured inhibited cavity

(EPIC-3) technique. With this process, carefully timed multiple pourings are made into oversized
molds, forcing the shrinkage cavities to appear in the upper portion of the casting (header). When
the refractory is cool, the header is removed with a diamond saw. The remaining lower part of the
casting is relatively free of voids and has superior crystalline uniformity. Carborundum
recommends using EPIC-3 castings for the most critical glass furnace areas, including throat and
electrode blocks. All blocks for the 1941, Scale, and DWPF melters were cast with this process.

Mortar

With a proper design that keeps the refractory in compression, mortar is used to "hold the blocks
apart," not to cement them together. The mortar is used strictly as a gap filler. Since K-3 mortar
is not as resistant to glass corrosion as the cast material, the ideal construction is one having
ground, accurately fitted joints that do not require mortar. Relatively little mortar was used in the
1941 melter.
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Monofrax ° K-3 Fabrication

The refractory configuration for the 1941 melter represented a breakthrough in Monofrax ®K-3
refractory manufacturing techniques. Up to this time, Carborundum had no experience casting
curved block segments to the tolerances demanded for the melter. This was particularly true of
the bottom block construction which required casting blocks to fit the dished shape. There was
some initial reluctance to attempt making the required shapes as there was concern about meeting
the specification requirements. Manfacturing decided that the objectives would be difficult but

attainable. In order to insure that the blocks would fit properly in the melter, a steel fit-up fixture
was constructed to match the vessel contours, including the slant riser.

Maximum allowable gap size for the flat ground vertical and horizontal sidewall joints was set at
1/16 inch. This was based on an analysis by L. A. DeFrate which suggested that glass could not
be frozen in the refractory if the gap were 1/8 inch or larger. For a sidewall joint, filling a large
gap with mortar does not prevent penetration. The glass will react with the less resistant mortar
and form corrosion products that will be washed out by glass circulation. Fresh glass will fill the
void and continue the cycle.

Vertical radial joints in the bottom blocks were also ground to the 1/16 inch maximum gap, since
these are flat surfaces.

One e×ception to the 1/16 inch rule is permitted-it is not applied to the curved circumferential
joints between adjacent bottom block rings. There is no practial way to grind these surfaces, and
they must remain as-cast. The allowance for the gap tolerance in these joints was set at 3/16 inch
maximum. This larger tolerance was justified by the bottom being less critical for glass pene-
tration as mortar cannot be washed out of these joints. The glass has nowhere to go and will
freeze in the mortar.

At the time the 1941 melter was constructed, Carborundum did not have blanchard grinders to
gang machine each ring of sidewall blocks. As a result, the blocks had to be individually milled

and ground to fit with each other. Blocks were positioned on sidewheel grinders using spirit
levels and shims. This made the height of each block slightly different, and increased the
difficulty of maintaining parallelism and squareness on the mating block surfaces. In spite of this,
the final results exceeded expectations and more than met the minimum requirements.

Today, improved manufacturing techniques have made the block fitting procedure much easier
and fabricating special shapes has become an important part of Carborundum's business. During

inspection nips, we have seen special block shapes for other applications, including a set of
curved blocks for another cylindrical melter.

For Monofrax ®K-3 refractory design, it is desirable to have all glass contacting surfaces be as-cast
instead of machined. The surface against the mold has a denser, finer grain structure from cooling

at a faster rate, and this results in higher resistance to corrosion. Since the riser design for the 1941
melter had glass contacting the inside surface of the hole in the cylindrical blocks, and it was not
practical to cast a Monofrax ®K-3 block with a hole, each riser block was cast in four equal
segments. These were temporarily bonded with epoxy to keep the segments together during
handling, machining the outside diameter, and installation. Once the riser blocks were installed in
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the vessel, the bond was not needed since the design keeps the refractory in compression. R.N.
Mc Cormick and B. N. Zolin developed the bonding procedure. _" This epoxy can also used to

repair cracked or broken blocks, but the decision to use this technique must be based on the nature
of the defect and its location.

Two surfaces on the 1941 riser blocks required special machining to meet the fit-up tolerances:

the outside diameter, and the radial joint at the interface of the lower riser block with the sidewall
throat block. Both of these surfaces require a high degree of accuracy, and this is compounded by

the difficulty of machining K-3 due to its high hardness. Diamond tooling is normally required
along with proper machining techniques to avoid cracking this brittle material.

A search was conducted to find vendors having the necessary equipment and experience, and the
final selection was narrowed to Hardface Welding & Machine Co., Buffalo, NY, and Rock of
Ages, Barre, VT. Hardface Welding developed a technique to grind the outside diameters of the
riser blocks, while Rock of Ages adapted their wire cutting experience to contour the radial
surfaces at the riser/throat block interface.

Wire cutting is a routine technique used at Rock of Ages to cut large granite blocks to size using a
continuous braided steel wire running in an abrasive slurry. The standard wire-cutting machine
was adapted to the refractory blocks using fixtures to hold and orient the blocks during the
operation. Although wire cutting produced an accurate shape, the as-cut surface had fine ridges
produced by small variations in the wire path. These were removed on a contour grinder using
wood templates to control the grind path. The end result was a very smooth, accurate surface. The
same technique was used on the Scale and DWPF melter riser blocks except the templates were
made of metal for greater accuracy. In all cases, the wire-cutting fixtures were also used to
position the blocks on the contour grinder.

Castable Refractories

The combination of machined K-3 shapes coupled with a machined vessel interior increases

fabrication complexity compared with more conventional rectangular melter designs. One
suggested design change for future melters is to use a rolled and welded cylinder having a larger
diameter and filling the void between vessel wall and K-3 with castable refractory. This approach
does not require machining the vessel interior to close tolerances.

Castable materials were not used in the 1941 or DWPF melters because of their inherent lack of

stability. By definition, the casting is a one-piece monolith that will crack as it goes into tension

during heat-up. An example of this phenomena is shown in Figure 2.7
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This experimental castable liner is one of several that were evaluated for service up to 1000°C.

All failed by cracking, even when the lining was constructed with two separate concentric

cylinders to reduce stresses. Because of this unstable nature, castable materials were not used

in the 1941, Scale or DWPF melters.

Figure2.7
FAILED CASTABLE REFRACTORY LINER
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Superstructure Refractory

Although K-3 must be used for the glass contacting surfaces, the requirements for the lining above
the glass melt in the sidewall and top head are not as critical. Carborundum's Mullfrax ®202 was
used in the 1941 melter.

The outer ring of blocks in the top head must be a snug fit in the knuckle radius zone, since this
ring keys the entire top head refractory structure. Insulation was limited to a thin layer of
Fiberfrax ®paper to restrict movement. With this self-locking design, the head can be rotated to
the upright position and installed on the shell without danger of the blocks falling out.

It is also important to maintain concentricity in the rings of blocks making up the structure. If the
rings are overlapped, the transfer of load from one ring to another may unload adjacent blocks and
allow them to shift.

It is very difficult to achieve a stable refractory configuration with a flat roof design. There has
been a history of losing refractory from the roof with this type of construction, t°

2.7 Electrical Isolation

Electrical isolation is required between all components that contact the glass and the grounded
vessel. In addition to having high dielectric value, the material for this service must also satisfy
other requirements:

• ability to withstand 1100°(2 heater temperatures

• high compressive strength for bolted flanged joints

• ability to be machined or ground fiat for sealing surfaces

• capable of being formed and ground into cylindrical shapes for isolating
bolts, riser heater internals, and other round shapes

A high alumina ceramic met all of these requirements and was selected for the 1941 melter.
Coors Porcelain furnished the alumina parts for the 1941 melter. The success of this application
led to the use of alumina in the Scale and DWPF melters.

2.8 Electrodes

The electrode configuration for the 1941 melter, Figure 2.8, consisted of four vertical 6 inch

diameter Inconel ®690 bars installed through the top head. Cooling air was circulated through the
central annular channel.

At the time, the basic data did not permit penetrations in the vessel below the glass level as there
was considerable concern about glass containment. In addition to meeting this requirement, the
vertical rod design offered the potential advantage of stronger convection currents to promote
mixing. A paper on electrode shapes and their characteristics verified the conclusions used to
support the 1941 electrode configuration. _7Note that rod electrodes in the glass industry are
usually installed in the bottom of the tank.

@Mullfraxis a registeredtrademarkof TheCarborundumCompany,Keasbey,NJ.
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2.9 Riser & Pour Spout Heater

The 1941 melter riser heater, Figure 2.9, is a double wall resistance heater made of Inconel®690.
It is installed in the center of the glass flow path formed by the cast hole in the K-3 refractory
blocks. Current flows down the heavier center wall to the tip, then up through the thinner outer
wall that is the heating element. Since the heater is cantilevered and exposed along its length to

the glass temperature, a creep analysis was made to verify that the design met the two year life
requirement, m One of the conclusions is the recommendation to make the core hollow to reduce

weight and stresses to increase life. Since glass is in direct contact with the heating element, the
life is also affected by corrosion. The DWPF configuration avoids these restrictions by isolating
the heating element from contact with the glass, and supporting the riser heater shell on the
refractory.

A section of the 1941 melter pour spout heater is shown in Figure 2.10. The heating element
surrounds the pour point to maintain the high temperatures required to keep the glass molten.

Transformers for both the riser and pour spout heaters had to be close coupled and were mounted
directly on the end of the riser.

During startup, the riser heater was overpowered and burned out. This was replaced with a I
duplicate heater that ran for the remainder of the test period. A backup heater design having
heavier sections was fabricated but never used.

2.10 Dome Heaters

During the early design development stage of the 1941 melter there was no provision for heaters
in the vapor area above the glass. Experiments with small melters at SRP showed that additional
heat in the vapor area was necessary to prevent material from plugging the off-gas line.
Experiments with slurry feeding were also in progress, and this would require additional heat in
the vapor space to vaporize the water. It was desirable to add as much heating capacity as
practical in the melter, and the final design used six heaters mounted in the upper section of the
melter shell, Figure 2.11. This was the optimum arrangement to fit the vessel geometry and
provide space between the heaters for the calcine feed.

The original design used type CR silicon carbide Globar* heaters manufactured by the graphite
products division of Carborundum. The first set failed during startup due to corrosion and other
factors. A second set failed by corrosion after 35 hours. 1_ The design was modified by installing
the Globar* units inside Inconel ®690 tubes for corrosion protection, Figure 2.11, although this
required using smaller diameter heaters. During one of the slurry feed runs four of these heaters

failed. As a result of this experience, the DWPF dome heater design uses Inconel ®690 tubes
without cartridge heaters.

®Globaris a registeredtrademarkofTheCarborundumCompany,Keasbey,NJ.
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2.11 FeedTube

The 1941 melter was originally started up and run with drycalcine feed. it was recognized that
slurryfeeding had several advantages_o,and small scale melter tests were run at SRP to
demonstrate the prlx:ess. Among the advantages for the DWPF facility is eliminationof
equipment above the melter, allowing free access to the melter top head for remote installation
and removalof inst_mmentassemblies.

One disadvantage of slurryfeeding is the potential for sprayingcool slurrywateron the hot
Monofrax®K-3 surfaces, since the thermalshockcan crack the blocks and cause spalling. This
effect was observedon the LSFM melterat the end of the test run, and is believed due to the close
proximity of the fe_t tube to the refractorywall (page 3.2). The DWPFdesign locates the feed
tube at a greaterdist_nce.

The 1941melter was modified for slurryfeeding by installing a feed tube in the original calcine
feed/off-gas nozzle, Figure 2.12. Annular construction is used to jacket the internal slurrytube
with water, followed ,byFiberfrax®insulation and an outer tube of Inconel®690. The critical
requirementfor feed tube design is to manifold the waterdown to the bottom of the tube. If the
tube is not cooled, glass particles will stick to the bottom and plug the feed channel. This same
construction was used for the Scale and DWPF melters.

2.12 Drain Valve

The drainvalve assembly is shown in Figure 2.13. This was designed to continuously drain the
entire meltercontents into a largecan at the end of the testing period. Therewas no provision to
stop the flow after drainingwas initiated.

The drainbore is plugged with a glass rod that was installed in the bore prior to melterstart up,
and melted in place with the valve heater. An additional mechanical seal is provided at the
bottom of the bore by a ceramicdisk loaded with an aircylinder and link assembly. Draining is
initiated by rotatirJgthe ceramic disk out of the way with the cylinder, and turning on the heater
to melt the glass plug. Not shown is an aircylinder powered mechanical probe mounted below
the valve. This was designed to run throughthe bore after the glass plug melted in case the bore
was plugged by deposiitson the melter bottom.

2.13 Differential Pressure Pouring

As originallydesigned, the glasswas poured fromthe melterby tilting the vessel. The entire
melterassemblywas suspendedfrom the frame on shafts and bearingsand tiltedwith a hydraulic
cylinder,Figure 2.1. Tilt pouring has two majordisadvantagesfor remotecanyon operation: it is
difficult to control the pour pathto thecanister, andflexibility is needed in theprocess and
instrumentationconnections. J. S. Duskas reccmmended using differential pressurefor glass
pouringon DWPF to eliminate the mechanical tilting arrangement,at This was demonstratedon
the 1941 melter and continued on the Scale and DWPF melters. The ASME type construction of
the vessel is an advant_ge for this concept, since it permits better sealing and reduces the amount
of air inleakage.
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2.14 1941 Melter Test Results

The 1941 melter was run in campaigns from August 1980 to September 1981. A total of 74 tons of
glass were produced-54 with dry feeding and 20 with slurry feeding.

The melter was started up by Hotwork, Inc. using a burner to heat the interior. This was
considered the safest and most conservative method to heat up all refractory surfaces uniformly at a

slow, controlled rate. After the vessel was at operating temperature, the dry feed was introduced.

During the initial glass melting start-up period, instrumentation problems resulted in variations in
the glass melt temperature. _ A layer of spinel _ approximately 7 inches deep formed in the bottom
of the melter. This was attributed to a combination of the melter bottom temperature and the
periods of high and low bulk glass temperature, but was primarily a result of operating the glass
melt below the glass liquidus temperature. Due to the depth of this layer, the dump valve probe
was not able to penetrate it completely, and manual rodding was required to clear the obstruction
and drain the melter. An analysis of the spinel buildup showed that the formation correlated with
the glass temperature history. _ As a result of this experience, a considerable amount of analyses
and tests were run to verify the refractory design in the bottom of the DWPF melter.

Examination of the 1941 melter refractory after shutdown showed that it was in excellent shape,
Figures 2.14 and 2.15. Representatives from the glass industry agreed that the condition of the K-
3 indicated that the life would easily exceed the two year design requirement. _

An analysis of the Inconel ®690 components concluded that the observed wear supported the two
year life requirement. _

All of this early corrosion data was based on the frit 131 glass formulation. Since this time,
development of the frit chemistry has resulted in a formula that is much less corrosive on both K-3
and Inconel ®690.

2.15 Conclusions

After analyzing the operating results and conducting a post mortem examination of the Project
1941 melter, the following conclusions were reached:

1. The design concept was sound, and demonstrated superior performance in thermal,
mechanical, and electrical stability compared with other experimental melters.

2. The basic design was a satisfactory prototype for future experimental melters.

3. At proper operating conditions, the melter produced an acceptable glass at the required rate.



This photograph of the 1941 melter top head interior shows the condition of the refractory after
the test campaigns were completed. The general condition was excellent, and allowed the head to bo

be used on the DWPF prototype Scale melter without replacing the refractory, i,o

Figure 2.14

1941MELTERTOPHEADREFRACTORY



This close-up view shows details of the block and joint construction. Note how the nozzle blocks are made
in two pieces dividedin themiddle. This same approachwas used on the DWPF melterhead refractory, to

to
....a

Figure2.15
1941 MELTER- TOP HEAD REFRACTORY DETAIL



The 1941 melter shell refractory was also in excellent condition at the end of the campaign. This view
shows the riser opening and the accumulation of spinel on the bottom. Depressions in the spinel from
the electrodes are visible.

oo

Figure 2.16

1941MELTERSHELLREFRACTORY



This photograph of the Monofrax ®K-3 refractory was taken at the glass melt elevation. Above the melt,
the refractory surface is coated with glass. Note the tight joints between blocks. Since the blocks were
ground individually, the horizontal and vertical joints do not line up precisely, see page 2.13.

The moth was charged with entering the vessel without a permit.
to

Figure 2.17

1941MELTER- SHELLREFRACTORYDETAIL
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This close-up shows the spinel at the bottom of the melter. The large depression is from an electrode; the
smaller one to the left is from a thermowell. The Monofrax ®K-3 refractory block cracked vertically, but the
round water-cooled vessel kept the refractory in compression and prevented the crack from opening. For this
type of construction a crack becomes another joint, see Figure 2.16 for comparison.

Figure 2.18

1941MELTER- BOTTOMDETAIL
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Section 3
LSFM Glass Melter

3.1 LSFM Configuration

The second large scale melter tested at TNX for the DWPF program was the Large Slurry Fed
Melter (LSFM), Figures 3.1 and 3.2. During the design phase at SRL, this was also called the
Joule Heated Research Melter. Primary objectives of this design were to evaluate the slurry feed

operation with glass formulations and off-gas components, t It was also a test vehicle for several
components, including a new electrode configuration.

The vessel is cylindrical with a flat floor and roof. Several layers of backup refractory and
insulation board were used, as the vessel was not water cooled. These included ZirmuP,

firebrick, Fibeffrax ®Hotboard, and Alfrax ®tastable refractory. Monofrax ®K-3 refractory and
Inconel ®690 were used for the glass contacting materials.

Glass was poured by tilting the vessel. Differential pressure pouring was not feasable due to the
amount of air inleakage under vacuum.

Among the components tested in the LSFM, three were near prototypes of the DWPF configur-
ations: electrodes, off-gas film cooler, and a thick wall thermowell.

3.2 Electrodes

As shown in Figure 3.2, the melt chamber is octagonal with four plate electrodes 90° apart. Each
pair of opposed electrodes has an independent power supply for more flexibility in controlling
the melt pool temperature.

A section view of the electrode is shown in Figure 3.3. External fins provide cooling to aid in

freezing glass within the refractory. In addition, the design physically isolates the vessel wall
from the glass by combining a large nozzle with a labyrinth path in the refractory. Although
provisions were included for air cooling the electrode plate, this was found to be unnecessary
and the air cooling feature was not used during operation.

Two of the four electrodes have an extension on the bottom making them L shaped, Figure 3.4.

The intended purpose of the L shape was to force more electric current through the bottom layer
of glass to maintain bottom temperatures above 1000° C. This feature was called power
skewing, and was aided by independent control of the power to the L vs. rectangular plate
electrodes.

3.3 Thermowell and Film Cooler

A DWPF type heavy wall thermowell and off-gas film cooler were tested in the LSFM. The
development history of these items is covered in paragraphs 8.5 and 8.8.

Alfrax® is a registeredtrademarkof TheCarborundumCompany,Keasbey,NJ.
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3.4 LSFM Melter Test Results

The LSFM melter was run in campaigns over a period of 749 days. During this time, the melter
was operated with slurry feeding for 193 days. A total of 234 tons of glass were produced.

While the L shaped electrodes did demonstrate some ability to increase power to the bottom of
the glass melt, it was not enough to achieve the desired control. This result led directly to the use
of separate electrodes with independent power supplies on the DWPF melter.

An analysis of the Monofrax®K-3 refractory was made at the conclusion of the run by the
Carborundum Company. The refractory was in good shape, but some spalling occurred in the

blocks located closest to the slurryfeed tube. This was assumed to be thermal shock fracturing
caused by slurry feed water contacting the hot refractory2 This is not expected to occur in the
DWPF melter for two reasons:

• The DWPF melter feed tube is 20 inches from the refractory wall vs. 8 to 12 inches in the
LSFM melter. For comparison, the centrally located feed tube in the 1941 and Scale
melters was 24 inches from the wall.

• Based on the LSFM experience, Carborundum suggested lining the Monofrax®K-3
sidewalls in future melters with layers of Fiberfrax®paper. This acts as a sacrificial
thermal barrierto protect the refractory from thermal shock during a slurry feed start-up.
This technique was used for the Scale melter start-up, and is partof the DWPF melter

component installation procedure.

References - Section 3 - LSFM Melter
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2. Letter to F. W. Thompson from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated December 7, 1984 - Analysis of the
LSFM Melter K-3 Monofrax®Refractory - Document Number DS 0000210.
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A view of the L shaped electrode tested in the LSFM melter. This photograph was taken at the
end of the test run after the refractory had been removed. The characteristic overlap pattern is still
visible on the weld bead a' the base of the electrode, indicating a low corrosion rate in this area.

Figure 3.4

LSFM MELTER L SHAPED ELECTRODE
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Section 4

Project S-4234 Scale Glass Melter

4.1 Background

In mid 1982, it was apparent that the configurations of many DWPF melter components would
differ from those tested in the 1941 and LSFM melters. As part of the general plan to verify new
designs through tests of full scale and prototype configurations, Project S-4234 was approved to
convert the 1941 melter vessel to the DWPF configuration. This Scale melter provided valuable
experience with component development and melter operation.

The primary objective of the Scale melter program was to verify operation of DWPF melter
equipment designs. These included the following:

• melter components- electrodes, dome heaters, riser/pour spout heater, pour spout
bellows, thermowell, feed tube, level dip tube, and T.V. camera/borescope

• bottom refractory and insulation design

• vacuum pouting

• recirculating loop slurry feed system

• off-gas system equipment

The 1941 melter had a 4 foot melt pool diameter, a 2/3 geometric scale of the 6 foot DWPF design.
This same 2/3 ratio was applied to the electrodes and melt pool depth to simulate the DWPF glass

melting process and control of glass temperature. Scaling was not applied to the external
dimensions of the dome heaters, riser/pour spout heater, and thermowells, since it was desirable to

test electrical heating assemblies at the full size cross section.

At this time the DWPF drain valve design was not developed sufficiently to include a true
prototype, but the installed valve simulated several DWPF design features. Later, tests of the
DWPF drain valve configuration were run on a test stand at TNX, paragraph 7.6.

Since the Scale melter components and bottom configuration were based on those designed for
DWPF, design development for both were done at the same time. To avoid repetition, details of

the design basis and history will be covered in the DWPF melter descriptions, Sections 6 through
8. This section will limit discussion to a description of the Scale melter components, and any
differences between these and the DWPF versions.

For additional details of Scale vs. DWPF melter differences, refer to Reference 1.

4.2 Scale Melter Configuration

A section view of the Scale Melter is shown in Figure 4.1. Modifications to the original 1941
melter vessel included adding nozzles for the side entering electrodes, fabricating a new riser

section, and reducing the dome heater nozzles from six to four. The vessel configuration is shown
in Figure 4.2.
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4.3 Refractory and Insulation

The insulation and refractory design for the Scale melter duplicated the DWPF design as closely as
possible. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the Scale melter configuration for the insulation and refractory.
There are some minor differences between the Scale and DWPF refractory geometry due to vessel
geometry, thermal scaling requirements, and other considerations. These are described in the
following paragraphs.

Top Head

The 1941 melter top head and refractory were examined and found to be in excellent condition.

There was no justification to completely replace the refractory in this assembly since it would be
representative of the material used in the DWPF melter.

Riser and Upper Sidewall

When the 1941 melter was constructed, a spare set of refractory blocks was manufactured but never
used. The spare refractory was in excellent condition, and the decision was made to use this

material on the Scale melter where practical. From the K-3 refractory set, only the wire cut and
ground Monofrax ®K-3 riser block was selected. All of the MuUfrax* 202 bricks for the upper side
wall (except the dome heater blocks) were also selected. New Mullfrax ®dome heater blocks were
ordered, but the vendor had problems with cracks in several sets of castings. The reasons for this
were not clear, particularly since there were no similar problems with the Mullfrax* made for the
1941 melter. As a backup, an additional set of dome heater blocks was ordered from Babcock and
Wilcox in Augusta, Ga. The very first set of B & W blocks had excellent quality, including a very
smooth, dense surface f'mish. These were installed in the Scale melter.

Although acceptable Mullfrax ® blocks were eventually produced, they did not match the quality of
the B & W versions. Due to the history of quality problems with the large Mullfrax ,cale melter
blocks, this material was not selected for use in the DWPF melter.

Lower Sidewall

At an early stage of the Scale melter design, a meeting was held at Carborundum to discuss the
Monofrax ®K-3 requirements and tolerances. Carborundum had recently installed two Blanchard
grinding machines in the manufacturing area to machine blocks to a greater degree of precision.
With these machines, an entire ring of blocks can be set up and ground simultaneously, producing
a set that has the same height within .010 inches or less. With individual block f'L_tures,the

Blanchards can also be used to grind the vertical radial joints on the sidewall blocks. This was a
considerable improvement over the earlier method of fitting blocks of varying heights using a
repetitive fit and grind sequence. In addition to achieving higher quality, less handling of the blocks
was required between the fit-Ul, fixture and grinding machine. When these blocks were assembled
into the Scale melter, the joints were tighter and measurably better than the previous "best possible"
achieved on the 1941 melter.
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Bottom Construction

A considerable amount of studies and tests were used to establish the bottom refractory design for
the DWPF and Scale melters. The Scale melter bottom configuration was based on the DWPF

design, but there are minor differences in the geometry. Insulation thickness could not be scaled
geometrically, but had to be sized to offset corner heat losses to match the DWPF bottom
temperature. As a result, the Scale melter has proportionally more insulation. Design development
of the melter bottom refractory and il, _ulation configuration is described on page 6.4.

4.4 Electrodes

The electrode design is directly related to and influenced by the bottom construction of the melter
and the requirement to maintain the bottom temperatures at 1050°C. First, the electrode configur-
ation had to be designed to meet the requirements for DWPF, then reduced in size by the 2/3
geometric scaling ratio for the Scale melter. The final configuration is shown in Figures 4.5 and
4.6. With the smaller Scale melter, it was feasible to keep the inside surface of the refractory
round, and shape the _;lectrode to fit this curved shape by machining a thick Inconel ®plate. On the
DWPF melter, this design was modified by using a flat plate to keep the electrode size and weight
at reasonable limits. Electrode design development is described on page 7.1.

4.5 Riser/Pour Spout Heater

A section view of the Scale melter riser/pour spout heater is shown in Figure 4.7. This is almost a
duplicate of the DWPF configuration, with two exceptions-the length of the DWPF riser section is
longer, and the inside diameter of the DWPF riser bore is 4.0 inches vs. the Scale melter's 2.66
inch diameter. The longer DWPF riser section is due to the combination of lower riser angle and

extended pour point location to align with the canister position on the turntable. The smaller Scale
melter bore was a deliberate choice to suit the lower glass production rate (based on melt pool

area) and match the average glass velocity of the DWPF version. Making the glass velocity the
same was judged important to simulate the overflow condition to the vertical pour spout, and the
effect of glass velocity on erosion. It was assumed that the Inconel ®Scale melter components
would be _mlyzed for corrosion at the end of the test like those in the 1941 and LSFM melters.

During initial start up, the Scale melter riser heater element was overpowered and failed. This was
a result of the heater thermocouple location, which was too close to the cooler connector extension.
The extension acted as a heat sink, resulted in an artificially low temperature readout, and the

demand for more power increased, current until the heater burned out) At this time the internal
melter temperature had only reached 700°t2 and had not melted the frit, so the riser heater was
relatively easy to remove. Both heater core and thermocouple layout were redesigned to provide

more temperature sensing locations, and a current limit was added to the power supply to prevent a
reoccurrence of overpowering the heater element.

There were also initial problems with glass plugs forming at the base of the pour spout, and the
formation of glass fibers at the end of a pour. Addilional design changes were m_de to correct all
of these problems, the performance was verified on the Scale melter, and all changes were included
in the DWPF design. Riser/pour spout heater design development is covered on page 7.16.
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4.6 Dome Heaters

Plan and section views of the Scale melter dome heaters are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. These

are based on the DWPF geometry described in Paragraph 7.4, A total of four heater tubes are
used vs. eight in DWPF. The 3.25 inch O.D. is identical to the DWPF versions. Since the 1941
melter had six smaller heaters, the vessel was modified by plugging the center nozzles and

reworking the upper and lower nozzles to suit the new configuration. The ratio of dome heater
area relative to the melt pool area is 1.42 for the DWPF and 1.10 for the Scale melter. The
smaller Scale melter ratio represents a conservative test of the configuration for total heat output.

After the riser heater had been redesigned, repaired and installed, the melter was started up for
operation. During the initial start up of the Scale melter, a request to increase the heater

temperature from 950°12 to 1050°(2 (see page 4.16) resulted in the discovery of a "hot spot" at the
center of the solid end stems of the lid heater. Temperatures in this zone exceeded the surface

temperature of the tube surface that was supposed to be the hottest area. Although this did not
impair performance of the heaters, this is too close to the long term creep limits for Inconel ®690.
The DWPF dome heater design was revised to have a nickel core in the center of the end stem to
reduce electrical resistance and lower the internal stem temperature. Dome heater design
development is covered in Paragraph 7.3

4.7 Pour Spout Bellows

The pour spout bellows couples the bottom of the pour spout to the canister. Included as part of
the pour spout bellows is the vacuum connection for creating the differential pressure for pouring.
Figure 4.10 shows the original design installed and operated on the Scale melter.

During the initial test phase, glass fibers (caused by low temperatures at the end of the pour spout)
would accumulate in the vacuum line and cause periodic plugs. These fibers, ce_upled with an
unstable glass pour stream, also accumulated on the inside surface of the bellows.

All of these difficulties were solved through a combination of design changes that resulted in the
DWPF version of the pour spout bellows assembly. The DWPF design was installed on the Scale

melter and tested successfully. Pour spout bellows design development is covered in paragraph
7.5.

4.8 Drain Valve

At the time the Scale melter components were being designed, the DWPF drain valve was still in
the conceptual design stage. Although it was possible to model the upper two heater zones of the
DWPF design, other features that were not completed could not be included. Testing of the
DWPF drain valve configuration was accomplished on a special test stand at a later date, see

Paragraph 7.6.

The Scale melter drain valve design was simplified by making the drain bore vertical (the DWPF

drain bore is an off-set Z shape). The valve was also designed to drain the entire contents of the
melter into a large can at the end of the run, with no provision to mechanically stop the flow. In
this sense, the operation was similar to that used on the 1941 melter, page 2.22.

' m ' '
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The pour spout bellows flange is held against the melter pour spout nozzle by the spring assembly. This

design assures positive contact of the flange surfaces at all times.

The canister bellows flange is held against the canister flange by air pressure in the bellows. A relief

valve maintains constant pressure as the canister grows upward thermally. Counterweights raise the

flange when air pressure is released.

Screws compress and lock the bellows position during installation and.removal of the assembly. This

simulates DWPF requirements for remote handling.

Figure 4.10
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Assembly and section views of the Scale melter drain valve are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
Note the small heater in zone 1 at the top of the valve-this is designed to cancel the heat sink effect
of the valve body on the surrounding refractory, see page 6.5.

The valve is actuated by powering the heaters, letting the drain valve bore come up to temperature,
and activating the probe to initiate draining. During the first attempt to drain the Scale melter,
glass flow could not be established because the bottom of the drain bore was not hot enough, and
glass solidified in the bore. Insulation was added to the bottom half to reduce heat loss, and the

melter was drained successfully. The DWPF drain valve has a different design at the bottom that
recesses the pour lip higher into the valve, and prevents the heat sink effect seen on the Scale

melter. Drain valve design development is covered in paragraph 7.6

4.9 Off-Gas Film Cooler

Film cooler evaluation continued on the Scale melter based on the LSFM melter tests. Design
development is described in paragraph 8.8.

4.10 Other Components

The Scale melter thermoweUs and feed tube were identical to the DWPF configurations. Design
changes were made to the level dip tube to eliminate a weld joint that failed during the test phase.
Design development of these items is covered in paragraphs 8.4 through 8.7.

4.11 Scale Melter Start-up

After the failed riser/pour spout heater assembly had been removed, repairs were needed to the
riser refractory, Figure 4.13. One of the four lower block segments had shifted as a result of the
heat up and cool down cycle. In addition, a piece was broken from the end of the riser as the

heater was being removed. Repairs were made on site by Toledo Engineering.

The riser block shift was due to the combination of using the original cast, segmented block from
the 1941 melter, and the more rapid heat-up of the riser assembly relative to the interior melter

refractory. This is not expected to occur on DWPF, since the rise.- blocks are one-piece castings,
and the start-up procedure has been revised to heat up the melter cavity before the riser heater is
brought up to temperature.

Although the riser blocks were repositioned correctly, and the brokeripiece repaired with epoxy,
the repair work apparently disturbed the flit layer and resulted in the flit covering one lower
electrode, Figure 4.14. It was during this start-up attempt when the dome heater surface
temperatures were increased above 1000°C and the "hot spot" in the heater stem was revealed.

Start-up was achieved by adding more frit to reach the upper electrode layer, and heating the

surface with the dome heaters. Additional flit had to be added after the partially melted flit

O slumped and lost contact with the electrode. This was a predicted result, and the reason for using a
shallow frit layer at the lower electrode level. A restart using the DWPF procedure was demon-
strated at the end of the test run.
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The riser refractory had shifted after the heat-up to 700 ° C and rapid cool down cycle following
failure of the riser heater element. This was due to the segmented construction of the riser block
(1941 melter vintage) and the faster heat-up of the riser heater relative to the melter sidewall
refractory. The spall, which was broken off during extraction of the riser heater, was repaired with
epoxy. Based on the difficulty of removing the angled heater assembly with an overhead crane, an
installation fixture was provided with the DWPF assembly, see Figure 7.10, page 7.15.

This event will not occur with the DWPF melter. The riser blocks are one-piece castings, and the
start-up procedure has been modified to heat the melter interior before the riser heater is energized.

Figure 4.13

CONDITION OF SCALE MELTER REFRACTORY AFTER SHUTDOWN
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The start-up frit layer was supposed to be level near the top of the lower electrode. Repairs to the
riser refractory apparently resulted in shifting the frit and covering one electrode. The melter
could not be started under this condition, and a modified start-up was achieved by adding more
frit to reach the upper electrodes. As the flit was heated, it fused and slumped down (dark line).
Additional frit had to be added to keep the material in contact with the electrodes.

At the conclusion of the Scale melter test run, the melter was drained, flit was added to the correct
level at the lower electrode, and a simulated DWPF start-up was successfully demonstrated.

Figure 4.14

SCALEMELTERFRITCONDITIONAT START-UP
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4.12 Scale Melter Test Results and Conclusions

The Scale melter test program successfully verified many component designs and process
operating features of the DWPF melter system. Glass melter accomplishments include the
following significant demonstrations:

• The electrode configuration, power supply, and control system worked flawlessly
throughout the test period. This verified the combination of electrode and melter bottom
design for DWPF.

° Limitations of the riser/pour spout heater were uncovered, corrected with design changes,
and verified with additional tests. The improved temperature profiles resulted in a very
stable glass pour stream.

• Design improvements to the pour spout bellows also improved stability of the pour stream
and eliminated glass fiber plugs in the vacuum line.

• An internal tube failure in the level dip tube revealed an area of high stress caused by
differential thermal expansion. The design was changed to eliminate the tubing, and new
dip tube assemblies were fabricated for the DWPF melters.

° After testing was completed, the glass was drained from the melter, frit was added, and a
DWPF start-up using the dome heaters to melt the upper frit surface layer was
demonstrated. After power to the electrodes was established, the glass volume was
increased to normal limits with slurry feeding.

° The last test was a demonstration of restart capability. Power to the dome heaters and
electrodes was turned off, the glass was allowed to freeze, and the melter was restarted
using the dome heaters to melt the surface and gradually increasing power to the
electrodes. This was the first time that this restart technique was demonstrated with a
large melter.

References - Section 4 - Project S-4234 Scale Melter
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Section 5
DWPF Glass Melter Vessel

5.1 Basic Data

The melter sizewas influenced by a combination of melt rate requirements, refractory corrosion
allowances, and considerations for transport. Earlier tests at SRP established a minimum
instantaneous melting rate of 8 pounds/hr/ft 2 of glass melt surface area, and a minimum total
instantaneous melting rate of 228 lbs/hr? This translates to an approximate melt pool diameter of 6
feet. Refractory corrosion allowances dictated a nominal refractory sidewall thickness of 1 foot,
increasing the vessel inside diameter to 8 feet. Allowances for insulation, vessel wall thickness,
and water cooling jackets brought the vessel outside diameter to 8 1/2 feet, excluding flanges.

This was getting close to the maximum permissible limits. The possibility of having to transport
the vessel/frame assembly off of the site dictated a maximum width across the assembly of 11
feet) This influenced many design details, including orientation of the dome heaters and, to a
lesser degree, angular positioning of the electrodes.

5.2 Materials

Type 304L stainless steel was specified for the vessel. This choice was based on the melt cell
environn ,.nt for external surfaces, and the protection offered to the internal surfaces by the

combination of refractory, insulation, and epoxy coating. For the same reasons, corrosion
evaluation was not required.

Inconel ®690 material is used for the two off-gas nozzles and flanges. These are the only vessel
surfaces directly exposed to the off-gas vapor, and this is minimized by the fact that the vapor

flows through the installed f'flm cooler, not the vessel nozzle. Vapor corrosion tests of Inconel ®
alloys conducted at PN1 verified that Inconel ®690 was the most corrosion resistant material, a

The chromium content range for Inconel ®690 is 29 to 31 percent by weight. To ensure maximum
resistance to corrosion for DWPF, a minimum amount of 29 percent chromium was recommended.
This requirement was included in the order specifications and verified by a chemical analysis of
each heat. B. S. Schaff, ESD, recommended using a modified type 690 weld filler material for
Inconel ®690. The chromium content for this material was increased to 30-32 percent to allow for
losses across the arc."

The interior surfaces of the vessel and nozzles are coated with four layers of Keeler and Long, Inc.
nuclear grade epoxy for the electrical insulation barrier (see description on page 2.10). Surface
preparation and coating procedures are covered in DuPont painting system specification SR-404. 5

5.3 Vessel Configuration

Elevation and section views of the DWPF melter are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The design is
based on the same refractory stability principles described previously for the Project S- 1941 melter
in Section 2 - a cylindrical water-cooled vessel with dished heads and a slant riser.
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The final vessel design, Figure 5.3, is based on calculations similar to those used to size the 1941
melter. Since the DWPF melter is not a tilt pouring design, the vessel is supported on the
bottom. With this design, the junction where the bottom head meets the sidewall is a high stress
zone, and it would be undesirable to have a welded joint at this location. A one-piece forged ring
was the solution, Figure 5.4. The forging provided improved grain structure at the critical joint
and allowed the weld to be located away from the corner. Stresses were reduced further by using
generous radii to gradually blend the vertical skirt into the bottom head.

Previous stress analyses of the 1941 melter showed a high stress zone at the riser junction,
Section 2, Reference 7. This area was reinforced with a 3 inch thick forged boss on DWPF. Side

and top edges of the boss are tapered gradually to blend with the nominal 1 1/2 inch thick
sidewall (see Figure 5.12, page 5.17).

The DWPF top head contour is shaped similar to the 1941 melter configuration for a keyed
refractory assembly. A considerable amount of design time and effort was spent on the DWPF
top head to resolve conflicting space requirements for the water cooling jackets, nozzle layout,
and access for remote handling of the top head components. The remote handling aspect is
discussed in paragraph 8.2.

$.4 Water Cooling

At an early point in the DWPF melter design, two independent water cooling circuits were
suggested to protect the melter from a single failure in the cooling water supply system. The
melter has two independent cooling channels designated "A" and "B" on the drawings. Each
channel has its own pump, supply jumper, and return jumper. If there is a loss of water flow in
either channel, water is retained in the melter cooling channels since the melter is located below
the supply and return lines.

On the bottom head, the "A" and "B" channels are half pipes formed into helical coils, Figure
5.5. A vertical channel configuration was selected for the sidewall to vent the system in the

unlikely event that all water flow is lost, see page 5.10. Another advantage of vertical channels is
the ability to fit them up close to the nozzles and surround the nozzle base with water, Figure 5.6.
A section view of the sidewall jacket construction is shown in Figure 5.7. For the same reasons,

jackets were also used on the top head instead of half pipes.

Water distribution is provided by a combination of manifolds and internal orifices. All internal

orifice sizes were calculated for ideal distribution. 8 In a few cases, the orifice geometry was
varied slightly to suit fabrication requirements.

Total water flow to the melter in each channel is 180 gallons per minute. This is a very
conservative design, as the flow rate is large compared to the energy absorbing requirements.
One of the questions raised during the conceptual design stage concerned the effect of losing
flow in one channel due to a pump, valve, or jumper failure. Heat transfer calculations showed

that energy absorption by the operating water channel keeps water temperature in the adjacent
(stagnant) channel below the boiling point. 7 Representative temperatures are also shown in
Figure 5.7.
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A forged ring is used at the critical interface between the vessel sidewall and bottom head. The

forging shape provides improved grain structure and removes welds from the higher stress area.

Stress concentrations are reduced by using large radii to blend the skirt into the bottom head.

Q Figure 5.4
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9

A and B water channels on the vessel bottom are formed by welding half pipes into helical coils.
In this view, the two channels are temporarily tied together with a U shaped pipe for hydrotesting.

Figure 5.5

BOTTOMCOOLINGCOILS
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The vertical sidewall water channels are formed by welding T shaped ribs to the vessel. This
photograph shows how the ribs are shaped to fit around the riser. Each dome heater nozzle has an A
channel on one half and a B channel on the other. The same arrangement is used for the electrode
nozzles (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.6

SHELLWATERJACKET
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VESSEL SIDEWALL

"B" PATH

"A" PATH --'m STAGNANT WATER _40.0"C
WATER FLOIING 'A" PATH

40.0°C 88.6°C WATER FLOWING
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The independent cooling channels provide protection against overheating if water flow is lost in
one channel. Heat transfer calculations predict that water flow in one channel is sufficient to keep
water temperatures in the adjacent stagnant channel below the boiling point. Temperatures
shown are at the lower sidewall section adjacent to the glass melt, where the heat flux is highest
(See Reference 6 for the original data).

Figure 5.7

SIDEWALLWATERJACKETCONSTRUCTION
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The water jackets, coils, and manifolds are designed for 60 psig service. Both leak testing and
hydrotesting are required procedures. To allow access for leak checks and potential repairs, the
vessel shell water channels were installed and tested in the following sequence:

1. weld B manifolds and jacket covers

2. halide leak test at 15 psig

3. hydrostatic test at 90 psig

4. add the A manifolds and jacket covers

5. repeat leak check and hydrostatic test on A channel

6. weld A and B channel coils on the bottom head and repeat the leak and hydrostatic tests

Top head manifolds and jacket covers are installed and tested per steps 1 through 5.

5.5 Vessel Stress Analyses

Vessel design for the glass melter is a special case compared to a more conventional process
vessel since the loads on the vessel walls are produced by thermal conditions only, not by
operating pressures. Normal operating melter pressure during glass pouring is several inches of
water vacuum. A vessel designed for this service would have a relatively thin wall.

The heavy walls on the DWPF vessel are necessary to withstand stresses produced by the

expansion of the refractory. This is a thermal stress and is self limiting, i.e. if the stress reaches
yield, the material will yield at this local area and the stress will disappear. For these secondary
stresses, the ASME Section 8 Division 2 code permits higher allowable stresses. A number of
finite element analyses have established that the vessel will operate well within these limits.

I

Loss of Coolant

The worst case stress condition for the DWPF melter occurs if cooling water flow is lost through

multiple failures. A finite element stress analysis for this condition showed that the vessel will
yield if all cooling water flow is lost, but will not crack or rupture. 8 This analysis was based on a
heat transfer study that showed water in the sidewall cooling channels below the glass melt
surface would exceed the boiling temperature at steady state?

To reduce distortion of the shell and skirt for this condition, the melter support was designed for
free growth in the radial direction, Figure 5.8. Dowels in the lower frame engage the melter base
plate on the inside edge, allowing the support to grow away from the dowels. The base plate is
fastened to the frame with a shoulder bolt and washer combination that provides a clearance gap
after the bolts are tightened. Figure 5.9 shows the dowel and slotted hole arrangement on the
frame.

B. J. Tilley, ESD, calculated that the maximum pressure developed in the water jackets from this
worst case steam generation is less than 30 psi. The model simulated the piping configuration
from the vessel to the water tank. _o
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This photograph shows the completed lower frame. The melter shell is installed on the circular
ring, aligned with four dowels, and fastened with four shoulder bolts through the slotted holes.
This construction permits free radial growth of the melter support if all cooling water flow is lost.

Figure 5.9

LOWERFRAMECONSTRUCTION
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The possibility of losing all coolant to the DWPF melter is considered to be very remote due to the
redundant system and our experience with the reliability of cooling systems. This includes our
favorable experience with the water-cooled 1941 and Scale melters, which were successfully
operated for several years at the SRP test facility in TNX.

Steam and Chemical Explosion Analyses

In 1983, Fauske & Associates analyzed the effects of a potential steam explosion occurring in the
melter due to interaction of glass with water or molten salts. It was concluded that there is no
threat to the vessel integrity due to dynamic loads resulting from a vapor explosion, or to long-
term pressures and temperatures from steam generation while the melt cools. _t A similar study for
a hypothetical chemical combustion due to loss of slurry feed water also concluded that there was

no threat to the vessel integrity, t2

Normal Operation

Finite element stress analyses were run to determine stresses at the intersection of the bottom and
sidewall for the 1 1/2 inch thick sidewall and the 3 inch thick riser zone. Under normal operating
conditions, the stresses are well below the allowable limits. _3't4 Similar analyses verified the top
head and upper sidewall stresses are within allowable limits. These were recently analyzed again
using the newer Patran program to show additional detail. _s._8

Forces imposed by the off-gas pipes on the melter nozzles were analyzed for stress and deflection.
Stresses were within allowable limits, and an additional study verified that the deflections would

not create binding of the alignment dowels when the off-gas pipes were removed, tT,_8

At Bechtel's request, an analysis of piping loads on the vessel cooling water nozzles was reviewed
and approved by S. L Thaw and J. R. Casper. t"

5.6 Fabrication History

Tolerances

Fabricating the DWPF vessel to the drawing tolerances proved to be a much more difficult task
than anyo_e expected. As on other DWPF equipment, there was the problem of coping with the
unstable nature of stainless steel. This was made more difficult by the requirement to hold a
dimension within 20 to 40 mils over a span of several feet. Thermal distortion from welding
magnified the problem. We soon learned that standard shop practices used to control distortion
were not sufficient to meet DWPF standards. Everyone involved with fabrication of a stainless

steel weldment faced this to some degree. CBI Services experienced an unusual case with the first
melter frame, as the material kept moving and creating small changes in the dimensions. At one
point, work on the frame was stopped, and it was set aside on the shop floor for one week to allow
the residual stresses to work themselves out.
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Melter Shell

Several innovative techniques and procedures were used to control the contours in the vessel shell.
It was recognized that welding the half pipe coils on the bottom of the shell would distort the

bottom contour if there were no restraints. To keep distortion to a minimum, heavy bracing was
temporarily welded to the bottom before the coils were welded in place. After the coils were

installed, the bottom was welded to the forged support skirt, Figure 5.10. This created a rigid
structure to maintain stability when the forged ring was welded to the sidewall.

After the electrode and dome heater nozzles were welded on Melter #1, a dimensional check

revealed that the vessel was out of round to the point where it could not be machined internally to
the final drawing dimensions and minimum wall thickness.

The problem was resolved with a shrink fit procedure. The bottom area of the shell was within
tolerance and only needed restraint to hold the existing shape. Split rings were installed in the
bottom, hydraulically jacked apart, and welded together. Additional one-piece rings were
machined out of carbon steel to suit the as-formed inside diameter, the vessel was heated in an
oven to 1000_F, the center and top ring were installed, and the vessel was allowed to cool and

shrink down on the rings. After the vessel cooled, vertical tubes were welded between the rings to
tie them together.

The "roundout ring" setup is shown in Figure 5.11. Carbon steel was used because the difference
in thermal expansion of the rings and stainless steel shell provided the required control for the
shrink fit. Contamination of the stainless surface with carbon steel was not an issue, since the

inside surface would be machined to the final dimensions after the rings were removed.

Figure 5.12 shows the shell just after the rings were installed. The 5 inch thick center ring can be
seen through the opening for the riser nozzle. Details of the internal bracing are shown in Figures
5.13 and 5.14.

After all nozzles were welded, the shell was stress relieved by a controlled heating and cooling
procedure. _ Additional bracing was added to the dome heater nozzles to prevent them from
warping during this operation, Figure 5.15.

The following procedure was used to maintain dimensional control for the remaining fabrication
sequence:

1. remove head bracing and tings and rough machine inside surface

2. rework and reinstall rings

3. weld water jackets to the shell exterior

4. stress relieve, remove rings, and machine interior to final dimensions

The combination of rings, bottom head bracing, and stress relieving maintained the correct
contours through the fabrication cycle and was used with equal success on Melter #2.

Final fabrication stages of the melter shell are shown in Figure 5.16.

Despite the procedures to control weld distortion, there were instances where weld overlay had to

be applied to selected areas to meet minimum thickness requirements before final machining.
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The bottom head is fabricated as a subassembly before it is welded to the shell sidewall. This view
shows the completed structure with the bottom head bracing and forged support skirt. Half pipe
cooling coils are underneath and not visible.

Figure 5.10

BOTTOMHEADSUBASSEMBLY
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TOP RINGS

1 1/2" THICK

12.0"WIDE

96 3/4" O. D.
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96 3/4"O. D,

L

BOTTOM,RINGS
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12.0"WIDE

96 11116"O. D.

The bottomrings were split after machining, installed in the shell in two pieces, and fitted to the shell

with hydraulic jacks. After installation, the rings were welded together.

Clips were attached to the shell to support the middle ring. The shell was heated to 1000°F, removed
from the oven, and the middle ring lowered in place. Top rings were set in place ten minutes later.

Figure 5.11

SHELLROUNDOUT RINGS
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This photograph was _takenshortly after the rings were installed. The 5 inch thick center ring is
barely visible through the opening tbr the riser nozzle. At this stage, the electrode nozzles are in
place, and the dome heater nozzles are nearing completion. This is a good view of the heavy forging
that reinforces the riser nozzle inter:_ection. Note how the edge of the forging are tapered to blend
with the sidewall.

Figure 5.12

SHELLAT EARLYFABRICATIONSTAGE
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Bottom head bracing and all three rings are visible in this view. This technique maintained the
shell contours and reduced weld distortion during installation of the nozzles and water jackets.

Figure 5.13

SHELLAND BOTTOMHEADBRACING



Sidewall rings are joined with welded vertical tubes. This view shows the assembly at the electrode
nozzles. Note lifting lug on the center ring for handling and installation.

Detail of bottom head bracing. The rough machined bore for the drain valve is visible at the center

Figure 5.14

DETAILOF SHELLBRACING
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\

These photographs show the external bracing that was installed on the dome heater nozzles
prior to the first stress relief. All nozzles are now welded to the shell. Temporary lifting lugs
have been welded to the exterior for handling and positioning.

Figure 5.15

EXTERIORBRACING
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This view shows the shell after the water jackets have been completed. The riser end section
has been installed to check alignment. Dome heater nozzle flanges have not been installed.

All machining of interior surfaces and nozzle flanges has been completed. The shell is now
ready for installation of the refractory lining. The top head has been installed on the turning
fixture and is visible in the background to the right.

Figure 5.16

SHELLFABRICATION
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Melter Top Head

Fabrication problems were also encountered with the top head. The dished heads for both
melters were fabricated by another vendor, and only one of them met the final requirements for
contour and thickness. Repairs were attempted by reforming the head to the proper contour, but
this resulted in making the drawn area thinner. CBI had to scrap this head and fabricate another

one by forming pie shaped segments and welding them together. On both heads, heavy stiffeners
were installed in the head prior to welding the nozzles in place. The stiffener configuration was
similar to that used on the bottom head shown in Figure 5.11. Both heads were stress relieved
using the same procedure developed for the shell. 2t

After final machining of the Melter #1 top head nozzles, a dimensional check revealed that some
nozzle centers were outside the allowable 10 mil radius tolerance. Since the deviations were

small, the as-built nozzle locations were accepted as the standard for all future melters to
maintain consistency. Theoretical nozzle center locations for Melter #2 were calculated to keep
the new locations as close to the original as possible. This approach, shown in Figure 5.17, was
suggested by J. E. Savoy.

The variation in the machined nozzle center locations was a frustrating experience since a
considerable amount of effort went into setting up the vertical boring mill and checking out the
computer program for accuracy. The cause was later traced to longer cables that were added
between the vertical boring mill and control center. Although the cables were shielded, a small
amount of electical interference produced random variations in the signal from the control center.
A different cable construction cured the problem.

Photographs of the top head in preliminary fabrication stages are shown in Figure 5.18.

Top Head Turning Fixture

The top head must be supported and capable of being rotated to suit two conditions. During
refractory installation and shipping to the SRP, the head must be upside down. Before it can be
installed on the melter shell it must be rotated to the upright position. On the 1941 and Scale
melters, the head was compact enough to use a crane and rigging for handling and rotation.

This method was not considered suitable for the DWPF melter due to the increased size and

weight of the head, and the need to protect studs and dowels welded to the off-gas flanges. Studs
and dowels align components for remote handling and must meet tight tolerances for location and
squareness. An initial concept for a combined turning and shipping fixture was made by J. D.

Gutmann and J. E. Savoy, Figure 5.19. This envisioned using a shop crane to perform the
rotation. After discussions with Keller Technology, an electric drive was added to gain better
control of the rotating operation. B. J. Etienne worked with Keller to produce the final
configuration, Figure 5.20. Safety and convenience features for the refractory installer include
guards, handrails, and platforms.
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Figure 5.17
TOP HEAD NOZZLE CENTER ADJUSTMENT
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i

Nozzle openings have been rough machined and several nozzles have been installed. This photo was
composed to gain highlights from late afternoon sunlight. CBI said there would not be an extra charge
for the gold plating.

All nozzles have been installed and the ribs for the water jackets are in place. After all jacket
covers are installed, the inside contour is machined to the final dimensions.

Figure 5.18

TOPHEADFABRICATION
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The top head turning fixture with the head installed in the upright position. Included with the
fixture, but not installed in this view, are guards and handrails to protect the refractory installer.

This view shows the completed top head after all machining has been completed.

Figure 5.20

TOPHEADTURNINGFIXTURE
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5.7 Top Head Installation

Fiberfrax Durablanket ®Installation

Since the original test data for the Durablanket ®compression characteristics were last run in 1981
(Section 2, Reference 12), J. D. Gutmann asked W. H. Harlow, SRP Construction, to run a quick

test at the mockup shop to verify the data. The original and new data were in perfect agreement.
Calculations verified that an uncompressed layer of 3 inches would produce 150 psi at operating
temperature. 22 A check of the furnished insulation, ordered at a nominal I/2 inch thickness,
st.owed that the actual thickness was somewhat larger. Five layers of "1/2 inch" blanket produced

the desired 3 inch uncompressed layer for installation.

i

Top Head Stud Torque

The top head is fastened to the shell with studs and sealed with a stainless steel O ring, Figure
5.21. Shell and head flanges are designed to seat metal to metal to make the seal. Calculations for

torquing the nuts were based on O ring compression values in the vendor's catalog.

When the head was installed on melter # 1 at SRP, the flanges did not seat at the calculated torque
of 215 ft. lbs. R.T. Britt calculated that the maximum safe torque for the stud material was 420 ft.
lbs., which would theoretically develop a tensile stress of 45,000 psi in the studs. This is below

the minimum 50,000 psi yield of the SA 193 GRB8S stud material.

To verify that stresses in the studs were well below yield, R. T. Britt arranged a test at CBI to
measure the actual stress on the Melter #2 studs as the head was installed for the hydrostatic test.

This would also measure the O ring seating force without the influence of the Fiberfrax
Durablanket ®. The results showed that average stress in the studs at 420 ft. lbs. was 36,533 psi,
which is 73% of the yield strength. An additional torque experiment was run using a test piece
that simulated the flanged joint. At 640 ft. lbs. the stress was still below yield at 48,135 psi. z_

These tests proved that the stud material is acceptable for the melter top head design.
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This section view shows the components that make up the assembly of the top head to the shell.
A total of 56 nuts are torqued to 420 ft. lbs. to compress the O ring and seat the flanges metal to
metal. The Fiberfrax®blanket absorbs vertical expansion of the sidewall refractory during start-
up and limits loading on the head to 150 psi.

Figure 5.21

ASSEMBLY OF TOP HEAD TO SHELL
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Section 6

DWPF Glass Melter Refractory Lining

6.1 Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the melter refractory included a design corrosion rate of 5.4 mils per
day for the Monofrax ®K-3 sidewall surface, Section 5, Reference 1. This rate translates to a loss

of four inches over the two year design life and was the basis for selecting a twelve inch thickness
for the sidewall and bottom. This was considered to be a very conservative approach, since
corrosion rate data from other melters was lower. The higher values may have resulted from
earlier research melter data where the throat refractory was eroded by electric current. _ Recent
data with the current glass formulation indicates that the corrosion rates for Monofrax ®K-3 are
some five times lower than the original basic data values.

Nomimal glass melt temperature is 1100° C with lower and upper limits at 1050 and 1150" C.
The lower limit, based on past experience, is above the glass liquidus temperature to avoid spinel
formation. The 1150° (2 upper limit is based on limitations of mechanical properties and
corrosion rates for Inconel ®and Monofrax ®K-3.

6.2 Insulation Configuration

Insulation materials for the DWPF melter are the same used in the 1941 melter and similar in

geometry, Figure 6.1. The only difference is the larger size and additional thickness used on
DWPF to reduce heat losses.

Fiberfrax®T-30 was chosen for the bottom insulation liner since it could be shaped with a fixture
to match the vessel and refractory contours. The same material was also added to the spherical
portion of the top head. Insulation in the critical knuckle radius zone is the same 1/4 inch
Fiberfrax ®paper used on the 1941 melter and for the same reason-to restrict movement of the

outer ring of refractory blocks, since these key the entire top head refractory structure (page
2.16). A comparison of the ,tophead insulation for the DWPF and 1941/Scale melters is shown in
Figure 6.2.

As before, DSM-24 was selected for the sidewall insulation (page 2.9). The installed 3/4 inch
thickness is based on the larger refractory diameter and corresponding amount of thermal
expansion.

Another design element of the 1941 melter used on the DWPF and Scale melters is the use of

Fiberfrax Durablanker _at the joint between sidewall and top head refractory. This limits
compressive loading on the head due to vertical thermal expansion of the sidewall refractory,
page 2.10. A description of the blanket thickness calculations for Melter #1 is included in
Section 5, Reference 22.

Fiberfrax Durablanket ® is also installed at the upper end of the riser to absorb thermal expansion
of the riser blocks.
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REFERENCE_ W737669

Figure 6.1

DWPF MELTER INSULATION
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6.3 Refractory Configuration

The DWPF refractory configuration is shown in Figure 6.3. The design is based on the same
principles used on the 1941 melter to lock the refractory blocks in place to insure stability, see

paragraph 2.4 page 2.1. Since the Scale melter version was dependent on the final DWPF design,
heat transfer and modeling studies for both were done simultaneously.

Zirmul ®refractory was chosen for the intermediate layer between the Monofrax®K-3 and
insulation, based on the requirements for this intermediate layer:

• low thermal conductivity

• resistance to glass corrosion

• high compressive strength

Previous experience at SRL with the LSFM melter had shown that the reaction of glass with
Zirmul ®creates a very viscous product that prevents further penetration.

6.4 Bottom Refractory Design Development

Heat Transfer Studies

The combined insulation and refractory design for the melter sidewall and top head was accepted
by SRP at an early stage. Most of the design and test effort was concentrated on the bottom
configuration. SRL was very concerned about bottom heat losses and maintaining the Monofrax®
K-3 surface temperature hot enough (1050°C minimum) to prevent spinel formation.

As noted previously on page 2.10, it is important to maintain the correct balance between refractory
and insulation to insure the glass will freeze in the refractory. This had to be balanced against the
desired 1050°C hot face temperature. A number of two-dimensional heat transfer studies were run
to evaluate temperature profiles in the glass melt and through the refractory for various
combinations of refractory and insulation:

1. original design - 12 inches Monofrax®K-3, 3/4 inches of Fiberfrax®T-30

2. modified design - 12 inches Monofrax®K-3, 6 inches Zirmul%1 1/4 inches Fiberfrax®T-30 2

3. same as modified design above with a 1 1/4 inch ring of Fiberfrax ®T-30 in the corner 3

The optimum design is configuration #3 as shown in Figure 6.3.

The same approach was applied to the Scale melter bottom design. One of the interesting results
of this study was the measurable dependence of the bottom refractory/insulation design on vessel

diameter. As the vessel (and melt pool) diameter gets smaller, it becomes more difficult to keep
glass temperatures hot at the bottom corner, Figure 6.4. In this zone, glass loses heat over a 90 ° arc
to the vessel side and bottom. As the vessel diameter is reduced, the proportional heat losses to the
corner become greater. For the Scale melter, the thickness of Zirmul®and Fiberfrax®T-30 had to be
greater than the DWPF values in order to duplicate the refractory hot face temperature and glass
temperatures at the bottom.
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REFERENCE: W737669

Figure 6.3

DWPFMELTERREFRACTORY
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FIBERFRAX®T-30 FIBERFRAX®T-30

BOTTOM HEAD LINER ZlRMUL® BOTTOM HEAD LINER ZlRMUL®

DWPF MELTER SCALE MELTER

MATERIAL DWPF MELTER SCALE MELTER
....

MONOFRAX K-3 REFRACTORY 12" 8"

ZIRMUL REFRACTORY 6" 7 3/4"

FIBERFRAX T-30 BOTTOM LINER 1 1/4" 2.0"

FIBERFRAX T-30 CORNER LINER 1 1/4" 2.0"

Glass in the comer where the bottom refractory meets the sidewall will always be at a cooler

temperature. This small zone radiates heat over a 90 ° arc to the relatively large surface area
on the vessel side and bottom.

If the bottom comer shape of the vessel remains the same and the vessel diameter (and melt

pool) is decreased, the comer becomes a greater proportion of the total radiating area. More

heat energy is lost, and the result is a lower glass temperature in the comer zone. To keep the

glass at a higher temperature, the comer area of a smaller vessel must have more insulation.

Figure 6.4

BOTTOM CORNER HEAT LOSSES
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The predicted refractory temperature in the bottom comer is 962 ° C for DWPF and 931° C for the
Scale melter). 4 This is due to the conservative heat transfer model, which assumes that glass

near the bottom is stagnant, i.e. no convection currents to even out temperature differences. In
the actual melter, glass temperatures and refractory surfaces in this region will be higher. To
illustrate this, a similiar analysis was made of the LSFM melter bottom design, which had a
heavily insulated bottom and did not show any spinel accumulation. The model predicted a
964 ° C glass temperature in the corner. 5 A comparison of the refractory bottom temperatures for
the Scale, LSFM, and DWPF melters is shown in Figure 6.5.

Another important discovery was the heat sink effect due to the Inconel ®690 drain valve. Earlier
heat transfer studies of the melter bottom did not include the drain valve Inconel ®tube. When the

drain valve is added to the model, the adjacent refractory surface temperature drops from 1000° C
to 970 ° C for the DWPF design, and from 1010° C to 900 ° C for the scale melter. 8 This is due to

heat loss through the Inconel ®690 valve tube to the outside of the melter. (In these early studies,
the insulating effects of Alfrax®versus Zirmul ®were included. Since the difference was
negligible and the properties of Zirmul ®were more favorable, this material was selected for the
backup refractory.)

After reviewing this data, J. D. Gutmann, Jr. requested a temperature probe of the operating
LSFM melter near the drain valve to verify this effect. Temperatures measured on the bottom
near the valve were measurably lower than those measured some distance away. To reduce this
heat sink effect, the valve air cooling flow rate was reduced. The temperature difference was
more pronounced in the LSFM because the valve occupied a larger proportional area of the floor.

For the Scale and DWPF melters, the solution to the drain valve heat loss effect was to add a

small heater to the top of the drain valve. This heater is run continuously while the melter is
operating to keep the upper refractory surface temperatures at 1050°(2.

Physical Model Studies

Additional tests were run by M. B. Cosper at the SRL TNX facility to verify the DWPF and Scale
melter bottom refractory designs. These experiments were carried out with plastic scale models
that simulated the entire melter refractory, insulation, and electrode system. Glass was modeled
with glycerine, doped with lithium chloride to make it conducting, and joule heating in the
"glass" was generated by applying electric power to copper plate electrodes. Heat loss through
the refractory and insulation was simulated by circulating temperature-controlled water around

the sides and bottom of the melter model. Four independently controlled water jackets permitted
the relative heat losses from side to bottom to be modeled to match those on the actual melter.

Temperature profiles throughout the glycerine bath were measured with an array of
thermocouples.

These tests concluded that the proposed bottom design for the DWPF melter met the requirement
for the 1050°(2 minimum glass temperature. A second model was constructed and tested to
verify the Scale melter bottom configuration. A description of the physical models and test
results is in Section 7, References 4 and 5.
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These curves show the influence of comer heat losses on refractory bottom temperatures for the
DWPF, Scale, and LSFM melters. Bulk glass temperature is assumed to be at 1150° C. For the
DWPF and Scale melters, the glass in the dished area below the electrodes is assumed to be stagnant.
On the LSFM melter, the glass temperature is assumed to be at 1150° C on the bottom, since the
bottom is flat. Temperatures shown are in the center of the model refractory cell height, which is 0.5"
for DWPF, 0.33" for the Scale melter, and 0.25" for the LSFM melter. The model for these curves
does not include the heat sink influence of the drain valve (see discussion on page 6.8, and
References 3, 4, and 5).

Figure 6.5

COMPARISON OF BOTTOM REFRACTORY TEMPERATURE PROFILES
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6.5 Refractory and Insulation Fabrication

Fixtures

Both the melter vessel and refractory are designed and fabricated to close tolerances to control fit-
up clearances and keep the vessel stresses within allowable limits. This degree of precision
requires fixtures that duplicate the size and contour of the surface that the insulation or refractory

must match at final assembly. Additional fixtures are necessary for fabrication, installation and
shipping requirements.

The DWPF melter design required several sets of fixtures to satisfy the design tolerance
requirements. These include:

1. Fabrication fixtures

• blanchard grinding fixtures for all of the individual Monofrax ®K-3 blocks

• wire-cutting and grinding fixtures for the Monofrax ®K-3 throat and riser blocks

• forming fixtures for the top head, bottom head, and bottom comer Fiberfrax®T-30
liners

2. Fit-up fixtures

• Monofrax ®K-3 gaging fixture

• Zirmul ®gaging fixture

• Korundal ®top head gaging fixture

3. Installation & shipping fixtures

• bottom center post for the K-3 center blocks

• dummy riser/pour spout

All of these fixtures are described by function and drawing number in Section 10.

Monofrax ®K-3 Fabrication

Monofrax ®K-3 refractory for the DWPF melter was manufactured by The Carborundum
Company at their Falconer, New York plant.

Carborundum established a procedure using the Blanchard grinders that provided an excellent fit-
up of the refractory blocks for the Scale melter. The same approach could have been used for the
DWPF melter, but there was a difference: the DWPF project would require at least several melter
assemblies to process the waste at SRP. Since multiple sets of refractory would have to be

manufactured, it would be sensible to provide additional fixtures that would improve quality or
reduce the multiple grind and fit procedure.

® Korundalis a registeredtrademarkof Harbison-WalkerRefractories,Pittsburgh,PA.
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F. W. Thompson suggested fabricating a set of individual block fixtures that would guarantee the
squareness of all machined surfaces with the cast outside diameter. Although the Blanchard
grinders produced very flat and parallel surfaces, the perpendicularity of these surfaces to the
outsi_ • diameter was dependent on the initial set-up in the machine.

Individual block fixtures were designed and fabricated by Keller Technology to Carborundum's
specifications. These fixtures measurably improved the entire fabrication process. Regrinds were
reduced considerably, which meant less handling of the blocks between the grinder and gaging
fixture. The overall assembly was excellent and had tighter joints on average than those achieved
on the Scale melter. The assembly for Melter #2 had an even closer average fit. All assemblies J
were well within the required tolerances for joint gaps and alignment.

Fabricating the Monofrax ®K-3 refractory was a complex task that involved close cooperation and

coordination among DuPont, the Carborundum Company, Hardface Welding &Machine Corp.,
and Rock of Ages Co. The fabrication sequence is shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. Photographs of
the fixture and assembly steps are shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.13.

Acceptance Criteria

All refractories have characteristic flaws that are inherent in the manufacturing process and due to
the brittle nature of the material. These defects must be understood and recognized by the Quality
Assurance representatives that will inspect the blocks for acceptance, or some blocks that are
acceptable may be rejected. When the first set of Monofrax ®K-3 arrived at CBI for installation,
the visible defects were initially blamed on shipping damage, Figure 6.15. There was nothing
wrong with the refractory - this was the original condition of the blocks as they were accepted at
Carborundum.

All of the DuPont refractory order specifications included descriptions of defects as they are used

in the industry, and the size and number of these that would be acceptable. R. N. McCormick and
F. W. Thompson assisted the inspectors with preliminary and final inspections of all refractory.

Examples of acceptable Monofrax ®K-3 edge spalls and surface voids are shown in Figure 6.15.

Acceptance criteria for Monofrax ®K-3 refractory are in Volume 4 of the DWPF Glass Manual
Technology Manual, DuPont order specification AXC 6846-W.
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Figure 6.6- Monofrax®K-3 Refractory
FABRICATIONSEQUENCE- SHEET 1
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6. SET UPTHROATBLOCK,LOCATEANDSCRIBERADIUS

7. MOUNTTHROATBLOCKONWIRE-CUTTINGFIXTURE

&WIRE-CUTRADIUSATROCKOFAGES

..f

8. SET UPTHROATBLOCK& RISERV1 BLOCKON FIXTURE
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i
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11. INSTALLDRILLEDBLOCKS,CHECKALIGNMENT,& MATCHMARK i._

Figure6.7 - Monofrax®K-3Refractory
FABRICATIONSEQUENCE- SHEET2
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The K-3 refractory fixture includes a machined steel center block that acts as the guide around
which all the bottom rings are arranged. A vertical post in the center supports the trammel

(Figure 6.10) used to gage the inside and outside diameters of the sidewalls. The opening at
the fixture sidewall allows clearance for the as-cast throat block (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.8- Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

FITTINGUP THEBOTTOMBLOCKSINTHE K-3FIXTURE
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Note the precision fits obtained with the grinding procedures and fixtures.
Most joints are .010 inches or less after final grinding.

Figure 6.9- Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

CLOSEUP VIEWOFBOTTOMRINGFIT-UP
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The top view shows the pivoting trammel mounted on the center post. This is used to
gage the inside and outside diameters of the sidewalls as each ring is installed. The
bottom view shows the close fit of the D ring wi,hin the fixture.

Figure 6.10 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

FITTINGUPTHEOUTERRINGOF D BLOCKS
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This view shows the throat block in place. The block is cast oversize to allow for finishing to
the exact outside radius. After marking, the block is sent to Rock of Ages for wire-cutting to
the final dimension.

Figure 6.11 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

FIRSTRINGOF SIDEWALLBLOCKSIN PLACE
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The sidewall rings are completed after the throat block is removed. After all blocks are in
place the electrode templates are installed, a centering gage is inserted into the template bores,
and the electrode center positions are marked. The electrode blocks are removed and sent to
Hardface Welding where the holes are diamond drilled.

Figure 6.12 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

ALLSIDEWALLBLOCKSIN PLACE
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This view shows the set-up nearing final completion after all blocks have been machined.
The upper riser block has been temporarily strapped in place at a higher elevation to permit
the lower block to be rotated into position against the throat block.

Figure 6.13 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

FINALASSEMBLYSTAGE
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These photographs show the excellent fit-up at the riser/throat block interface. Despite the
complexity of the compound curve, the combination of quality workmanship and custom
fixtures resulted in a near-perfect fit. The gap was less than 10 mils.

Figure 6.14 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

RISERANDTHROATBLOCKASSEMBLY
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Circled areas highlight acceptable edge spa/Is and surface voids on these blocks. These
are characteristic of this material. Acceptance criteria for defects is included in the order
specifications.

Figure 6.15 - Monofrax ®K-3 Refractory

ACCEPTABLECORNERSPALLSAND SURFACEVOIDS
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Zirmul ®Refractory Fabrication

Zirmul®refractory for the DWPF melter was manufactured by Didier-Taylor Refractories
Corporation at their South Shore, Kentucky plant.

Blocks were formed by casting the Zirmul®slurry into molds, f'uing the blocks in a furnace, and
grinding to final size. Although the fabrication sequence was not as complex as that required for

Monofrax®K-3, the grinding and fitting operation required the same degree of care and precision.

The first set of Zirmul®blocks were cast into steel molds made by an outside contractor. Numerous

attempts were made to fit the blocks into the fixture, but tolerances remained outside of the
acceptable limits. The problem was solved by using the fixture base as a gage for casting a master
mold in plaster. This master was used to make a set of female molds for the final castings, which
guaranteed a perfect fit with the dished bottom of the fixture.

Figure 6.16 shows the fabrication sequence for making the Zirmul ®blocks. Photographs of the
fixture and block fit-up for Melter #1 are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. The joints were very
tight and easily exceeded the specification tolerance allowances.

The final step in the Zirmul ®fabrication sequence was final grinding of the top outside surface at
Rock of Ages. The fixture is designed for shipping with the addition of a cover plate and
protective materials. Once the Zirmul ®is accepted at Didier-Taylor, it remains in the fixture until it
is removes for installation in the vessel.

Grinding the top surface was a critical step since the height of this surface set the elevation of the
riser and electrode holes in the Monofrax ®K-3 blocks. If these holes did not line up with the

respective vessel nozzles at assembly, a major rework of the refractory would have been necessary.

A review of the refractory assembly by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. concluded that this elevation could not
be controlled by tolerances alone since there were too many individual components. The decision
was made to let the outside Zirmul ®top surface "float" by casting the blocks with extra material,
and then grinding this surface to suit the as-built dimensions of the following components:

1. elevation of vessel electrode nozzle centers from the center of the bottom head

2. elevation of vessel riser nozzle at bottom center from the bottom head

3. thickness of the bottom head Fiberfrax® T-30 liner and Fiberfrax® T-30 riser liner

4. height of Monofrax ®K-3 D ring blocks

5. height of Monofrax ®K-3 throat block from bottom surface to the bottom center of the hole

6. height of electrode block from bottom surface to the center of the hole (both blocks)

7. height of Zirmul fixture from bottom center to the top surface of the sidewall

Arrangements were made with the vendors to obtain these dimensions. Final grind height above
the Zirmul fixture was calculated from the geometry. _ These precautions paid off, as the alignment
of refractory block holes with the nozzles on Melters 1 and 2 were fight on target.

See page 6.10 for general comments on refractory acceptance criteria, and Figures 6.19 and 6.20
for examples of acceptable Zirmul ®defects. Zirmul ®acceptance criteria is in Volume 4 of the

DWPF Glass Manual Technology Manual, DuPont order specification AXC 6848-W.
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Figure 6.16 - Zirmul ®Refractory

FABRICATION SEQUENCE
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The assembled fixture is shown in the top view. To the right is the trammel used as an aid for
match-marking the blocks after assembly. A rotating contour gage checks the profile of the
top surface. In the bottom view, the blocks have been assembled and match-marked.

Figure 6.17 - Zirmul®Refractory

FITTINGUP BLOCKSINTHEZIRMUL®FIXTURE
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The top view shows the top surface during final inspection with the contour gage. To reduce
deflection of the gage, the outer end is supported on aprecision cam roller that rides on the machined
top edge of the fixture. The wood section marked"new" is a temporary wood piece cut to clear the as-
cast flat surface at the edge of the outer ring of blocks.

The Zirmul ®assembly is shipped in the fixture to Rock of Ages for final grinding of the outer surface
parallel with the top of the fixture. This is a critical step, since the height of this surface establishes
final alignment of the Monofrax ®K-3 riser and electrode blocks with their respective nozzles in the
vessel.

One block is removed in the lower view to show the precision fit of the ground joints. The blocks are
such a snug fit in the fixture that a bolt is used to jack up the first block for removal.

Figure 6.18- Zirmul ®Refractory

CLOSE-UP VIEWS OF THE ASSEMBLED REFRACTORY
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Small voids and checks in the surface are characteristic of this material. Acceptable limits
for defects are described in the order specifications.

Figure 6.19 - Zirmui ®Refractory

ACCEPTABLESURFACEVOIDSANDCHECKS
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Figure 6.20 - Zirmul ®Refractory

ACCEPTABLEEDGEANDCORNERSPALLS
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Korundal ®Refractory Fabrication

Korundal®refractory for the DWPF melter was manufactured by Harbison-Walker Refractories at
their Vandalia, Missouri plant.

Blocks were formed by mechanically tamping the material into breakaway steel molds, firing the
blocks in a furnace, and grinding to final shape. This was the most complex refractory structure of
the group since the blocks had to fit around all of the nozzle inserts as well as match the dished
shape of the fixture. Hat'bison-Walker did an outstanding job on both melter superstructure
assemblies.

Figure 6.21 shows the fabrication sequence for making the Korundal®blocks. Photographs of the
fixture and block fit-up for Melter #1 are shown in Figures 6.22 through 6.24.

The cylindrical shape of the upper sidewall assembly did not require a fixture. The entire wall
structure was assembled on plywood panels positioned on the shop floor, Figure 6.24. Inside and
outside diameters were checked and found to be within tolerance.

All eight dome heater blocks are cast with 1 inch of additional material on the bottom. During
installation, this surface is ground to correct the elevation and align the hole centers with the
respective vessel nozzles. For the shop set-up, plywood was added between the rings of smaller
blocks to make up the 1 inch difference, Figure 6.24.

See page 6.10 for general comments on refractory acceptance criteria. Korundal ®acceptance
criteria is in Volume 4 of the DWPF Glass Manual Technology Manual, DuPont order specifi-
cation AXC 6847-W.
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FABRICATIONSEQUENCE
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The top head gaging fixture represents the melter head turn_ upside down. It was machined
to the match the profile of the installed Fiberfra x®paper and insulation, and includes bolt-on
inserts that are centered at the nozzle positions. For initial fit-up, the nozzle half-blocks were

positioned around the inserts and aligned radially. Remaining blocks were ground to fit in
between to close the ring.

Figure 6.22 - Korundal®Refractory

INITIALFIT-UPINGAGINGFIXTURE
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All blocks are in place and match-marked for installation. Fit-up of the blocks was excellent,
with hardly any space in the joints. When the blocks were assembled into the top head, the
holes in the blocks aligned perfectly with the head nozzles.

Figure 6.23 - Korundal ®Refractory

ASSEMBLYAT FINALINSPECTION
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_ _._ '_,t_ _.... ....

Blocks for the upper sidewall were assembled on plywood panels on the floor. Layers of
plywood were inserted between the dome heater blocks to make up the difference between
these blocks and the smaller bricks. The dome ,, _ter blocks are cast oversize in height so
they can be ground at final assembly to match the elevation of the vessel dome heater nozzles.

Figure 6.24- Korundal ®Refractory

UPPERSIDEWALLASSEMBLY
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Fibe'rfrax ®T-30 Fabrication

Fiberfrax ®insulation liners for the DWPF melter were manufactured by Metaullics Systems at
their Solon, Ohio plant. The liners were formed by laying up sheets of Fiberfrax ®paper in a

forming fixture, bonding the sheets together with resin, clamping the fixture top to set the
thickness, and curing the assembly in an oven.

Figure 6.25 shows the fabrication sequence. A total of three fixtures were required to form the
top head, bottom head, and bottom comer liners.

6.6 Refractory Installation

The 1941 and Scale melters were small enough to be shipped on a flatbed truck without special
arrangements for wide-load hauling. This made it convenient to ship both vessel and refractory to
Toledo Engineering Co. (TECO) and install the refractory in TECO's warehouse in Toledo, Ohio.
The refractory-lined shell and top head were then shipped to SRP for installation in the TNX
facility.

This procedure was not feasible for DWPF due to the large size and weight of the melter and
frame assembly. Arrangements were made to have TECO install the refractory at the CBI

Services plant in Cordova, Alabama. Dedicated space with services and a jib crane was
provided for the installation.

Installation of the refractory in Melter #1 was completed in June, 1988. Photographs of the

installation sequence are shown in Reference 8. All blocks fitted perfectly, and all holes were
aligned with their respective shell and top head nozzles. This smooth installation was the result
of a coordinated team effort among DuPont Engineering Department, the refractory vendors,
TECO, and CBI. g

Refractory was installed in Melter #2 in February, 1989. The only unexpected event was the cold
weather that drove the shop temperature down into the 40's. This was not warm enough for the
materials, particularly the DSM-24. There was also the danger of freezing water in the mortar
and DSM-24 overnight. This was resolved by moving the melter and materials to the

temperature-controlled inspection room for the installation.

From the time the refractory is installed until it is dried out, the melter and refractory materials
must remain above freezing, preferably at 50° F or above.
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1. CUT FIBERFRAX®BLANKETTOSIZE '_.____j_

2. LAYUPSHEETSINBOTTOMFIXTURE

ANDCOATWITH ADHESIVE

3. ASSEMBLETOP FIXTUREAND CLAMP

4. CURE INOVEN

5. FORMEDLAMINATEDLINER

Figure 6.25 - Fiberfrax ®T-30 Insulation

FABRICATIONSEQUENCE
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6.7 Refractory Dry Out

After the refractory and insulation is installed in the shell, the system must be heated and cooled
under controlled conditions to dry the water out of the DSM-24. On melter #1, this was not done
initially, and the residual moisture defeated the electrical isolation on the electrodes. After the
electrodes were installed in the mock-up shop, a continuity check indicated one was nearly
grounded to the melter shell. By the next morning, all four electrodes were indicating a dead
short to ground. The electrodes were removed and arrangements were made with Hotwork, Inc. !
Lexington, Kentucky to perform the drying operation at the SRP mock-up shop using their
standard burner technique. Setup procedures were furnished by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. based on
recommendations from N. R. Severin, Hotwork, and H. F. Hublein. Figure 6.26 shows the burner
and insulated cover arrangement used on Melter #1.

The critical step during the dry out is to raise the DSM-24 temperature above 212 ° F without
exceeding 350 ° F on the inner shell wall surface. The 350 ° F limit was recommended by Keeler
and Long to protect the epoxy coating, with a preferred limit of 300 ° F for a larger safety factor.

Hotwork's past experience with drying refractory linings showed that most of the residual water
was driven out of the bottom. The bottom portion of the drain valve nozzle was left clear for this
purpose. Insulation was added to the outside of the bottom head to insure that the Fiberfrax®T-30
liner would be throughly dried. A small opening was left in this insulation at the drain valve
nozzle to let water escape.

During the initial heat up, the burner was set to make the internal temperature 600 ° F. This was
increased to 700 ° F for a short period, but had to be backed off to 350 ° to keep shell temperatures
below the 350 ° limit. Both DSM-24 and shell temperatures started to increase at a measurable
rate at this point after most of the moisture had been driven out. After the bottom temperature
reached 300 °, the internal temperature was gradually raised to increase DSM temperature at the
electrodes to 212 °. This condition was reached at an internal temperature of 500 °. Maximum
measured temperature at the bottom nozzle was 330 ° at this steady state condition._°

Melter #1 was successfully dried with this ftrst procedure, but our experience suggested that the
insulation should be added to the sidewall electrode area and removed from the bottom center to

even out temperatures. A revised dry out procedure was submitted by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. for
Melter #2 and future melters. _ Details of the general setup, preparation, and instrumentation are
shown in Figures 6.27 through 6.31.

Melter #2 and future melters will have the refractory dried out at the proper time and location: at
the vessel vendor's shop after the refractory is installed.

A review of the history of the 1941 and Scale melters revealed that a limited drying operation
was run by Toledo Engineering at their warehouse before the melters were shipped, but this was a
precaution to prevent water in the DSM from freezing during shipping in winter weather. The
necessity to remove the water for electrical isolation reasons had not been considered, and
explaines why the effect of moisture in Melter #1 was not anticipated.
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EXHAUST
DUCT

°

BURNER

INSULATEDCOVER

This view shows the insulated cover and burner/exhaust duct arrangement used on Melter #1.
Since the moisture is primarily in the DSM-24 insulation, the 500°F internal temperature is
confined to the lower portion of the shell with an insulated cover. This prevents the less insulated
upper section of the shell from exceeding the epoxy coating's 300 ° F limit.

This first drying operation was performed in the SRP mock-up shop. Future melters will have the
refractory dried out at the vendor's shop before the assembly is shipped to the plant.

Figure 6,.26

REFRACTORYDRYOUT- MELTER#1
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FIBERFRAXROPE

COVER CHANNEL -------- 12"DIA.EXHAUSTDUCT (Seals air gap between
SHIMS (Shown rotatedfor clarity ) steel cover andrefractory.)

Top of duct to be 6 feet above
cover to permit accessto the 3" FIBERGLASS
damperplate. Accessto burneris
neededfor adjustments- insulate
exhaustduct with 3" fiberglassto
protecttechnition. (Internal air
temperature ranges to 600°F.)

1/4" STEEL DAMPER PLATE

(Controlsexhaustflow \

FIBERGLASS ! / for temperaturecontrol.)

(Protects surface _ T ,oOW=Lof shell flange) . BLANKET

BURNER " (ProtectsK-3
• refractoryledge
":":'_:'"_ _ above electrodes.)
_'_...._... 6 FEET

'Y":"::""::'?' 7

._...."-.':..,.::..::...:

KAOWOOL
BLANKET 7" BURNER---

(Install in riser, TUBE i
electrode, drain valve, • 71" DIA STEELCOVER
and refractory t/c (Existing - shown
nozzles.) lrz' THICK --rotated for clarity)

X18"DIA. _ .-

S.S. PLATEk 12"THICK
MELTER KAOWOOL

I/ •

LOWER i,-,
- -

FRAME ..,_- 1"S.S. PIPE- -

•"" I _ ----=_ (Centeredin
_-_ Kaowool plug.)

In this view, the exhaust duct, electrode nozzles, and
refractory thermocouple nozzles are rotated for clarity.

PEDESTAL See figure 6.28 (plan view) for the correct orientation.
(Approx. 3 feet high)

Figure 6.27- RefractoryDry Out

SECTION VIEW
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THERMOCOUPLE ('I"YP) REFRACTORY THERMOCOUPLE NOZZLE

DOME HEATER NOZZLE

ELECTRODE NOZZLE

BURNER

EXHAUST

DUCT _
RISER NOZZLE

ELECTRODE

COVER SUPPORT (TYP)

REFRACTORY THERMOCOUPLE NOZZLE

S¢¢ figures 6.30 and 6.31 for details of thermocouple installation

Figure 6.28- Refractory Dry Out

PLAN VIEW
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um _ " ' .....

_. ,:..:....?..'... 0 _ ;

20"

,-_ SUPPORTRING
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/
_ FRAME

_4-- 36" --_

Insulate exterior of melter shell as shown, using 3" thick fiberglass without a vapor barrier. Center
insulation on electrode nozzles (two sides). Do not insulate the manifold or support ring. Leave a
36" diameter opening on the bottom centered on the bottom nozzle.

This selective insulation evens out temperature differences due to different refractory thicknesses, and
concentrates the heat near the bottom to dry the fibcrfrax liner.

Figure 6.29 - Refractory Dry Out

EXTERIORINSULATIONDETAILS
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THERMOCOUPLE REQUIREMENTS FOR TEMPE_:_URE CONTROL
i iiii i i iii _ ...

In this view, the exhaust duct, electrode nozzles, and refractory thermoc¢:,,qle nozzlc_ are rotated for clarity.
See Figure 6.28 (plan view) for correct orientation. Thermocouple installation details are shown in Figure 6.31.

Q(2) Shell surface, each side in lower dome heater nozzle. (For info only not for control)
one on

Q(2) surface in refractory T.C. nozzle, intoShell inserted DSM insulation.

(4) Shell surface, one in each electrode nozzle, inserted into DSM insulation.

(1) Shell surface in drain valve nozzle, inserted into fiberfrax insulation.

Q(4) inserted thru electrode extended 2" from inside wall.Temp. control, nozzles,

Q(1) Temp. control inserted thru drain valve nozzle, between stainless steel plate & K-3 refractory.

thermocouples furnished by Hotwork, Inc. Item Q T.C.s are 24" long, all others are 18" long.
All

* For information only, install four additional thermocouples to outer surfaces as follows: Install two
where there is no insulation - one near the refractory thermocouple nozzle, and one on the support
ring. Install two on the insulated surfaces - one near the electrode nozzle, and on the bottom 2 feet
from the nozzle. Hotwork will install these via capacitive discharge.

Figure 6.30 - Refractory Dry Out

THERMOCOUPLEREQUIREMENTS
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1/4" FIBERFRAXPAPER

KORUNDALREFRACTORY

1/2" ('rYP)

i ii i i
,,,= m,

m

m

DOME HEATER
"" _¢NOZZLE T. C.

i m

SEE NOTE BELOW
I

............. t

3/4" DSM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
K-3 REFRACTORY

K-3 REFRACTORY _i!!:

-.- ZIRMULREFRACTORY1/2" ('rYP)

I',"" " "" " " "" " --" 1 1/4" FIBERFRAX

ELECTRODE NOZZLE T.C. NOZZLE T. C.

Inthisview,theexhaustduct,electrodenozzles,andre_actorythermocouplenozzlesarerotatedfor
clarity.See figure6.28(planview)forthecorrectorientation.InstaUthermocouplescloseup against
themeltershellwitha I/2inchlengthcontactasshown. Installwithcaretoavoidscratchingthe
epoxy coatinginsidethenozzlesandshell.A legshorterthanI[2inchmay benecessaryon thetwo
_fractorythermowellT/Cs duetothesmallnozzleI.D.

Figure 6.31 - Refractory Dry Out

THERMOCOUPLE INSTALLATIONDETAILS
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References - Section 6 - DWPF Melter Refractory

1. Letter to J. Duskas and W. F. Senkowsky from F. W. Thompson dated June 18, 1982- Defense
Waste Glass Melter- Corrosion of Refractory.

2. Heat transfer study by H. F. Hublein dated January 26, 1983, showing temperature distribution
in the DWPF melter preliminary bottom design (no comer insulation).

3. Heat transfer study by H. F. Hublein dated January 26, 1983, showing temperature distribution
in the DWPF melter final bottom design (with comer insulation).

4. Heat transfer study by H. F. Hublein dated July 17, 1985, showing temperature distribution in
the Scale melter bottom design.

5. Heat transfer study by H. F. Hublein dated January 24, 1983, showing temperature distribution
in the LSFM melter bottom design.

6. Heat transfer study by H. F. Hublein dated January 26, 1983, showing the effect of the drain
valve on the temperature distribution in the DWPF melter preliminary bottom design (includes
curves for showing profiles of the DWPF and Scale melters with and without the drain valve).

7. Letter to Dennis Merchant from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated Septemper 24. 1986 - Zirmul ®
Grinding - Document Number DV 0000517

Calculations by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. to determine Zirmul ®grind height for Melters # 1 and #2.

8. Construction Progress Photographs- Project NO 9S 1780 - DWPF Glass Melter Refractory
Installation- P. O. No. AXC 6854-W, TECO No. 8558, May/June 1987.

9 Letter to J. D. Gutmann, Jr. from F. W. Thompson dated July 6, 1987 - Assembly of Refractory
in DWPF No. 1 Melter.

Letter to G. E. Miller from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated June 1, 1987 - Refractory Installation in
Melter #1 - Document Number DD 0005603.

10. Graph of temperature profile history for refractory dry out of MAter #1.

11. Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated October 5, 1988 - Refractory Dry Out
Procedures for Melters 2 & 3 - Document number DB 0009796.

(See Section 7, References 4 &5,for physical model data on the DWPF refractory bottom design.)
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Section 7

DWPF Glass Melter Shell Components

7.1 Electrodes

Purpose

The electrodes are the primary source of electric power for melting the glass frit and maintaining

the melt pool within the design temperature range of 1050 to 1150° C.

i

Basic Data

Basic data requirements for themeiter electrodes are covered in Section 5, Reference 1. These
include the following:

• two year minimum life

• Inconel®690 construction

• 5 amps/sq, in. maximum current density on the electode face

Configuration

Plan and elevation section views of the DWPF melter electrode configuration are shown in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2. A photograph of the completed assembly is shown in Figure 7.3.

The electrode support stem is water-cooled to freeze glass that migrates into the annulus between

the stem and refractory clearance hole. Additional cooling is provided by the annular cavity
surrounding the vessel nozzle.

The chance of glass penetration is further reduced by isolating the vessel wall from the clearance
annulus with a labyrinth barrier seal. This was recommended by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. after a
review of the LSFM melter electrode design, page 3.1. The barrier is an alumina sleeve that is
cushioned at both ends with Fiberfrax Durablanket _ gaskets, and backed with a thick ring of

Fiberfrax Durablanket ®using an arrangement similar to a packing gland. At assembly, adjusting
screws are tightened against a metal back-up ring to partially compress the blanket and seat the
alumina sleeve against the Monofrax ®K-3 refractory block. On start-up, the blanket ring absorbs
radial thermal expansion of the refractory block to prevent loading the flanged joint.

Electrical isolation from the melter shell nozzle is provided by alumina sleeves and washers.

Isolators at the nozzle flange joints have gaskets on both sides to cushion and seal the assembly.
This construction is typical for all of the melter components that require electrical isolation.

Silver plating is applied on the outside diameter of the stem to improve electrical conductivity at
the bus bar connector interface. Handling and shipping procedures must provide protection for
these plated surfaces until the connector clamp is installed at final assembly.

A thermocouple in the central deep-drilled hole monitors electrode temperature during operation.
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DWPF MELTER ELECTRODE SECTION
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This photograph of the electrodes for Melter #1 was taken at the SRP mock-up shop just before

they were installed. Chamfers on the rear edges of the electrode plate clear the round refractory
wall on either side. Excellent surface finishes and high quality fabrication were evident on all
of the components manufactured by Keller Technology.

Figure 7.3

COMPLETED ELECTRODE ASSEMBLIES
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Electrode Design Development

The DWPF electrode design was the result of many theoretical studies, model tests, and oper-
ating experience with other melters. SRL was particularly interested in a design that would
provide control of the relative amount of electrical power distributed in the bottom half of the
melter. Since the LSFM experience showed that a single electrode did not attain the desired

"power skewing" ratio, it was a natural progression to use two pair of electrodes having
independent power supplies.

Additional electrode configurations were considered that included a fifth central electrode in the

bottom, Figure 7.4. This was abandoned in favor of the four electrode version, since the latter
offered greater flexibility for adjusting the vertical power profile.

Nastran Computer Program Studies

The initial design chosen for evaluation had equally sized electrodes for the top and bottom, each
8 inches high with an 8 inch space between them. This was known as the 8-8-8 design, and was
analyzed by T. R. Vick Roy and R. J. Thomas using the Nastran computer program. Since the
Nastran program was not originally designed to do this type of analysis, some manual calculations
were necessary to obtain the final result.

Boundary conditions and equations were set up to calculate power density in each cell for three
conditions: equal power to both top and bottom electrodes, power to the top electrode only, and
power to the bottom electrode only. The power density values in each cell were manually

converted to current density in amps/sq, in. and tabulated on elevation and section views of the
model grid pattern. This initial study showed that some areas of the electrodes exceeded the
maximum 5 amps/sq, in. current density, and ranged up to 7.9. _ The electrode area was not
sufficient at an 8 inch height for the required power levels.

A second series was run with 10 inch high electrodes spaced 10 inches apart. Results were more
favorable with this configuration, as the model predicted the current density would be less than the
5 amps/sq, in. limit?

A similar analysis was made for the Scale melter. The 10 inch DWPF dimension became 6.67
inches at the 2/3 size ratio. The model predicted success for this design also. 3

Physical Model Studies

The next verification phase of the electrode design was a series of model tests at SRL, using the
physical model described previously on page 6.7. The results of this study confirmed the overall
refractory bottom and electrode design, but indicated that the current density on the lower
electrode was close to the 5 amps/sq, in. limit for certain operating conditions. A 20 to 25 %
increase in the lower electrode area was recommended? A 12 inch height was selected, and a
new arrangement drawing issued. We now had a "f'trm" design with a 10-10-12 configuration.
This lasted about a month (see Restart Capability).

Modifications to the model electrodes were made to suit the new design, and a second series of
tests verified that this configuration was optimum, s These model tests also verified the bottom
refractory design.
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DOME HEATERS ,
JOULE FIRED RISER HEATER

(PARALLEL PLATES)

POUR SPOUT

HEATER TRANSFC

*,.,

' _ CANISTERI

DRAIN VALVE DRAIN VALVE POUR SPOU

TRANSFORMER HEATER

BOTTOM ELECTRODE SIDE ELECTRODES (4)

This arrangement drawing shows concepts for the melter and components during design

development in 1981. There are four electrodes on the side walls, and a central electrode
combined with a drain valve at bottom center. This drawing also shows earlier concepts

for the dome heaters, bottom design, drain valve, riser nozzle and riser heater.

Figure 7.4

BOTTOM ELECTRODE CONCEPT
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Heat Transfer Studies

Two dimensional heat traasfer models were used to evaluate temperature profiles through the
electrode section and surrounding refractory. Of particular interest was the glass temperature
profile in the clearance annulus between the support stem and the hole in the refractory, as this is
the most direct path from the melt pool to the shell sidewall. A two dimensional heat transfer

study verified that glass would freeze well away from the vessel sidewall. 8 A similar study
verified that the Scale melter electrode design would also freeze the glass away from the
sidewall. 7

Additional studies of electrode vs. dome heater power requirements were made by V. E. Mello
with a heat balance computer program, see description on page 7.25. These results were the basis
for sizing the electrode power supplies. 8._

Restart Capability

During this time, SRL was experimenting with techniques to restart a frozen melter. This
assumes that all power to the melter electrodes and dome heaters is lost long enough to allow the
glass melt to cool below 650 °C. At this temperature, glass will not conduct and the electrodes
cannot be fired.

Small melter tests were run to evaluate the feasibility of restarting a melter using a conducting
layer of graphite on the frozen glass surface. This was modified by using a graphite slurry to
obtain a uniform continuous layer of conducting material. In order for this to work, a portion of
the electrode must project above the glass surface and be in contact with the graphite.

SRL recommended increasing the upper electrode height to have 3 inches above the glass pool
for future restart capability (all melt pool levels are based on atmospheric conditions when the
melter is idling- during vacuum pouring, the glass drops approximately 2 inches, exposing 5
inches of the upper electrode). If the electrode remained a rectangular shape, the weight would
have increased by fifty percent. An agreement was reached to have only a portion of the 40 inch
width above the glass, permitting the upper comers to be machined at an angle. The same design
was applied to the Scale melter electrodes, pages 4.8 and 4.9.

All phases of this electrode design, including power control, were evaluated and proven out
during the Scale melter test series. The system functioned as intended and provided the ability to
control the power and glass temperature within the required limits. An added bonus was the
demonstration that a frozen melter can be restarted, without adding conducting material, by using
the dome heaters to melt the surface layer.

7.2 Riser/Pour Spout Heater

Purpose

The primary requirement of the riser/pour spout heater design is to maintain glass temperature
throughout the heater at the minimum 1050° C temperature. This temperature is required to keep
the viscosity low enough to maintain pouring control and flow stability.
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Basic Data

Basic data for the riser/pour spout heater is covered in Section 5, Reference 1. The primary
requirements include:

• Inconel®690 material - thickness sized for two year life

• maintain pour spout temperatureat 1050° C minimum

Configuration

A cross section of the final DWPF riser/pour spout heater assembly is shown in Figure 7.5. The
entire glass flow channel is a machined Inconel®690 core with thick walls for maximum
corrosion life. Serpentine heating elements surround the core and axe electrically isolated from it
by a series of machined alumina sleeves. The surrounding heater design insures that the glass

temperature will be within a few degrees of the heating element temperature. As wc learned on
the Scale melter, attaining uniform heater temperature along the length of the riser and pour spout
required a considerable amount of development work and design changes.

There arc several important advantages offered by the serpentine heater configuration:

• The low current requirement for the heaters allows power to be distributed through
jumper wiring. This eliminates the need for close-coupled transformers, as used on the
1941 melter, and permits the transformers to be located outside the melt cell.

• Heating elements are physically removed from contact with molten glass. This
eliminates corrosion, and insures that the electrical characteristics will not vary with time.

• Power requirements are reduced since the heater demand is limited to making up small
losses through the insulated sheath. With former designs, the heaters had to provide
additional energy duc to losses from the glass into the surrounding refractory.

Riser - Bottom End

A detail of the bottom (glass entrance) end of the riser heater is shown in Figure 7.6. Note that
the outer Inconel®690 sheath necks down to a thinner section several inches from the glass inlet.
Originally, the sheath was a constant thinner section, but was revised by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. to
increase corrosion life. At first it was assumed that a heavy cross section along the entire length
of the riser would be the best design, but Scale melter heat transfer studies showed this would
increase heat flow and result in higher sheath temperatures._°.tt This would have allowed glass to

penetrate to a higher elevation in the riser, and increase the risk of glass reaching the cxposcd
interface between thc riser and pour spout sheaths (the sheaths cannot be seal welded at this
intersection because they must be frcc for thermal growth). Additional studies resulted in the
optimum DWPF design shown, where a balance betwccn corrosion resistance and glass
pcnctration distance was achieved. _2This concept was verified in the Scale mcltcr.





This view shows the annular construction of the heavy wall core, heating element, alumina
isolators, insulation, and outer sheath. The reduction in sheath cross section is designed to
reduce heat flow and limit the distance that glass can penetrate into the clearance gap (see

discussion on page 7.9).

Figure 7.6

RISER HEATER DETAIL - BOTTOM END
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Riser- Top End

The top end of the riser is shown in Figure 7.7. This area is heavily insulated with Zircar* to
reduce heat loss and maintain high temperatures in the glass at the overflow point. Zircar _ was
selected for insulating several melter components due to its combination of low thermal
conductivity and ability to withstand high temperatures

A layer of Fiberfrax ®Durablanket at the upper end of the riser absorbs thermal expansion of the
Monofrax ®K-3 riser blocks.

In the conceptual design stage, it was recognized that a pressure upset in the melter might result
in glass completely filling the pour spout channel. This would create a siphon effect that would
drain most of the glass from the melter with no means of stopping the flow. An inert gas purge
was added to prevent the possibility of this happening. The coil spring shape in the purge tubing
acts as a thermal expansion joint.

Figure 7.8 shows the U shape of the pour spout heater extension. This acts as a spring to allow
thermal expansion at low stress levels. Electrical connections to the riser and pour spout heater
leads are made up with _plit clamps. We found that the standard electrical clamp diameter was
not compatible with the heater lead diameter, and the clamps must be machined at assembly to fit
properly. (Changing the heater lead diameter would be a major revision, as it would ,equire
alterations to many other parts that make up the assembly.)

Pour Spout Bottom

Details of the pour spout bottom construction are shown in Figure 7.9. Zircar _ and Fiberfrax ®
insulation reduce radiant heat transfer to the cooled flange and down to the canister. This
maintains the glass above 1000° C for pouring stability.

Installation Fixture

The completed riser/pore_spout heater is assembled with a combined shipping and installation
fixture, Figure 7.10. The fixture is suspended from the lift point by a crane in the vendor's shop

and trimmeJ with weights until the pour spout section is vertical. This automatically positions the
riser section at the correct angle for installation into the machined hole in the refractory. Details
of the assembly procedures are described in Section 10.

@Zircar isa registeredtrademarkof ZircarProduct._,,Inc.,Florida,NewYork.



The upper riser section is heavily insulated to reduce heat loss and keep the glass hot at the
overflow to the pour spout. A continuous inert gas pu:ge is metered into the top of the riser
core to prevent glass from filling the pour spout cavity during any pressure surges. If the cavity
filled with glass, the siphon effect would drain the melter.

Figure 7.7
RISERHEATERDETAIL-TOPEND
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The U shape in the pour spout heater extension is an expansion joint for the_tnal growth during start-
up. This view shows the temporary shipping fixture attached to the end of the riser section. At field
assembly, electrical connectors are machined to fit the round heater extensions and clamped in place.
Silver plating is applied to the connector area to improve electrical conductivity at the interface.

Figure 7.8

POURSPOUTHEATERLEADCONFIGURATION
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The bottom end of the pour spout is heavily insulated to reduce radiation heat losses to
the cooled vessel flange and the canister below. Without the insulation, the heat sink
effect will cool the bottom end below the freezing temperature of the glass.

Figure 7.9

POURSPOUT-BOTTOMEND
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This view shows the assembly of the heater with the shipping and installation fixture. Prior to
shipping, the assembly is suspended by a crane at the vendor's shop and trimmed with weights
until the pour spout section is vertical. This positions the riser section at the proper angle for
field installation.

Figure 7.10

RISER/POUR HEATER ASSEMBLY READY FOR INSTALLATION
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Riser/Pour Spout Heater Design Development

The DWPF riser/pourspoutheater concept was originally ajoule heated configuration with two
parallellnconel®690 plates along the length of the riser. Electric currentpassed from one plate to
the other throughthe glass in the same manneras the electrode system. This design is shown in
Figure7.4, page 7.6. The glass flows through a hole in the Monofrax®K-3 riserblocks, similar to
the 1941 melter design concept. Also shown on this drawing is an Inconel®690 liner in the
Monofrax®K-3 throat block:to increasecorrosionresistance in the throat area.

A second concept was the r_ewarrangementwith an Inconel*690 core surrounded by a serpentine
ribbon heater, Figure 7.1. After evaluating the two designs, the joule riserheater was abandoned
forseveralreasons:

• marginalcapabilityforrestartifpowerwerelostandtheglasssolidified

• heaterelementswereexposedtoglasscontact-corrosionwouldshortenlifeandchange
resistance characteristics with time

The majorpotential drawbackof the new design was its complexity. The joule riser heater is
simple by comparison. Efforts were now concentratedon developing the new design for DWPF
and the Scale melter.

The riser/pour spout heaterprogressed througha seriesof modifications as we went through a
learningcurve during the Scale melter test series. The Scale melterwas invaluable for this effort
and resulted in a much improved design that met all requirementsfor glass pouring control.

RiserHeaterElementFailure

DuringthefirstattempttostartuptheScalemelterelectricalcontinuitywaslostontheriser

heaterelement.Systemchecksindicatedanopencircuitfailureintheheaterelement.
Fortunately,themelterhadnotbeenheatedlongenoughtomelttheflitandencapsulatethe
bottomendoftheheater.Thesystemwasshutdownandtheheaterassemblywasremovedand
senttoKellerTechnologyfordisassemblyandexamination(seeSection4,Reference2for
additionalinformationonthissubject).

Beforedisassembly,aseries,ofradiographsweretakenaroundtheperipheryoftherisersection
toseeifthefailurezonecouldbedetected.Theseindicatedthatonestripoftheriserheater

elementhadseparatedneartheriser/pourspoutinterface.When theouteraluminasleevewas
removedtoexposetheheater,thefailureareawasverified,Figures7.11and7.12.Althoughthe
elementhadbeenheatedtothemeltingpoint,itdiscoloredbutdidnotdamagetheinnerorouter
aluminaisolatorsleeves,Figure7.13.Duringthedisassemblyoperation,oneoftheI/4inch

thickaluminaheaterseparatorstripswasaccidentlydroppedonthefloorfromtableheight.It
ranglikeapieceofste'.I,butdidnotcrackorbreak.These"tests"provedthatthisindustrial
ceramicmaterialisverydurableandcapableofwithstandingextremeconditions.
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The outer sheath, insulation, and outer alumina sleeves have been removed from the pour spout
section and wire has been temporarily tied around the.pour spout heater elements to keep them in
place. Outer alumina sleeves on theriser section arc being moved to the right to expose the failure
area.Notethediscolorationfromhightemperatureon thealuminaribsthatseparatetheheater

elementstrips- onlyeveryotherribisdiscoloredasthesearepartoftheinneraluminasleevethat
reachedthehighesttemperature(seeFigures7.12and7.13).Alternateribsarcseparatepieces.

Figure 7.11

• DISASSEMBLYOF SCALEMELTERRISERHEATER
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Evidence of melting due to excessive heat is obvious. The melting temperature range of
Inconel ®690 is 1340 - 1377° C. Despite the concentrated high temperature in this zone,
there were no cracks or other damage to the alumina isolator sleeves (see Figure 7.13)

Figure 7.12

CLOSE-UPVIEWOF FAILEDHEATERELEMENT
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These are the alumina sleeves from the heater failure zone. The elliptical discolored area on the
inside surface of the inner sleeve (top photo) is the failure point. No damage was evident, and the
sleeves were cleaned and installed in the modified Scale melter riser/pour spout heater assembly.

Figure 7.13

APPEARANCEOF INNERANDOUTERALUMINAISOLATORSLEEVES
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Riser Heater Failure Analysis

An analysis of the failure showed that the heater thermocouples were too close to the connector
extensions, which acted as a heat sink. The thermocouples indicated an artifically low

temperature, demanded more power, and the power supplies furnished enough current to bring
the element to the _,_eltingtemperature. One of the lessons learned from this was to install
current limiters in the riser and pour spout heater circuits. This will protect the heaters even if the
thermocouples fail.

Additional thermocouples were needed to monitor more heater locations. R. G. Foster suggested

machining grooves on the outside of the Inconel ®690 core to locate the thermocouples. This had
the added advantage of positioning the thermocouples parallel to the heater element, increasing
the accuracy of the temperature readout. Past experience had shown that a thermocouple normal
to the surface will indicate a temperature about 100° C lower than the actual value.

A plastic model of the core was used to lay out the groove contours for the thermocouples. This
was sent to Keller Technology, and a computer controlled milling machine was programmed to
machine the grooves in three dimensions. The program was verified for accuracy by machining a
full size aluminum model of the heater core. This was a prudent decision, since there was a
program error that caused the milling cutter to plunge too deep in one area. Corrections were
made, and the Scale melter lnconel ®heater core was machined without any difficulties.

The final design is shown in Figure 7.14. Two thermocouples were positioned where the original
failure occurred to have redundancy at this hotter zone. A total of six thermocouples were
installed, four on the riser heater and two on the pour spout heater. This was the maximum
number of thermocouples that could be physically installed and routed through the riser cover.

This heater instrument system has been verified by extensive testing on the Scale melter. The
same design is used on the DWPF assembly.

Pour Spout Development

After the riser/pour spout heater was repaired, it was installed in the melter and start-up was
initiated. When glass pouring was initiated, there were a series of glass plugs that formed in the
bottom of the pour spout cavity. These had to be removed mechanically. SRL installed a
thermocouple array in the pour spout cavity and verified that there was a pronounced temperature
profile, Figure 7.15.. Heat sink effects at the upper and lower ends resulted in lower

temperatures in these areas. The relatively large difference between the center and bottom
temperatures is due to the insulation configuration. Radial heat losses are low due to the

excellent insulaton properties of Zircar*. When coupled with high radiant losses at either end, the
result is a curved temperature profile.

The immediate solution was to add insulation on the bottom of the heater surface to reduce

radiant heat losses. J. R. Chemey calculated that a 2 inch thick insulation layer would be
sufficient to raise the pour spout bottom temperatures to 1000° C. A test at SRL with insulation

added to the bottom melted the glass plug and allowed the pouring experiments to continue.
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Insulated Riser Top

The thermocouple test at SRL showed that the upper end of the pour spout cavity was
approximately 860 ° C. Although it would have been possible to remove the riser cover and add
insulation, this would have required a major disassembly of the instrument leads and other
connections. SRL recommended using a foaming type Babcock and Wilcox insulation called

Cease Fire 2000. TM A demonstration was arranged at B & W that proved the system would work,
and the Cease Fire 2000 TM was installed in the upper end of the riser through one of the former
thermocouple access holes. _3'14A temperature survey after the installation showed that the
temper-ature at the top of the pour spout cavity was increased to 960 ° C, Figure 7.15. On DWPF,
Zircar _ shapes were used to insulate the top riser cavity, Figure 7.7, page 7.12.

Recessed Pour Lip

Although adding insulation to the bottom of the pour spout improved glass pouring performance,
the temperatures were still marginal for good pouting control. There was also a tendency at the

end of a pour for residual glass to attach to the bottom surface of the pour spout core. The glass
would flow horizontally a short distance before dropping vertically. Higher temperatures were

needed to reduce the glass viscosity.

While discussing potential improvements to the Scale melter, J. E. Savoy suggested a test fixture !
that would extend the pour spout heater and insulation below the pour point. J. D. Gutmann, Jr.
reversed this approach by recesssing the pour lip up into the region where the temperature was
higher. To insure that the glass would drop vertically, a reverse 45 ° angle was added to the pour
lip, Figure 7.16.

Removal of the riser/pour spout from the Scale melter for this modification would have been a
difficult procedure and a major interruption to the test program. Keller Technology was requested
to run a test at their shop to determine if a field set-up with a milling head would be feasible. The
test was successful, and SRL made arrangements for machining the pour spout in place. For
maximum temperature conditions (1100° C), the pour lip would have to be machined 12 to 16
inches from the bottom of the pour spout, Figure 7.15. Keller recommended keeping the depth to

the minimum practical length for machining control and a reasonable amount of downtime. A
distance of 7 inches from the bottom (1050 o C) was selected.

The improvement with the recessed pour lip was dramatic. With the original pour spout design,
residual glass in the channel was drawn into fibers at the end of a pour. With the recessed pour
lip, residual glass formed into small, round drops that fell vertically into the canister. This
difference is due to the decreased glass viscosity at the higher temperature disengagement
surface." A demonstration of DWPF pouring rates showed an even greater improvement in glass
stream stability.

A recessed pour lip was added to the DWPF riser/pour spout heater. SRL suggested keeping the
vertical distance from the overflow to the lip to a minimum, as this reduces the amount of glass
"inventory" at the end of a pour. The optimum location of the DWPF pour lip is the shortest
vertical distance from the overflow that is within the 1050° C region.
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SRL designed a test thermocouple array that was used to measure temperature profiles in the
Scale melter pour spout channel. This graph shows the improvement made to the profile by
adding insulation at the top of the riser and bottom of the pour spout channel. Temperatures
were increased sufficiently to eliminate the initial problems with glass plugs at the bottom of
the pour spout. Bottom insulation details are shown in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.15

SCALEMELTERPOURSPOUTTEMPERATUREPROFILES
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METAL SHROUD

FIELD MODIFICATIONS O PROTECT INSULATON)

FORMER LOCATION

OF POUR LIP _ GLASS POUR STREAM

Glass flow instability and generation of glass fibers at the end of a pour were eliminated by

recessing the pour lip into the high temperature zone in the pour spout channel. To prevent
glass from wicking horizontally at the pour point, a reverse 45 ° angle was added. After this

change, glass pouring stability improved dramatically. For comparison with the DWPF

version see Figure 7.5, page 7.9, and Figure 7.9, page 7.14.

Figure7.16
FINAL SCALE MELTER POUR SPOUT DESIGN WITH RECESSED POUR LIP
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7.3 Dome Heaters

Purpose

The dome heaters are an energy supplement to the electrodes for glass melting and maintaining
rates. They are the primary energy source for evaporating water from the feed slurry during normal
operation, and also provide energy to melt the glass frit surface at start-up. Once the glass reaches
the molten state on the surface, the electrodes can be fired to initiate formation of the melt pool.

Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the melter dome heaters are covered in Section 5, Reference 1. These
include the following:

• two year minimum life

• ability to heat the melter vapor space to a minimum 650 ° C temperature for start-up

• maintain plenum at 650 - 800 ° C during normal operation to burn off organic material and
prevent formation of glass fibers in the vapor space

The dome heaters are designed to be operated continuously at a surface temperature of 950 ° C. At
this condition, the calculated vapor space temperature is approximately 725 ° C.

Configuration

Plan and elevation section views of the DWPF melter dome heaters are shown in Figures 7.17 and
7.18. A photograph of the completed assemblies is shown in Figure 7.19.

There are a total of eight heater tubes arranged in two rows of four. The heaters are grouped
electrically into pairs of two tubes in series, each having its own transformer and power supply,

thus there are four independent sets. The heater pairs are mechanically joined by large Inconel ®690
bars called jumpers. Bolts that clamp the jumpers to the heater stems are a special order alloy that
has the same thermal expansion coefficient as Inconel ®690.

The division of heaters into four independent sets provides redundancy to the system. Failure of a

individual heater, transformer, or power supply will shut down only one of the four units (two of
the eight tubes). With 75% of the capacity remaining, the melter can continue to be operated at
reduced rates.

The heater end stems consist of a nickel core surrounded by an lnconel ®690 sleeve. As described
on page 7.29, this construction prevents temperatures in the end stems from exceeding the heater
tube operating temperature. The Inconel ®690 sleeves protect the end stems from corrosive vapors
above the glass. In addition, Fiberfrax ®blanket is packed into the clearance annulus between the

heater and refractory to prevent the vapor from condensing on the stem, as this would accelerate
corrosion of the InconeP Dby sulfidation (see page 7.28).

Electrical isolation from the melter nozzles is provided by alumina sleeves and washers similar to
the construction used on the electrodes. Silver plating is applied to the bus bar connectors and to
end stems and jumpers at the opposite end to reduce electrical resistance at the connection interface.
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PLAN VIEW

The dome heaters consist of eight resistance heating tubes. These are grouped into four

independent heating assemblies, each consisting of two heaters connected in series by a

jumper. Power is fed to the connector end through water-cooled copper bus bars.

Heat is generated by the resistance to electric current flowing through the tubular section

inside the melter plenum. Normal operating temperature is 950 ° C.

Figure 7.17

DWPF MELTER DOME HEATER ARRANGEMENT
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The end stem is a weldment that consists of a nickel core covered by an Inconel®690 sleeve.

At the jumper end, the connection zone is a weld overlay to improve electrical conductivity.

Nickel provides a lower resistance path for the electric current to keep temperatures at the

center of the end stem from exceeding the 950 ° C limit. Since accelerated corrosion

(sulphidation) will occur if vapor space salts condense on the stems, the stems are protected

from vapor contact by the combination of Inconel ®690 and Fiberfrax ®rope packing.

Figure 7.18

DWPF MELTER DOME HEATER SECTION



This photograph of the dome heaters for Melter # 1 was taken at the SRP mock-up shop prior
to installation. The flanged ends are connected to frame-mounted transformers with water-
cooled bus bars. Thermocouples for heater temperature monitoring and control are installed
in the two holes visible at the end of the heater stem. At the opposite (plain) end, a jumper is
installed to join two heater tubes in series. Note the protective coveting around the silver-
plated electrical connector surfaces.

Figure 7.19

COMPLETEDDOMEHEATERASSEMBLIES
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Dome Heater Design Development

On preliminary DWPF melter designs, the dome heaters centers were normal to the riser, i.e.
oriented 180° from the present position. This configuration makes life easier for the fabrication
shop, since the riser nozzle is not in the way when the heater nozzles are machined. For this
reason, CBI Services suggested that future melters have the dome heaters installed normal to the
riser position. Interference from the riser forced CBI to line bore the nozzles across the width of
the vessel.

The heater orientation must be parallel to the riser as designed to satisfy space considerations.
The 11 foot limit for the melter and frame assembly dictated this configuration (see page 5.1).

Temperature Limitations

At an early stage, it was recognized that the dome heaters would be temperature limited due to
long-term creep requirements. Studies by E. H. Perez indicated that the permanent deflection of
the heaters after two years of operation would be negligible at 900 ° C, but would increase to
several inches if the temperature were increased to 1050 ° C. On this basis, 950 ° C was selected
as the upper limit for long-term operation. A recent calculation for several temperatures shows
the dramatic increase in deflection as the temperature is increased above 1000° C. _5

Power Requirements

Power requirements for the combined effects of dome heaters and electrodes were determined
with a heat balance computer program originally developed by J. M. Prober, Engineering Physics
Laboratory. Calculations with this program were made by V. E. Mello to establish the heater
performance. All conditions were run with the heaters operating at 950 ° C.

During normal operation, most of the melt surface is covered by a cold cap (crust) composed of
waste calcine and frit. The rate of feed is typically adjusted so the cold cap covers 90 percent of
the surface, and this value was used for the heat balance calculations. The open area permits
vapors to escape from the melt surface into the vapor space.

In 1982, the melter design had four dome heaters in a single layer. Calculations with the heat
balance program had determined that this would meet the 650 ° C vapor space temperature, but
there was no margin for attaining higher temperatures. Tests at SRL indicated that higher vapor
space temperatures were beneficial for improving melt rate, and for burning off hydrocarbons in

the feed that are not consumed within the cold cap. The four heating tube design was marginal
for these requirements. Before increased dome heater area could be evaluated, the computer
model had to be revised to accept this change. _e._r An additional refinement was made by
increasing the number of zones in the model from 6 to 37. t8

Numerous studies were made with the revised heat balance program to determine how much
heater surface area would be required. Heater tube sizes up to 4 inches in diameter were

considered, but a small model study by J. E. Savoy showed this size would crowd the melter area
and severely limit the field of view of the T. V. camera. These practical considerations led to a
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decision to limit the tube diameter to 3 1/4 inches. For this diameter heater at 950 ° C, there was

only one solution to meet the higher vapor space temperatures - add another layer of four heater
tubes for a total of eight.

This new design change created some excitement at the Bechtel office in San Francisco. The
melter had already been increased in height and weight with the addition of Zirmul ®refractory.

Now we were adding another 12 inches in height, plus the additional weight of the vessel and
superstructure refractory. At this point, the main process cell crane capacity was changed from
the latest tonnage figure to "the biggest crane that will fit in the building." This was a satisfactory
solution for the new melter/frame assembly.

Calculations showed that eight heaters would meet the new requirements. With this design, the
vapor space can be heated to 725 ° C at normal operation. Vapor space temperature is relatively

insensitive to the amount of air inleakage over a broad range. 1_'2°These results were the basis for
sizing the dome heater power supplies and transformers. 2_

Similar studies were made for the Scale melter. Since the Scale melter has less proportional

dome heater area relative to the melt pool, the test results for dome heater perfoamance are
considered conservative (see Section 4, Reference 1, page 8).

End Stem Temperature

During the Scale melter start-up, the dome heaters were not able to melt the frit surface and
permit the electrodes to fire. This was caused by the uneven frit layer, page 4.15. Before the frit
problem was known, SRL asked if the dome heaters could be run at a higher temperature, around
1050 to 1100°C in case this added temperature was needed for start-up. The original heat transfer
study was run again, and we discovered that the center of the end stem would actually exceed the
tubular heating surface temperature by 75° C at higher power levels. _ Previous runs at lower
power levels showed that the center of the stem was slightly lower than the heating tube surface
temperature.

Thermocouples were installed in the jumper end of the Scale melter heater stems to monitor
performance, and the results verified that the center stem temperature was running about 75°(2
hotter, Figure 7.20. Additional studies showed that cooling the jumper or the heater enclosure
would not have any effect. Since the Scale melter could be run normally with the heaters at 950 °

C, the slightly higher temperature in the stem was judged to be acceptable for the test runs, but
not acceptable for the DWPF melter.

SRL suggested using a nickel core in the stem to reduce electrical resistance and lower the
temperature. Since Inconel ®690 is a high nickel alloy, it is compatible with nickel for welding

and thermal expansion characteristics. Heat transfer studies verified that the nickel core solved
the problem. With the solid Inconel ®690 construction, temperatures at the center of the stem
ranged from 889 to 1147 o C with the heating section at 937 ° C.z_ Adding the nickel core reduced
the maximum stem temperature to 778 ° C. 24

The DWPF dome heater design was modified to include this feature. Keller Technology was able
to make a fast turnaround on this late change without causing a delay in the fabrication schedule.

A comparison of the original and modifed DWPF design is shown in Figure 7.21.
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This graph shows the temperature profile throughout the stem of the Scale melter dome heater.

Profiles were obtained by positioning a thermocouple at different depths in the stem. The DWPF

dome heater stem temperatures were reduced by adding a nickel core in the center to reduce
electrical resistance.

Figure7.20
SCALE MELTER DOME HEATER TEMPERATURE PROFILE
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Protection from Sulfidation

As a result of a sulfidation failure of Inconel ®690 in another melter, SRP recommended sealing

the annulus between the dome heater stem and refractory clearance hole to protect the stems from
condensing salts, z5 At final assembly in the mock-up shop, Fiberfrax ®rope was formed into rings
to fit the heater diameter, and packed into the clearance annulus. A heat transfer analysis verified
that the Fiberfi'ax ®rope had no adverse effect on the stem temperature profile? 4

Increased Insulation in the Upper Sidewall and Top Head

A study was requested by SRP to analyze the potential benefit of adding more insulation in the
upper sidewall and top head of the DWPF melter. Of interest was the effect on vapor space
temperature and dome heater power requirements.

The heat balance program predicted that the effect of having a perfectly insulated (no heat loss)
upper structure would be marginal for normal operation. The vapor space temperature increase

was only 15° C with a corresponding decrease in dome heater power of 12 kw. _ A similar study
for start-up conditions indicated that the reduction of power to the dome heaters was 10 kw with

an increase in vapor space temperature of 30 to 35° C."a

These small differences did not warrant changing the DWPF design, particularly since the model
assumed an ideal condition of no heat loss. Actual difference_ would be even smaller.

7.4 Pour Spout Bellows

Purpose

The pour spout bellows assembly couples the bottom of the melter adapter flange to the throat
protector installed in the canister. Included as part of this assembly is a vacuum connection to the

off-gas system that provides differential pressure for pouring.

Basic Data

Basic data requires the pour spout bellows to be vented to the off-gas system du.ring pouring.

Configuration

The pour spout bellows is a remotely replaceable assembly that is installed on the pour turntable
neutron detector assembly. Figure 7.22 shows the assembly in the installation and removal mode,
in which the bellows are held in compression to clear the adapter flange (under the pour spout)
and canister/throat protector flanges. The bellows are locked in this position with threaded

screws. After the pour spout bellows assembly is installed, the screws are rotated by the impact
wrench to free the actuator arms and seat the pour spout and canister bellows against the
respective adapter and canister throat protector flanges, Figure 7.23.

The canister bellows counterweight is mechanically connected (not shown in this drawing) to
the actuating arm. Air pressure applied to the actuator bellows lifts the counterweight, rotates the
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POUR SPOUT

LOCKING SCREW

The pour spout and canister bellows are positioned by the two actuator arms. During

installation and removal the bellows are compressed and locked in place with screws. After

the assembly is installed on the turntable neutron detector, the screws are retracted with the

impact wrench. See Figure 7.23 for the operating mode position.

Figure 7.22

DWPF MELTER POUR SPOUT BELLOWS - INSTALLATION MODE
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CANISTER BELLOWS ;OUNTERWEIGHT

ACTUATOR

After the locking screws are retracted by the impact wrench, rotating actuator arms position the

pour spout and canister bellows against the adapter and throat protector flanges. The pour spout

bellows flange is seated by compression springs. The canister bellows flange is seated by raising

the counterweight with air pressure in the actuator bellows. If air pressure is lost, or the actuator

bellows fails, the counterweight will drop and disengage the canister bellows, permitting the

turntable to rotate the canister out of the way.

Figure 7.23

DWPF MELTER POUR SPOUT BELLOWS - OPERATING MODE
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ann, and seats the bellows against the canister throat protector. If the air system or bellows fails,
the counterweight drops down and raises the canister bellows, permitting the turntable to rotate the
canister out of the way.

When the pour spout bellows locking screw is released, the actuator ann is loaded by compression
springs to seat the bellows against the adapter flange.

The pour spout bellows assembly also includes a sight glass to permit the pouring glass stream to be
viewed through one of the melt cell viewing windows. Pouring tests on the Scale melter proved
that the ability to see the appearance and behavior of the glass stream was invaluable for adjusting
and controlling conditions. This is particularly important for evaluating the stability of the glass

stream at different pouring rates.

A schematic diagram of the sight _lass and mirror system is shown in Figure 7.24. Operability
features include:

• an air sweep across the sight glass to keep it clean

• provisions for cleaning the glass in place using a scraping tool

• ability to remove and replace the glass with the melt cell manipulator

Pour Spout Bellows Design Development

During the Scale melter start-up period, several problems were encountered with operation of the
initial pour spout bellows design. These were exaggerated by the glass pouring difficulties caused
by the low pour spout temperatures before insulation was added and the pour lip was recessed.

• Residual glass at the end of the pour was drawn into fibers and filled the bellows chamber
with a glass "birds nest." The inner bellows became coated with glass.

• Glass fibers were sucked into the differential pressure vacuum line and plugged the pipe.

A discussion between B. J. Etienne and J. D. Gutmann, Jr. on the bellows glass coating problem led

to the decision to protect the bellows with telescoping shields. Plugging of the vacuum line was
due in part to the formation of glass fibers, but also to glass stream instability caused by the
configuration of the vacuum port.

In the original design, the vacuum port was located at one side of the bellows chamber. Air leaking
at the canister interface had to sweep across the glass stream to enter the vacuum port, disrupting

the glass stream and causing unstable flow conditions. B. J. Etienne proposed using a b',fffle that
would force the air flow around the glass stream in an even pattern. This concept was first tested in
the Scale melter pour spout bellows using a funnel-shaped distributor, and the test verified that the
distributor kept the vacuum line free of glass fibers. _ The design was refined for DWPF by
combining an orifice ring with the baffle to keep leaking air away from the glass stream, Figure
7.25. A section through the entire assembly is shown in Figure 7.26.

The DWPF pour spout bellows assembly was installed on the Scale melter for operability testing on
Scale melter run SGM-8. This test series was successful and verified the configuration for
operation in the melt cell? )
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This view shows a simplified concept for the sight glass arrangement. In the final arrangement,

there may be minor changes to the mirrors and sight path.

Figure 7.24

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS SIGHT GLASS CONCEPT
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Experience with the Scale Melter resulted in the configuration shown for the DWPF pour spout

bellows assembly. Telescoping shields prevent the glass from contacting the bellows, and the

glass pour stream is protected from crosscurrent air flow by the baffle and orifice ring assembly.

Sources of potential leaks and their flow paths are shown.

Figure 7.25

DETAIL OF POUR SPOUT BELLOWS CHAMBER
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Bellows Design Development

The metal bellows are critical components of the pour spout bellows and drain valve assemblies. It
was recognized that metal bellows fabrication is a highly specialized field that is limited to a small
number of vendors. Of these, only Metal Bellows Corporation in Moorpark, California had the
experience and capability to fabricate bellows to our requirements. This same experience was
repeated on Project 9S 2659 for the IDMS melter? ° On this basis, Metal Bellows Corporation is the
recommended single source for i'dbricating future DWPF melter metal bellows assemblies.

Bellows material selection was made based on the operating environment, spring rate requirements,
and fabrication considerations. The actuator bellows is not exposed to corrosive conditions and is
fabricated from 304 L stainless steel, the standard material used by Metal Bellows Corporation.

Both pour spout and canister bellows are exposed to corrosive vapors from the glass, similar to off-
gas conditions. The material normally recommended for off-gas service is C-276 alloy, but this
was not suitable for bellows construction due to difficulties in welding. Alloy 625 was the best
candidate for this service and was selected for the pour spout and canister bellows. 3t

Under normal conditions, bellows life is governed by fatigue. Arrangements were made to run life

cycle tests at the Engineering Test Center to verify that the bellows would meet the design fatigue
life. Tests were conducted on the pour spout canister bellows and actuator bellows, as these were

considered the most likely to fail in service due to frequent cycling. Both bellows were cycled well
beyond the design fatigue life. _

Stress calculations performed by Metal Bellows Corporation for the actuator, pour spout, and
canister bellows are documented in DuPont BPF 218813 (Ref. DuPont Order AXC-1992-W).

Additional technical data on the pour spout bellows was covered in design review meetings and
documented responses to action items. _

To avoid lateral forces from the canister on the canister bellows, the canister must be held in a fixed

position prior to and during any bellows engagement. This is accomplished with the Bechtel
designed canister positioning arm which is mounted on the melter frame.

7.5 Drain Valve

Purpose

At the end of the melter's useful life, the glass must be drained before the melter is removed from
the melt cell. The intent is to remove as much of the highly radioactive material as possible.

Normally, the bulk of the glass is first removed by differential pressure pouring until the glass level
reaches the riser entrance. This breaks the vacuum seal, preventing further pouring, and the drain
valve must remove the remaining glass. In the event that glass cannot be poured through the
riser/pour spout system, the drain valve must empty the entire melter contents into the drain

canisters positioned under the melter assembly. Glass flow through the drain system must be
initiated and stopped for each canister fill cycle.
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Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the drain valve are covered in Section 5, Reference 1 These include
the following:

• ability to cycle enough times to drain the melter contents into standardcanisters

• a mechanical means to initiate axtdstop the flow

• a secondary or emergency shut off to stop glass flow

Configuration

A section view of the drain valve assembly is shown in Figure 7.27. The construction is similar to
the annular configuration used in the riser/pour spout heater, with serpentine heating elements,
alumina isolator sleeves, Zircar ° insulation, and an outer metal sheath.

Metal bellows similar to those used on the pour spout bellows assembly actuate the drain probe
and shut off plug. A bellows is also used to couple the bottom of the drain valve to the drain
canister.

All of the mechanical operating features on the drain valve are designed for fail-safe operation:

• Pressure is requh'ed in the probe bellows to raise the probe into the drain position. If air
pressure is lost, or the bellows fails, the probe will close and stGp glass flow.

• Pressure is required in the plug bellows to hold the plug up in the open (drain) position. If
air pressure is lost, or the bellows fails, the plug will close down and stop glass flow.

• Springs hold the canister bellows up in the open position for turntable indexing. Pressure
is required to lower the bellows flange to the drain position. If air pressure is lost, or the
bellows fails, the canister bellows will raise up to permit the turntable to be indexed.

The following general sequence is used for draining the melter:

• Differential pouring is used to drain as much glass from the melter as possible.

• Drain valve heaters are turned on and gradually increased in temperature to the operating
limit of 1100 ° C. Time is required to allow the internal core to reach operating

temperature.

• The canister bellows is pressurized to engage the bellows flange with the canister.

• Air pressure is applied to the plug bellows to raise the plug and open the channel.

• Air pressure is applied to the probe bellows to raise the probe and initiate draining.

• When the first caaaisteris filled, the probe is retracted and time is allowed for residual
glass to drain out. The plug may be closed as a back up to the probe shut off.

• The turntable indexes the next canister into position and the canister bellows is actuated.

The plug is raised (if closed),, and the probe raised to start the next drain cycle.

If the probe fails to retract at any time, the shut off plug is lowered to stop glass flow.
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The offset configuration of the drain valve was designed to meet physical requirements for the
drain probe and secondary shut off plug. After the heaters have brought the inner core up to
temperature, draining is initiated by raising the plug with the plug bellows, then raising the probe
with the probe bellows. Under normal operation, glass flow is stopped by retracting the probe. If
the probe fails to close, glass flow is stopped with the plug. Both the probe and plug are designed
for a fail safe closed condition. If air pressure is lost, or the bellows fail, the probe and plug will
move down to the closed position to stop glass flow.

Figure 7.27

DWPF MELTER DRAIN VALVE
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Figure 7.28 shows the construction details of the top section of the valve with the probe and
heating zones 1 and 2. The zone 1 heater is designed to be operated continuously to compensate
for heat losses to the valve exterior. As described on page 6.7, with no auxiliary heat source, the
drain valve outer sheath conducts heat from the surrounding refractory and lowers the bottom
refractory surface temperature.

Details of the remaining heating zones are shown in Figures 7.29 through 7.31.

Drain Valve Design Development

Experience with the Scale melter riser heater showed that thermocouples installed normal to the
heating elements would indicate a temperature about 100° C lower than a thermocouple parallel
to the element. The only drain valve thermocouples that were parallel to the heating element
were in zone 1 (top section). At this time the drain valve design had been completed, and it was
not leasable to change thermocouple layout in zones 2 through 5, due to the complexity of the
revision and the effect it would have on schedule. These thermocouples remained normal to the
heaters, and it was agreed that a test of the drain valve would be used to establish the relationship
between as-built thermocouple readout vs. parallel test thermocouples installed in the channels
where practical. This test was included in the operability demonstration, page 7.48.

Heat transfer studies were made to evaluate temperature profiles at the various heating zones
after the design was f'm'n._ Additional insulation was added to the bottom section (zone 5) to
keep the pour lip area at elevated temperatures.

Calculations for sizing the drain valve heater power and transformer requirements were
transmitted to Bechtel for procurement information,ss

Bellows Design Development

Bellows development for the drain valve was part of the same program used for the pour spout
bellows, page 7.40.

Following are the materials selected for the drain valve bellows:

• probe and plug bellows: AM 350 (required to satisfy spring rate requirements,
corrosion and temperature not a problem in this area)

• inner canister bellows: Inconel®718 (required to satisfy spring rate, resist corrosion from
off-gases, and be compatible with strength of the AM 350 outer bellows)

• outer canister bellows: AM 350 (required to satisfy spring rate requirements, be
compatible with Inconel®718 inner bellows, corrosion and temperature not a problem in
this area)

• transition seal bellows: Inconel®625 (resistance to corrosion and high temperature
required)

Stress calculations performed by Metal Bellows Corporation for all of these bellows are
documented in DuPont BPF 218892 (Reference DuPont order AXC 613-W).
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The zone 1 heater is designed to keep the bottom surface of the refractory hot to retard spinel
formation. Since some spinel may accumulate over a long operating period, the probe is designed to
extend 3.5 inches above the refractory bottom surface to reach molten glass. The glass inlet to the
probe is horizontal to prevent spinel from plugging the opening (See Section 2, Reference 23 for a
discussion on spinel).

Figure 7.28
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This view shows details of the probe and probe guide mechanism. Note that when the probe is
lowered to the closed position, it automatically blocks the entrance to the angled section. This .
reduces the amount of residual glass that must drain at the end of a canister fill cycle. When the
probe is raised for draining, the probe flow channel exit lines up with the angled channel.

Figure 7.29
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Details of the drain valve canister bellows, plug, and glass pour lip are shown in this view. The
bottom exit is internally insulated with Zircar* to keep the glass pour lip at elevated temperatures.
Telescoping shields inside the inner bellows protect the bellows from glass contact, prevent
entrained air from flowing across the glass stream, and serve as a baffle to cool the bellows with
entrained air. The transition seal bellows is a flexible connector for thermal expansion, and allows

the drain valve to grow to the left when heated without disturbing the canister bellows position.

Figure 7.31
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Operability Tests

Since the DWPF drain valve design could not be completed in time for evaluation on the Scale
melter, arrangements were made with SRL to construct a drain valve test stand that would
simulate the melter bottom. A furnace was constructed around an Inconel ®kettle to provide a
source of molten glass for the tests. The tests verified operation of all drain valve components
over a range of glass viscosities, including a drain test with a layer of spinel on the bottom. In
addition to establishing operational guidelines for current limits to the heaters, the test results
disclosed that additional insulation was required at the junction of zones 4 and 5. This change
was included on the DWPF drain valves for melters 1 and 2._

This operational test was a significant accomplishment, considering that this was the f'trst time
the DWPF configuration was started up. All components of this complex assembly functioned as
designed, with no mechanical problems.
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Section 8

DWPF Glass Melter Top Head Components

8.1 Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the melter top head components is covered in Section 5, Reference 1.

The primary requirements included:

• two independent continuous feed ports with provisions for cooling, including cooling
during removal or replacement

• glass temperature measurement at three depths in two locations, using as many
thermocouples as practical for redundancy

• vapor temperature measurement at one location

• one voltage probe to indicate when foam or the cold cap is too high

• glass level measurement at one location using nitrogen as a bubbler gas

• remote viewing of the glass surface with CCTVcameras - viewing area to include the two
entry feed ports, the cold cap between one feed point and the nearest sidewall, and a pertion
of the sidewall

• one bottom drain valve, capable of cycling enough times to drain the glass into standard
canisters, with a positive mechanical means to initiate draining and stop the glass flow

8.2 Configuration

Plan and section views of the top head layout are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. As described in the
following paragraphs, this arrangement was the result of many studies and model verification to

obtain the optimum component positions.

8.3 Remote Handling

Requirements

All of the top head components were designed for remote removal and replacement using the

standard SRP canyon crane and impact wrench procedure. Both impact wrench and lifting hook are
suspended from an overhead crane and must be guided in place by the operator with the aid of
several closed circuit T. V. cameras mounted on the crane plus additional cameras in the melt cell.

Each component is guided in place by a pair of dowels that extend high enough to engage the

component flange before the body of the component reaches the vessel nozzle. One dowel,
designated the master, is several inches higher than the other. After initial engagement with the

master dowel, the component is rotated by the crane to align and engage the second dowel. After
the component is lowered and seated on the nozzle anchor flange, it is fastened to the top head
using an impact wrench to tighten acme threaded nuts on studs. Figure 1.16, page 1.18, shows the
dowel and stud arrangement on the melter head. The acme nuts, painted yellow for visibility, are
visible near the top of the studs. The dowel tops are also painted yellow.
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This view shows the final top head arrangement with all remotely removable components

installed. These consist of two feed tubes, two CCTV camera/borescope assemblies, three

thermowells, two f'dm coolers, and a melt level dip tube.

Figure 8.1

DWPF MELTER - TOP HEAD COMPONENT LAYOUT



Figure 8.2

DWPF MELTER - TOP HEAD COMPONENT LAYOUT - SECTION VIEW
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A considerable amount of effort was required to design this layout due to the number of assemblies
that had to fit in a relatively small area. The goal of the design was to permit independent removal
and replacement of any component without having to remove any other component or its jumper for
access. At the same time, the feexltubes and thermowells had to be positioned to clear the dome
heaters and electrodes. A minimum 1/2 inch was specified by SRP operations for impact wrench
clearance.

Half Scale Working Model

During the conceptual layout design stage, it became clear that the design requirements could not be
satisfied using the standard desi[:ns and procedures. Under recommendations from J. E. Savoy, the
design team at Allstates - Trenton concluded that the design goals could be met under the following
conditions:

• add rotators to the 15 ton (equipment lifting) and 1 ton (impact wrench) hooks on the main
process cell crane (requia'ed for access to all acme nuts and lifting bails)

• separate thermowells and other dip tubes from the jumper (see page 8.13)

• fasten all components (except the off-gas equipment) with two acme studs ( required to fit
the components in the _Nailable space - the standard canyon design uses at least 3 studs)

• use two narrow kickpla,tes for disengaging two out of the three Hanford connector jaws

during jumper removal, Figure 8.3 (the standard Hanford connector requires a 12 inch
diameter kickplate to n_lease all three jaws during removal - this would interfere with
wrench access)

In the early stages of developing the top head layout, the design team suggested building a wooden

half scale working model to assist them with planning the layout and checking the clearances in
three dimensions. Of equal in'tportance was using the model to demonstrate the necessity for using
the rotating crane hook and non-standard stud and Hanford connector kickplate arrangement. This

model, shown in Figures 8..4 through 8.6, was a valuable tool for both purposes.

In January, 1983, J. D. Gutm_tnn, Jr., assisted by J. E. Savoy, arranged a meeting with participants
from the Engineering Dep_Lrtrnent,Bechtel, and SRP to describe the top head design and
demonstrate simulated remote handling of the components using the half scale model. _ The layout
and operating conditions for remote handling were accepted by SRP?

At Trenton a state of euphorbialasted about three months, until the basic data was revised to convert
the former melter vent line to a parallel off-gas line? For the melter top head, this involved

rotating the angled vent nozzle to a vertical position for film cooler capability. What started out as
an innocuous change foUowe,d Murphy's law by cascading into a complete redesign of the nozzle
centers and component enveltopes. We learned that the numerous conditions that had to be satisfied
for an operable assembly made the layout very sensitive to changes. A total of six designers
working with J. E. Savoy spent approximately four months on this task, which included revising

completed designs for half and full scale models. Beware of changes to the top head layout or its
components!
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To remove a jumper, the impact wrench turns the hex head screw on the Hanford connector and
lowers thejaws down to thekickplate. When the jaws bottom out on thekick plate, additional turns
of the screw raise the jumper connector away from the top of the component. With three jaws
resting on thekick plate, thejurnper remains stable and in place while the lift hook is being attached
to the jumper bail.

Using two narrow kick plates for the DWPF melter provides sufficient jumper stability. The
"missing" sectionsof thekickplate allowclearancefor the impact wrench to drop down and engage
the acme nuts that fasten the component to the vessel (see Figure 8.10, page 8.15).

Figure 8.3

HANFORD JUMPER CONNECTOR
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The fccd tube to the left is in the operating position with the jumper connected. The fccd tube
to the right is shown in the parked position at initial installation. This allows cooling water to
bc connected and started before the feed mbc is lowered into the melter. Off-gas and back up
off-gas pipe connections arc shown in blue.

Figure 8.4

HALF SCALE TOP HEAD MODEL



The two rectangular boxes in the foreground are housings for the T. V. cameras. The cameras

e are alignedwith an opticalsystemandborescopeto view the meltpool surface.

Figure8.5
HALFSCALETOPHEADMODEL - VIEWFROMRISEREND
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WRENCH

This view shows the impact wrench positioned on one of the acme nuts for the T. V. camera
carrier frame. Clearances were verified by tying a cord on the impact wrench lifting bale and
lowering it down to each acme nut. A demonstration of this technique was the basis for accep-
tance of the top head layout by SRP.

Figure 8.6

HALF SCALE TOP HEAD MODEL - VIEW FROM TOP
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Full Scale Working Model

Although the half scale model provided assurance that the design was acceptable for remote
handling, it was agreed that the concept required a full scale test to simulate the melt cell
operation as closely as possible. A full scale carbon steel model of the top head and components
was constructed for this purpose, with E. S. Mazanek following up procurement activity. The
model was built to the new configuration for the parallel off-gas line, and included working
mechanical features of all components. Simulated remote removal and installation of the

components were conducted in the mock-up shop at SRP, using this model with simulated
jumpers and an overhead T. V. camera. The manual crane was positioned and run based on
verbal instructions from an operator viewing the T. V. monitor. These tests confirmed the
general component layout for access and visibility. Some minor revisions were recommended to
eliminate potential interferences or hang points, and these were included in the final design.

Jumper Location Requirements

Any component that will be connected to a jumper must be designed to position the top
connector within an allowable envelope in horizontal and vertical planes. Standard canyon
practice requires the connector elevation to be positioned within 5:0.125 inches from the support
surface, and within 0.30 inches in the horizontal planes. This requires tight tolerances on the
location of the vessel, nozzle centers, nozzle elevations, and alignment dowels.

Controling three plane locations of the DWPF connectors was a difficult task, since multiple
layers of parts created tolerance accumulations that exceeded the total allowables. A typical SRP

vessel is a one-piece welded structure supported on the cell floor, thus the nozzle elevation can be
controlled by the distance from the support pad.

A study by J. D. Gutmann, Jr. showed that elevations of the DWPF component mounting anchor
flanges were influenced by height variations of the support beams, lower frame, shell, bolted top
head, anchor flanges, gaskets, and alumina isolators. These could not be controlled strictly by
tolerances, as the allowable variations would be too fight for this type of equipment.

The problem was solved by using the vessel assembly for control instead of attempting to have
interchangeable parts. The order specification requirements for machining the nozzle flanges
required final machining with the head and shell assembled to the lower frame. Height control
was maintained within 5:.010 inches by indexing the nozzle surfaces to the lower frame support
pads.
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8.4 Anchor Flanges

Purpose

Vessels that require equipment to be remotely installed on a nozzle normally have the studs and
dowels mounted directly to the nozzle flange. The DWPF melter was a special case, since the

electrically hot components had to be isolated from the grounded vessel. All thermowells and other
devices that penetrated into the melter interior fell into this category.

Electrical isolation on the DWPF melter top head was achieved by installing the studs and dowels

on a separate anchor flange and separating this from the vessel nozzle with an alumina plate.
Alumina sleeves and washers isolated the bolts fastening the two flanges.

Configuration

The anchor flange arrangement on the melter top head is shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8. A section
view showing details of the alumina isolators and bolting arrangement is shown in Figure 8.9.

Since electrical isolation is not required for the off-gas and backup off-gas nozzles, the studs and
dowels are directly mounted to the nozzle flanges. These are visible in Figure 5.20, page 5.26.

i

Anchor Flange Fixtures

When the anchor flanges are installed at final assembly, they must be positioned laterally in the

horizontal plane and rotated to the correct angle. Both conditions must be satisfied to insure the
dowels will align the component with the nozzle center, and position the component at the required

angle for wrench access. Since electrical isolation does not permit metal dowels between the
anchor and nozzle flanges, the alignment must be made by other means. Clearances required for
the bolts and isolators do not permit alignment to be achieved through tolerances alone.

Although it would be possible to align the flanges with optical tooling, this was expected to be a

time consuming and difficult operation. A set of mechanical fixtures was designed under the
direction of Bud Parks, Allstates-Trenton, to align the flanges in the horizontal plane to the nozzle

centers, and to rotate the flange to the correct position. These fixtures are identified in Section 10,
"Fixtures", with instructions for their use covered in Section 9, "Melter #2 Installation Procedures".
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The anchorflangesprovidethesurfaceon which theremotelyinstalledtophead

componentsarcfastened.Thisplanviewshowsthemeltertopheadnozzlespriorto
installingtheanchorflanges.

Figure 8.7

DWPFMELTERTOPHEAD- NOZZLELAYOUT
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This plan and section view of the anchor flanges shows the arrangement of studs and dowels
required for remote installation. Dowels engage and guide the components to ensure that the
component and nozzle centers are in line prior to insertion.

Figure 8.8

DWPFMELTERTOPHEAD- ANCHORFLANGEINSTALLATION
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Since the glass melt is conducting electricity, components that are in contact with (or close to) the

glass melt surface must be electrically isolated from the vessel to prevent a direct short circuit. The

anchor flanges provide the isolation using industrial grade alumina sleeves, washers, and plates.

This view is typical of the isolation configuration used on the anchor flanges.

Isolators are not requred for the off-gas, back up off-gas, or T. V camera nozzles, since the

components in these locations do not project down into the melter interior.

Figure8.9
DWPF MELTER ANCHOR FLANGE- SECTION VIEW
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8.5 Bail Configuration

In normal SRP canyon practice, thermowells and other dip tubes are an integral part of the jumper.
Coupled with large vessel nozzles, this design allows ample clearance for movement when the
jumper is installed or removed.

On the DWPF melter, the number of components required in the available space, plus the additional

requirement for electrical isolation, resulted in smaller nozzle clearances and dictated more stringent
handling requirements. As a result, any component extending through the melter top head was

divorced from the jumper and had to be mounted directly to the melter structure.

These close clearances demanded a plumb lift of the component during installation or removal. In

addition to balancing the assembly, this required the lifting bail to be aligned with the vertical center
of the component shaft to eliminate turning moments. In turn, this required a pivoting bail to provide
access to the top of the component for connecting the jumper, Figure 8.10.

The original bail calculations were verified by f'mite element stress analyses? .5.6

8.6 Component Isolation

Although the anchor flanges electrically isolated the component flange from the vessel nozzle
surface, Figure 8.9, an additional alumina sleeve was required along the inside length of the nozzle,
Figure 8.11. The sleeve is supported by an Inconel ®690 split collar.

8.7 Feed Tube

Purpose

The feed tubes convey melter slurry down to the release point 12 inches above the melt surface.

Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the feed tubes and feed lines are covered in Section 5, Reference 1. The
primary requirement was a system having two feed ports located at opposite sides of the melter to
introduce slurry close to the melt surface.

Configuration

A section view of the feed tube arrangement in the melter is shown in Figure 8.12. The tubes are
spaced 32 inches apart, 20 inches away from the Monofrax ®K-3 refractory wall surface, and 12
inches above the glass melt. The 20 inch distance from the sidewall is sufficient to prevent spalling
of the refractory surface, see page 3.2.

Details of the feed tube are shown in Figures 8.13 through 8.16. The procedure for installation to
allow cooling water to be connected is shown in Figure 8.15. Experience with the 1941 and LSFM
melters had shown that cooling water must be operating before the feed tube is inserted into the
melter. This prevents the slurry water from evaporating and creating a plug in the tube.
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PLANViEW

BAIL

IMPACTWRENCH

All top head components have a pivoting lifting bale arrangement. This view shows the bail
configuration used on the thermowell. Since the components are installed and removed with an
overhead crane, they must be balanced to hang vertically. To insure a plumb lift during installation
and removal, the bail is aligned with the center of the component. This restriction requires the bail to
pivot down to provide access to the top of the component for connecting the jumper.

Figure 8.10

TOPHEADCOMPONENTBAILCONFIGURATION
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Since the anchor flanges areelectrically isolated from the vessel nozzle (Figure 8.8) the
component flange rests on the anchor flange metal to metal. To avoid potential contact of the
component tube to the inside of the nozzle, an alumina sleeve is installed as shown. This
construction is typical for all components that extend down into the melter interior.

Figure 8.11

TOPHEADCOMPONENTISOLATION
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The melter feed material is a slurry of 23% waste material, 25% glass hit, and 52% water.
This is metered to the melt pool at a gallon per minute under normal operation. The flow is
equally divided between two feed tubes that are arranged to provide an even dispersion of the
slurry. The feed tube is an integral assembly with the support frame.

Figure8.12
DWPFMELTERFEEDTUBEASSEMBLY



SEE DETAIL A _ 3 _' ]_

The feed tube is fabricated as a subassembly that can slide up and down in the support frame,

see Figure 8.14. Guide pins locate the feed tube in the support flame tracks. The feed tube

flange is fastened to the nozzle anchor flange.

The feed tube is electrically isolated from the jumper with Kapton tape as shown in Detail A.

The split ring holds the Kapton ®in place and provides a bearing surface for the Hanford

connector jaws.

Figure8.13
FEED TUBE SUBASSEMBLY
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GUIDE PIN TRACK

.... SEE DETAIL A
•-J;":" FIGURE 8.13, PAGE 8.18

!_/:iI

i _ SUPPORT POINTI fh,.J
i ._IF Fill "- _._'*

SUPPORT POINT

Details of the support frame are shown in this plan and elevation view. The frame

is fastened to two support pads on the top head.

Figure 8.14

FEED TUBE SUPPORT FRAME
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STEP1-PARKEDPOSITION
|

L, (ENDVIEW)

STEP2 - LOWEREDINTOMELTER

(SIDEVIEW)

Installation of the feed tube into the melter is a two stage operation. The assembly is installed on
the melter head in the parked position to allow connection of the cooling water lines. After water
flow is established, the feed tube is lowered into the melter to the operating height.

Figure 8.15

FEEDTUBEINSTALLATION



This view shows details of the annular construction of the feed tube. Slurry is fed through a
.44 inch I. D. Hastelloy ®C-276 tube. lnconel ®690 is used at the bottom for corrosion
resistance to the glass. The annular water cooling channel must extend down to the bottomi

as shown to keep slurry temperatures low. If cooling is not adequate, the slurry will adhere
to the tube and cause a plug. Milled Fiberfrax ®insulation is poured into the outer casing at
final assembly, backed by Fiberfrax ®blanket and a cover plate. The outer sleeve is free to
expand upward as it is heated in the melter.

Figure 8.16

FEEDTUBE- SECTIONVIEW
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Feed Tube Design Development

Tests run with the LSFM and Scale melters showed a tendency for the feed tubes to plug at
intervals. For these experimental melters, the hands-on operation allowed manual rodding of the
feed tube to clear the plugs. Some type of mechanical feed tube reamer was proposed for DWPF,
but this was not deemed practical. The reaming rod would have to be about 3/8 inches in diameter
and extend some ten feet above the top of the feed tube.

One of the objectives of the Scale melter test program at SRL was to determine what events would
cause the feed tube to plug, and recommended procedures to avoid these conditions. The feed tube
was flushed with water every six hours during the fourth melter run and every three hours during
the fifth run. Only partial plugging occurred during the two campaigns, and manual rodding was
not required. 7 During campaigns 6 and 7, it was concluded that routine flushing was not very
effective, and the key to preventing plugs was to minimize lag time between feed loss and
subsequent flushing. Additional tests determined that a minimum cooling water rate of 4 gpm was
optimum? Actual flow rate established on Melter #1 was 6.7 gpm. 9

Heat transfer calculations verified that the combined slurry feed and water cooling system
maintained the slurry tube temperatures below 100° C up to 5/8 inch from the exit. t°

8.8 Melt Thermowells

Purpose

Melt thermowells monitor the melt pool temperature and provide control signals for the electrode
power supplies.

Basic Data

Basic data requirements for the melt thermoweUs are covered in Section 5, Reference 1. These
include the following:

• glass temperature measurement at three depths in two locations

• multiple thermocouples at each location for redundancy

Configuration

A section view of the DWPF melter thermowens is shown in Figure 8.17. These are 3 inch
diameter Inconel ®690 bars with 1 inch diameter holes in the center. Six Type B platinum sheathed

thermocouples are installed in each thermowell at final assembly to the three depths shown. The 1
inch thick wall section was considered a reasonable balance for corrosion resistance and internal

space for thermocouples.

In addition to the alumina isolators on the anchor flange (Figure 8.8) and at the vessel nozzle
location (Figure 8.10), the thermowells also have an isolated flanged joint above the melter top
head. This is shown in Figure 8.18.
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DETAIL A

THERMOWELL TUBE ISOLATION

Both melt and vapor thermowells (Figure 8.18) are electrically isolated in the main tube

below the jumper connector. This provides protection against current flow to the jumper.

Figure 8.18

THERMOWELL- ISOLATION DETAILS
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Design Development

The DWPF thick wall thermocouple design was a duplication of similar units tested previously in
the LSFM and Scale melters. The DWPF version differed only in the configuraton above the top
head for remote handling. Heat transfer calculations verified that temperatures at the connector
interface were below 40° C."

An unexpected problem was observed on the Scale melter following campaign SGM-8, when a
thermowell was removed after 20 months of continuous service. The tube had a pronounced J
shape in the immersed section, which was attributed to glass convection currents exerting enough
force to yield the Inconel ®690 tube at 1150° C? This phenomena was not known at the time the
thermowells were designed.

Considerations for Long Term Operation

Thermowells were intended to be replaced every two years, but SRL has recommended reducing
this time to one year based on the Scale melter experience. Even one year may be too long, since
a slight bend at the bottom may make the vertical extraction difficult. The radial clearance
between the 3 inch tube and the 4.38 inch nozzle I. D. is 0.69 inches nominal, and this does not

allow for the thickness of residual glass on the tube.

Another point to consider is the risk of having molten glass drip on the top of the nozzle when a
melt thermowell is extractec from the DWPF melter. If the glass cannot be removed, the C ring

O on the replacement assembly flange will not seal on the anchor flange. Presumably, the
thermowell will have to be lZ,-lially extracted and allowed to hang long enough for the residual
glass to run off the tube into the melt.

Even if the glass does not drip on the nozzle, there will be a limited time to extract the thermo-

well and insert it into the carrying tube. On the Scale melter, the residual glass on an extracted
thermo-well shattered into pieces after it had cooled for several minutes.

For the above reasons, the technique of remotely removing a melt thermowell from glass must be
demonstrated during the cold run. If it is difficult to extract a melt thermowell on the DWPF
melter, it may not be worth the risk to replace a thermowell during hot operation.

Thermowell replacement may not be needed in any event. The recent experience showing greatly

reduced corrosion with the current frit formula indicates a much longer service life of the Inconel ®
690 tube. In addition, the experience with Type B thermocouples has shown them to be very
reliable.

8.9 Vapor Thermowell/Conductivity Probe

Purpose

The vapor thermowell is a dual purpose instrument. Vapor space temperature is monitored by
three internal thermocouples, and the probe extension acts as a voltage probe to detect foam
buildup or an increase in the cold cap height.
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Basic Data

Basic data for vapor temperature and a conductivity probe is covered in Section 5, Reference 1.
The primary requirements are:

• vapor temperature measurement 15 inches above the glass melt surface at one location

using redundant thermocouples

• one voltage probe to indicate when foam or the cold cap is too high

Configuration

The vapor thermoweli and conductivity probe were combined into one assembly, Figure 8.19.
Three Type B platinum sheathed thermocouples are located at one elevation as shown to
monitor vapor space temperature.

The conductivity probe is an extension of the thermowell down to within 6 inches of the melt
surface. If foaming occurs, or the cold cap rises, contact of this conducting material with the
probe will trigger an alarm at the main control panel. The electrical connection from the probe
tube to the connector is shown in Figure 8.20.

An identical assembly was tested and proven out on the Scale melter. The only difference in the
DWPF unit is the offset probe configuration required to clear the refractory wall at the electrode
location.

8.10 Level Dip Tube

Purpose

The level dip tube monitors the elevation of the glass melt surface.

Basic Data

The basic data requiresglass level measurement using nitrogen as a bubbler gas.

Configuration

The DWPF level dip tube is shown in Figure 8.21. Bubbler gas ports are provided by deep

drilling holes in a solid Inconel ®690 bar, with one port in the vapor area and the other extended
down to the bottom of the tube. Glass depth is gaged by sensing the differential pressure
between the vapor and glass ports.

Design Development

An earlier configuration of the level dip tube provided one vapor port and two ports at different
levels in the glass. The intent was to provide a measure of glass density (by comparing the
difference in pressures between the two glass ports) as well as glass level. Since it was not
feasible to deep-drill three holes for this design, the ports were constructed of tubing inside a
central 1 inch diameter hole. The tubing was welded to a solid bar at the bottom end, and this
joint failed in the Scale melter on two occasions shortly after installation. _2._3
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The vapor thermow¢ll is a dual purpose instrument. Three thermocouplcs installed in the well
portion monitor the vapor temperature. The lower extension extends down to 6 inches above the
melt surface. If foaming occurs, or the cold cap rises, a warning signal is triggered when the
conducting material touches the probe. The offset shape clears the refractory at the electrode
location (s¢¢ Figure 7.1, page 7.2).

O Figure 8.19
DWPFMELTER VAPORTHERMOWELL/CONDUCTIVlTYPROBE
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q

. I II

\ CONDUCTIVITY PROBE

WIRING ATTACHMENT POINT

Electrically charged foam contacting the probe sends current to the control panel alarm through

an insulated wire. The wire is attached to the probe as shown and routed to the connector at the

top of the thermowell/conductivity probe. The circuit is continued through the jumper.

Figure 8.20

CONDUCTIVITY PROBE WIRING DETAIL



The height of the glass melt is gaged by sensing pressure differential between the vapor space
and the glass port at the bottom of the dip tube. Nitrogen gas flow in the system provides the
means to measure pressure.

Figure 8.21

DWPFMELTERLEVELDIPTUBE
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After the second failure, the dip tube was redesigned to eliminate the tubing. A deep-drilled
configurationoffered the most rugged and fail safe design, but there was room for only two holes
in the 3 inch diameter bar. Since the experiments for gaging glass density were not successful due
to the relative insensitivity of the differentialpressure method, SRP agreedto waive this
requirement. This eliminated the need for the third port, and the configuration shown in Figure
8.21 was the result.

In the earlier designs, the glass port exited at an angle to one side of the tube, and the zone above
the exit port was selectively eroded from the agitatedglass. The bottom exit design should
provide more erosion allowance by evenly distributing the gas flow over the tube circumference.

8.11 T. V. Camera Carrier/Borescope Assembly

Purpose

The T. V. camera/borescope assemblypermitsremote viewing of the melter interior during
operation. This is used to monitor slurry feeding and the conditionof the cold cap.

Basic Data

Basic datarequirments for the melter T. V. assemblies are covered in Section 5, Reference 1.
These include:

• viewing area must include the two feed entry points, the cold cap between one feed point
and the nearest sidewall, and a portion of the sidewall

• cooling of the cameras and borescope at all times including installation andremoval

Configuration

The T. V. system for viewing the melter interiorconsists of three subsystems: a handling and
support frame, a camera system with optics enclosed in a housing, and a borescope to provide the
required field of view. The assembly and borescope details are shown in Figures 8.22 and 8.23.
Close cooperation among several groups was required for this equipment, since the borescope was
being developed by SRL, the carrier frame was designed and furnished by the DuPont Engineering
Department, and the T. V. camera, optics, and housing were the responsibility of Bechtel. Several
coordination meetings were held during the course of the design to confirm details of the interface
points.

One of the system requirements is to provide cooling air flow in the borescope before it is inserted
into the melter nozzle. A similar requirement was resolved for the feed tube by installing it in two
stages to allow the water supply to be connected, page b.20. Since the borescope used air, it was
not necessary to have a leak tight connection. The design takes advantage of this by using a
"floating" manifold that is free to slide in the vertical direction. During installation, the manifold
hangs down below the borescope and makes contact with the flange surface at the air supply ports.
Flow is automatically started, and the weight of the manifold is sufficient to seal well enough to
keep air leaks to a minimum. This concept permits the assembly to be installed in one step.
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The borescope lens views the bottom ends of both feed tubes, and approximately 40 percent of the
cold cap edge. The remaining portion of the cold cap edge is obscured by the dome heaters.

Each camera views the same amount of surface area, but the views are opposite hand with the feed
tubes at the center.

During installation, a "floating" manifold hangs below the borescope. The manifold engages air
supply ports on the anchor flange and starts cooling flow in the borescope before it enters the nozzle.

Figure 8.22

DWPFMELTERT. V. CAMERNBORESCOPEASSEMBLY
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Figure 8.23

BORESCOPEDETAILS
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Design Development

The borescope arrangement was developed by SRL starting with the LSFM melter, and
continuing with the Scale melter. These tests established the necessity to have an air purge to
keep the lens clean, and later verified that an occasional injection of steam was also required.

The scale-up of this system to DWPF was complicated by the system requirements for remote
handling and the field of view, and the need to combine several subassemblies from different
sources into one structure.

J. E. Savoy located the nozzles for the T. V./borescope system with a small scale model of the
melter upper vapor space and dome heater arrangement. A viewing tube with a pinhole "lens"
was positioned in several locations to determine the optimum position for viewing both feed
tubes and the largest surface of the cold cap. These studies also showed the sensitivity of the
field of view to the dome heater tube diameter. At one point a 4 inch diameter tube was being
considered to gain more surface area, but this larger size severely reduced the area of the cold cap
that could be seen by the borescope.

Fine tuning of the borescope viewing requirements was completed by SRL at the SRP mock-up

shop using the full scale top head working model described on page 8.9.

Design development included heat transfer studies to determine the tempezature profile at the

borescope lens, and calculate the amount of thermal expansion of the borescope components. _4

8.12 Off-Gas Film Coolers

Purpose

The off-gas film coolers use an air/steam mixture to cool the melter vapor temperatures from the
nominal 725 to less than 400 ° C. Past experience with the 1941 and LSFM melters had shown
that deposits in the exhaust stream, plus spatter from the melt surface, would stick to the nozzle
walls and create a plug unless the walls were kept cool enough to prevent the material from
sticking.

Basic Data

Basic data for the off-gas f'dm cooler is included in Section 5, Reference 1. The primary

requirement is to reduce build up of deposits at the off-gas line entrance by reducing the
temperature of the vapor stream from 725 ° C to less than 400 ° C.

Configuration

The DWPF off-gas cooler assembly and its relationship to the vessel and off-gas pipe is shown in
Figure 8.24. Details of the film cooler construction are shown in Figure 8.25.

An internal manifold in the film cooler directs the air/steam flow down to the bottom of the

cooler, then out through a series of annular slots. This design insures that the coolest fluid is
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/' _rtixture of air and steam is fed to the manifold under the off-gas nozzle. The flow is
distributed to the film cooler supply manifold through a set of holes in the nozzle flange.
The arrangement for the back up off-gas film cooler is identical.

Figure 8.24
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The air/steam mixture in the film cooler supply manifold flows to the lower end of the cooler
through channels at the outer wall, then flows up through theannular orifices formed by machined
rings. The system is designed to cool the inner surface of the rings with a laminar flow profile. This
retards the buildup of deposits.

Figure 8.25

OFF-GASFILMCOOLER
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directed to the bottom where the film cooler is exposed to the radiant energy from the glass melt
and vapor. Since the inside wall surface is the area where build up can occur, the annular slots
are designed to direct the flow along the wall surface.

During normal operation, the melter vapor is exhausted through the off-gas line, while the back
up line is in a standby mode. If the primary line must be replaced or requires downtime for
maintenance, the vapor is routed through the backup line.

A film cooler is also installed in the backup line, but the cooling slots are vertical and arranged to
enter tangentially to the inside diameter, Figure 8.26.

Design Development

Plugging of the off-gas line by glassy deposits was a major problem during early test work at
SRL. Tests with film cooler devices to retard glass buildup in the line were conducted on the
LSFM melter using a configuration based on a mathematical study by CHAM of North America,
Inc. CHAM reports H3530/1 and H3551/4 document the study and recommendations.

The combination of the mathematical model and tests on the LSFM melter led to the design

requirement to keep the inlet nozzle walls cool with a laminar flow of air to prevent glass
particles from sticking. _5

Additional tests were conducted on the Scale melter._e._7 One of the improvements made to the
Scale melter f'dm cooler was a manifold that routed the air down to the bottom before it

exhausted through the annular slots. This was based on a recommendation by J. W. Duskas.
Although the film cooler reduced buildup considerably, it did not eliminate buildup from spatter
caused by vapor venting from the glass through the cold cap. In addition to the film cooler, a
brush reamer was developed to keep the vertical section of the off-gas nozzle free of deposits.

When the backup off-gas line became a requirement, a film cooler design was required for this
service also. t8 Since the backup line is normally on standby, there is no flow in the line during

normal operation. The flow from the backup off-gas film cooler is exhausted down into the
melter vapor area where it is entrained into the primary off-gas line. This difference in flow
direction resulted in the tangential slot design to create a vortex and prevent buildup on the walls
from spatter.

Heat transfer calculations verified the temperature profiles at the film cooler and vessel nozzle
for normal operation and operation without air/steam flow in the film cooler. _

The DWPF film cooler designs were scaled up by W. E. Guenthner from the configurations
tested on the Scale melter.
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film cooler. During normal operation, the back up film cooler is vented to the seal pot, and the
air/steam mixture flows into the melter vapor space and out through the off-gas cooler.

Figure 8.26
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Section 9 - Melter Component Installation

After the # 1 melter shell and frame assembly was completed at the CBI Services plant in
Cordova, Alabama, the assembly was shipped to the Savannah River Plant mock-up shop for
installation of the shell and top head components. The components were installed using an
extensive written procedure prepared by J. Scafaria, R. T. Britt, J. E. Savoy, J. D. Gutmann, Jr.,
and B. J. Etienne. This same group, with O. M. Parks, assisted SRP Construction with the
installation. T. G. Powell, SRP, and B. K. Parsons, Bechtel National, also provided assistance
with these components and other items that were the responsibility of Bechtel. These included
completion and testing of the cooling water piping, final electrical and instrument connections,
and the installation of dome heater transformers, bus bars, and other auxiliary equipment.

As this was the first experience with final assembly of the DWPF components, there were
instances where minor field rework was required, or details of the installation procedure or
sequence were modified from the original. B. K. Parsons kept a record of these changes and

documented the Melter #1 assembly in the first reference, Shop Completion of Melter Vessel
Assembly No. I for the Defense Waste Processing Facility at the Savannah River Plant.

From the experience and information gained from this assembly, a few minor changes were
made to Melter #2 components, and the installation procedure for Melter #2 was revised and
reissued. The final version is the second reference, Installation Procedures for Melter #I and
#2 Components.



SHOP COMPLETION OF MELTERVESSEL ASSEMBLY NO. 1
FOR THE DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY AT

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

Brock K. Parsons
Senior Engineer

Bechtel National Inc.
Savannah River Plant
Aiken, South Carolina

I, INTRODUCTION

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) is currently under
construction at Savannah River Plant near Aiken, South Carolina. The
facility will take high level waste accumulated from thirty years of special
nuclear materials processing and reduce it to a vitrified inert form suitable
for disposal in a geologic repository.

The Melter Vessel Assembly represents the heart of the vitrification
process. It is in the Melter Vessel that a slurry of radioactive sludge and
formulations of glass frit are melted through Jcale heating to form
borosilicate glass. This glass is then poured into stainless steel canisters
which will ultimately be interred at an underground storage site.

The major components of the Assembly are the melter vessel and the
support frame. The frame serves to carry the vessel and to provide a
structure to support the extensive piping and electrical systems required to
operate and monitor melter operation. The largest element of the piping
network is a cooling water distribution system which maintains the outside
temperature of the refractory lined vessel at under 50 ° C (120 ° F) despite
the 11000 C (2000 ° F) internal temperatures. The electrical system provides
the power required the melt the slurry and maintain the glass at pour
temperature until it leaves the vessel pour spout. Instrumentation is
provided to monitor vessel, heater and melt pool temperatures, to view the
vessel interior and to status the position of drain valve components. The
support frame also serves as a platform for the more that forty remotely
connected interface points which allow installation of the assembly into a
radioactive processing cell.

The Melter Vessel Assembly (see figures 1 and 2) was fabricated
under three separate contracts covering the melter vessel, the melter frame
and the assembly of these two components. The partially completed



assembly was shipped by dedicated rail car from Cordova, Alabama to
Savannah River Plant (SRP) in August of 1987. The planned scope of work
at SRP was to be a three month effort and included the following major
activities:

o Installation of the Riser/Pour Spout
o Installation of the Drain Valve
o Installation of Electrodes and Dome Heaters

o Installation of the Top Head and Top Head Components
o Completion of piping and wiring to the above equipment
o Component testing to demonstrate f;_nctionality

In addition to the items listed, there were several dozen related activities
required to bring the Assembly to a point where it was ready for
installation in the DWPF Vitrification building.

While the DWPF melter represents the result of a decade of
development, it is the first melter of its particular configuration. As such i
number of difficulties were experienced in conducting the final assembly of
this equipment and, ultimately, the assembly proved to take twice the
anticipated time. This report describes the co_vletion effort with emphasis
on certain of these difficulties.

1I. ASSEMBLY

When the partially completed Assembly arrived at Savannah River
Plant it was moved by truck from the receiving area to the mockup shop at
717F and set in place in the melt cell mockup area atop its support
columns. These held the Assembly with its base about 15 feet above floor
level. The equipment was dimensionally inspected and no shipping damage
or dimensional change was discovered. Assembly work commenced.

A. Drain Valve

The first assembly activity was the installation of the drain valve. As
a result of the pouring configuration, a significant waste volume cannot be
removed through normal pouring at the end of the melter's operating life.
The drain valve provides a means of deinventorying the vessel to reduce as
much as possible the amount of waste which is left in the melter. It is
intended to be used only at this time. The valve is located on the bottom of
the vessel and gravity drains glass waste into canisters on the drain
turntable.
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The "_la valve was raised into place in the following manner.
Structural _I was added to the shipping frame of the drain valve. This
provided lif_ points at each corner to which manually operated chain hoists
were attached. The chain hoists were suspended from lifting eyes built into
the bottom head of the melter vessel. With a worker operating each hoist
and using verbal signals, the valve was lifted from floor level to its position
under the melter. Dowel pins guided the final travel of the valve.

Once the valve was in approximate position, bolted connections were
made to hold it in place. Some difficulties were experienced in this
operation because of minor interferences in assembly parts. As a result,
changes in the dowel attachment have been incorporated into subsequent
designs. It was also found that a slight oversize diameter in one bolt
prevented assembly of an electrically isolated joint. The stock bolt was
sufficiently oversize to prevent its installation in a ceramic isolator. This
bolt was machined to exact nominal diameter and assembly was then
possible.

i

B. Electrodes

Installation of the four main electrodes began at this time. Each
electrode was rigged with a soft sling around its face and balanced so that it
hung level. A manually operat_d chain hoist was hung between the bridge
crane and the electrode and was used to provide fine control of electrode
elevation. The electrode was then lifted into the melter interior and the

stem guided outward through the bore in the melter sidewall. The lower
electrodes were installed first. Immediately prior to insertion, it was
necessary to clean each bore of DSM-24®, a pumpable insulation material
which formed a thermal barrier between the vessel wall and the internal
refractory. This material is injected as a slurry into the annular space
between the wall and refractory just after refractory installation. With the
electrode stem centered in the nozzle bore, the electrode face was
supported at the appropriate elevation. For this, wooden wedges were
used; off themelter floor for the lower electrodes and off a wooden frame
built up from the floor for the upper electrodes.

After each electrode had been anchored in place, it was tested for
electrical isolation from the melter vessel. The acceptance criteria were not
less than l0 megohms at 500 volts. Three electrodes showed resistance
levels in the range of 1,000 to 2,000 megohms. The fourth electrode
showed a much lower level of about 4 megohms. It was postulated that
this was a result of some moisture which had infiltrated the electrode



assembly and was providing a current path. A quartz lamp was set to
impinge on the anchoring components in an attempt to dry them and raise
the isolation level. Subsequent measurements showed a continued drop in
resistance. After initial measurements, similar deterioration was observed
in the other three electrodes until all were displaying values near 150
kilohms.

In order to explain this phenomenon, The fabrication history of the
scale melter, the predecessor to the DWPF melter, was reviewed. This
melter had essentially identical geometry to the DWPF melter yet had not
shown like behavior, it was discovered that, due to concern of residual
moisture in the DSM-24® thermal insulation layer freezing during the
midwinter shipment of the scale melter, that melter had been put through
a heating process to dry this material. It was deduced that this moisture,
which remained in the DWPF melter, was penetrating the electrode
assembly and providing a grounding path. It was also hypothesized that
some insulating material suspended in the moisture may have been finding
its way into the clearance gaps in the elecL-de assem01y and compromising
the air spaces included for thermal expansion allowances.

As a result, it was decided that proper operation of the DWPF melter
could not be assured unless a dryout procedure like that used on the scale
melter was performed. The electrodes and drain valve were removed and
arrangements made to heat the vessel. Examination of the disassembled
parts confirmed that DSM-24® had infiltrated the air spaces.

C. Melter Dryout

The melter was prepared by constructing and installing a top plate
which fit at the top of the K3 refractory inside the vessel (see figure 3). A
propane burner was mounted in the center of this plate. A 12" diameter
exhaust stack was also built into the top plate and ducted outdoors. The
top plate and bottom head were insulated to help maintain melter
temperatures. All openings in the vessel were insulated and blocked over.
Thermocouples were installed in 14 locations (see figure 4) to provide
constant temperature monitoring. All thermocouples were routed to a strip
chart recorder which provided a hardcopy record of the heating cycle. A
catch tank was provided below the drain valve nozzle to catch runoff from
the DSM-24®.

The limiting temperature for the drying process was to be 177°C
(350 ° F) at the DSM-24®. This was determined to be the maximum
sustained temperature which could be endured by the epoxy coating which
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lined the inside of the melter shell. The heatup began on September I0.
The melter internal temperature was raised by about 9° C (16 ° F) per hour
to about 243 ° C (470 ° F). This resulted in temperatures ranging from 96° C
to 157 ° C (205 ° F to 315 ° F) in the DSM-24®. A small amount of liquid was
collected in the catch tank but the majority of the moisture was driven off
in vaporous form. The melter was maintained at temperature for six days
and then allowed to cool for an additional four days before work
recommenced. At the end of this period, the DSM-24® insulation which
was visible in the electrode nozzles had hardened substantially and now
showed a chalklike consistency. It was agreed that although some moisture
still remained and would probably still show some leaching into assembly
gaps, this relatively small amount would be driven off during initial startup
heating of the melter and would not compromise melter operation.

D. Drain Valve Reinstallation

After completion of the dryout, the drain valve was reinstalled in the
manner previously described and functional testing was begun. The drain
probe, which provides an opening in the melter bottom much like a bathtub
drain, and canister bellows, which forms a shroud to collect off gasses from
the filling canister, functioned per design. It was apparent, however, that
the travel of the plug bellows was being restricted. The plug acts as a
secondary valve to stop glass flow in the event of probe failure. With
bellows pressure at maximum, the plug was not moving to its uppermost
position. The nature of plug motion prior to reaching its upward limit of
travel implied that binding of the plug in the plug bore was occurring. In
order to disassemble and inspect the plug, it was necessary to remove the
drain valve and lower it to the floor.

Upon disassembly, significant galling of the plug and plug bore was
discovered. This was believed to have been caused by some foreign
material which may have entered the valve through the probe and lodged
in the plug bore. The bore and plug were smoothed and the valve
reassembled. When retested, it was evident that the parts were continuing
to bind. After continued inspection and analysis, it was found that there
was a misalignment between the plug and bore and that foreign matter was
not the likely cause of the galling. This misalignment was apparently due
to a combination of effects including i) too rigid a connection between the
plug and its mounting plate, ii) a support system during testing that
differed from the installed condition of the valve and iii) a tower than
optimum compression in the plug bellows spring supports. Due to the fact
that the valve is designed to operate while containing molten glass at 1050 °
C, it is difficult to exactly simulate operating conditions during testing.



As a result of this investigation, redesign and fabrication of several
plug assembly parts was performed. The effect of this rework was to allow
a greater degree of freedom of the plug in finding its center in the bore arid
to increase the support of the plug assembly. The resulting modifications to
the plug support and alignment were successful in allowing unobstructed
plug travel. The drain valve was subsequently reinstalled and all wiring,
instrument and piping connections made and successfully tested.

E. Electrode Reinstallation

Concurrent with drain valve rework, the main electrodes were again
installed. Due to some minor scoring of silver plated surfaces and damage
to threaded fasteners as a result of tack-welding, the original electrodes
were returned to the fabricator for rework and those intended for the

second Melter Vessel Assembly were installed in their place. It was agreed
that, as a precaution against oxidation, silver plated surfaces would be
thinly coated with petroleum jelly prior to component assembly. Such
treatment of similar equipment at Savannah River Plant has previously
been shown to be effective.

F. Dome Heater Installation

The DWPF melter has four sets of dome heaters, each set consisting of
two heater elements. At the south side of the melter each heater set is
provided with a water-cooled transformer. The heater elements are
connected to the transformer secondary windings by water-cooled bus
bars, 12 to 18 inches long. At the opposite side, each pair of elements is
cross-connected by an Inconel® jumper.

The heater elements were slung, one at a time, into position above the
the previously installed lower pair of transformers. Using a series of hoists
and supports along its length, each element was inserted through the vessel
and bolted at the transformer end. The jumper end is designed to be
unrestrained so that the heater can thermally expand during operation.

With the heater elements in place it was found that the transformer
secondaries were not located sufficiently close to their design location to
permit fit-up of the dome heater bus bars. In all cases it was necessary to
reposition the transformer, modify the support structure or rework the
transformer in order to permit assembly. Insufficient monitoring of the
supplier had allowed the shipping of equipment that was functionally
_,_equate but did not match dimensional criteria closely. It is planned that

l0



future Assemblies will make use of a jig which can verify dimensional
accuracy of the transformers to assure proper fitup. Modularization of the
transformers to further speed assembly and simplify connections is being
considered.

G. Riser/Pour Spout Installation
I

The Riser/Pour Spout Heater assembly was shipped to Savannah
River Plant within a counter-balanced lifting fixture. This allowed the
heater assembly to be raised using a single point lift into a position aligned
with the bore of the melter riser. The fixture/heater unit was lifted by a
bridge crane with a chain hoist set between the crane hook and the unit lift
point (see figure 5). From the point of alignment with the bore, the unit
was lowered and translated in a stepwise fashion until it reached the
bottom of the bore. It was then necessary to transfer the lifting force from
the fixture/heater unit lift point to the lift point for the fixture alone. This
was accomplished by gradually loading a second chain hoist also suspended
from the bridge crane hook and attached to the fixture lift point while
easing the original chain hoist. With the fixture supported, it was unbolted
and removed, leaving the heater assembly in place.

OVER-Ir=ADCRANE

CHAINHOIST

RISER/POUR SPOUT HEATER INSTALLATION

Figure 5.
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With the riser end in place, the internal insulators, the end cover and
the terminal mounts were installed. At various points during this activity,
the isolation of the components and the heater body from the melter shell
was checked. It was found early on that the heater body was showing low
isolation levels (ca. 1 megohm at 500 Volts). It was suggested that this was
a result of residual moisture from the drying process trapped in the
Fiberfrax® which filled an annular space just inside the riser wall. As can
be seen in Figure 3, insulation inserted into the riser bore kept the dryout
heat from reaching the riser. This may have allowed moisture traveling on
the inside of the melter wall to condense and collect in the Fiberfrax® liner
To test this hypothesis, hot air was blown up around the heater body to dry
its exterior. Isolation levels climbed to near 25 megohms. When air flow
was discontinued, resistance would again fall, indicating that moisture
would return to proximity with the heater body. It was decided that the
small reservoir of moisture available could be driven off during startup of
the vessel and did not represent a grounding threat to melter operation. In
future, only the uppermost end of the riser will be insulated during dryout.
This will alleviate the collection of moisture in this area.

Once assembly of the riser/pour spout was complete, the unit was
'bump' tested, (i.e. tested at some fraction of its rated operating load), to
verify proper heater and thermocouple operation. It was found that at a
load fraction of 15% the heaters did show the expected current/voltage
relationship but the heating effect was too low to register on the installed
thermocouples. It was eventually necessary to go to 50% of the operating
condition to get positive thermocouple response.

H. Top Head Installation

The top head for the vessel had been shipped to SRP in its turning
fixture. The turning fixture is a structural steel frame with a motor driven
mount to which the top head is attached. This allows the head to be
handled in an inverted position during refractory installation and shipping
and rotated to its right-side-up position for placement on the vessel.

With all internals in place, the melter top head was installed. Prior to
installation, it was necessary to clean the mating surface of the head/shell
interface and the bores of several head nozzles of residual refractory grout.
Cleaning of the nozzle bores was done with care so that no damage to the
epoxy lining of the vessel occurred.

The seal at the junction ef the shell and head (see figure 6) was
affected by a stainless steel o-ring which was set in a groove in the vessel

12
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flange and would be crushed to seal when the head was bolted in place.
The gap between shell and head refractory was filled with half-inch layers
of Fiberfrax® blanket. Specifications called for six layers, nominally three
inches of Fiberfrax® blanket. With this blanket in place the head was
lowered into place and the 56 retaining nuts sequentially tightened. After
being torqued to the specified value of 285 ft-lbs, the head had not fully
seated. It appeared that the Fiberfrax® blanket was preventing the head
from seating in the proper manner.

Samples of the blanket were tested for nominal thickness and
compression behavior. This was done by incrementally compressi_" stacks
of Fiberfrax® with loads up to 150 psi and measuring the compressed
thickness. It was determined that, although the blanket was compressing
as predicted by manufacturers data, each uncompressed layer was
nominally 1/8" thicker than anticipated. This meant that only five layers
were required to make up the specified uncompressed thickness. The head
was lifted, one layer of Fibeffrax® removed and the head returned to
position. Upon retorquing, the head still had not seated. It was evident
that the specified bolt torque was insufficient to close the flange.

The specified torque had been determined based on assumed joint
efficiencies and bolting friction factors. It had been calculated as the

torque which would provide sufficient clamping force to crush the metal o-
ring and form a seal. An estimated frictional coefficient of 0.20 ('normal'

friction) had been used. Evidence was indicating that this value was
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significantly below that actually experienced in the vessel joint, and that
the higher friction factor was preventing adequate axial load from
developing. To reduce the friction coefficient, studs and nuts were
lubricated with a molybdenum disulfide grease and washers were placed
under each nut. The intent of the washer was to reduce the torque lost in
friction between the nut and the bearing surface of the top head flange (in
future melters the flange will be spotfaced to provide a smooth surface at
the nut bearing point). Even after these steps were taken it still proved
necessary to increase the torque to 420 ft-lbs to effect a metal-to-metal
seat. It is being investigated as to whetiJer the published crushing force
specified for the stainless steel o-ring is accurate for the flange
configuration used in the melter vessel. As o-rings in the top head and in a
similar joint in the riser end cover showed identical behavior, there is a
strong indication that more force than believed is required to make this
seal. In the case of the riser end cover, respecification of bolt torque from
135 ft-lbs to 270 ft-lbs was required in order to achieve metal-to-metal
contact and an effective seal. Indications are that the o-ring groove design
offers such additional support to the o-ring that substantially higher loads
are required for compression. Some of the melter joints (those between the
top head components and the anchor flanges) are being reconfigured using
c-rings rather than o-rings to provide for more suitable compression
behavior.

I. Assembly Piping

With all major components installed, it was then possible to complete
the assembly of cooling water and service piping. Service piping included
in part steam piping to the off-gas and backup off-gas film coolers, cooling
air and purge steam pipin_ to melter television cameras, argon to the pour
spout syphon break and operating air to the drain valve bellows.

Due to the electrical nature of melter operation, it was necessary to
provide for electrical isolation within the piping network when plumbing to
electrical components or to components in contact with the melt pool.
Without such isolation, melt pool potential could be grounded, shutting
down the melter. Typical dielectric couplings for piping are intended for
the low voltages associated with corrosion processes and not for the 50 to
480 Volt applications seen in the Melter Assembly. It was then necessary
to design and test an isolation joint suitable for this service. The result
(shown in figure 7) was used extensively in the Assembly. Cooling water
lines to the dome heater transformers and the melter electrodes as well as
air and argon piping to the drain valve and pour spout contained such
joints.
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The joint consists of a hose bridging a two inch gap in the piping. The
length of gap was determined as being the optimum for the conflicting
requirements of minimizing the voltage gradient across the gap and also
minimizing the length of the comparatively less substantial section of
assembly piping. The hose used was of two types; Inductotherm® High
Resistance and Gates Ohmega®. Both hose types were radiation tested to a

total integrated dosage of 2 x 108 rads, approximately ten times the design
dosage for the Assembly. Each end of the hose was sealed with redundant
stainless steel hose clamps. To protect the. ,hose from incidental damage,
the isolation section was then covered with impact resistant Lexan® tubing
and again with Raychem WCSF-N® heat-shrinkable tubing. This also
provides a secondary seal against minor leakage in the low pressure (25
psig) operating condition.

Cooling water flow to the melter vessel is provided through two
redundant cooling paths, each with a single three inch inlet line and several
internal paths and outlet lines. In order to ensure proper distribution of
flow within this network, it was necessary to measure and adjust piping
flow rates. To determine flows, Clamptronic Model 240 ultrasonic flow
measuring equipment manufactured by Controlotron Corporation of
Hauppauge, New York was used. The equipment employs two opposed
transducers and signal processing hard,,are to calculate flow rates by
comparing travel times for sound waves travelling up- and downstream, rib,
The system uses transducer sets and a plug-in 'scale card' tailored to a
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specific pipe size, schedule and material to provide direct re._.dout in gallons
per minute. The design of the piping network within the Melter Assembly
had included gaps for the installation of orifices to adjust the flow to the
required rates.

The typical shell cooling path (see figure 8) consists of a three inch
inlet line, a three inch shell supply line requiring 150 gpm, a two inch top
head supply line requiring 20 _,?m, an 1-1/2 inch bottom head supply line
requiring 10 gpm and a 3/4 in_h supply to the dome heater covers
requiring approximately five gallons per minute. Flows in each line were
measured directly except for the 3/4 inch line for which no
transducer/scale card set was available. This flow was then calculated as
the difference between flow volumes measured above and below the 3/4
inch takeoff from a larger line.

UNENUMBER SERVICE' NOM, UNBAL BAL. IORZF.
FLow:,WlS

MSW30-3" "A" PATH INLET 185 175 189 I N/A
SHELL lSb 'i2S ' lr;'3I N,A

MELTER PATHA usw32.2" TOPHEAD 20 18 19 ]5,5,/64
MSW34-1-1/2" BOTTOM HEAD 10 "28 " 10 ,;5/32

185 GPM nora. MSW61.3/4" DOMEHE,ATER_ "-5 4 7 'l"7/1""-'_
MELTERPATHB MSW29-3" "a" PATH INLET 185 lee lee I N/A

MSW29-3" SHELL 150 129 154 I N/A
185 GPM nora. MSW31.2" TOPHEAD 20 34 I'_ 149/S4i

MSW33-1-I /2" BOTTOM I-r:AD 10 20 10 135/64
_ MSW60-314" DOME HEAI'ERCOVER -5 5 5' i NIA

04

m m Orifices

MSW31-2

MSW32.2" " _ _l

- ' '- ' ""'"'"
/

,M _W29-3" 0 6

MSW33.1.1/2"

Orifices

MELTERCOOLINGWATERDISTRIBUTION
(Inlet Side Only Shown)

e Figure 8.
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Flow was provided in a recirculating system through temporary
connections to the Assembly. The recirculation system cons_'ted of a 1000
gallon water reservoir, a 5 hp centrifugal pump, a gate-type throttling
valve and supply and return connections to the Assembly through flexible
hoses (firehose type). Flow in each path was measured and then orifice
sizes estimated to bring flow to the appropriate distribution. An iterative
process was required, retesting and tuning _f orifice sizes being done until
the all flows were within required limits. The orifice configuration used in
testing and the final welded-in form are shown in figure 9. It was found
during testing that when nearing the final flow distribution, the flow
pattern was extremely sensitive to small changes in orifice diameter.
Diameter changes as small as 1/32 to 1/64 inch could, in some cases, result
in a flow rate change as large as 30%. Ultimately, however, it was possible
to balance each path at a flow within five percent of the target value.

WATER _

PIPING CIFIFICE
1/8" PL (TYP)

..

ORFICE _.. _ WAT_
. _ PIPING

FINALORIFICECONFli_RATION

FLOWTESTORIFICECONFIGUb'_TIONS

Figure 9.
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In addition to the shell distribution, it was also necessary to balance
flow to the four melter electrodes. These were fed from a single one inch
line which branched to four 1/2 inch lines, one to each electrode. Each line
was to carry two gallons per minute. Because of the small line size and
flow rate, a simple catch-and-weigh method was used. Flows through each
electrode were evaluated and orificed until four catch tanks, one on each
branch, were filled at essentially identical rates. Exact flow rates were
calculated from the weight of water collected in a unit time. The final
orifice sizes and locations are shown in figure 10.

+

ELECTRODECOOLINGWATER DISTRIBUTION
(Inlet Side Only Shown)

Figure lO.

J. Melter Topworks Installation

Melter topwork components include those remoteable items mounted
in the head of the melter vessel. This includes two television cameras, two
feed tube assemblies, three thermowells and one level dip tube. Some off-
gas components are also mounted to the top head but were not included in
the scope of this assembly effort. Preparatory to installing the topworks, it
was necessary to assemble and locate the topwork anchor flanges. These
flanges serve as an attachment base for the thermowells etc., and are
electrically isolated from the vessel shell. As the thermowells, feed tubes
and level dip tube all contact or potentially contact the melt pool, they must
be insulated from the vessel itself in order to prevent grounding.

18



The most effective method of installation proved to be to locate and
orient the anchor flange using optical precision transits while using a
centering mount to achieve and maintain concentricity of the anchor flange
and isolation/gasketing components. An alignment fixture was used to
ensure the proper relative position of the three support surfaces which
locate each feed tube assembly.

With anchor flanges installed, the topwork components were placed
in position and electrical isolation was verified. On the three thermowells it
was discovered that, with the lifting bails in the lowered position, there was
a potential contact between the bail and dowels on the anchor flange. As
the anchor flange was at melt pool potential and the bail was grounded,
such contact could cause a shorting of the melter. The three bails were
modified to increase the clearance and prevent such an occurrence.

IH. ASSEMBLY MOCI(UP

After completion of the major assembly activities, the mockup effort
commenced. At Savannah River Plant most equipment intended for
installation into a radioactive canyon undergoes a trial assembly in a clean
area which physically duplicates the canyon configuration. This provides
an" opportunity to confirm the ability to remotely install the equipment and
to uncover and correct any unforeseen interferences prior to placement in
the contaminated environment. In this case, mockup activities included the
remote installation of the topwork components, the off-gas seal pot and the
more that fifty piping and electrical jumpers which provide service to the
assembly.

The most significant discovery made during mockup was that despite
being in tolerance both at the vendors shop and when inspected at SRP,
support pads for the seal pot were significantly out of position at the time
the seal pot was first installed. One of the four support pads was well out
of level, showing an elevation difference of 3/16 inches. The tolerance on
the vertical position of this pad was .010 inches. It was apparent that the
structure of the stainless steel frame at this point was not sufficiently
reinforced to maintain dimensional stability over the long term. The frame
structure was braced and stiffened at the support pads tu provide
additional support and will built up substantially in subsequent
Assemblies.
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IV. SCHEDULE CONSIDERATIONS

The original assembly schedule had been planned as a three month
effort. The actual duration was from mid-August 198"] to February 1988, a
period of close to six months. As indicated, there were a number of
difficulties encountered which impacted schedule. The most significant
single delay was that resulting from the melter dryout. Approximately two
weeks of assembly work had been performed prior to the determination
that the dryout procedure was required. Disassembly, preparation, vessel
dryout, demobilization, cool-down and recovery of the previously
performed work brought the time lost from this activity to one month.

Rework of the drain valve plug components also caused a notable
schedule impact. Work performed in resmoothing the plug and plug bore,
as well as assembly, disassembly and time lost in redesign and fabrication
of drain valve parts ultimately amounted to a delay of about three weeks.
Additionally, time was lost in resetting dome heater transformers,
returning the riser end for rework, setting the top head and preparing for
testing. Also, the flow balancing procedure took substantially longer that
anticipated.

Some of these and other delays not specifically addressed were
concurrent but it can be seen that the net effect was a significant impact on
the Assembly completion plan. It is felt that while the original three month
schedule was optimistic for the first Assembly, the substantial amount of
knowledge gained from this work will make it possible to complete
subsequent Assemblies in a much shorter period of time.

y_ CONCLUSIONS

The Melter Vessel Assembly, essentially the heart of the vitrification
process at Savannah River Plant, represents the result of more than four
years of engineering, procurement and fabrication. Over thirty separate
purchase orders were required to provide the various components that
made up this Assembly. It is evident that the scope of work associated_
with completion of a Melter Vessel Assembly is substantial. In light of this
complexity, and especially considering that this Assembly is the first of its
configuration, it is not surprising that inconsistencies in design and
fabrication would occur and that these would result in delays in an
optimized assembly schedule.

Despite the described efforts in modification and rework, the
comparatively small scope of those activities serves to show that the bulk
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of the design effort was sound and well coordinated. As with any work of
this magnitude, there were errors and oversights but these proved to be
minor in nature and did not jeopardize the integrity of the Assembly.

From this docume_t it can be seen that a wealth of information has
been gained from this assembly effort. The focus of work now shifts to the
incorporation of this knowledge into the documents which describe this
equipment. As the ephemeral nature of the Melter dictates that
Assemblies must be produced approximately every :two years, it is critical
to project cost effectiveness that this recurrent assembly work be
conducted as efficiently as possible.
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PROJECT gS1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DWPF GLASS MELTER
INSTALLATION PROCEDURES FOR MELTER #1 AND #2 COMPONENTS

Attached is a copy of Specification 9067, Revision 3, covering
procedures for installing all melter components: drain valve,
electrodes, riser/pour spout heater, dome heaters, refractory
thermocoupleB, top head, anchor flanges, and top head components.
This Revision 3 version, dated November 30, 1988, replaces all
other revisions and marked copies previously issued, dated July
15, 1987, September 18, 1987 and November 10, 1987. Please
discard all o'f these previous issues.

The installation drawings will also be revised to agree with
Revision 3 procedures. A list of these drawings and revision
numbers is included in Section 1, Sub-section A, Page 1.1.
Addition_l copies will follow via the normal transmittal
procedure. Please note that most tracings _for Melters #1 and #2
have already been transferred to SRP. Therefore, marked prints
will be sent to you for applicable revisions to be made by Bechtel
at SRP.

Our thanks to J. E. Savoy for his special effort and to the
following people who assisted us with the original preparation and
final update of these procedures and the drawing package:
R. T. Britt - Louviers; J. S. Clayton, O. M. Parks, E. W. Grey, R.
P. Viccaro, and T. E. Racz - Allstates Design Group, Bucks County.
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DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR GLASS MELTER COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION

This procedure outlines the steps necessary for construction field forces to

assemble the various components into the refractory-lined melter vessel at the

Mock-Shop (717F).

Two melters will be assembled at the Mock-Shop initially. Melter #I has been

assembled and transferred to the canyon melt cell to be part of the cold-run

start-up. Melter #2 will be assembled and stored as a spare for Melter #i.

The Engineering Numbers of both melters have _een listed in the Table of
Contents and in the Identification Area of each section throughout this

procedure.

This installation procedure and its listed drawings supercede the installation

procedures DWPF-AP-OI thru 07 and their related Drawings W801351 thru W801376

and W801995. The superceded information was issued to Bechtel on an interim

basis for procurement purposes when the components were to have been installed
in the melter at a vendor's shop. These superceded drawings were used in

conjunction with Bechtel Specification M-246 (Technical Specification for Melter

Vessel Assembly); Sections 7.0, 9.0, Appendix A, and related DS-M-2A6 sketches.

References to M-246 have been made throughout this specification and it is to be

construed as supplemental information supporting this specification. However,

whenever the supplemental information is in conflict with this specification,

this specification takes precedence.
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SECTION I - DRAWING LIST

A. In@_allation Drawings

Drawing
Number _ DescriDtioB

W743909 A6 Electrode Assembly - Upper & Lower

W743911 I Section Through Dome Heaters

W748706 47 Riser Pour Spout Heater - Sh i

W748707 A3 Riser Pour Spout Heater - Sh 2

W7&8708 15 Riser Pour Spout Heater - Sh 3
W80A860 12 Side Elevation - Melter

W80_887 3 Sections Through Electrodes
W805066 4 Plan View - Melter

W805377 3 Connection Schedule - Primary

W805378 4 Connection Schedule - Auxiliary

W807736 18 Anchor Flange Mounting Assembly, Sh 1

W807737 16 Anchor Flange Mounting Assembly, Sh 2
W807889 24 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 3 (Installation)

W809440 8 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 7 (Installation)

W809826 7 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 6 (Installation)

W810639 I0 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 4 (Installation)

W810641 i0 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 2 (Installation)

W810642 16 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 1 (Installation)

W812311 6 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 5 (Installation)

W812348 2 Thermocouple Mt'g Assembly - Drain Valve

W812971 6 Dome Heater Assembly

WSI298A 64 Aux. Equipment Thermocouple Information
W819165 1 General Index

W823832 0 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) - Sh i

W823833 2 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) - Sh 2

W82AO62 4 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) - Sh 3
W824063 5 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) - Sh 4

W82A064 5 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) Sh 5

W82A065 5 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) Sh 6
W826534 3 Inspection & Assembly Fixture - Sh I
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B. Reference Drawings

Drawin_ No__ _ DescriDtio_

i W736915 6 Refractory Assembly - Sh 2

W745987 57 Level Dip Tube Assembly "C2" Nozzle

W746741 81 T.W. Assembly for "E" Nozzle
W746742 85 T.W. & Conductivity Probe Assembly "C3" Nozzle

W746743 77 T.W. Assembly for "C4"
W747380 32 Feed Tube Assembly - Sheet I of 2

W7_7898 28 Support Frame Assembly - Sh i
W748395 38 T.V. Camera Support Frame Assembly - Sh 2

W748396 55 T.V. Camera Support Frame Assembly - Sh I

W748709 32 Riser Pour Spout Heater Assembly

W748710 12 Shipping Bracket Assembly

W800559 39 Feed Tube & Support Frame Assembly

W808478 3 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 2

W809842 12 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 8

W809848 12 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 7

W810607 12 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 6

W810640 9 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 5

W810644 24 Drain Valve Shipping Assembly - Sh i of 2

W812256 18 Plug Bellows Installation Assembly
W812260 5 Drain Valve Shipping Assembly - Sh 2 of 2

W814474 20 T.V. Camera Support Frame Assembly, Sh 3

W816579 i Probe Bellows Shipping & Handling Assembly

W816580 I Plug Bellows Shipping & Handling Assembly

W816581 i Canister Bellows Shipping & Handling Assembly
W817437 0 Canister Bellows Assembly - Sh i of 2

W820788 5 Centering Mount Assemblies

W_20958 8 Feed Tube Assembly, Sh 2

W822027 4 Traverse Indicating Assembly

W823831 i Rotating Indicator Assembly

(C) W824056 3 Cartridge Assembly
W826813 i Shipping-Storage Fixture (Feed Tube)

W839573 2 Level Dip Tube Assy-C 2 Nozzle (Latest Design)

C. Vendor Blueprint Fi%e D_awin_s

Drawing NQ. Rev. Description

BPF 215605 Melter _i Shell & Top Head

BPF 219118 Spring Loaded Thermocouple Mountings
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Drawing No. Rev__..a Description

BPF 216333 Melter #2 Shell & Top Head

BPF 217829 Shipping Frame Assembly (Riser/Heater) and

G-Rings & Clips (Top Head Components)
BPF 219624 C-Rings & Clips (Film Coolers)

BPF 218879 Top Head Handling and Shipping Fixture

D. Bechtel DrawinKs
O

Drawing No. Rev. Desc_rlption

W750230 I0 Piping & Instrumentation Diagram - Sh I

W750236 9 Piping & Instrumentation Diagram - Sh 2
W750296 13 Piping & Instrumentation Diagram - Sh 3

W750302 4 Piping & Instrumentation Diagram - Sh 4

M-246 T_chnical Specification for Melter Vessel Assembly
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SECTION 2 - GKNERALNOTES AND PRECAUTIONS

I. SAFETY

The following items are made with ceramlc fibers and require special

handling:

I. Fiberfrax Paper

2. Fiberfrax Blanket

3. Fiberfrax Square Braid

Fiberfrax paper is used as a protective thermal barrier on the inside

surface of the K-3 refractory (Section 5).

Fiberfrax blanket is used as a gasket material for the electrodes,

(Section 5), riser heater (Section 6) and vessel top head (Section 9).

Fiberfrax square braid is used as packing to seal the annulus between the

dome heaters and refractory clearance hole (Section 7). °

These materials are similar to fiberglass insulation. When they are cut,

fine fiber particles are released into the air. The manufacturer,

Standard Oil Engineered Materials/Carborundum, recommends that protective

clothing and filter masks be worn, and adequate ventila=ion provided in

the working area. Safety data sheets for these products are included

as Appendix "A", Section 20; please review these for additional
information.

II. HARDWARE TORQUE REQUIREMENTS

During operation, the melter will be run under a vacuum. To maintain the

required internal temperatures, all nozzles and flanges must be sealed to

prevent air in-leakage. All bolts and nuts on the melter must be

tightened with a torque wrench, to the torque tolerances shown on the

drawings. In addition, the bolts must be tightened in stages, using the

sequential tightening pattern shown in Du Pont Standard PP25; this is

particularly important where ceramic isolators are sandwiched between

bolted surfaces, since uneven loading may break the ceramic.

Wherever torque values are specified on installation drawings, all bolts

and nuts shall be lubricated.
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III. PRECAUTIONS

A. Parts Handlin_ and Control

I. General

All of the parts and subassemblies that make up the melter
assembly are manufactured to tight tolerances for fit and surface

finish. Due to the high cost of these items, page 2.4, no spares
have been furnished.

Exceptional care must be taken during the assembly process to:

o Maintain tight control of parts quantities and location;

o Use proper handling procedures and precautions to avoid damage.

2. Refractory

' The exposed refractory lining in the melter consists of fusion
cast K-3 in the bottom and lower side walls, and oven fired

Korundal alumina in the upper side walls and top head.

These materials are brittle, and will crack or chip if struck with

a hard object. The edges are very sensitive to chipping and
spalling.

Care must be taken to avoid hitting the refractory surface with

tools, rigging, etc. The melter bottom and top surface of the
side wall refractory should be covered with protective material

until the top head is installed.

3. Ceramics

There are many high density alumina ceramic components that are
used for electrical isolation. These are brittle, and may crack

or break if they are dropped or hit with a tool.

Workers hands should be clean and dry when handling isolators.

Contamination can affect isolation reliability by possibly

creating an electrical path across the isolator. Use of clean

cotton gloves should be considered.
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A. Fiberfrax Blanket

This material is used for gaskets on ceramic parts for the

electrodes and riser heater. Since there is no bonding agent uo

glue the fibers together, these are fragile and must be handled

carefully.

5. Zircar Insulation

This is a high temperature insulation used in the riser/pour spout

heater. It is soft and easily damaged (similar to styrofoam).

6. Surface Finishes

a. Machined Surfaces

There are numerous locations on the vessel and vessel

components that have ground or machined surfaces for gaskets

or O rings. The fine finish is necessary to seal the joints,

and prevent air from leaking into the melter during operation.

All of these critical surfaces must be protected from grit and

scratches to maintain the seal integrity.

b. Plated Surfaces

Several components have a very thin silver plating to reduce

electrical resistance. These areas must be protected during

installation, and exposed only when the mating part will be

connected. Plated surfaces are on the electrode end stems

(Section 5), drain valve and riser/pour spout heater heads

(Sections 4 & 6), and both ends of the dome heaters

(Section 7).

7. Thermocouples

The drain valve and riser/pour spout heater assemblies (Sections &

and 6) include thermocouples that monitor and control the internal

heating elements. These are "buried" in the assembly, and cannot

be replaced in the field.

Leads must be protected during installation, and handled with care

during the wiring phase. The platinum wires are brittle and

cannot tolerate being bent very many tim_s as is the case with

copper wires.
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8. Drain Valve

After the drain valve is installed, the exposed top surface inside

the melter must be protected. Keep this covered during

installation of the remaining components until you are ready to

install the top head. This will protect the valve surfaces, and

prevent grit from accumulating in the annulus between the center

plug and valve body, and between the valve body and refractory.

B. Water Cool in_ System

The melter shell and top head have dual channel cooling passages that

include small internal orifices to distribute the flow. Exceptional

care is required to protect these orifices from debris whenever a pipe

line is welded or disconnected. All water lines and jumpers for the

melter cooling system must be thoroughly cleaned before they are

connected to the system.

All field connections made to cooling water lines are to be inspected

and tested per Bechtel Speco M-246, Sections 8.0 and 9.0. Drains have

been provided for jacket cavities after _esting, and location can be

found on BPF 215605 (Melter #I) - Sheets 24, 40, 116 and 162 [BPF

216333 (Melter #2) - Sheets 5, 21, 104 and iii]. All drain plugs are

to be seal welded after all testing has been satisfactorily completed.

C. Electrical Isolation

The melt pool and all melter components in contact with the melt pool

are electrically hot and must be electrically isolated from the melter

shell and main frame which are grounded.

Electrical isolation test points have been identified throughout the

installation sequence. Performing these checks where identified

should minimize the need to remove excessive number of parts

previously installed should the test fail. Acceptable limit is I0

megohms or higher at 500 volts.

All piping, electrical wiring conduits, instrument wiring conduit, ere

terminating at any electrically hot melter component must have an
electrical isolation break in the run between the component and

grounded contact with shell or main frame.
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In addition to isolation tests, electrical continuity testing must be

made on the conductivity probe wiring, on heater leads (in and out),

and pin block pins in electrical lower holders for each thermocouple

in top head thermowells.

D. Fastener and Threaded Connection Lockin_

All fasteners are to be tack welded or wired in place to maintain

their proper setting, unless otherwise noted. In addition,
instrumentation threaded connections are to be tack welded wherever

specified. See Section 4-VII for drain valve requirements.

Although locking requirements have been identified with their related
assemblies throughout the installation sequence (and on related

drawings), it is recommended that most of the locking be done towards

the very end of the overall installation. Inaccessible locations,

such as at the power end of dome heaters, will probably have to be

done early.

E. Seal Weldin_

All threaded connections in piping to be seal welded unless otherwise
noted.

F. Electrical Connections

As a precaution against oxidation, all silver plated electrical
connecting surfaces should be coated with a thin layer of petroleum

jelly prior to component's connection to electridal supply except
where noted otherwise.

JESI. 17
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VALUE OF ONE MELTER VESSEL & COMPONENTS ,AS RECEIVED AT SRP

F

ITEM VALUE

MELTER VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS $1,061,200 ,,

REFRACTORYLINING $1,089,900

MELTER FRAME, FRAME COMPONENTS, & VENDOR ASSY $1,467,000

INCONPL 690 MATERIAL $508,150

CERAM!C ISOLATORS- FIELD INSTALLED $48,300

ELECTRODES $63,700

DOME HEATERS $86,800

RISER / POUR SPOUT HEATER $244,500
,,,

DRAIN VALVE $463,620
.....

TOP HEAD COMPONENTS & ANCHOR FLANGES $605,480
,,,

PLATINUM THERMOCOUPLES - FIELD INSTALLED $173,510

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS $264,300
i

TOTAL VALUE - MELTER COMPONENTS $6,076,460

NOTES:

1. Costs shown are as-builtprices for Melters 1 & 2 components.
2. Riser heater and drain valve costs include vendor installed ceramic isolators and thermocouples.

3. Top head component costs include the two T.V. camera housing assemblies.

4. The pour spout bellows is installed on the turntable - see Bechtel procedures for installation.
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SECTION 3 - PREPARATION OF MELTERVESSEL FOR COMPONENT INSTAI/ATION

I. IDENTIFICATION

EnK_, No. (EN) DescriptiQn

$350-185-I0 (Melter #i) Melter Vessel

$999-350-I0 (Melter #2) Melter Vessel

II. GENERAL

This document covers procedures for preparing the melter vessel for
component installation. These steps must be completed before the first

component (drain valve) is installed.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawing No. B/M Items Descriptio n

BP_-215605 (CBI) Melter #1 Shell and Head
BPF-216333 (CBI) Melter #2 Shell and Head

W736915 I0 Refractory Assembly Sheet 2

W748249 Dummy Heater

IV. PREPARATION PROCEDURES

i. The shell will be shipped with the following items in place. Refer to

drawing W736915, refractory assembly, sheet 2.

o Refractory lining.

o Dummy heater (W748249) in riser nozzle H.
o Post (DI86816-D), nut (DI86811-D), and B/M item I0 (W736915

plywood washer, installed in bottom nozzle N.

o A steel cover on top of the shell.

o Plywood covers on all other nozzle flanges and pads.

o Wood plugs in electrode nozzles LI through L4.

2. Remove steel cover on top of shell.

3. Install protective material on the top surfaces of the melter shell

flange, sidewall refractory and bottom refractory.

4. Remove plywood cover on riser flange and remove dummy heater

(W748249). Carefully remove fiberfrax blanket and put aside for later
installation. (See Section 6, Pare V-B-8)
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5. Remove post (DI86816-D) from bottom nozzle N. Send post and nut to

S-Area fixture storage area. These will be sent to the fabricator
whenever the next melter vessel is fabricated.

6. The joint between K-3 throat block F and riser K-3 block V1 was not

grouted during assembly of refractory at CBI. This must be grouted,

and any damaged areas repaired by Toledo Engineering, prior to

installation of any components.

7. Test for electrical isolation between refractory (K3) and melter shell

in the main vessel area and in the riser area. Riser readings should

be taken in valley of bore and at refractory joint (at least one).

8. Verify that all nozzles, nozzle flange faces, shell flange face, and

top head flange face are free of any refractory installation materials

(grout, DSM, etc).

Care must be taken when removing any grout, etc from nozzle walls so

as not to damage the epoxy coating. Likewise, flange faces require

special attention to prevent damage to sealing surface (see Item

" lll-A-6a, Section 2).
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SECTION 4 - DRAIN VALVE PROCEDURE

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_. No, (EN) Description

$350-185-19 (Melter #I) Drain Valve Assembly

$999-350-19 (Melter #2) Drain Valve Assembly

II. GENERAL

This section outlines the procedure for installing the drain valve

assembly under the melter into nozzle N. The parts required, including

dowels used to align the drain valve assembly as it is inserted and bolted

to the melter vessel, will be included with the drain valve when shipped

in accordance wi=h comments provided in sub-section IV.

As received, the drain valve assembly will include miscellaneous

components needed to secure and protect the various springs and pneumatic

metal bellows during shipment. The specific parts in question are shown
on drawings referenced in sub-section III. Sub-section V outlines

specific precautions'to be observed during valve handling along with
detailed guidelines for valve installation, removal of miscellaneous

shipping components and connection of instrument, electrical and air
services.

Drain valve testing will be called for as needed in sub-section V but

specifically detailed in sub-section VI.

III. DRAWING LIST

A. Installation Drawings

DrawinK No. Description Comment

W807889 Melter Component Installation Valve Attachment

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 3 to Melter
W8094AO Melter Component Installation Heater, Thermocouples,

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 7 Air and Exhaust Locations
W809826 Melter Component Installation Heater & Thermocouple

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 6 Locations
W810639 Melter Component Installation Valve As Shipped

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 4

W8106AI Melter Component Installation Correct Valve Installation

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 2
W810642 Melter Component Installation Correct Valve Installation

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 1
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DrawinK No. Descri_ign Comment

WSIO6A4 Drain Valve Shipping Assembly - Sh 1 Valve As Shipped

W812311 Melter Component Installation Heater & Thermocouple

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 5 Locations

W812348 Thermocouple Mounting Assembly Th_rmocouple Connection

W81298A Aux. Equip. Thermocouple Information Thermocouple Information
Tabulations II & III

B. Reference Drawin_

W808478 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 2 Limit Switch Locations

W809842 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 8 Limit Switch Connections
W8098A8 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 7 Limit Switch Connections

W810607 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 6 Limit Switch Connections

W810640 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 5 Lower Probe Bellows
Location

W812256 Plug Bellows Installation Assembly Upper Plug Bellows
Location

W812260 Drain Valve Shipping Assembly - Sh 2 Valve As Shipped
W816578 Adapter Bellows Shipping & Handling

W816579 Probe Bellows Shipping & Handling Bellows Spacer Removal

Assembly (Lower) Reference
W816580 Plug Bellows Shipping & Handling Assy Bellows Spacer Removal Ref

W816581 Canister Bellows Shipping & Handling Bellows Spacer Removal Ref

Assembly

W817437 Canister Bellows Assembly - Sh i Canister Bellows Locations
D187871 Isolator

DI88A64 Gasket

DI88A75 Retaining Washer
D189451 Isolator

D198180 Drain Valve Lower Frame

D198560 Dowel - Drain Valve Assembly

D199102 Lifting and Shipping Bracket

D808583 Shipping Plate Deuails

D808584 Shipping Details
D816890 Details (Drain Valve)

C. Vendor Blueprint File Drawings

BPF215605 Melter _I Details - She 59 & 60 Gusset & Pad Details

BPF216333 Melter _2 Details - She 47 & 48 Gusset & Pad Details

BPF219118 Spring Loaded Thermocouple Mounting Ref. Only
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D. Bechtel Drawings

W750230 Piping & Instrument Diagram - Sh I Bechtel Connections
W750236 Piping & Instrument Diagram - Sh 2 Bechtel Connections

W750296 Piping & Instrument Diagram Bechtel Connections

W750302 Piping & Instrument Diagram - Sh A Bechtel Connections

DS-M-246 Melter Assembly

IV. PARTS REQUIRED TO INSTALL ONE DRAIN VALV E

i
Drawings W810641 and WgI06A2 show drain valve assembly correctly installed
under the melter. All parts and bill of material items required to effect

this installation are shown on W807889 and W812984 and listed below along

with specific comments regarding each.

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont EnKineering Department - Mechanical

Part No. _uantity Description Comment

Melter Component Installation

W810642 B/M items 1-3 Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 1 By Constr.

W807889 Melter Component Installation

Drain Valve Assembly - Sh 3 Reference

DI87871D 4 Isolator With Equip

DI87871L 8 Isolator With Equip

DI87871T 4 Isolator With Equip

DI87871V 4 Isolator With Equip

DI87871X I Isolator With Equip

DI88464D 8 Gasket With Equip

DI88A64F 16 Gasket With Equip

DI88464G I Gasket With Equip

DI88464K I Gasket With Equip

DI88475A 4 Retainer Washer With Equip

DI88475B 4 Retainer Washer With Equip

DI88475D 4 Retainer Washer With Equip
DI89451D 1 Isolator With Equip

DI98560A 1 Dowel With Equip

DI98560B 1 Dowel With Equip

DgI6890A 1 Bracket With Equip

DgI6890B i Bracket With Equip

All parts indicated as with equipmen _ will be included in the wood

shipping crate with the drain valve assembly.
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b. Valve mounting flange using leveling screw shown on W810639.

End opposite screw may have to be weighted to keep flange from

rising.

c. Top plate of plug bellows using leveling nut shown on W810639.

After last surface has been leveled, verify that other surfaces

•have not changed.

61 Remove all bellows shipping and handling spacer assemblies

(painted yellow) shown on W816578 thru W816581. Store in shipping
crate.

7. Cqnduct bellows cycle test in accordance with sub-section VI, Part
B.

Connect temporary wiring to bellows limit switches shown on

W810607 (plug), WSO98A2 (probe) and WSO98A8 (canister). Verify
that switch action meets criteria specified on drawing.

8. Conduct heater/thermocouple test in accordance with sub-section
VI, Part A.

9. Test for electrical isolation between heater leads and drain valve

core, and between heater leads and drain valve outer casing.

i0. Reinstall heater support assembly (DSO8583A & B, D80858AA, B, & C)
shown on W812260.

ii. The drain valve is ready to be mounted onto the melter bottom. It
should be oriented under the melter per W807889 in preparation for

installation as outlined in the following sub-section V, Part C.

C. Installation

I. Inspect melter to insure that the threaded studs, tapped mounting

holes, nozzle N mounting face, holes and the refractory opening
are clean, free of nicks and burrs, and that there are no

obstructions that might interfere with drain valve installation.

2. Remove parts described in sub-section IV from shipping crate in

preparation for drain valve installation.

3. Install drain valve in accordance with enlarged Section A,

enlarged Section B, Section C-C and Section D-D as shown on
drawing W807889.
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4. Insert part DI87871X, DI88464K, DI89451D and DI88464G over top of
valve extension as shown on W807889, enlarged Section A. Insert

parts DI87871V through flange holes with bottoms flush with bottom

of flange face and hold them in pace with masking tape until parts

can be secured by bolts. The resulting protrusion of part DI87871V

upward above part DI89_51D will help to position and orient gasket
parts DI88464G and K.

5. Similarly, assemble parts DI88464F, DI87871L and DI88475D into

subassemblies as shown on W807889, enlarged Section B and mount to

top of frame at support holes. Hold them in place with masking

tape until assembly is mated to melter pad studs.

6. Slowly raise drain valve assembly until it is within 1/2 inch from

mounting surfaces using 2 inch dowels (previously attached to

mell:er bottom) to help align the assembly. Keep unit level at all

times as it is being raised so that there will be no side forces

exerted onto the probe housing as it passes through the refractory

opening inside the vessel.

7. At frame supports, remove masking tape from upper isolator

assembly and install remaining isolacors_ gaskets, washer and nut

per enlarged Section B and W807889. Hand ui_iten nut.

8. At probe housing flange, carefully remove masking tape holding

isolators in place so that sleeve in bolt hole does not drop out.

Install remaining isolator, gaskets, washer, bolt bracket and bolt

per enlarged Section A and Section C-C on W807889. Hand tighten
bolt.

9. Using support stud nuts as jacks and keeping unit level, raise the

vale frame into position. As it approaches firm contact with

me].ter pads, w_rify that top of valve probe housing is centered in

the refractory hole (radial clearance of 0.6 ± .03 inches all
around). When position is firmed, sequentially tighten nuts to

torque values shown in enlarged Section B on W807889.

I0. Sequentially tighten bolts, B/M item #3 to torque values shown in

enlarged Section A on W807889. Recheck position of drain valve

top of heater in melter refractory to insure that it has not

moved. If position has changed, loosen bolts and reposition to

obtain a radial clearance of .06 Z .03 inches all around.

(C) II. Test for electrical isolation between drain valve assembly and

melter shell. (If either of the dowels is touching drain valve

frame, it muslz be removed prior to performing this test).
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B. Items Furnished by Du Pont EnKineerinK Department - IDstruments

Melter #i Melter #2

EgKg. N°. (EN) EnK_u No .....(EN) Description _ --_-- _ quantity

$350-2942-TE S999-29A2-TE Thermocouple (Spring Loaded Mounting) i
$350-2943-TE S999-29A3-TE " " " " i

$350-2944-TE S999-29_A-TE " " " " I

$350-2948-TE S999-29A8-TE " " " " i

$350-2947-TE $999-29_7-TE " " " " I

$350-2949-TE S999-29Ag-TE " " " " I

$350-2955-TE $999-2955-TE " " " " I
S350-2956-TE $999-2956-TE " " " " I

Thermocouples ordered on AXC 131-1987 will be shipped to vendor for

use on AXC 131-2101W (BPF 219118).

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. The drain valve assembly contains external ceramic parts as shown
on W812348 used to isolate electrical conductivity and requires

ceramic parts for installation under the melter as shown on

W807889. These ceramic parts are fragile and must be handled with
care.

2. Electrical contact leads shown on W8094AO, W809826 and W812311 _re

silver plated to enhance electrical conduction. These contact

leads must be protected at all times during drain valve
installation.

3. Thermocouples for drain valve zone I heaters shown in Tabulation

III of W812984 have already been installed in locations shown on
W809826 and W812311 as HH4 and HHS. These thermocouples must be

protected at all times during drain valve installation.

4. Pressurized metal bellows are utilized to actuate certain

components of the drain valve as shown on W807889 and nearly all
other arrangement drawings. These are made of very thin material

which are extremely sensitive to punctures, scratches, mechanical

distortion, over-extension, weld spatter, dirt and shock. Extreme

care must be taken to protect these bellows at all times during
installation of the drain valve assembly and when making

electrical, instrument and air connections.

0
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5. Assembly of drain valve in nozzle N as shown on W807889 should be

such as to insure that the top of the drain valve heater is

centered in the melter refractory hole with a radial clearance of
.06 + .03 inches all around. Extreme care must be taken to

prevent damage of refractory when inserting drain valve into
melter.

NOTE" For Melter #2, dowels DI98560A & B should have been

modified per D198560, Revision 8 (see memo DB0009871, dated

10/17/88 to D. L. Kinnsch, Bechtel).

6. Use only instrument air or clean dry nitrogen to test or

pneumatically operate metal bellows.

7. After the drain valve is installed, the exposed top surface inside

the melter must be protected. Keep this covered until you are

ready to install the top head. This will protect the valve

surfaces, and prevent grit from accumulating in the annular

clearances for the center plug and the valve body.

B. preparation for Installation

i. Identify places 46-1 through 4 for pad assemblies 45-A through D

as described on vendor drawings [BPF 215605 (Melter #I) - Shts 59
& 60 and BPF 216333 (Melter #2) - Shts 47 & 48]. If shipped

separately, attach plates to melter bottom gussets in accordance

with vendor drawings using 3/8-16 UNC stainless steel socket head

cap screws (vessel vendor supplied), torque to 17 _ 3 ft-lbs and

then tack weld. (Note" Screws lengths for detail 45-A may vary
from others, see vendor _rints.)

2. Verify that dowels DI98560A & B have been modified per D198560,
Revision 8. Install dowels under melter as shown in Section D-D

on W807889 using bill of material item #i shown on W810642.

3. Remove drain valve assembly from shipping crate using lifting lugs

on lower frame (D832214A) as shown on W810644 and locate in melter

assembly staging area.

4. Remove lifting and shipping bracket (DI99102A) shwon on W810644

and heater support assembly (D808583A & B, DSO8584A, B, & C) shown
on W812260. Return pieces and related hardware to shipping crate.

5. Using hand level, level the following surfaces'

a. Top surface of frame mounting pads (4).
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12. Remove heater support assembly (DSO8583A & B, DS08584A, B & C) and

related hardware shown in View Z on W812260. Since parts

D808584A, B, & C are separate, removal of part DS08583B first will

make the disassembly more manageable. Return all parts to

shipping crate.

13. Conduct bellows cycle test in accordance with Part B of sub-
section VI.

14. Tack weld mounting fasteners as shown in enlarged Sections A and B
on W807889. See sub-section VII.

15. Remove shipping frame D832214 as shown on W810644 and dowels

DI98560A & B as shown on W807889. Return all parts to shipping
crate.

NOTE" Dowels mus____ttbe removed in order to prevent the possibility

of an electrical path between the drain valve frame

(electrically hot) and the melter shell.

16. Completely disengage valve mounting flange leveling screw and plug

bellows top plate leveling nut per W810642.

17. Cover exposed top surface of the valve body inside the melter.
(See Pare. V-A-7).

(C) 18. Connect instrument wiring to bellows switches shown on W810607

(plug), W809842 (probe) and W809848 (canister) located on drain

valve assembly W808478. Wiring from switches ZZl through ZZI2 on
drain valve assembly to melter frame is to be in accordance with

Bechtel drawing W750296. Test for electrical isolation (see Pare.
23).

(C) 19. Connect instrument air piping to pipe terminations on drain valve

indicated as XA3, XA4, XAb, XA8 and XAIO on drawing W809440 in
• accordance with Bechtel drawing W750296. (Note' See Pare. V-A-&

for precautions regarding welding in bellows areas). Test for
electrical isolation (see Pare. 23).

(C) 20. Connect gas vent line to pipe termination on drain valve indicated

as NN on drawing W809440 in accordance with Bechtel drawing

W750296. (Note" See Pare. V-A-4 for precautions regarding
welding in bellows areas). Test for electrical isolation (see
Pare. 23).
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(C) 21. Connect electrical wiring to heater leads indicated as EEl0, EEII,

EEl4, EELS, EELS, EEIg, EE29, EE30, EE31 and EE32 on drawings

W809440, W809826 and W812311 in accordance with Bechtel drawing
W750230 and W750302. Test for electrical isolation (see Para. 23).

22. Install thermocouples (AXC 131-2101W/BPF-219118) as shown on

W812984, tabulation II, HH 6 through HHI3 (physical location shown
on drawings W809440, W809826 and W812311) and wire in accordance

with Bechtel drawing W750236. When installed in mounting for

heater zones II, III, IV and V as shown on W812348, thermocouples

will be touching heaters when cold (Spring in thermocouple

assembly should be compressed 1/4 inch when installed. Field to

adjust nipple length as outlined on drawing W812984).

Spring loading in holder will then permit thermocouple to extend
an additional 1/4 inch or be further compressed another 1/4 inch.

Once installed, no adjustment to the thermocouple mountings should

be necessary.

(C) Test for electrical isolation between thermocouple and drain valve

casing. Also; see Para. 23 for additional isolation testing

requirements. Test for continuity between thermocouple and
related heater lead.

Tack weld per notation on W812984.

23. Test to verify that all piping, electrical wiring conduits,

instrument wiring conduits, etc terminating at the drain valve

assembly have an electrical isolation break in the run between the

assembly (valve body or valve frame) and grounded contact with
shell or main frame.

24. Remove all structural support, weld shielding, or dunnage inserted

in and around drain valve assembly.

VI. TESTING

A. Heater/Thermocouple Testing.(Ref. Appendix A, Item I, Bechtel Spec.

-

Test all five drain valve heaters to verify proper heater and

thermocouple operation. Since the heater resistance is very low (in

milli-ohms), accurate measurement with an ohmeter is difficult;

therefore, a small voltage is to be applied and current measured by an

AC ammeter. Apply the voltage by using an AC power supply up to 50

amps size or a variac. Circuit connections and voltage settings are

shown in the following table.
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Resistance Req'd Power Rated Current Voltage Current at set

Heater ohms Watts Amps SettinK VoltaKe
Zone I .023 400 131 1 Volt AC 43.5 amps

Zone II .085 2000 158 2 24 amps

Zone III .0715 1400 140 2 28 amps

Zone IV 0.117 1200 I00 2 17 amps
Zone V 0.145 1300 9.5 2 14 amps

• _t/C #ii A C _,_,er_. I'A.C.-IO,Z ! / O-SOSc,1,

1'0|,Or "-- |,c.er S, pp13 ] _ _ _p_1#. Owtlel_ Jot A Yartac el_.er
i

] _AC Vol_,_tr
O-tO Volts Scale
Cot dt04'.81)

. After heater testing has been completed, see Paragraph V-B-9

(pre-installation) for continuation.

B. Bellows Cycle Testing

Cycle _est drain valve probe, plug and canister bellows using
equipment furnished with drain valve shown on Attachment A (page 4.13)

in accordance with paragraphs i through 4 below. (Note" Equipment

furnished with drain valve may not exactly duplicate that shown on
Attachment A but will be suitable for use when received). Caution"

Use only instrument air or clean dry nitrogen to operate metal
bellows.

e

i. General

The bellows on each valve is to be tested twice' once during

preparation for installation and then after installation in the
melter.

Maximum rate of raising pressure in any of the bellows shall not

exceed 2 psig increment. Set system pressure at 15 psig.
Pressurize each bellows as required in paragraphs 2 through 4.

At the completion of all bellows testing, remove testing equipment

and store in shipping crate.
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2. Probe

Verify that the probe is seated in the down position (center plate

guide stops resting against the top of the lower plate as shown on

W810644).

Connect test piping to lower probe bellows and slowly open manual

(4-way) valve to pressurize (maximum 2 psig increments) bellows to

raise the probe. Movement should start between 2 and 4 psig and

should be slow and smooth (increase pressure slowly). Movement

should continue slowly and smoothly as pressure is increased until

the center plate guide stops are against the bottom of the upper

plate; which should occur between 9 and 12 psig.

Releasing the pressure in the lower probe bellows will allow the

probe to return to the down position. Verify that center plate

guide stops are resting on lower plate; if not, disconnect piping

from lower probe bellows and reconnect to upper probe bellows.

Pressurize (maximum 2 psig increments) bellows until center plate

guide stops rest on lower plate. This action should require
approximately 5 psig pressure.

3.

Verify that the plug is fully seated in the down position (center

plate guide stops resting against the top of the lower plate as

shown on W810642).

Connect test piping to lower plug bellows and slowly open manual

(4-way) valve to pressurize (maximum 2 psig increments) bellows to

raise the plug. Movement should start between 4 and 5 psig and

should be slow and smooth (increase pressure slowly). Movement

should continue slowly and smoothly as pressure is increased until

the center plate guide stops are against the bottom of the upper

plate; which should occur between 9 and 12 psig.

Releasingthe pressure in the lower plug bellows will allow the

plug to return to the down position. Verify that center plate

guide stops are resting on lower plate; if not, disconnect piping

from lower plug bellows and reconnect to upper plug bellows.

Pressurize (maximum 2 psig increments) bellows until center plate

guide stops rest on lower plate. This action should require

approximately 5 psig pressure.
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4. Caniste_

Verify that the canister shroud DSI8792-A is in raised position [top

side of lower bellows plate to be against spring housing as shown in
Section Z-Z on W817438 (NOTE' DO NOT USE PIN AT BOTTOM OF GUIDE

SLOT AS VERIFICATION)].

Connect test piping to canister bellows and slowly open manual

(4-way) valve to pressurize (maximum 2 psig increments) bellows to

lower canister shroud° Movement should start between 2 and 4 psig

and should be slow and smooth. Movement should continue slowly and

smoothly as pressure is increased until top of guide slot comes to

rest on pin in spring housing; which should occur at approximately 7

psig.

Releasing the pressure in the bellows will allow the canister shroud
to return to its normal raised position. Verify that top side of

lower bellows plate is against spring housing.

(C) 5. After bellows cycle testing has been completed, return to Paragraph

V-B-8 (pre-installation) or V-C-14 (installation) for continuation.

VII. FASTENER LOCKING

Melter =I

Fasteners specified in Pare. V-C-14 (Page 4.11) are to be locked at

assembly in the mock shop.

All other fasteners, particularly those in the area of the bellows and
limit switches, are to be locked after the canyon cold run has been

completed.

Melter =2

All fasteners are to be locked at assembly in the Mock Shop.
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SECTION 5 - ELECTRODES

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_R. N0. (EN) Description

$350-185-14 (Melter #i) Electrode Assembly

$999-350-14 (Melner #2) Electrode Assembly

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for installing Side Electrodes in DWPF

melter, nozzles L1 through L4, and cementing fiberfrax paper on the
sidewall K-3 refractory.

llI. INSTALLATION DRAWINGS

Drawin_ NO . B/M Items Description

W819165 General Index - Melter

W804887 Section through Electrodes

W743909 1 thru 12 Electrode Assembly

W804860 Side Elevation - Melter

W81298A Aux. Equip. Thermocouple Info.

W805378 Connection Schedule - Aux.

IV. PARTS REQUIRED _SPARES NOT INCLUDED)

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont En&ineerin& Department - Mechanical

B/M items listed above, paragraph III.

1/16 inch thick Fiberfrax paper furnished in rolls A feet wide x 125

feet long.

Part No. Descriptio_ Quantity

DI87373-A Side Electrodes - Lower 2
DI87373-B Side Electrodes - Upper 2

DI88463-B Isolators 4
DI88A63-C Isolators 4

DI88465-B Gaskets 8

DI88A74-B Packing Followers 4

DI88474-A Adaptor Flanges 4
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Part No. Descriptio n Quantity

DI88A64-B Gaskets 4

DI88_64-A Gaskets 8

DI88463-A Isolators 4

DI87634-A Electrode Retainers 4

DI87871-A Isolators 16

DI88464-D Gaskets 32

DI87871-B Isolators 16

DI88A75-C Washers 16

D187634-C Gland Followers 4

DI87634-B Electrode Clamps 4

B. Items Furnished bY Du Pont EngineerinK Department - Instruments

Melter #I Melter #2

En_g. No. (E_N) EnKK. No, (EN) Order No. Description Quantity_

' $350-2920-TE $999-2920-TE AXC 1987W Electrode Thermocouple 1

$350-2921-TE $999-2921-TE " " 1

$350-2930-TE $999-2930-TE " " 1

$350-2931-TE $999-2931-TE " " 1

C. Items by Field

Stainless steel lock wire

Duco Cement

Water glass (sodium silicate)

D. Items Furnished by Others

Terminal clamps supplied by Bechtel

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

i. The ceramic isolators and Fiberfrax gaskets are fragile and must

be handled with care.

2. Care must be taken with the silver plated surfaces on the

electrode stems and terminal clamps. The silver plated area on

the electrode stems must be covered prior to installation.

3. See Appendix A, Section 20 (safety data sheets), for instructions
on handling Fiberfrax paper and blanket.
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4. Follow area rules for working with sodium silicate.

5. Do not install zinc loll washers supplied with packing rings (B/M
item 9, W743909).

B. Side E!ec_ro de " LOTM

1. Install (4) water pipes (188474-C) co nozzles L. through L4 as
shown on W804860. CBI has already installed th_ inlet water
pipes.

2. Remove wood plugs from nozzles.

3. Using nonmetallic lifting straps, lower side electrode (D187373-A)

into the melter, insert stem through opening in K-3 refractory,

and move it horizontally back against the refractory. Do not use

hydraulic Jacks to seat the electrodes against the refractory.
Excessive force will shift the refractory blocks out of line.

Support electrode inside melter so that cantilevered stem is
horizontal and remains centered in the shell nozzle. The stem

must be centered within + .050 inches of the nozzle center at

final assembly.

4. Install isolator (D188463-B) onto the stem, positioning it against

the stepped shoulder of the stem.

5. On each end of isolator (D188463-C), glue one gasket (DI88465.B)

using Duco cement. Install this gasketed isolator over isolator
(DI88463-B).

6. Cut Fiberfrax blanket (Item No. I0, W743909) to size, and install

with the packing follower (DI88474-B). See Appendix A,

Section 20, for safety instructions.

7. Install the (4) set screws (Item No. 4, W743909) on the adaptor

flange (D188474-A) so that they project approximately 1/4" to the

outside from the face of the flange.

8. Insert gasket (DI88464-B) between the melter electrode flange and

the adaptor flange (D188474-A), align, and tighten four cap screws
(Item No. 3, W743909) to the torque range shown on W743909. Tack

weld top of cap screw to adaptor flange (D188474-A). Do not allow
weld material to protrude above the face of the flange. Advance

set screws (Item No. 4, W743909) sequentially until the top of

each screw is 1/8" below flange surface. Tack weld set screws in
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place. Do not allow weld material to protrude above the face of

the flange. Test for electrical isolation between electrode stem
and melter she11.

9. Make sure electrode stem is centered per paragraph B.3, page 5.3

i0. Install one isolator (DI87871-A) over each stud between the parts

installed in the previous step.

ii. Install gasket (DI88464-D), isolator (DI87871-B), gasket

(DI8846A-D) and washer (D188475-C) onto each stud. Hand tighten
one hex nut (Item No. 2, W7A3909) on each stud.

12. Tighten the hex nuts (Item No. 2, W743909) to the torque range
shown on W743907. Tack weld the hex nuts to the studs.

13. Place a bubble level on the top face of the electrode. Rotate the

electrode to level the top with horizontal.

IA. _ Insert two rings of packing (Item No. 9, W743909) in the annulus

space between the electrode and the electrode retainer

(DI8763&-A). Push the packing rings in with the gland follower

(DI8763A-C). Caution: Do not use zinc foil washers supplied with

packing rings.

Caution: Hake sure cut ends of the two packing rings are

180 degrees apart.

15. Position electrode clamp (DI87634-B), install hardware item nos.

l, 6 and 7 and 12 (W743909), and tighten to the torque range shown

on W743909. Check bubble level as tightening progresses. Lock
wire the bolt heads and nuts (or tack weld).

16. Insert two of the four 1/4" straight pins (Item No. 8, W743909)

into the electrode clamp (DI87634-B) and the other (2) into the
electrode retainer (DI87634-A).

17. Install one each - 3/8" socket set screws (Item No. 5, W743909) on

each of the threaded holes on the electrode clamp (DI87634-B) and

the electrode retainer (DI8763A-A), as shown on W743909 to

compress the packing rings. Install the second set of 3/8" socket
set screws to lock each of the above set screws in place. Tack

weld set screws in place.

Test for electrical isolation between electrode stem and melter

shell.
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18. Repeat: the above procedure, paragraph V.B.I through V.B.17, for
the ot:her Lower electrode.

C. Side Electrode - Upper

Use the same procedure to install the two upper electrodes
(Sub-Section B). In this case'

Part No. Replaced By

DI87373-A DI87373-B

D. Terminal ,Clamps

i. Connect terminal clamps onto the lower electrodes. (Reference"

Bechtel DS-M-246-12)

2. Provide a c_Learance of 3/8" between the terminal clamps and the

electrode retainers (refer to drawing W743909).

3. Tighten the terminal clamps in place using the hardware provided.

4. Repeat the above procedure, Paragraphs V.D.I through V.D.3, for
terminal clamps - upper electrodes (Part No. 26).

E. Fiberfrax Pap._"

i. The fiberf_:ax paper is installed after the electrodes are in

place. Se,_Appendix A, Section 20, for safety instructions.

2. Vacu_un the exposed side wall K-3 refractory to remove residual
dust (46 inches above melter floor).

3. Install 1/16 inch thick Fiberfrax paper, on side wall of

refractory only, to a height of 34 inches as shown on page 5.0.

Cut the paper with scissors to fit around the electrodes. Do not
a=tempt to fit paper behind the electrodes.

4. Cement th_ paper by brushing a coat of water glass (sodium
silicate) on the refractory, then pressing the paper in place.

Follow area requirements for ventilation when using sodium
silicate.

F. The rmo coulIp_!_e.ss

i. Install t'hermocouples in the electrode stems as shown on W81298A,

Tabulation V, CCI through CCA.
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Note' Installation should be left until all other activity adjacent

to the electrodes has been completed to avoid damage.

2. Wire thermocouples per Bechtel Specification M-246.

3. Test for electrical isolation between thermocouple connector and

main conduit run.

4. Tack weld per notation on W812984.

G. Power and Water Connection

I. Connect cooling water piping and electrical connections per
Bechtel DS-M-246-12.

2, Test for electrical isolation between piping at electrode stem end

and piping on shell mounting pad.

3. After power connections have been completed, test for electrical

isolation between power supplied stem and melter shell.

4. Seal weld threaded-joints.
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SECTION 6 - RISER/POUR SPOUT HEATER

I. IDENTIFICATION

EnKz. No. (EN) Descriptio n

S350-185-18 (Melter #I) Riser/Pour Spout Heater Assy

$999-350-18 (Melter #2) Riser/Pour Spout Heater Assy

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for installing the riser/pour spout

heater assembly in DWPF Melter (nozzles H, K, HI and KI).

III. DRAWINGS

A. Installation

• DrawinK No. B/M Items Descri_ti0D

W819165 General Index - Melter

W748706 Riser/Pour Spout Heater - Sh I

W748707 I thru 15 Riser/Pour Spout Heater - Sh 2

W748708 Riser/Pour Spout Heater - Sh 3

W812984 Aux. Equip. Thermocouple Information
W805377 Connection Schedule - Primary
W805066 Plan View - Melter

B. Reference

W736915 Refractory Assembly - Sh 2

W748709 Riser/Pour Spout Heater Assembly

W748710 Shipping Bracket Assembly

BPF 217829 (Note" Body Shipping Frame Assembly (Keller Tech)
of write-up refers

to vendor drawing
numbers K-1581-75, etc)
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IV. PARTS REQUIRED <Spares not Included)

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont Engineering DepaK=ment - Mechanical

B/M items listed above, paragraph III.

Part No. Description Quantity

BPF215605 Sh 50 Riser End i (shipped with melter

assembly)
188383-D Isolator Holder i

188383-E Retainer 1

188475-B Retaining Washer i0
188785-A Cover 1

188800-A Adapter i

188800-C Flange A
188800-D Shield I

808600-A Riser Lead Clamp 2

808600-B Pour Spout Lead Clamp 3

808600-C Packing Follower 2

808600-D Packing Follower 3
815444-A Support Bracket 1

187164-A Gasket (Asbestos) 1
187164-B Gasket (Asbestos) 3

187164-C Gasket (Asbestos) 2

187164-E Gasket (Asbestos) 4

188464-D Gasket (Asbestos) 20

188464-E Gasket (Asbestos) i

188465-A Gasket (Fiberfrax) 2
188792-A Collar i

187871-D Isolator i0

187871-E Isolator 3

187871-F Isolator 2

187871-G Isolator I0

187871-AA Isolator i

188379-B Isolator Sleeve i

188379-D Pour Spout Lead Isolator I
188787-E Sleeve I

188787-F Sleeve I

819502-A Insulator i

819502-B Insulator I

819502-C Insulator i

819588-A Insulator i

819588-C Insulator i
819588-E Insulator 2

819588-F Insulator 2

819589-A Insulator Sleeve i
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Part No. Description Quantity

819589-B Insulator Ring i
819589-C Insulator Sleeve i

819589-D Insulator i

B. Items by Field

Stainless steel lockwire

Duco Cement

Riser Guard (Bechtel Drawing W753353)

Neolube thread sealant - #i00 nuclear grade

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

2. Zircar insulation is soft and weak (like styrofoam) and must be

handled with care.

' 3. Silver-plated area of heater leads must be protected during
installation. Extreme care must be taken not to damage leads

during installation.

4. Six thermocouples have been installed in the heater assembly by
the heater vendor. Care must be taken not to damage these during

installation, as they cannot be removed and replaced in the field.

Note" Small diameter rigid protection tubes should be put on them

to prevent damage to the fragile wires at the end. These
should be temporarily installed after shipping bracket

assembly has been removed.

5. Check continuity of heaters immediately after the shipping frame

K-1381-75 and shipping assembly have been removed. Also check
electrical isolation of heater leads to heater shell.

Do not proceed with any other installation steps until this test

is completed.

6. See Appendix A, Section 20 (safety data sheets), for instructions

on handling Fiberfrax blanket.
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B. Riser/Pour Spout Heater

i. The dummy heater was removed previously per Section 3, page 3.1.

Before the riser/pour spout heater is installed, the joint between

the K-3 riser and throat blocks must be grouted per Section 3,

page 3.1.

Recheck electrical isolation between riser refractory and melter
shell.

2. If blanket was damaged during removal, a new blanket (81b/ft 3)

should be cu£ using damaged blanket (or open riser end) as

template. Uncompressed blanket to be 2" thick.

3. Lift Riser/Pour Spout Heater _W748709) using shipping frame

assembly (K-1581-75). Using the front eyebolt (only) on shipping

frame assembly (approx. 8" from center axis of pour spout heater)

slowly insert the riser end of heater into the riser cavity,

stopping with the heater approximately 2 inches from its final

position. Shore heater from inside melter to hold in this

temporary position.

. 4. Transfer lifting force from front eyebolt to back eyebolt while

supporting shipping frame (K-1581-75). (This is over the

counterweight on the frame).

5. Referencing shipping frame assembly (K-1581-75), loosen 3/8 hex

head bolts (two places) at bracket (K-1581-77E) and loosen 3/8

socket head cap screws (tWO places) in spacer ring (K-1581-83A).

With above pieces still attached, remove support bracket

(K-1581-84A) by removing 4-1/2 hex head bolts.

Remove two brackets (K-1581-77B) as shown in view A-A on Drawing

K-1581-75. Unbolt from both the main shipping frame and the

heater shipping bracket assembly (W748710), remove shipping frame

assembly.

6. Referencing shipping bracket assembly (W748710), loosen

3/8 cap screws (items 3 & 4) and remove the lead clamps (188791-B

& C). Remove 5/16 hex head bolts (item 2), with washers and nuts,

adapter plate (808599-A), and pipes (item 9). Remove 5/16 hex nut

(item 5), loosen 5/16 hex head cap screw (item 8), and remove

support tube (188791-A) and neoprene sleeve (item 7). Remove 5/16

threaded rods (item I) and 5/16 hex nuts (item 5).
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Install temporary tubing to protect thermowell wire. See

Paragraph A-4, this section.

7. Check continuity of heater leads before proceeding with the
installation. Also check for electrical isolation of heater shell

to melter shell at this time.

8. Referencing riser/pour spout heater sheet 1 (W7A8706), install 2"

thick fiberfrax durablanket (paragraph 2), fiberfrax collar

(188792-A) and Zircar sleeve (188787-E). (Note: Sleeve must be

flush with nozzle flange.) Remove shoring and allow the

riser/pour spout heater assembly to slide all the way into

position.

9. Install asbestos gasket (187164-A) and insulators (819502 A&B

taped together on outboard face). Install stud in top bolt hole

on melter flange (Nozzle H) and remove wood spacer between pour

spout heater leads and insulators. Slide the riser end enclosure

(BPF 215605 sheet 50) over the heater and into position using the

(2) .75 _ dowels in the riser flange to locate the end enclosure.

Note: care must be taken when installing the riser end enclosure

to protect all prot;uding thermocouples. Install (24) 7/8 studs

and (50) 7/8 hex nuts (items 1A and 15 on W7A8707 sheet 2).

Lubricate studs and washers. Sequentially tighten all hex nuts to

the torque range shown on W748706.

I0. Remove tape from insulators 819502-A&B. Trim bottom of asbestos

gasket (187164-A) flush with flange face of riser and the end
enclosure.

ii. Referencing W748706, assemble alumina isolator (187871-AA), Zircar

insulator (188787-F & 819502-C), and shield (188800-D) in adapter

(188800-A). Remove tape from Zircar insulator (188787-E) prior to

mounting adapter. Install i" thick fiberfrax blanket on top of

Zircar insulator (cut to same ID/OD as insulator.) Using asbestos

gasket (18846A-E) and (16) 3/4 hex head cap screws (item Ii on

W748707) mount the adapter to the bottom face of pour spout and

end enclosure. Sequentially tighten the screws to the torque

range shown on drawing W748706.

12. Check electrical isolation of shield (188800-D) to melter shell.

Also check to insure that the heater is electrically isolated from

the melter. If it is not isolated, the contact must be found, and

isolation obtained before continuing with the installation.
Lockwire all bolt heads.
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13. Install Zircar insulators into nozzle cavity per sections R, S & V

on W748707 and W748708. Accesslbili_y dictates that outer sleeve

(819589-A) should be verified for flc before starting assembling

pieces. After outer sleeve's fit has been confirmed, proceed to

install Zircar insulators in order: 819589-C, 819589-D, (2)

819588-E, (2) 819588-F, 819588-A, and 819589-A (last). Install

pour spout lead isolator (188379-D) and isolator holder

(188383-D).

14. Referencing section U on W748707, install insulator (819588-C),

retainer (188383-E), shim washer (item 4), (2) fiberfrax gaskets

(188465-A), and isolator (188379-B). Fiberfrax gaskets are to be

cemented to isolator (188379-B) with Duco cement. Note: Machine

shim washer (item 4) to proper thickness to maintain the .19

dimension between the cop gasket and the cover. (See note B2 on

W7A8707). Install insulator ring (819589-B).

15. Referencing W748706, W748707, and W812984, inspect the end

• enclosure flange and cover (188785-A) prior to installing cover to

make sure they are clean and free from any debris. Inserti

Metallic-O-Ring (item 13) into O-Ring groove in cover. Slide the

cover over the heater leads and thermocouples and bolt the cover

to the riser end enclosure using (16) 1.0 hex head cap screws

(item 12). Lubricate bolts. Note: Bolts to be only finger tight
at this time.

16. Referencing exploded view of thermocouple glands on W812984,

install _he glands as follows:

With "Conax" gland seat, gland, and gland follower removed from

thermocouple glands (C12, 13 & 14), screw "Conax" fitting housings

into cover and _ighten. Alignment pin slot in inside wall of

housing must be positioned so that the pin slot of the gland

follower will be opposite the housing slot when the gland follower

is installed over the thermocouples. Housing threads to be sealed

using neolube thread sealant (_i00 nuclear grade).

Check for electrical isolation between heater core and melter

shell, and between thermocouples and shell. Pipe through cover
must not touch cover.

Remove protection tubing over the thermocouple wires, and install

"Conax" fitting internals in proper sequence (gland seat, gland,

gland follower, and pin). Install cap and hand tighten.

Reinstall temporary protection tubing.
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17. Referencing sections V, W. and X on W748708, slide isolator

sleeves (187871 E&F) over their appropriate leads. Slide asbestos

gaskets (187164-B&C) and lead clamps (packing housing)

(808600-A&B) over their respective leads. Using isolators

(187871-D&G), asbestos gaskets (188464-D), retainers (188A75-B),

Belleville washers (item 5 - W748707), and 3/4 hex head cap screws

(item 2 - W7A8707); bolt all lead clamps (packing housings) to the

cover. Note: Bolts to be only finger tight at this time. Place

grafoil packing ring (items 6&7 - W748707) in their appropriate

lead clamps (housings). Place washers (items l&3) and packing

followers (808600-C&D) over their respective leads. Only hand

tighten all packing followers at this time.

18. Check to insure that all leads, thermocouples and gas piping

passing through cover are electrically isolated from the melter

shell. If it is not isolated, the contact must be found, and

isolation obtained before continuing.

19. After completing the electrical isolation tests, sequentially

tighten all cover mounting bolts (item 12 - W748707> to the torque

range shown on W748706, then lock wire all cover bolt heads.
Note: Care must be taken to insure that the wire does not contact

any of the lead clamps (housings).

20. After cover bolts have been tightened, tighten all clamp (packing

housing) bolts (item 2 - W748708) to the torque range shown on

W748707, then lock wire all bolt heads. To avoid any possible

grounding with the heater terminal, do not wire any two bolts on

the same clamp (packing housing) to each other. Tighten all

packing followers to compress packing. Check electrical isolation

of heater leads and inert gas piping. Tack weld all the packing

followers to the lead clamps - 2 places on each clamp (after

isolation check).

Set two upper inboard thermocouples (HHI8 and HHI9) to proper

location by bottoming out the couples and then retracting them one

(I.0) inch. Lock at that position by tightening the (Conax)

fitting cap to full compression. Tighten remaining Conax fitting

caps to full compression. Check for electrical isolation of

thermocouples to shell. Then tack weld all fittings to cover and

nuts to fittings.

21. Tack weld all hex nuts bolting the ri&er 9nd enclosure to the

riser (nuts to stud on one side and nuts to flange on other side).

See Paragraph III-D in Section 2.

22. Lock wire all bolt heads on the adapter (188800-A).
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23. Referencing W748706, attach (4) flanges (188800-C) with asbestos

gaskets (187164-B) to nozzles C., C., CI0 and CII using I/2 hex
head cap screws (item I0 - W748907)_ Tighten screws to the torque

range shown on the drawing, and lock wire all screw heads.

Note: This step does not apply to Melter #2.

24. Check to insure that all leads and gas piping passing through

cover are electrically isolated from melter shell.

25. Connect Jacket water piping at lower flange to end enclosure.

Seal weld threaded Joints before pressure testing field run

piping.

C. Thermocouples

i. Referencing view Y-Y on W748707, use (2) 3/8 hex head cap screws and

(2) washers (items 8&9 - W748707) and bolt the thermocouple support

bracket (815444-A) to the riser cover. Referencing W812984

(Tabulation VII), slide proper thermocouple fittings over

thermocouples and to the bracket. Note: Care must be taken when

routing thermocouples to insure that thermocouples do not contact each

other, heater leads, or clamps. After all thermocouples are properly

routed, tighten thermocouple fittings.

2. Repeat B24 - also verify that all thermocouples are electrically

isolated from main frame conduit when wiring is completed.

Tack weld all threaded Joints.

D. Argon Connection

I. Connect argon piping per Bechtel DS-M-246-2_. Note: Verify that

Argon piping at heater is isolated from piping run on frame.
Connections on isolator hose should be hydrostatically tested before

final connection is made at heater piping. Final weld connection to

be dye checked and visually inspected. Seal weld threaded joints.

E. Heater/Thermocouple Testing

i. Test both heaters to verify proper heater and thermocouple operation
as follows:

a. Pour spout heater at 15% of rated voltage.
b. Riser heater at 50% of rated voltage.
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F. Power Connec_i_n_

i. Connect heater power cables (with special terminal connectors) to the
heater terminals.

G. Riser Guard

i. After completing all connections at riser end, install the riser guard

(Bechmel drawing W753353) per Bechtel DS-M-246-19.
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sEt-no. 7 . Do.z

I. IDEN TIFICAT I0N

En_. No.(EN) Description.... : -- ,,,,,,,

$350-185-16 (Melter #i) Dome Heater Assembly

S999-350-16 (Melter #2) Dome Heater Assembly

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for installing Dome Heaters in DWPF

Melter, nozzles H1 through MI6.

The melter has four sets of dome heaters, each consisting of two heater

elements and one jumper.

The fixed ends of each set of heater elements are connected to a

water-cooled transformer by water-cooled bus bars. The Jumper is utilized

at the floating ends to connect the elements in series. Two sets are

arranged above two lower sets as shown on W743911.

The dome heaters will be assembled without the upper heater transformers

in place. Assembly of cransfromers and bus bars is covered in Bechtel
data sheets DS-H-246-9 and DS-M-246-10.

III. INSTAL LA_TION DRAWINGS

Dr awi_ No. B_M Iterns Descri_tio _

W819165 General Index - Melter

W805066 Plan View - Melter

W804860 1 Side Elevation - Melter

W743911 Section Through Dome Heaters

W812971 1 thru 4 Dome Heater Assembly
W812984 Aux. Equip. Thermocouple Information
W805378 Connection Scheduled - Aux.

IV. PARTS REQUIRED PER MELTER <SPARES NOT INCLUDED)

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont En_ineerin _ Department - Mechanical

B/M items listed above, paragraph III.

Part No. Description quan_,ity

DI8602-A Dome Heaters 4

DI87602-B Dome Heaters A
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DI98210-F Isolators 4

DI98210-E Isolators 4

W812971 Pieces of Inconel Welding Rod 8

DI98216-A Gaskets 16

DI98210-B Isolators 8

DI982].O-D Isolators

D198210-C Isolators

DI87871-D Isolators 32

DI87871-Y Isolators 32

DI88464-D Gaskets 64

D!88475-B Washers 32

DI87621-A Jumpers 4
DI98210-A Isolators 8

DI98216- _ Gaskets 2

DI98209-A Jumper Box Covers 2
DI98215-A Retainer 8

............ 1/4" Fiberfrax Square Braid

........... 3/8" Fiberfrax Square Braid
I

B. l_ems Furnished by Du Pont Engineerin_ Department - Instruments

Melter #I Melter #2

En_K. N_!,,(EN) EngK. No_ (EN_N) Order No. Description_ _uan=ity

$350-2960-TE $999-2960-TE AXC-1987W Dome Heater 1

$350-2961-TE $999-2961-TE Thermocouple 1

$350-2962-TE $999-2962-TE 1

$350-2963-TE $999-2963-TE 1

$350-2968-TE $999-2968-TE 1

$350-2969-TE $999-2969-TE 1

$350-2970-TE $999-2970-TE 1
$350-2971-TE $999-2971-TE 1

$350-2972-TE $999-2972-TE 1

$350-2973-TE $999-2973-TE 1

$350-2974-TE $999-2974-TE 1

$350-2975-TE $999-2975-TE 1

$350-3800-TE $999-3800-TE 1

$350-3801-TE $999-3801-TE 1

$350-3802-TE $999-3802-TE 1
$350-3803-TE $999-3803-TE 1
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V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. The ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

2. Be careful not to damage silver plated surfaces of the heater end

stems and Jumpers. Silver-plated area on stems must be protected

prior and during installation until step 8 of the installation.

3. Use non-metallic straps when handling heaters to protect heater

surfaces. Indentation of heater surface can create hot-spots

during operation leading to premature failure.

4. See Appendix A, Section 20 (safety data sheets), for instructions

on handling Fiberfrax square braid.

5. Lower dome heater sets are to be installed first.

6. Insertion depth of thermocouples is critical.

B. Dome Heaters

Each set of dome heaters to be installed, per W743911 and W812971 (all

four sets shown), as follows:

i. To minimize possibility of damage to silver coated surfaces, each

heater set should have its jumper pre-fitted prior to actual
installation in the melter.

Allocate work area and identify the two heater elements and jumper

to be installed as a heater set [DI87602-A (I), DI87602-B (i), and

DI87621-A (i)] per W812971.

Using vendor installed jacking bolts, spread gaps on jumper an

additional 1/32 inch. If these gaps will not allow jumper to slip

freely onto heater element, adjust each gap in increments of I/6A

inch until this can be accomplished without damaging silver

coatings, at which time, the selected heater set is ready for

preparation and assembly into melter.

2. On heater element (DI87602-A) install isolator (DI98210-F) and on

heater element (DI87602-B) install isolator (DI98210-E). Each

isolator to be retained by 1/8 inch diameter x 1/2 inch long

segment of Inconel 690 welding rod welded to element as shown on
W812971.
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3. Slide gasket (DI98216-A), isolator (DI98210-B) and gasket
(DI98216-A) over previously installed isolator and position

against heater element mounting flange.

4. Insert heater elements into melter nozzles. Element must be

inserted from the end opposite the riser. Lower units to be
installed first.

5. With gaskets, isolator and heater element flange holes aligned,

install mounting hardware as shown (and identified) in Section X-X
on W812971. Hand tighten the cap screws at this time.

6. At jumper end of heater element DI87602-A, install support
isolator (DI98210-A) into retainer at base of nozzle. Install

isolator (DI98210-D) onto end of element and carefully guide it

through melter shell nozzle so that it rests on the support
isolator.

7. Repeat previous step for DI87602-B using isolators DI98210-A and
D187210-C.

Test for electrical isolation between heate_ elements and melter

shell.

8. Using temporary rigging overhead, nonmetallic strap at center, and

small hoist; raise selected jumper into position and slip onto
heater elements (do not use petroleum jelly on these joints).

Note: Mounting cap screws at fixed end of each element should be

backed off 1/8 inch or so to allow for freedom of movement at

jumper end during this operation.

9. Final position of jumper to be located from end of the elements as
shown on W812971.

I0. At the connector end of the heater elements, sequentially tighten

cap screws (item no. 2, W812971) to the torque range shown in
Section X-X on W812971. Tack weld the cap screw to the nozzle

flange.

Caution: Do not damage isolators (DI87871-D).

ii. At the jumper end, remove the jack bolts and install (6) cap
screws (B/M item no. 3, W812971). Verify jumper is positioned per

W812971. Tighten to the torque range shown on W812971.

Test for electrical continuity and verify that electrical
isolation still exists.
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12. Repeat Items I through II for installation of other three sets of
heaters.

(c) 13• The nominal 3/8 inch annulus between the dome heater O.D. and

refractory clearance hole ID must be sealed with Fiberfrax square

packing. This material will be furnished in coils, and must be

cut to length to fit around the dome heater. Install this, at

each end of the dome heater elements, like packing for a pump or

valve - cut at a 45 degree angle, and stagger the position of the

cut as each ring is installed. Install to depths shown on

W812971. Since the annulus gap may vary, both 3/8 and I/4 inch

wide braid have been provided• Use the size that fits best. See

Appendix A, Section 20, for safety instructions. Also see

Bechtel's Spec. M-246, Appendix A, Item II.

14. Attach (8) retainers (DI98215-A) with hex head cap screws (item

no. i, W812971) at the connector side of the melter as shown on
W812971. Tack weld the screw heads.

15. Install two dome heater jumper end enclosures (jumper box

DI98209-A with gasket DI98216-B) as shown in detail "V" on

W804860. Sequentially tighten cap screws to the torque specified

on drawing.

Verify that electrical isolation between each pair of heaters and
melter shell still exists.

Tack weld bolt heads.

C. Thermocouples

i. Install thermocouples in the connector (transformer) end per

W812984, Tabulation VI, XFI through XFI6. The insertion depth "J"

of these thermocouples is critical to insure accurate temperature

• readings. Note that the insertion distance is different for inboard
vs outboard heaters.

2. Wire thermocouples per Bechtel DS-M-246-16.

3. Test for electrical isolation between thermocouple connector and
main conduit run.

4. Tack weld per notation on W812984.
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D. Power and Water Connection

i. Connect transformer bus bars per Bechtel DS-M-246-9.

Connect bus bar cooling water piping per Bechtel DS-M-246-10.

Test for electrical isolation between piping on transformer/bus bar

assembly and melter shell.

Seal weld any threaded connections.

2. After power connections have been completed, test for electrical

isolation between power supplied heater and melter shell.

3. Connect cooling water piping to jumper end enclosure cooling coils

per Bechtel drawings.
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SECTION 8 - REFRACTORY THERMOCOUPLES

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_z. No. tEN) Description

S350-2964-TE-A (Melter #i) Spring Loaded Thermocouple & Fittings

S350-2964-TE-B (Melter #i) Spring Loaded Thermocouple & Fittings

S999-2964-TE-A (Melter #2) Spring Loaded Thermocouple & Fittings

S999-2964-TE-B (Melter #2) Spring Loaded Thermocouple & Fittings

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for installing refractory thermocouples

in DWPF Melter, nozzles C6 and C7.

III. INSTALLATION DRAWINGS

• Drawin_ No. B/M Items Description

W819165 General Index - Melter
W804860 2 Side Elevation - Melter

W812984 . Aux. Equip. Thermocouple Information

W805377 Connection Schedule - Primary

IV. PARTS REQUIRED <Spare s not Included )

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont En_ineerin_ Department - Mechanical

B/M items listed above, parargaph III.

Part No. Description Quantity

DI88475-A Retaining Washer 4

DI88800-B Retaining Plate 2
DI87164-D Gasket 4

DI88464-F Gasket 8

DI87871-H Isolator 2
DI87871-K Isolator 4

DI87871-L Isolator 4

DI87871-U Isolator 2
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B. Items Furnished by Du Pont Engineerinz Department - Instruments

Melter #i Melter #2

En_g. No. <EN) Engz. No. <EN) Order No. Description Quantity

S350-2964-TE-A/B S999-2964-TE-A/B AXC 131-1989 Spring Loaded Thermocouple 1 ea

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

i. Remove protective covers from nozzle C6.

2. Refer to section ZZ on W804860. Make sure there is a clearance hole

through the DSM-24 insulation as shown. The thermocouple must contact

the back surface of the refractory block. Insert isolator (187871-U)
into nozzle.

3. Assemble retaining washer (188475-A), gasket (188464-F), isolator

(187871-L), gasket (188464-F and isolator (187871-K) on each socket
head screw B/M item 2.

4. Assemble a_,estos gaskets (187164-D) with isolator (187871-H) and

retaining plate (188800-B) and position on nozzle flange. Torque
screws to the value shown on W804860, section ZZ. Tack weld screws to

back of flange.

5. Install thermocouples as shown on W812984, Tabulation IV.

Thermocouple wiring is covered in Bechtel data sheet DS-M-246-16.

Note: Thermocouple must be installed with slight spring compression

(as specified on W812984) so that maximum spring travel is available

when refractory expands towards melter shell.

Tack weld per notation on W812984.

6. Test for electrical isolation between thermocouple assembly and melter

shell after all wiring is complete.
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SECTION 9 - TOP HEAD

I. IDENTIFICATION

Eng,. No. <EN _ Description

$350-185-I0 (Melter #i) Melter Head Assembly

$999-350-I0 (Melter #2) Melter Head Assembly

II. GENERAL

This document covers the procedure for the assembly of the Melter Head on
the melter.

III. INSTALLATION DRAWINGS

Drawing No. Description

W804860 Side Elevation - Melter

W736915 Refractory Assembly - Sheet 2

BPF 218879 Top Head Handling & Shipping Fixture

IV. PAg.TS REQUIRED PER MELTER (Spares not Included)

Part No. Description No. Required

CB&I Drawing No. 6 (BPF 215605) Melter Top Head 1

BPF 217864 Shell Flange O-Ring 1

CB&I Drawing No. 41 (BPF 215605) Hex Nuts 56

CB&I Drawing No. 41 (BPF 215605) Studs 56

1/2" thick fiberfrax blanket (8 Ib per cubic foot density) segments

cut to size (furnished by Toledo Engineering Co. per W736915).

V. ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

Reference Drawing: W804860

i. Install 56 studs (furnished by CBI) in the shell top flange.

2. Inspect mating surfaces and "O" ring groove for any damages and

cleanliness from foreign objects. If necessary, clean the surfaces

and groove free from any coatings or deposits. Care must be taken not
to scratch the sealing surfaces during the cleaning operation.
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3. Inspect the stainless steel "0" rzng (BPF 21768&) for shape and
cleanllness. Clean zf necessary. Care must be taken not to scratch
the surface as it zs silver plated.

4. On top of the refractory in the shell (I" below flange), install
sufflczent (5 or 6) layers of fzberfrax blanket to provide an
uncompressed thickness of 3 inches. Adjust size of O.D. of existing
material per note tt4 on W736915, Rev. 7.

This material zs made of ceramic fibers and the material supplier
recommends that installers wear filter masks and have adeouate
vent_lation in the area where the material zs handled. See
Appendix A, Section 20, for safety instructions.

The fiberfrax blanket will compress to 1" thick when the head zs
Installed. Make sure that zt zs properly positioned along the entire
periphery of the ID of the refractory.

5. Place the "0" ring (BPF 21768_) zn the "0" ring groove located zn the
too flange of the shell. Inspect for proper fit of "0" r].nq zn the
oroove.

6. Rotate the head to the upright position uslng the rotatlng fixture
provided (BPF 218879). Follow the operatinq instructions that are
posted on the fixture.

7. Lift the melter head at the desiqnated lift points. Note: To prevent
unequal forces on the refractory, top head Izftlng lugs were designed
for vertical liftzno only, once the refractory is installed. This
requires use of a _-poznt spreader system to eliminate any side
loadzno on lugs. If sling zs used as an option, the sling legs must
be a minimum of 20 feet lonQ. Alzan the two I" diameter holps zn the
head flange with the I" dlameter dowels zn the shell flanae. Check to
make sure that the "0" rina is posltzoned correctly zn place.
Contlnue observatlon while slowly lowerznq head on to shell flange.

Cautlon: The head must be lowered with an offset to clear pzpzno
on the frame, then moved lateral]y to align the dowels.
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8. Install (56) nuts and washers furnished on BPF 215605, Drawing 41

(Chicago Bridge and Iron). Lubricate nuts and washers. Step tighten

=o a torque value as shown on W804860 per Standard PP25, paragraphs 6
and 7.2.2.

Tack weld nu_s to studs and nuts to flange.
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I. IDENTIFICAT!O N

EnRR. No_ (EN) Description

$350-185-i0-3 (Melter #i) Anchor Flanges

$999-350-I0-3 (Melter #2) Anchor Flanges

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for installing the anchor flanges to the

DWPF Melter Top Head' nozzles B., B^, C^ C3 C4 D D1 and E' and feed' 1 Z Z' ' ' ' '

tube support pads BIA, B2A, BIB and B2B.

III. DRAWINGS

A. Installation Drawings

DrawinK No. B/M l_ems D@scription

W819165 General Index

W807736 Anchor Flange Htg. Assembly - Sh 1 of 2

W807737 1 thru 5 Anchor Flange Mtg. Assembly - Sh 2 of 2

W823832 I thru 7 Alignment Fixture (Anchor Fig Installation) - Sh I

W823833 Alignment Fixture - Sh 2 (Nozzles C^ & E)

W824062 Alignment Fixture Sh 3 (Nozzles DZ& D )

W824063 Alignment Fixture Sh 4 (Nozzles C_ & 64)
W824064 Alignment Fixture Sh 5 (Nozzles B_ & B2

and Pads B.A, B.A, B.B & B^B)

W824065 Alignment _ixtu_e - _h 6 (_ozzles C2 & E)

B. Reference Drawings

W820788 Centering Mount Assemblies (Universal,

Nozzle C9 & E)
W824056 Carriage'Assembly
W822027 Traverse Indicating Assembly

W823831 Rotating Indicator Assembly
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iV. pARTS REQUIRI_D (Spares not Included)

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont Engineerin_ Department - Mechanical

I. Anchor Flanges and Installation Parts including

B/M items listed in paragraph III-A.

Part No. Descripclo n

DI87870-A Anchor Flange 3
DI87870-B Anchor Flange 2

D187870-C Anchor Flange i

DI88475-B Retaining Washer 50

DI88679-A Anchor Flange 1

DI88679-B Anchor Flange 1

DI88681-A Anchor Flange 2
DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut 20

DI88694-A TVAnchor Flange 2
DI98919-A Shlm 1

DI98919-B Shim 2

D198919-C Shim 1

DI88464-D Gasket I00

DI98918-A Gasket i

DI98918-B Gasket 2

D198918-C Gasket I0

DI98918-D Gasket 4

DI98918-E Gasket 1

DI87871-D Isolator 50

DI87871-G Isolator 14

DI87871-Y Isolator 36

DI87872-A Isolator 4

DI87872-B Isolator 2

2. Alignment Fixture Parts

Part No. Description _uantity

W822027 Traverse Indicating Assembly i

W820788-A Centering Mount (Universal) 2

W820788-B Centering Mount (Nozzle E) *

W820788-C Centering Mount (Nozzle Cp) *
W823831 Rotating Indicator Assembly 1

W824056 Carriage Assembly *
D819505-A Positioning Plate 1

D819505-B Positioning Plate 1

D822019-A Position Plate (Nozzles E & C2) i
D822019-B Indicating Bar 1

D822019-C Indicating Bar I
D822019-D Wrench 1
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Part No. Description _uantlt7

D822019-E Gage Bar 1

D8220Ig-F Gage Bar 1

D822019-G Lifting Yoke 1

D822019-H Gage Bar 1
D82202_-A Positioning Fixture 1

*Shipped separately and assembled per W823833.

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautlons

I. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with

care.

2. Care must be taken to protect and to keep clean all
finished surfaces of the anchor flanges and nozzles.

4

B. Anchor FlanKes

i. Identify all the alignment fixture parts required for
installation of anchor flanges per W823832, sh I.

2. Collect all anchor flange components per W807736 and W807737.

3. Install anchor flanges in steps shown on W823832 and the following

related drawings"

W823833, Sh 2

W824062, Sh 3

W824063, Sh 4

W824064, Sh 5

W824065, Sh 6

4. Test for electrical isolation between each anchor flange and shell

where applicable, namely, those which have ceramic isolators at
nozzles. In addition, all feed tube support pads shall be tested.

5. Since lucknuts are used in this application, tack welding or

wiring of nuts is no___ttrequired.
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SECTION Ii - INSPECTION & ASSEMBLY FIXTURE

I. IDENTIFICATIQN

Engg. No. {EN) Description

(C) $999-350-50-43 (All Melters) Inspection & Assembly Fixture

II. GENERAL

This section covers calibration of inspection and assembly fixture

required for alignment of TV camera assemblies, thermowell and

conductivity probe and thermowell.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawin_ No, B/M Items DescriPtiOD

W826534 i, 2, 3 & 4 Inspection & Assembly Fixture - Sh 1

IV. pARTS REQUIRED

A. Items furnished by Du Pont Engineering Department - Mechanical

The inspection and assembly fixture will be shipped from vendor

completely assembled except for B/M items I, 2, 3 and A which will be

shipped separately along with the following items"

part No, Desc_iptiQ_ Ouantity

D822992-A TV Positioning Plate I

D822992-B Bushing i

D822992-C Bushing i

D822992-D Bushing i

D822996-A Gaging Bar i

D822998-A Lower Gaging Standard i

D822998-B Upper Gaging Standard i

D822998-C Gage Block i

D822998-D Gage Block i

D822998-E Gaging Sleeve i
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V. CALIBRATION OF INSPECTION AND ASSEMBLY FIXTURE

A. Precautions:

Care must be taken not to damage the hinge plates, base

plates and gaging sleeves. All surfaces should be clean

and free of burrs and chips.

B. Calibration of Fixture:

Make sure top of base plate is level within .005 per foot.

Carefully position the lower gaging standard D822998-A on

the base plate. Place the lower gaging plate in the

horizontal position. Insert the gaging sleeve (D822998-E)

into the gaging plate. Continue to insert the gaging

sleeve until the ID of the gaging sleeve passes over the

top of the gaging standard. Remove gaging sleeve and

place the lower gaging plate in the retracted position.

• Place the upper gaging standard on the lower gaging

standard. Place the upper gaging plate in the horizontal

position. Insert the gaging sleeve into the gaging plate.

Continue to insert the gaging sleeve until the ID of the

gaging sleeve passes over the top OD of the gaging
standard.
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SECTION 12 - THERMOWELL

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_. No. (EN) Descriptio n

$350-185-15 (Melter #I) Thermowell in Nozzle E

$999-350-15 (Melter #2) Thermowell in Nozzle E

II. GENERAL

This section covers the following:

A. Procedure for disassembling and reassembling of the thermowell

assembly W746741 for the in_allation of the thermocouples.

B. Procedure for the installation of the thermowell assembly W7467AI into

nozzle E in the top head of the melter as shown in plan view drawing4

W805066.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawin_ No. B/M Items Description

W746741 3, A, 5 Thermowell Assembly
W805066 Plan View - Melter

W826534 Inspection & Assembly Fixture

W812984 Auxiliary Equipment

Thermocouple Information

IV. PARTS REQUIRED (SPARES NOT INCLUDED>

A. Items Furnished by Du Pont En_ineerin_ Department - Mechanical

Assembly W746741 will be shipped from fabrication vendor completely

assembled except for B/M Items 3, 4 and 5 which will be shipped

separa=ely along with the following items:

Drawin_ No. Description No. Required

DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut 2 (furnished with anchor flanges)

D187871-C Isolator i

O D199660-C Support Sleeve iDI99660-D Retainer i

DI99660-E Retainer Ring I
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B. Items Furnished by Du Pont EnKineerin_ Department - Instruments

En_K. No. (EN) Description Quantity

S350-3271-TE-A/B (Melter #I) Thermocouples 2

S999-3271-TE-A/B (Melter #2) Thermocouples 2

S350-3273-TE-A/B (Melter #I) Thermocouples 2

S999-3273-TE-A/B (Melter #2) Thermocouples 2

S350-3275-TE-A/B (Melter #i) Thermocouples 2

S999-3275-TE-A/B (Melter #2) Thermocouples 2

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. Make sure top of the base plate of inspection and assembly fixture
(W826534) and raised face (surface U-W7467AI) are clean and free

from chips and burrs.

2. Make sure top of connector is not damaged during the installation

of the th_rmocouples.

3. Care must be taken not to damage the thermocb_ples during
installation.

4. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

5. Make sure the top of raised face of the anchor flange and the
raised face (surface U-W746741) are free of burrs and chips.

6. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" ring groove on

the thermowell assembly and its mating surface on the anchor

flange. B/M Items 3, 4 and 5 are not to be installed until final

installation of assembly into melter. (Check with Operations).

B. Thermocouples (into Thermowell>

i. Disassemble electrical connector (DI88380-A) from DI88381-A as

shown on W746741, Section W-W.

2. Install thermocouples per W812984, tabulation I, nozzle E and

Bechtel Spec. M-246, Appendix A, Item III (Melter Thermocouple
Installation Guidelines).

With well in horizontal position, insert all thermocouples to

proper depth and tighten gland nut. Tack weld Conax fitting per

drawing.
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3. Reassemble DI88380-A and DI88381-A as shown on W7467AI,

Section W-W. Do not fully torque nuts at this time.

4. Wire thermocouples per Bechtel DS-M-246-4 and 17. Install

retaining ring (furnished by Bechtel). Verify electrical

continuity at pin block pins for each thermocouple.

5. Test for electrical isolation between upper and lower
sections.

6. Align the assembly per W826534, Steps 5A through 5F.

C. Thermowell (into Melter)

I. Remove thermowell assembly from the inspection and assembly
fixture.

2. Install isolator (D187871-C), support sleeve (D199660-C),

re=ainer (DI99660-D) and retainer ring (DI99660-E) as shown on
W7467AI.

3. Verify that top of anchor flange on nozzle E is clean and free
of burrs. Bail and nut block orientation must be as shown on

W805066. Slowly lower thermowell assembly W7467AI into nozzle

E until surface U (W7467AI), raised face on bridge flange,

rests on the anchor flange. Lubricate studs and install 2"

Acme nuts (2) with impact wrench. Continue impacting for 8 to
12 seconds.

4. Test for electrical isolation between lower section of

thermowell and melter shell.

5. Install C-Ring (when unit is to be inserted into melter for

&ast time prior to frit charging).
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SECTION 13 - FEED TUBE ASSEMBLY

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_K. No. (EN) Description

S350-185-13 (Melter #I) Feed Tube Assembly (Qty 2)

$999-350-13 (Melter #2) Feed Tube Assembly (Qty 2)

If. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for the assembly of feed tubes in the
DWPF Melter. The feed tubes will be installed in melter nozzles B. and

B2, with the support frame mounted on anchor flanges bolted on fee_ tube

support pads BIA, BIB, B2A and B2B as shown in plan view drawing W805066.

CAUTION - NOTE TO OPERATIONS

This procedure covers installation at the Mock-Shop as

previously stated in the introduction. However, when a feed

tube is to be installed in a thermally hot melter, the design

requires the cooling water to be running through the tube

(while at the rest position on the assembly) before it is

inserted into the hot vapor space of the melter.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

DrawinK No. BJM Items Description

W747380 Feed Tube Assembly Sh I of 2

W820958 4, 5 & 6 Feed Tube Assembly Sh 2 of 2

W800559 Feed Tube & Support Frame Assembly

W826813 Shipping-Storage Fixture
W805066 Plan View

IV. PARTS REQUIRED (spares not included)

Items furnished by Du Pont Engineering Department - Mechanical

Assembly W800559 will be shipped from fabricator completely assembled

except for B/M items 4, 5 and 6 which will be shipped separately along
with the following items'

Part No. Description Quantity

DI88688-N Acme Nut 8 (furnished with anchor flanges)
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V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions:

I. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

2. Care must be taken not to damage the feed tube, and to keep all

finished surfaces of the feed tube and support frame and their

respective anchor flanges clean and free of all debris in order
to insure proper seating.

3. Care must be taken not to damage the connectors during
installation.

4. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C"-ring groove on

the feed tube and support frame assembly and its mating surface

on the anchor flange. B/M items 4, 5 and 6 are not to be
installed until final installation of assembly into melter.

(Check with Operations).

* B. Feed Tube _into MelterS:
(Bechtel Ref.: De-H-246-6)

i. Remove the feed tube and support frame assembly from the shipping

and storage fixture per W826813, removal sequence, Steps 1

through 8.

2. Verify signal flag position.

NOTE: When assembly is in carrying mode (support frame suspended

from feed tube), the signal flag (on frame) will have

rotated from a vertical position to the horizontal

position when the assembly was picked up and will remain

that way while assembly is lifted.

3. Verify that all fasteners have been locked.

NOTE: Fasteners on underside of feed tube and water connector

flanges holding electrical isolation ring must not be tack
welded or wired.

4. Verify that all threaded connections on piping have been seal
welded.
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5. Position the suspended assembly over its melter location and

carefully lower it until the support frame engages the anchor

flange dowels and is seated on the anchor flange surfaces.

Continue to lower feed tube approximately I0 inches until it
comes to rest on the frame latches (rest position). Cable

holding bail will become slack at this point.

Verify signal flag action during this step.

NOTE: Flag should drop after tube has been lowered approximately

1/2 inch and remain that way until feed tube has come to
rest on the frame latches.

6. To verify signal flag action while going from the rest position
to llft mode, lift the tube until it contacts upper frame

brackets and raises frame slightly.

NOTE: Flag should have rotated to horizontal position almost

• immediately, remaining _" that position for 3 to 3 1/2

inches of tube travel, c_.ter which it drops to vertical

position. It remains in w_rtical pesition until tube is

within approximately 1/2 inch from contact, at which time

the flag returns to the horizontal position and remains

that way.

7. Lower the assembly until the support frame is seated on the

anchor flange surfaces. Continue to lower feed tube until it

comes to rest on the frame latches (rest position). Cable

holding bail will become slack at this point.

8. Disconnect llft cable and move impact wrench into position.

After lubricating the 2 inch Acme studs and nuts at the support

frame, torque nuts with impact wrench for 8 =o 12 seconds.

9. Reconnect lift cable to the feed tube. Raise feed tube (flag

goes horizontal). Stop lifting the tube when it has traveled

1 inch beyond the point that the flag has dropped to vertical

position. The total travel of tube will have been approximately
5 inches.

NOTE: Flag should have rotated to horizontal position almost

immediately as feed tube is raised from its rest position.

Flag remains in horizontal position for approximately
3 1/2 inches of tube travel, after which it drops to

vertical position. (Approximately 5 additfonal inches

of upward travel of the feed tube is available before
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flag rotates back to horizontal position. Whenever the

flag is in the horizontal position, the tube cannot be

lowered past the rest position.

Proceed to lower the feed tube approximately 2 feet and stop.

I0. To verify signal flag action when removing feed tube from melter,

lift the tube until the signal flag rotates to horizontal

position (indicating that the tube can be lowered to the rest

position), then lower tube to rest position. When lowering the

tube, the flag drops immediately before the tube seats on the

latches at the rest position.

NOTE: Flag should have rotated to horizontal position after feed
tube is raised past the rest position (continuing to raise

the tube an additional 3 1/2 inches causes the flag to

drop to vertical position, indicating that feed tube will

not stop at rest position when lowered).

II. Raise feed tube (flag goes horizontal). Stop lifting tube when

it has traveled I inch beyond point that the flag has dropped

from the horizontal position. Lower feed tube until it is seated

on the anchor flange surface.

12. Disconnect llft cable and move impact wrench into position.

After lubricating the 2 inch Acme studs and nuts, torque nuts

with impact wrench for 8 to 12 seconds.

NOTE: Ball must be vertical when impacting nut on side that bail

swings down to rest.

13. Test for electrical isolation between:

a. Feed tube and melter shell.

b. Support frame and melter shell.
c. Underside feed tube connector flange and feed tube.

d. Underside water connector flange and support frame.

NOTE: In Items C and D, both sections of isolator ring on

underside of connector flange must be tested.

I_. After Mock-Shop work has been completed, the feed tube assembly
must be removed from melter and reinstalled after melter is

installed in the vitrification building.

15. Install C-Ring (when unit is to be inserted into melter for last

time prior to its operation).
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SECTION 14 -TV CAMERA/BORESCOPE ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

I. IDENTIFICATION, ,,,,, ,

EnK_. No. (EN) Description

$350-185-15-30 (Melter #i) TV Camera/Borescope Assy (Qty 2)

$999-350-15-30 (Melter #2) TV Camera/Borescope Assy (Qty 2)

II. GENERAL
i
i

This section covers the following:

A. The procedures for installing electrical connector and the TV camera

on the TV camera support frame assembly.

B. The procedure for the installation of the TV camera support frame

assembly (W748396) into nozzles D and D. on the top head of the

melter as shown in plan view drawing W8_5066.

CAUTION - NOTE TO OPERATIONS

This procedure covers installation at the Mock-Shop as

previously stated in the introduction. However, when the TV

Camera/Borescope Assembly is to be installed in a thermally hot

melter, the design requires that the cooling air and purge air

be flowing before the floating manifold is seated on the anchor

flange.

IIl. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawing No. B/M Items Description

W748396 18,19,20,&21 TV Camera Support Frame Assembly - Sh I

W748395 TV Camera Support Frame Assembly - Sh 2

W814474 TV Camera Support Frame Assembly - Sh 3
W805066 Plan View Melter

W826534 Inspection & Assembly Fixture
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IV. PARTS REQUIRED
]

A. Items furnished by Du pon_EnKin@erin_ Departmgn _ - Mechanical !

Part No. Description Quantity

DI88688-N Acme Nut _ (furnished with anchor flanges)
DI88695-A Electrical Connector 2

D815449-A "K"-Ring Seal 4

W748396,B/M I0 Soc. Hd Cap Screw 4

B. Items Furnished by Bechtel,,

Assembly W748396 (except electrical connector DI88695-A) will be

shipped from the "TV camera" _ ndor completely assembled with the

borescope in place except for B/H items 18, 19, 20 and 21 which will

be shipped separately along with the following items:

DrawinK No. Description quantity

......... TV Camera 2

......... Electrical Harness 2

(installed between TV

camera housing and
electrical connector)

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. Care must be taken not to damage or excessively Jar the TV camera

borescope assembly.

2. Make sure the top of the base plate of the inspection and assembly

fixture (W826534) and surface "U" of the TV camera support frame

assembly (W748396) are clean and free of all debris.

3. Care must be taken not to damage the TV camera during installation

into the camera housing.

4. Care must be taken not to damage the electrical connector.

5. Extreme care must be taken while installing the electrical harness
between electrical connector and the TV camera housing not to

damage the pins, wire connections, etc.
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6. Make sure that the TV anchor flanges _nd the TV camera support
frame are clean and free of debris.

7. Extreme c,are must be taken not to damage the "C"-ring groove, its

mating surface on the anchor flange and the mating surfaces on the

TV camera support assembly and anchor flange for seals D815449-A.

B/M items 18, 19, 20 and 21 on W748396 and seals DgI5449-A are not

to be Ins called until final installation of assembly into melter.

(Check wlch Operations).

B. Electri!-a ! Colnnector, Electrical Harness and TV Camera

i. Ins call electrical harness into electrical connector (188695-A).

Verify continuity of wiring from each prong of plug to its pin

block pin_ in upper end of connector.

2. Install the electrical connector to the TV camera support frame as

shown on _748396 and W826534, steps IA through IG for alignment

and parallelism.

3. Install TV camera into housing.

C. TV Ca.m.era/Borescope Assembly (into Melter).

(Including TV Camera and Borescope)

i. Remove TV camera support frame assembly (W748396) from the

inspection and assembly fixture.

2. Hake sure the "K"-ring groove, surface U and the bottom of the

floating air manifold are clean and free of all debris.

3. Hake sure =hat the T_ anchor flange is clean and free of all

debris. Slowly lower the TV camera support frame assembly into

nozzle D oI_ DI. Hake sure the floating air manifold is in
position over the .75 dia. locating dowels, continue lowering the

TV assembly until it rests on the anchor flange.

4. Lubricate studs and install (2) Acme nuts with impact wrench.

Continue impacting for 8 to 12 second_.

5. After Hock-Shop work has been completod, the TV Camera/Borescope

Assembly must be removed from melter and reinstalled after melter
is installed in vitrification building.

6. Install C-Ring and K-Rings (when unit is to be inserted into

melter for last time prior to its operation).
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SECTION 15 - LEVEL DIP TUBE PROCEDURE

I. IDENTIFICATION

EnKz, No. (EN) Description

S350-185-15-20 (Melter #I) Level Dip Tube (Melt) i

$999-350-15-21 (Melter #2) Level Dip Tube (Melt)

II. GENERAL

This section covers the following'

A. Procedure for the installation of the level dip tube assembly W745987

into Nozzle C^ in the top head of the Melter #i as shown in plan view

drawing W8050_6.

B. Procedure for the installation of the level dip tube assembly W839573

into Nozzle CA in the top head of the Melter #2 as shown in plan view

drawing W8050_6.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawin_ No. B/M Items Description

W745987 (Melter #i) 3, 4, & 5 Level Dip Tube Asselably

W839573 (Melter #2) I, 2, & 3 Level Dip Tube Assembly
W805066 Plan Vlew- Melter

IV. PARTS REQUIRED (SPARES NOT INCLUDED)

A. Items furnished by Du Pont EnKineerinK Department - Mechanical

The assembly as shown on assembly drawing will be shipped from
fabrication vendor completely assembled except for B/M items listed

above which will be shipped separately along with the following
items.

Drawin_ No. Description No± Required

DI88688-N 2" Acme nut 2 (furnished with anchor flanges)
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V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. Make sure top of connector is not damaged during installation

into melter. Note" Fasteners on underside of connector flange
must not be tack welded (or wired).

2. Make sure the top of raised face of the anchor flange and the

raised face on the dip tube bridge flange are free from burrs and

chips.

3. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" ring groove on

the level dip tube assembly and its mating surface on the anchor

flange. Loose B/M items are not to be installed until final

installation of assembly into melter (check with Operations).

B. Level Dip Tube (into Melter_
• (Bechtel Ref." DS-M-246-3)

I. Verify that top of anchor flange on Nozzle C2 is clean and free
of burrs. Bail and nut block orientation must be as shown on

W805066. Slowly lower the level dip tube assembly into Nozzle C2
until the raised face on bridge flange, rests on the anchor

flange. Lubricate studs and install 2 inch Acme nuts (2) with

impact wrench. Continue impacting for 8 to 12 seconds.

2. Test for electrical isolation between'

a. Dip tube and melter shell

b. Undezside of dip tube connector flange (Isolator Split Rings)

and dip tube

3. Install C-Ring (when unit is to be inserted into melter for last

time prior to frit charging).
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SECTION 16 - THERMOWELLAND CONDUCTIVITY FROBE PROCEDURE

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_. No. _EN_ Description

$350-185-15-I0 (Melter _i) Thermowell and Conductivity Probe

$999-350-15-I0 (Melter #2) Thermowell and Conductivity Probe

II. GENERAL

This section covers the following:

A. Procedure for disassembling and reassembling of the thermowell and

conductivity probe assembly W746742 for the installation of the

conductivity probe wiring and thermocouples.

B. Procedure for the installation of the thermowell and conductivity

probe assembly W7A67A2 into Nozzle C_ in the top head of the melter

as shown in plan view drawing W80506_.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

Drawin_ No. B/M Items Description

W746742 3, A, and 5 Thermowell and Conductivity Probe

Assembly
W805066 Plan View - Melter

W826534 Inspection and Assembly Fixture

W812984 Auxiliary Equipment Thermocouple
Information

IV. PARTS REQUIRED (spares not included)

A. Items furnished by Du Pont En_ineerinK Department - Mechanical

Assembly W7467A2 will be shipped from fabrication vendor completely

assembled except for B/M Items 3, 4, and 5 which will be shipped

separately along with the following items:

DrawinKs No: Description No. Required

DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut 2 (furnished with anchor flanges)
D187871-C Isolator i
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Drawings No_ Description No. Reauired_

D199660-C Support Sleeve I
DI99660-D Retainer i

DI99660-E Retainer Ring i

B. Items furnished by Du Pont Englneering Department - Instruments

Engg No, (EN) Description No. Required

S350-4085-TE-A (Melter #i) Thermocouple i

S350-4085-TE-B (Melter #i) Thermocouple i

$350-4085-TE-C (Melter #i) Thermocouple i

S350-408A-LE (Melter #i) Conductivity probe i
S999-4085-TE-A (Melter #2) Thermocouple I

S999-4085-TE-B (Melter #2) Thermocouple i

$999-4085-TE-C (Melter #2) Thermocouple i

(C) $999-4084-LE (Melter #2) Conductivity Probe i

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

i. Make sure top of the base plate of inspection and assembly fixture

(W826534) and raised face (Surface U, W746742) are clean and free

from chips and burrs.

2. Make sure top of connector is not damaged during the installation of

the thermocouple and conductivity probe.

3. Care must be taken not to damage the thermocouples and conductivity

probe during installation.

4. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

5. Make sure the top of the rai_ed face of the anchor flange and the

raised face (Surface U, WTA6742) are free of burrs and chips.

6. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" ring groove on the

thermowell and conductivity probe assembly and its mating surface on

the anchor flange. B/M Items 3, A, and 5 are not to be installed

until final installation of assembly into melter. (Check with
Operations).
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B. Thermocouples and Conductivity Probe

I. Disassemble electrical connector (DI88380-B) from DI88377-A as

shown on W746742 (Section W-W).

2 Install thermocouples per WSI298A Tabulation I, Nozzle C_ and

Bechtel Spec. M-246, Appendix A, Item III (Melter Thermocouple
Installation Guidelines).

With well in horizontal position, insert all thermocouples to

proper depth and tighten gland nut. Tack weld Conax fitting per

drawing.

3. install conductivity probe wiring per Bechtel's design.

Caution' Wire must pass through I/2 inch OD tube at flange.

4. Reassemble DI88380-B and DI88377-A as shown on WTA6742,

Section W-W. Do not fully torque nuts at this time.

As upper section is reassembled over thermocouples onto lower

section, pass terminal end of conductivity wire throug_ 1/2 inch

hole in isolator and flange of lower section. Attach wire to

body of lower section at I/A inch tapped hole. Verify electrical

continuity. Tack weld fastener to body.

5. Attach conductivity wire and thermocouple wires to underside of

pin assembly and install into upper section per Bechtel
DS-M-246-4 and 17. Install retaining ring (by Bechtel).

Verify electrical continuity at pin block pins for each

thermocouple and the conductivity wire.

6. Test for electrical isolation between:

a. Upper section and lower section

b. Conductivity probe wiring pin block pin in electrical lower
holder to lower holder body (upper section)

7. Test conductivity probe wiring for continuity from pin block in
electrical lower holder to lower section of assembly.

8. Align the assembly per W826534, Steps 3A through 3F. Also verify

that top of bail is 1 inch Z i/A inch below top of electrical

connector. If high, grind stop to suit.

JES1.4
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C. Thermowell and Conductivity Probe (into Melter_

I. Remove thermowell assembly from the inspection and assembly
fixture.

2. Install isolator (D187871-C), support sleeve (D199660-C),

retainer (DI99660-D), and retainer ring (DI99660-E) as shown on
W746742.

3. Verify that top of anchor flange on Nozzle C3 is clean and free
of burrs. Bail and nut block orientation must be as shown on

W805066. Slowly luwer thermowell and conductivity probe assembly

W746742 into Nozzle C3 un=il Surface U (W7A67A2), raised face on
bridge flange, rests on the anchor flange. Lubricate studs and
install 2 inch Acme nuts (2) with impact wrench. Continue

impacting for 8 to 12 seconds.

4. Test for electrical isolation between lower section of thermowell

and melter shell.

5. Install C-Ring (when unit is to be inserted _nto melter for last
time prior to it. operation).
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SECTION 17 - TBKRMOWELL PROCEDURE

I. IDENTIFICATION

EnK_..N o. (EN_ Description

$350-185-15-5 (Melter #I) Thermowell in Nozzle C4

S999-350-15-5 (Melter #2) Thermowell in Nozzle C4

II. GENERAL

This section covers the following:

A. Procedure for disassembling and reassembling of the thermowell

assembly W7A6743 for the installation of the thermocouples.

• B. Procedure for the installation of the thermowell assembly W746743

into Nozzle C in the top head of the melter as shown in plan view

drawing W8050_6.

III. REFERENCE DRAWINGS

DrawinK No. B/M Items Description

W7A6743 3, 4, & 5 Thermowell Assembly
W805066 Plan View - Melter

W826534 Inspection and Assembly Fixture

W812984 Auxiliary Equipment Thermocouple
Information

IV. PARTS REQUIRED (spares not included)

A. Items furnished bZ Du Pont Engineerin_ Department - Mechanical

Assembly W746743 will be shipped from fabrication vendor completely
assembled except for B/M Items 3, A, and 5 which will be shipped

separately along with the following items:

DrawinKs No. Description No. Required

DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut 2 (furnished with anchor flanges)
D187871-C Isolator 1

@
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Drawings No. Description No. Required

D199660-C Support Sleeve i
DI99660-D Retainer 1

D199660-E Retainer Ring 1

B. Items furnished by Du Pont Engineering Department - Instruments

Engg No_ (EN_I Description No. Required

S350-3272-TE-A/B (Melter #I) Thermocouples 2

S999-3272-TE-A/B (Melter #2) Thermocouples 2

S350-3274-TE-A/B (Melter _i) Thermocouples 2

S999-3274-TE-A/B (Melter #2) Thermocouples 2

S350-3276-TE-A/B (Melter #I) Thermocouples 2

S999-3276-TE-A/B (Melter _2) Thermocouples 2

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

i. Make sure top of the base plate of inspection and assembly
fixture (W826534) and raised face (Surface U, W746743) are clean

and free from chips and burrs.

2. Make sure top of connector is not damaged during the installation

of the thermocouples.

3. Care must be taken not to damage the thermocouples during
installation.

4. Ceramic isolators are fragile and must be handled with care.

5. Make sure the top of raised face of the anchor flange and the

raised face (Surface U, W746743) are free of burrs and chips.

6. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" ring groove on

the thermowell assembly and its mating surface on the anchor

flange. B/M Items 3, 4, and 5 are not to be installed until

final installation of assembly into melter. (Check with

Operations.)

JESI. 3
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B. Thermocouples (into Thermowell_

I. Disassemble el'ctrical connector (DI88380-A) from DI88378-A as

shown on W7467_3 (Section W-W).

2 Install thermocouples per W812984, Tabulation I, Nozzle C. and•
Bechtel Spec. M-246, Appendix A, Item III (Melter Thermocouple
Installation Guidelines).

With well in horizontal position, insert all thermocouples to

proper depth and tighten gland nut. Tack weld Conax fitting per

drawing.

3. R_assemble DI88380-A and DI88378-A as shown on W746743,

Section W-W. Do not fully torque nuts at this time.

4. Wire thermocouples per Bechtel DS-M-246-4 and 17. Install

retaining ring (furnished by Bechtel). Verify electrical

continuity at pin block pins for each thermocouple.
4

5. Test for electrical isolation between upper and lower sections.

6. Align the assembly per W826534, Steps 3A through 3F. Also verify

that top of bail is I inch _ 1/4 inch below top of electrical
connector. If high, grind stop to suit.

C. The_i_owell <into Melter)

I. Remove thermowell assembly from the inspection and assembly
fixture.

2. Install isolator (D187871-C), support sleeve (D199660-C),

retainer (DI99660-D), and retainer ring (DI99660-E) as shown on
W746743.

3. Verify that top of anchor flange on Nozzle CA is clean and free
of burrs. Bail and nut block orientation must be as shown on

W805066. Slowly lower thermowell assembly W746743 into Nozzle C4
until Surface U(W746743), raised face on bridge flange, rests on

the anchor flange. Lubricate studs and install 2 inch Acme nuts

(2) with impact wrench. Continue impacting for 8 to 12 seconds.

4. Test for electrical isolation between lower section of thermowell

and melter shell.

O 5. Install C-Ring (when unit is to be inserted into melter for last

time prior to its operation).

JESI.3
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SECTION 18 - OFF-GAS FILM COOLERS

I. IDENTIFICATION

EnRK, No. (EN) Description

S350-185-15-40 (Melter #i) Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

S999-350-15-40 (Melter #2) Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

II. GENERAL

This section covers the procedure for preparing and inserting the off-gas

film cooler into Nozzle "A" on the melter as shown in plan view drawing

W805066 and side elevation drawing W804860. The off-gas film cooler must

be in place before the main off-gas Jumper (piping) is installed.

III. DRAWINGS

A. Installation Drawings

4

DrawinK No. B/M Items Description

W819165 General Index

W804860 Side Elevation - Melter

W805066 Plan View - Melter

B. Reference Drawin_

Drawing No. B/M Items Description

w818428 1 thru 5 Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

C. Vendor Blueprint File DrawinKs

Drawing No. Description

BPF 219624 C-Ring Gaskets and Clips

D. Bechtel Drawings

Drawing N9. Description

W750203 Piping & Instrument Diagram -
Melter/Quencher

W753008 Plan - Melt Cell - Jumper Arrangement

W753113 Melt Cell Section "E"
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IV. PARTS REQUIRED

A. Items furnished by Du Pont En_ineerinK Department - Mechanical

Assembly W818428 will be shipped from fabrication vendor completely

assembled except for C-Rings and attaching hardware (B/M Items i

thru 4) which will be shipped separately along with the following
items:

DrawinK No. Descript%o n quantity

DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut 4 (furnished with melter vessel)

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

i. Care must be taken to protect and to keep clean all surfaces of
the film cooler. Internal horizontal circular slots are quite

narrow and could become plugged. I
J

2. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" Ring grooves in

top and underside of flange. B/M Items 1 thru 4 are not to be

installed until final installation of assembly into melter, j

(Check with operations.)

3. Make sure the top of raised faces on the flange are free of burrs

and chips. This also applies to the flanges on the off-gas

jumper and melter (Nozzle A).

B. Film Cooler

I. Install cooler into Nozzle A for fit-up check.

2. Install C-Rings (when unit is to be inserted iuto melter for last

time prior to its operation).

NOTE: Installation of 2 inch Acme nuts occurs after off-gas

jumper and off-gas line brush are installed.
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SECTION 19 - BACK-UP OFF-GAS FIlM COOLERS

I. IDENTIFICATION

En_g. No . (EN_ Description

S350-185-15-50(Melter_I) Back-Up Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

$999-350-15-50 (Melter #2) Back-Up Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

II. GENERAL
i

This section covers the procedure for preparing and inserting the back-up

off-gas film cooler into Nozzle "T" on the melter as shown in plan view

drawing W805066 and side elevation drawing WSOA860. The off-gas film
cooler must be in place before the main off-gas jumper (piping) is
installed.

III. DRAWINGS

A. Installation Drawings

DrawinK No. B/M Items Description

W819165 General Index

W80A860 Side Elevation - Melter

W805066 Plan View - Melter

B. Reference DrawinKs

Drawing N_o. B/M Items Description

W818429 1 thru 5 Back-Up Off-Gas Film Cooler Assembly

C. Vendor Blueprint File DrawinKs

Drawing No. Description

BPF 219624 C-Ring Gaskets and Clips

D. Bechtel DrawinKs_

DrawinR No. Description

W750115 Piping & Instrument Diagram -

Melter/Seal Pot
W753008 Plan - Melt Cell - Jumper Arrangement

W753119 Melt Cell Section "D"
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IV. PARTS REQUIRED

A. Items furnished by Du Pont EnKineerin_ Department - Mechanical

Assembly W818428 will be shipped from fabrication vendor completely

assembled except for C-Rings and attaching hardware (B/M Items 1

thru 4) which will be shipped separately along with the following
items:

DrawinK No. Description quantity

DI88688-N 2" Acme Nut A (furnished with melter vessel)

V. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

A. Precautions

I. Care must be taken to protect and to keep clean all surfaces of
the film cooler.

2. Extreme care must be taken not to damage the "C" Ring grooves in

top and underside of flange. B/M Items 1 thru 4 are not to be

installed until final installation of assembly into melter.

(Check with operations.)

3. Make sure the top of raised faces on the flange are free of burrs

and chips. This also applies to the flanges on the back-up

off-gas Jumper and melter (Nozzle A).

B. Film Cooler

I. Install cooler into Nozzle T for fit-up check.

2. Install C-Rings (when unit is to be inserted into melter for last

time prior to its operation).

NOTE: Installation of 2 inch Acme nuts occurs after back-up

off-gas jumper and back-up off-gas line brush are
installed.
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SOHIO CARBORUNDUM PAGe: 20.0

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
Sohie F_ergen©y Phone (Tel I-$re_)

" Zn Ohio: II00-382-80S9
0utside Ohio: tO0-321-8842

¢HI_TRF.CAssist: 800-424-9300
0theP Product; hfety Znfo. : 216-$7S-8024

MAMJFACllJRER:Sohio Engln_ered ikltee_sls Company- Fibees Division
ADORF.SS:P.O. Box 804, Nisgsrs Fails, NewYork 143Q2

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

FIBERFRAX x SQUARE BRAID
CkS USER: NA
SYNONYM(S) : Corsal © Fi bet; Refrect:4ey Fi bee; 14dVF
CHE)IZCALFAMZLY: Vit, reous Alvminosi I icst4 Fibers
IIOLECIA.ARFORMAJ_: NA
IIOLECI,A.ARgEZGHT: NA
SOHZOPRODUCTCODE: NA HZERARCHY:NA
ttSOSNUIISER: 8L8

PRODUCT HAZARD SUMMARY

HEALTH WARNZNGI
MAYBE HARMFULZF ZNI'IALI_
MAYBE IRRZTATZNGTO THE SKZN, EYESANORESPIRATORYTRACT
POSSZBLECANCERHAZARDBASEDONTESTSWZTHLA8ORATORYANZMALS

FZRE NON-COMBI./ST]BLE

REACTZVZTY STABLE

PRODUCT HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

ROUTEOF EXPOSURE EFFECTSOF OVEREXPOSURE
ZNGF.3TZON:

May cause gastrointestinal disturbances. Sympt,oas ly include irritat, ion. nausea,
vc.lit,;n 9 and diarrhea.

SKZN:

SLZCHTLYTO MODERATELYZRRZTATZNO.May cause attar, at,ion and inflsmmltion due t_
mechanical react, ion t_ shibrpj broken ends of fibers.

SI..Z_ITLYTO MQDERATE1.YIRFIZTAT_NO. Abrasive sction may cause damageto the outer
surface of the eye.
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_l"ZOil,
MaX cause respiratory tract irritation. Pre-existing emd;cal conditions may be
aggrovmt_d by exposure: specifically, bronchial, hyper-reactivity and chronic bronchial
or lung disease.

SPIECZALTOXZC EFFECTSz
Current;If, f,here are no known chronic health effects in humans from long-tara exposure
1beceramic fibers.

Zn an;real studies, refractory cerulc fibers injected int,o t,he perit4neal! (abdominal)
cavity have caused acute abdominal hemorrhage in hamsters but not in rats. Such
injections have also produced tumors in life-time rat, st,udlu. Zn fact,, simi lar results
have be n observed wit,h numerous other fibrous materials. Zn such experiments, this
abnormally aenaitive in_ection technique is a non-physiological method of exposure,
bypassing bot,h normal pulmonary protect;ire and clearance mechanlms.

Recently published inhatat,;on st,udiea have provided cont,rad;ct, ory results. One study,
which used rats as the experiaent,al animal, reported lung damage consisting of alveolar
pros,cinemas and intarst,it,ial fibrosis, whereas, anot,her study using s different at,rain
of rat, showed no similar effects.

Similarly, t,he pulmonary t,um_r-causing pot,ential of refractory ceramic fibers in ani_ls
then inhaled is unclear. Two studies suggest a low-order potential in inducing
pulmonary tumors in animals, uhile _,wo other studies suggest, ceramic fibers are not,
t,umorigenic in animals.

Further an;mll and human health studies Ire planned. Pending t,he results of these
studies, strict adherence to recommended safe work pract,icea described e!sewhere in this
data sheet is ldv_led..

FIRST AID

ZNGESTZON:

Do not induce vomiting. Oat, medical at, tent;on if irrit,at,;on pers;st, s.

SKZN CONTACT:

Wash area of contact thoroughly with soap and water. Do not, rub or scratch exposed
skin. Using a skin cream or lot,iun after wishing may be helpful. (:st medical al_t,ention
if irritation persists.

EYE CONTACT:

Flush immediately with large amounts of water. Eye lids should be held away from the
eyeball _o ensure thorough rinsing. Do not rub eyes. (;et medical att, ention if
irritatlon persists.

ZNHAL,AT20N:

Remove affect_J person from source of exposure. Get medical att4)ntion.

NO. NoDat_ BL8/Page2
NA • Not. AppI icable
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PERSONAL PROTECTION INFORMATION

The following personal protective guldelinesshould be followed, especially where
engineering controls (e.g. mecha.nical dust collection and other means of 'exhaust
ventilation) are not t4chnically feasible or do not reduce airborne fiber concentrations
to below 2 fibers/cc.

EYE PROTECTZON:

Wear safety glasses or chemical goggles t_ prevent eye contact. Do not wear contact
lenses when working with this substance. Have eye baths readily available where eye
contact can occur.

SKZN PROTECTZON:

Wear gloves, hats and full body clothing to prevent skin contact. Use separate lockers
for work clothes &o prevent fiber transfer to street clothes. Avoid t4king unwashed
work clothes home or provide disposable work clothing. Wash work clothes separately
from other clothing. Rinse washing mchine thoroughly after use. Zf clothing is &o be
laundered by someone else, inforn launderer of proper procedures.

RESPZRATORYPROTECTION:

Use NIOSH or MSHA approved equipment when airborne exposure limits are exceeded.
NIOSH/MSHA approved breathing equipment may be required for non-routine and emergency
use. Ventilation may be used t_ control or reduce airborne concentrations. Acceptable
respirators recommended for airborne ceramic fiber concentrations exceeding 2 fibers/cc
are:

Concentration Respirator Type
2.0 - S.0 f/cc 3M 8710 or equivalent.
S.0 - S0.0 f/cc Survivsir full face piece with high efficiency

filter 1090-00 or equivalent.
) SO.0 f/cc USA 01-00-08 full face p;ece type C suppl;ed-a;r or

equivalent. OSHAapproved air source required.

Pending the results of long-term health effects stud;as, engineering control of airborne
fibers to the lowest levels attainable ;s advised.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

BOZLINQ POZNT, C (F): NA SPECIFIC QRAVZTW: ND
MELTINQ POZNT, C (F): NO X VOLATILE: NO
VAPOR PRESSURE, m Hg: NA EVAPORATZONRATE (BUTYL ACETATE-t): NA
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=l): NA VZSCOSITY, SUS: NA
SOLUBZLITY ZN |ATER, S: NA POURPOZNT: NA

pH: NA "
APPEaRANCE/ODOR: NO

FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASH POZNT, C (F): None
AUTOIGNZTZONTEMPERATURE,C (F): None

= .o Oat eS/eage 3
NA = Not Appl ;cable
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_ILI"rY LIMITS IN AIR _ BY VOL.): LOWER: NA UPPER: HA

BASIC FIREFIGHTING PROCEDURES: Use extinguishing agent suitable for type of surrounding
fire. _'

UNUSUALFIRE AND EXPLOSIONHAZARDS: HA

REACTIVITY DATA

STABILZTY/ZNCOMPATIBZLTTY:
Stable under normal conditions of use. Incoapatible with hydrofluoric acid and
concentrat_<l alkali.

HAZARDOUSREACTXONS/DECOMPOSXTXONPRODUCTS:
HA

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

SPXLL OR RELEASETO THE EJWXRONMENT:

Where possible, use vacuum auction to clean up spilled mlt_rial. Use dust suppressant
where aveeping ;s necessary. Avoid clean up procedures that may result in water
pollution. Personal safety and exposure recommendations described elsewhere in this
data sheet apply t_ exposure during clean up of spilled mat4rial.

WASTEDISPOSAL:

This substance, Then discarded or disposed of, is not specifically listed as a hazardous
Taste in Federal regulations; hoTever it could be hazardous if it ;a considered t_x;c,
corrosive, ignitable, or reactive according to Federal definitions (40 CFR 261).
Additionally, it could be designated as hazardous according _o state regulations. This
substance could also become a hazardous Tast4 if it is mixed with or comes in contact
with a hazardous Taste. If such contact or aixing may have occurred, check 40 CFR 26;
to determine Thether it is a hazardous Taste. If it is a hazardous Taste, regulations
at 40 CFR 262° 263, and 264 apply.

The transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal of this waste material must be
conducted in compliance Tith all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations.

ADDITIONAL EJ_VIRONMENTALREGULATORYINFORMATZON:

There may be specific regulations at the local, regional or state level that pertain _o
this mat4rial.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS/SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

HANDLING/STORAGE:

Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, reactive hydrocarbons and a small
amount of formaldehyde may accompany binder burnoff during first heat. Use adequate
ventilation or other precautions _o eliminate vapors resulting from binder burnoff.
Exposure t_ burnoff fumes may cause respiratory tract irritation, bronchial hyper-
reactivity and asthmatic response.

lid . No Oat_
NA . Not Applicable
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Product ghich has been in service at elevst4d t4mper•tures (groat4r thin 1600 F) m_y
undergo partial conversion _o crist_bali_e, • form of crystalline silica which can cause
severe respiratory d;sease--ePneun_conios;s t. The •mmunt of crist_balit_ present will
depend on the t_perature and length in service.

The perm;ssable exposure liait (PB.) for aineral dusts containing crlstobaO3t_ is
deterained by one half the value calculated from the qass formula, (10 mg/M )/(_ SiO 2 •
2), i.e. 18_ cristobalit_; 1/2(10)/(18.2) : 0.2S m.jl/U" (OSHA 1978). Particular care
should be taken when working with mu3edm Lmteris; to ainla;zs generation of dust. When
remving and handling ceramic fiber used in high t_periture •pplicat;ons, special
caution should be taken _o avoid unnecessary cutting and t4aring of the used _terial 11o
minimize generation of airborne dust. Use NIOSH or IdSl_ approved equipment when
airborne exposure limits mly be exceeded, especially ;n conf;ned areas with inadequate
ventilation or other areas. Acceptable respirat4rs recommended for given airborne
cr;st_bslite concentrations are:

Concentration Reap;rater Type
Up to 10 ti_s PEL 3u 8710 or equivalent.
lO'f_ 100 times PEL Survivair full face piece with high efficiency

filter 10gO-O0 or equivalent.
) 100 times PEL USA 01-00-08 full face piece type C supplied-air or

equivalent. OSHA approved air source required.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS 0

D.O.T. HAZARD ClaSS (4g CFR 172.101): NA
D.O.T. PROPF,R SHIPPING NAME (49 CFR 172.101): NA
D.O.T. L_BELS REQUIREJ) (49 CFR 172,101): NA
D.O.T. PLACARDS REQUIRE_: NA
B_LL OF L.ADINQ DESCRIPTION: NO

UN/NA CODE: HA

INGREDIENT/HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

, , COMPONENT I CAS NO. ,I. _ J EXPOSURE LIMITS - REFERENCE ,_

Alum;nosil;cate (vitreous) KA 7S-8S 2 fibers/co T1NA (SOH_O)';
10 fibers/co CL (SOHIO)*

Organic carrier fiber HA 15-25 HA

ND m No D•ta BL8/Page 5
q_A ' , aim ,% " n . ' •
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........ COMPONENT I CAS NO ] I ] EXPOSUt_E LZNET$ - REFERENCE,_ _..

Remaining componen&s no& Mixture Trace NA
doterm;ned hazardous and/or
hazardous components present
a& less &han 1.C)_ (0.1S for
carcinogens).

*Pending the resul&s of chronic heal&h effects s&ud;es, airborne exposures should be
con&rolled a& or below &he SOHIO recommended exposure limits list, od above.

qD o i, am e_anb _, _OaUa,eR.olml_.n)lbolbqnDglab.mDol, aun.moa0o_.nn, oo*m, ooaun, oo_o,nul.um, qml_o_olpo.mo_o_al_i_,Ula, oamDo_oqu,,mm.unun,_an, a,o *mDo_auP 9nln,o_ ida, am i-aum, aunDIInDqnlaD

REVISION DATE: 9/20/8S COMPL.ETEDBY" G R. Kraut.t,er

REPLACES S_IEE'I"DATE])" APPROVED BY: _.im_mememommm*oolmooIDImeoqmoooeIioooQm_ooo_o____o_ o_a, lm_lm,_m4me

NOTICE: _ mfermitHm proumlH I_,m is bard em klta ¢mude_ed to M _r.welo is of tin late if prelwa¢,m if mos

Mi|enid SifNy Olla Sheet. I.i4_o_w. ne wa_rlnty qw tel_eSam_egl, upriil a nmld,od. is m_it li to tl_ Kr, wicy qw

cemMelenesl if tk, fero|oonll diU 0ed a_/oly m(ecmit,o_, amr is My Imi&hefiJullJlm ptqt or ,mldoo4 tO prKb¢l _ Ntilttml

inve_be_ mtheut i IKonsl. bl Ntlibem. N rttl_ktl_ity Lift be illl4,t td k_ ven4M fw _m$ 41mice ee i_|ue/ rosultm| feom

41mmn_ld uN. from _ny f_4w_ to tdhwe to _Kemn_mdod _cIKeI. w _om iny haL_ris m4_lfqmt m Ilql _4tu_e if tl_ W_41u¢|.
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$OHIO CARBORUNDUM

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
$oh;o Emergency Phone (Toll-Free

In Ohio: 8OO-362-805W
Outs i de Ohio: 800-321-8642

CH_EC Assist: 800-424-g3CX_
Or.her Product Safet.y Info. : 216-575-8024

MANUFACTURER:Soh;o Engineered Materials Company- Fibers Division
ADDRESS: P.O. Box 808, Niagara Falls, New York 14302

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

 ENS: FIBERFRAX R g70 A, F & J PAPER
CX5 HDIIBER: NA
SYNONYM(S) : Cerlm; c Fiber; Ref ract_ry F; ber; IANF
CHEMICALFAMILY: Vitreous Aluainosilicat4 Fibers
MOLECULARFO_: HA
MOLECULARI_IOHT: NA
SOH%0PRODUCTCODE: HA HIERARCHY: HA
iSOS NUMBER: BK2

• PRODUCT HAZARD SUMMARY

HEALTH WARNING#
MAY BE HARMFUL IF INHALED

MAY BE ZRRITATIN_ TO THE SKIN, EYES AND RESPIRATORYTRACT
POSSIBLECANCERHAZARDBASEDONTESTS WITH LABORATORYANIMALS

FIRE NON-COMBUSTIBLE

REACTIVITY STABLE

PRODUCT HEALTH HAZARD iNFORMATION

ROUTEOF EXPOSURE EFFECTSOF OVEREXPOSURE
INGESTION:

May cause gast.rointest;nsl disturbances. Symptoms may include irritation, nausea,
vomit,ing and diarrhea.

SKIN:
SLIGHTLY TO MODERATELYIRRITATING. May cause ;rritat, ion and inflammation due t;o
mechanical reaction to sharp, broken ends of fibers.

EYE:
SLIGHTLY TO MOD_TELY ZRRZTAT2N(:. Abrasive act,ion may cause damage bo t,he outer
surface of t,he eye.
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ZNHA_TI ON:
May cause respiratory tract irrit.mtion. Pre-existing medical conditions may be
aggravated by exposure: specifically, bronchial, hyper-reactivity and chronic bronchial
or I ung .d ;sease.

SPECIkL TOXIC EFFECTS:
Currently, there are no known chronic health effects in humans from long-term exposure
to ceramic f i bets.

Xn animal studies, refractory ceramic fibers injected into the peritoneal (abdominal)
cavity have caused acute abdominal hemorrhage in hamsters but not in rats. Such
injections have also produced tumors in life-time rat studies. Zn fact, similar results
have been observed with numerous ot_er fibrous materials. In such experiments, this
abnormally sensitive injection technique is a non-physiological method of exposure,
bypassing both normal pulmonary prot_tctive and clearance mQchanilal.

Recently published inhalation studies have provided contradictory results. One study,
which used rats as the experimental animal, reportA<! lung damage cons;sting of alveolar
prote;nos;s and interstitial fibrosis, whereas, another study using a different strain
of rat, showed no similar effects.

Similarly, the pulmonary tumor-causing potential of refractory ceramic fibers in an;¢_;,_
when inhaled is unclear. Two studies suggest a low-order potential in inducing
pulmonary tumors in animals, while two at,her studies suggest ceramic fibers are not,
tumorigenic in animals.

Further animal and human health studies are planned. Pending the results of these
studies, strict adherence t_ recommended safe work practices described elsewhere in th;_
data sheet is advised.

FIRST AID

INGESTION:

Do not induce vomiting. Get medical attention if irrit, mt;on persists.

SKIN CONTACT:

Wash area of contact thoroughly w_th soap and water. Do not rub or scrat, ch exposed
skin. Using a skin cream or lotion aft, er wash;ng may be helpful. Get medical att, ent. ion
if irritation persists.

EYE CONTACT:

Flush ;mmediabely with large amounts of water. Eye llds should be held away from the
eyeball to ensure thorough rinsing. Do not rub eyes. Get medical attention if
irritation persists.

ZNHALATZON:

Remove affected person from source of exposure. Cet medical attention.

ND • Me Data BK2/P)ge :
,
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PERSONAL PROTECTION INFORMATION

The following personal protective guidelines should be followed, especially ,here
engineering controls (e.g. mechanical dust collection and other means of exhaust
ventilation) are not bechnically feasible or do not reduce airborhe'fiber concentrations
to below 2 fibers/cc.

EYE PROTECTION:
Wear safety glasses or chemical goggles t;o prevent eye ©ont_ct. Do not wear contact
lenses when working with this substance. Have eye baths readily available where eye
contact can occur.

SKIN PROTECTION:
Wear gloves, hats and full body clothing to prevent skin contact. Use separate lockers
for work clothes _ prevent fiber transfer to street clothes. Avoid taking unwashed
work clothes honmor provide disposable work clothing. Wash work clothes separately
from other clothing. Rinse washing machine thoroughly sf_er use. If clothing is to be
laundered by someone else, inform launderer of proper procedures.

RESPIRATORYPROTECTION:
Use NIOSH or ESHAapproved equipment when airborne exposure I;mits are exceeded.
NIOSH/USHAapproved breathing equipment say be required for non-routine and e_ergency
use. Ventifation may be used to control or reduce airborne concentrations. Acceptable
resp;rat_ors recommended for airborne ceramic fiber concentrations exceeding 2 fibers/co
are:

A
Concentration_ Respirator Type
2.0 - S.O f/¢¢ 3M 8710 or equivalent.
S.O - SO.O f/co Survivair f_ll face piece _;th high efficiency

filter 1090-00 or equivalent.
) SO.O f/cc USA 01-00-06 full face piece type C supplied-air _r

equivalent. OSHAapproved air source required.

Pending the results of long-term health effects studies, engineering control of airborne
fibers _o the Io,est levels attainable is advised.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

BOILING POINT, C (F): NA SPECIFIC GRAVITY: NO
MELTING POINT, C (F): NO ; VOLATILE: NO
VAPORPRESSURE,m Hg: NA EVAPORATIONRATE (BUTYL ACETATE-t): NA
VAPOR DE.NSIW (AIR-l): NA VISCOSITY, SUS: NA
SOLUBILITY IN |ATER, S: NA POURPOINT: NA

pH: NA
APPEARANCE/0DOR:NO

FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT, C (F'J: None
AUTOIGNITION TE3,1PF._TURE,C (F): None

NO • No DaM BK2/Page 3
_m" , , _'m,', " m _ " ? J, % "
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MAEIILITY LIIIITS IN AIR (X BY VOL.): LOWER: NA UPPER: NA
'IC FIREFIGHTING PROCEDURES: Use extinguishing igent luiLable for type of lurround;n 9

fire.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION I_ZARDS: NA

REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITV/ZNCOMPATIB ILITY:
S_able under normal conditions of use. Incompatible with hydrofluoric lcid and
¢oncentrat4d l I k81 i.

HAZARDOUSREACTIONS/DECOMPOSITION PROIXJCT$:
NA

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

SPILL OR RELEASE TO THE EJWIRO_i_:

Where possible, use vacuum suction t;o clean up spilled mat,eri81. Use dust, suppressant,
where sweeping ;s necessary. Avoid clean up procedures that may result in vat, or
pollution. Personal safety and exposure recommendat;;ons described elsewhere in this
data sheet apply ¢o exposure during clean up of spilled matarial.

WASTE DISPOSAL:

This substance, ',hen discarded or disposed of, is not specifically listed as a hazardous
waste in Federal regulations; he,ever it, could be hazardous if it is considered boxic,
:orrosive, ;gnitable, or reactive according to Federal def;nitions (40 CFR 261).
Additionally, it could, be designated as hazardous according to state regulations. This
substance could atso become a hazardous waste if it is mixed with or co_es in cent,act
with a hazardous waste. If such contact, or mixing may have occurred, check 40 CFR 261
to det.erm;ne whether it is a hazardous ,ast,e. If it is a hazardous waste, regulations
at, 40 CFR 262, 263, and 264 apply.

The t,ransport, at;on, storage, treat_nent, and disposal of this *aste material must, be
conducted in compliance with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulat,;ons.

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONIWENTALREIIULATORY INFORMATION:

There may be specific regulations at the local, regional or state level t,hat pertain to
this material.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS/SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

HANDLING/STORAGE:
Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, reactive hydrocarbons and a small
amount of formaldehyde may accompany binder burnoff during first heat. Use adequabe
vent;lation or other precautions to el;minate vapors resulting from binder burnoff.
Exposure be burnoff fumes may cause respiratory tract, irritation, bronchial hyper-
reactivity and asthmatic response.
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Product which has been in service at elevated t,emperntures (greater than 1600 F) may
undergo partial conversion to cristnbalite, a form of crystalline silica ,hich can cause
severe respiratory disease--'Pneumoconiosis =. The amount of cristobilita present ,ill
depend on the tAmperature and length in service•

The permissable exposure limit (pl:l) for mineral dusts containing cris_)bal_te is
determ;nex:l by one half the value calculated from the _ass'_ormula, (10 _/U )/(_ $102 •
2), i.e. 18_ crist, obalite; 1/2(10)/(18.2) • 0.25 .xj/U (OSMA1978) The AC_IH
recommendsan 8 hour time weighted average TWAthreshold limit value of 0.05 mg/U3 for
cristobalite. (ACGIH lg86-87) Particular care should be taken when working with =used"
mmterial to minimize generation of dust• Yhen removing and handling ceramic fiber used
in high twnperature applications, special caution should be taken t_o avoid unnecessary
cutting and tearin_ of the used nult,erial to minimize generation of airborne dust. Use
NIOSH or USI_ approved equipment when airborne exposure limits may be exceeded,
especislly in confined areas with inadequate ventilstion or other areas. Acceptable
respirators recommendedfor given airborne crist, obalit, e concentrations are:

Concentration Resp;rat, or Type
Up _ 10 times PEJ. 3M 8710 or equivalent.
10 t,o 100 times PEL Survivair full face piece with high efficiency

filter 1090-00 or equivalent.
) 100 times PEI. MSA01-00-06 full face piece type C supplied-elf or

equivalent. OSFL_approved lir source required.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

D.O.T• HAZARDCLASS (49 CFR Z72.20%): NA
D.O.T. PROPERSHIPPING NAME (49 CFR 172.101): NA
D.O.T• LABELSREQUIRF.J)(4g CFR 172•101): HA
D.O.T. PLACARDSREQUIRED: NA
BILL OF LADIN_ DESCRIPTION: ND
UN/NA CODE: NA

INGREDIENT/HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

CD_PONEHT I CAS NO• I _ J ExpoSURE LIWITS - REFERENCE

AluminQsilicabe (vitreous) NA 85-90 2 fibers/cc TWA (SOHIO_';
10 fibers/co C (SOHIO)

Organic binder,, HA 10-1S None established

ND • No Data BK2/P=ge S
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_emaining components not Idixture Trace I_
:letersine'_ hazardous and/or
hazardous components present
st loss than 1.0_ (0.1S _or

csrci hogans).

eNo 0SF_ or ACCIH exposure limits have been esMblished for these mlterials. Pending the
results of chronic health effects stud;as, airborne exposures should be controlled st or

below the SOHI0 recc, nn_nded exposure l lairs l istad above.
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ND = No Data BK2/Page 6
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Soh;o Emergency Phbne CToiI-Free_
In Ohio: 800-362-805_

Outside Ohio: 800-321-8642
CHE)/TRECAssist,: 800-424-g300

Other Product Ssfet,y Info.: 216-586-8024

MANUFACTURER:Soh;o Engineered Materials Company- Fibers I)ivis;on
ADDRE3S: P.O. Box 808, Niagara Falls, New York 14302

pRODUCTIDENTImCATION

_AoENA.E:FIBERFRAX n DURABLANKET RS

(:AS _JtlBER: NA
SYNONYM(S): CeraMic Fiber; Refractory Fiber; _VF
CHEtlICALFAJ_ILY: Vitreous Aluminosilicat,e Fibers
IIOLECULARFORI_It_: HA
WOLECULARWEIGHT: HA
SOHIO PRODUCTCODE: NA HIERARCHY: HA
MSDSNUIdBER: AV2

• PRODUCT HAZARD SUMMARY

HEALTH WARNING! "
MAY BE HARMFUL IF INHALED
MAY BE IRRITATING TO THE SKIN, EYES AND RESPIRATORYTRACT
POSSIBLECANCERHAZARDBASEDONTESTS WITH LABORATORYANIMALS

FIRE NON=C0MBUSTIBLE

REACTIVITY STABLE

PRODUCT HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

ROUTEOF EXPOSURE EFFECTSOF OVEREXPOSURE
INGESTION:

May cause gast,rointestinal disturbances. Symptoms may include irritation, nausea,
vomit, ing and diarrhea.

SKIN:
SLIGHTLY TO MODERATELYIRRITATIN(:. May cause irritation and inflammation due to
mechanical react.ion to sharp, broken ends of fibers.

EYE:
SLIGHTLY TO MODERATELYIRRITATING. Abrasive action may cause da_ge to the ou_er
surface of l_he eye.
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I_TION:
_wy cause respiratory tr•ct irritation. Pre-ex;sting medical condition• may be

ggravat4d by exposure: specifically, bronchial hyper-reactivity •nd chronic bronchial
or lung disease.

SPECZAL TDXZC EFFECTS:
Currently, there are no known chronic health effects in humans from Iong-t4rm exposure
tl;o ceramic fibers.

In animal studies, refractory ceramic fibers injectad into the perit_neal (abdomlnal)
cavity have caused acute abdomin•l hemorrhage in hamst4r• but not, in r•ts. Such
injections have also produced tumors in life-time rat studies. In fact, slailar results
have been observed with numerous other fibrous mat4ri•l•. In such experiments, this

abnormally sensitive injection technique is a non-physiolog;cal method of exposure,
bypa•sing both normal pulmonary protective and clearance mechanisms.

Recently published inhalation studies have provided contradictor 7 results. One study,
which used rats as the experimental animal, reported lung damage cons;stlng of alveola,

prote;nosis and interstitial f;brosis, whereas, another study using • different strain
of rat, showed no similar effects.

Similarly, the pulmonary tumor-causing potential of refractory ceramic fibers in animals
when inhaled ;s unclear. Two studies suggest a Io,-order potAnti•l in inducing

pulmonary tumors in animals, while two other studies suggest ceramic fiber• are not
tumor;genic in animals.

Further animal and human health studies are planned. Pending the results of these
studies, strict adherence to recommended safe work practices described else,here in this
data sheet is advised.

FIRST AID

INOESTZON:

Do not induce vomiting. Get medical attention if irritation persists.

SKZN CONTACT:
Wash area of contact thoroughly with soap and water. Do not rub or scratch exposed
skin. Using a skin cream or lotion after washing may be helpful. Get medical attention
if irritation pers;sts.

EYE CONTACT:
Flush immediately with large amounts of water. Eye lids should be held away from the
eyeball to ensure thorough rinsing. Do not rub eyes. Get medical attention if
irritation persists.

INHAI.,ATION_

Remove affected person from source of exposure. Get medical attention.

HI) = No Oats AY2/Page 2
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PERSONAL PROTECTION INFORMATION

The following personal protective guidelines should be followed, especially where
engineering controls (e.g. mechanical dust collection and other means of exhaust
ventilation) are not technically feasible or do not reduce airborne fiber concentrations
to below 2 fibers/¢c.

EYE PROTECTION:

Wear safety glasses or chemical goggles t_ prevent eye contact. Do not wear contact
lenses when working with this substance. Have eye baths readily available where eye
con_ct can occur.

SKIN PROTECTION:

Wear gloves, hats and full body clothing to prevent skin con_ct. Use separate lockers
for work clothes to prevent fiber transfer to street clothes. Avoid taking unwashed
work clothes home or prey;de disposable work clothing. Wash work clothes separately
from other clothing. Rinse ,ashing machine thoroughly sft4r use. If clothing is t;o be
laundered by someone else, inform launderer of proper procedures.

RESPZRATORYPROTECTION:

Use NIOSH or MSHA approved equipment when airborne exposure limits are exceeded.
NIOSH/USHA approved breathing equipment may be required for non-routine and emergency
use. Ventilation may be used to control or reduce airborne concentrations. Acceptable
respirators recommended for airborne ceramic fiber concentrations exceeding 2 fibers/co
are:

Concentration Reap;rater Type
2.0 - S.O f/co 3M 8710 or equivalent.
S.O - SO.O f/cc Survivair full face piece with high eff;ciency

f;Iter 1090-00 or equivalent.
) SO.O f/co USA 01-00-06 full face piece type C supplied°air or

equivalent. OSHA approved air source required.

Pending the results of long-term health effects studies, engineering control of airborne
fibers to the lowest levels attainable is advised.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

BOILING POINT, C (F): NA SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ND"
NEJ.TZNQ POINT, C (F): ND Z VOLATILE: NA
VAPOR PRESSURE, m Hg: NA EVAPORATION RATE (BUTYL ACETATE=l): NA
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR=l): NA VISCOSITY, SUS: NA
SOLUBILITY IN WATER, X: NA POUR POINT: NA

pH: HA
APPEARANCE/0DOR: ND

FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASH POINT, C (F): None
AUTOIGNZTZON TI_IPF_ATURE, C (F): None

ND • No Oat:_ AV2/Page 3
NA • Not Applicable
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FL_HABILTTY LIMITS IN AIR _BY VOL.): LOITER: NA UPPER: NA
BA3IC F%REFIGHTINGPROCEDURES:Use extinguishing agent suitable for type of surrounding

e fire.
MJSUAL FIRE ANDEXPLOSIONHAZARDS: HA

REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY/ZNCOHPATIBILTI_:
Stable under normal conditions of use. Incompstible with hydrofluoric acid and
concentrated alkali.

HAZARDOUSREACTIONS/DECOMPOSITIONPRODUCTS:
NA

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

SPILL ORRELEASETO THE ENI/IRONUEXI":

Where possible, use vacuum suction t;o clean up spilled material. Use dust suppressant
where s,eep;ng ;s necessary. Avoid clean up procedures that may result in water
pollution. Personal safety and exposure recommendations described elsewhere in this
data sheet apply to exposure during clean up of spilled material.

|ASTE D%SPOSAL:
This substance, ,hen discarded or disposed of, is not specifically listed as a hazardous
waste in Federal regulations; however it could be hazardous if it is considered _oxic,
corrosive, ignitable, or reactive according to Federal definitions (40 CFR261).
Additionally, it could be designated as hazardous according to s_ate regulations. Th;_
substance could also becomea hazardous waste if it is mixed with or comes in contact
with a hazardous waste. If such contact or mixing may have occurred, check 40 CFR 261
to determine whether it is a hazardous waste. If it is a hazardous waste, regulations
at 40 CFR 2S2, 263, and 264 apply.

The transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal of this *aste material must be
conducted in compliance with all applicable Federal, sta_e, and local regulations.

ADDITIONAL ENVIRON_ENTALREGULATORYINFORMATION:
There may be specific regulations at the local, regional or state level that pertain to
this material.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS/SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

HANDLING/STORAGE:
Product which has been in service at elevated temperatures (grea_er than 1600 I_ may
undergo partial conversion &o cristobalit_, a form of crystalline silica which can cause
severe respiratory disease--'Pneumoconiosis m. The amount of cristobalite present ,;11
depend on the temperature and length in service.

The perm;ssable exposure limit (PEL) for nineral dusts containing cris_obal_te is
determined by one half the value calculated from the _ass formula, (10 mg/U')l(; Si02 *
2), i.e. 18_ cristobal;te; 1/2(;0)/(13.2) = 0.25 mg/U (0$HA 1978). The ACGIH
recommendsan 8 hour time weight_cl average T_A threshold limit value of 0.05 mg/U3 for
cristobalit4. (ACGIH lg8S-87) Particular care should be taken when working with UusedU
material to min;m;ze generation of dust. When removing and handling ceramic fiber used
in high temperature applications, special caution should be taken to avoid unnecessary
cutting and tearing of the used material t_ minimize generation of airborne dust. Use

NO 8 No Ost_ AV2/Page 4
NA 8 Not Applicable
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NIOSH or MSHA approved equipment -hen airborne exposure limits May be exceeded,

especially in confined areas with inadequat4 ventilation or other areas. Acceptable
respirat_rs recommended for given airborne crist_balibe concentrations are:

Concentration Resp_ratorType
Up _ 10 ti_s PEL 3M 8710 or equivalent.
10 be 100 times PEL Surviva;r full face piece wlth high effic;ency

filter 3090-00 or equivalent.
> 100 times PEL USA 01-00-06 full face piece type C supplied-air or

equivalent. OSHAapproved air source required.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

D.O.T. HAZARDCLASS (49 CFR 172.101): HA
D.O.T. PROPERSHIPPING NAME (49 CFR 172.101): NA
D.O.T. _BELS REQUIRED(49 CFR 172.101): NA
D.O.T. PLACARDSREQUIRED: HA
BILL OF LADZNGDESCRZPTZON: ND
UN/NA CODE: HA

INGREDIENT/HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

.... CO.PONEHT _ ] CA$ NO. J Z l .... EXPOSURELIMITS - REFERENCE

Aluminosilicate (vitreous) NA gg* 2 fibers/co TWA (SOHIO_*
10 fibers/co C (SOHIO)

Remaining components not Mixture Trace HA
deberm;r:ed hazardous and/or
hazardous components present
at less than 1.0_ (0.1; for
carcinogens).

eNo OSHAor ACGIH exposure limits have been established for these materials. Pending the
results of chronic health effects studies, airborne exposures should be controlled at or
below the SOHIO recommended exposure limi_ listed above.

EFFECTIVE DATE: 4/14187 REVISED BY: F Benkal

REPLACESSHEET DATED: 9/20/85 APPROVEDBY: "_
_________________________________o____________________________________________i____________

NOTICE: The latumatJu_ peoMnted keedn Io |el, l_ # doll Clair'heed to k Kiwrete li Id the date ef l_oWetiea d Blo

Idateeaal Safety Data Sheet. Hewegor. _e mamranty _ representalllmel, elpfell _ imbed. |1 made 85 to the Ice, K/ W

cempletenesl e/ the fwe4o;n | data N &ll(44y _tf4_, _ il dirty lUthe_Mt;4m I_eet u ;mp_d to Fect;¢t dMtypat_|ed

Inventle_ without I Gcen|e. M edditleL _o teelle_sLb_ 44a be olsumad by vendm fef any daml|l or b_jw_/ rel4df_( from

almotm4d use. kern a_y fadiwe tO odh_ql 41Q_o¢.tmn_mded WoclIJc4L e¢ hem any hazaadt Inherent bl the nature e/ the preducJL.

NO • No DaM AV2/Page S
NA • Not Applicable



Section 10 - Project Data

This section includes cost, schedule, and technical data that was developed during the
procurement and construction of Melters #1 and #2. Following is a list of this information:

1. Melter Cost

Letter to D. C. Nichols from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. and R. D. Crecco dated December 9,
1988 - Melter 1 vs. 3 Cost Summary and Details - Document Number DP 0002621.

2. Melter Schedule

Letter to J. M. Mc Kibben from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated January 18, 1988 - Minutes of
Melter #3 Planning Meeting - Document Number DD 0005743.

3. Melter Fixtures

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated November 7, 1988 - Melter

Fixtures - Identification, Description, and Location - Document Number DB 0009949.

4. Melter Weight

Letter to Larry hall from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated June 4, 1986 - Component Weights for
Melter Assembly - Document Number DV 0000485.

5. Inconel ®690 Material

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated October 13, 1988 - InconeP 690
Material Takeoff for Melters I and 2 - Document Number DB 0009872.

6. Order List

Letter to J. E. Meunier from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated March 2, 1988 - Melter #3

Program - Information on Engineering Department Orders for Melter #1 - Document
Number DB 0009622.

7. Vendor List

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated October 24, 1988 - Vendor List
for DWPF Melters I and 2 - Document Number 0009873.

0
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E. I. ou PONTDENEMOORS& COMPANY
iNCONPONATI[D

P.O. Box 6090 DP-0002621
NEWARK,DE: 1971,4-6090

CC: W. R. Frazer-BRDO-SRC-S2

ENGINEERINGDEPARTMENT D.L. Ketcham-BRDO-SRC-S2

LOUVIERSBUILDING D.L. Kinnsch-BRDO-SRC-S2

D. T. Teschner- BRDO- SRC- $2

• L.M. Papouchado-AED-PD-SRP-704S
3. B. Mellen-AED-PD-SRP-704S

3. C. Davls-AED-ED-SRC-SI

December 9, 1988 3. M. McKIbben-AED-ED-SRC-SI
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The advertised cost of the West Valley melter is $2 million, and this is

apparently being compared to the $19 million project cost of Melter #3. This is
not a valid comparison for the following reasons:

o The West Valley cost is based on yesterday's prices for labor and material.

Melter #3 costs are indexed for inflation to future delivery dates.

o The Melter #3 cost is at the project level that includes field costs and

allowances that are not part of the West Valley cost picture.

o DWPF melter equipment costs include items that are not included in the West
Valley design - frame, drain valve, dome heaters, etc.

o A comparison is being made between melters having different capacities. The

DWPF melter has approximately 3X the capacity of the West Valley unit.

o The DWPF melter is designed for a longer service llfe.

o The DWPF process wi_l require operation over a period of years using several

melter assemblles. This requires high tolerances to insure interchange-
ability between components and Jumpers with any melter assembly.

For the above _easons, a valid cost comparison between the DWPF and West Valley
melters must be based on the following:

I. Compare West Valley equipment costs with those for Melter #_, since these

melters were constructed during the same time period. (Melter #3 costs

include allowances and indexing for future pricing).

2. Separate equipment costs from allowances (and other project level costs> and
itemize these in detail.

3. Subtract costs for Melter #I equipment that are not included in the West

Valley assembly, including added redundancy in remotable instruments.

4. Include an allowance to adjust for the difference in capacity between DWPF
and West Valley melters.

5. Include allowances to adjust for differences due to design llfe requirements
and uolerances.

When the comparison is made per the above criteria, the equivalent equipment

cost of Melter #I is reduced from $6.1 to $1.6 million. This compares favorably
with the $2.0 million cost for West Valley.

DISCUSSION

This letter follows up your request to provide the following melter cost
information:

o Melter #i equipment costs by summary and details,
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o Melter #3 equipment costs by summary and details, and how this escalates to

the $19,000,000 project level cost.

We understand that this information is needed by Don Fulmer, DOE, to provide a

realistic basis for comparing DWPF vs. West Valley melter costs.

A. Cost Tables

To provide the requested cost information, it was necessary to group item

costs for each melter component assembly. This was accomplished with J. D.

Gutmann's Macintosh OverVUE database program, used previously to prepare

Melter el cost and timing information for Bechtel and Investment Engineer-

ing, References 2 and 3. In all cases, Melter #i costs are as built, and

Melter #3 costs are taken directly from the CAB. This C.ta was sorted and

grouped to provide the followlng:

Table i - Summary of equipment costs, by primary equipment group, for

Melters I and 3. As noted, prices for the Melter #3 vessel and

frame are based on budget prices from CBI. Inconel 690 costs

include use of remaining material from Project 9S1780, and all
other costs are escalated from the Melter #I order date to 4Q88.

Table 2 - Provides a finer breakdown in which costs of the top head and

shell component assemblies are shown individually.

Table 3 - Provides a detailed breakdown of each assembly by item. This is
at the same level of detail shown in the CAB. As noted on Table

i, the CAB groups items by purchase order: thermocouples, bellows,

ceramic isolators, etc. In Tables I through 4, these items and

their cost have been grouped with their respective vessel and

component assemblies. The CAB page and llne numbers and

Engineering Numbers for each item are included to permit a cross
reference with the CAB.

Table 4 - Summary of equipment costs for Melter #3, showing the general

breakdown of the $8,246,280 equipment cost, and how this is

increased by field costs and allowances to the $10,370,480 design

area net total_ This net total number appears on page 19, llne 30

of the CAB, and is carried over to page 9, line 3. (The $8.2

million equipment cost does not appear in the CAB, since the

cumulative total on each page includes other costs and

allowances).

Table 5 - Summary of the Melter #3 project costs, showing grossing from the

$10,370,480 design area net total to the $19,000,000 grand total

at project level. Included in this estimate is a total cost of

$3.2 million for quality assurance related items - inspections,
SRQA, etc.

Table 6 - Curves for cost vs. capacity using the exponential rule. (See

paragraph B3 on page 7).
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The information in these six tables will permit an accurate cost comparison

with the West Valley melter, provided the West Valley costs are broken down

to the same level of detail. Followln 8 are considerations for cost

comparisons between the DWPF and West Valley melters.

B. Considerations For _OSt ComDari_oD - DWPF vs. Wes_ Valle_Me_ters

i. _s_gn Criteria and ADDroach

The DWPF and West Valley melter desists were based on different criteria

and objectives. These have a major influence on equipment costs.

For West Valley, the limited amount of waste permits the use of one
melter to convert all of the waste in six months.

For DWPF, the much larser amount of waste will require processln8 over a

period of 20 years. Each melter assembly has a two year minimum

operatin8 llfe requirement, and the melter assemblies must be built to

hish tolerances to permit remote removal and installation.

This difference in objectives is reflected in the respective desists.

Four examples follow:

a. ReplaceMent T_me

Since the intent at West Valley is to run hot with only one melter,

the melter does not have an interchanseable cartridse desist llke

the DWPF melter/frame assembly. Some of the West Valley equipment is
hard piped and will be more difficult to remove. As a result, the

estimated time to chanse out a melter at West Valley is around 6

months. The estimated time to replace the DWPF melter assembly is
1-1/2 months.

b. Design Lif_

This is included as a consideration, based on photosraphs of West

Valley equipment that were shown durln8 the Ausust meetlns. One of
these showed a thermowell that was about an inch in diameter. The

DWPF thermowells are finished to a three inch diameter to improve

llfe throush added corrosion allowance. Wlth the current 81ass

formulation, the expected corrosion life for the Inconel 690

components is in the ranse of 5 to I0 years.

c. Tg_erance_

One of the contributin 8 factors that influenced DWPF melter

fabrication costs was the requirement for close tolerances to insure

interchanseability. This applied to the melter frame, frame

nozzles, top head nozzles, and top head components. The West Valley

approach was different, as the intent was to run with only one
melter. The nozzles on their melter were not located to the

precision required for DWPF, since the Jumpers can be made to fit

the as-built condition. This may create some difficulty in the

future, since West Valley has indicated they will build a second

melter and install it prior to hot operation.
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d. Desi2n Approach

Two problems have surfaced on the West Valley melter that are of

interest, since they were a result of a different approach to

design.

The first problem is that refractory from the roof is flaking off

and falling into the glass melt. This is due to the combination of

a flat roof construction, coupled with the use of tastable materials

for the refractory. Both of these approaches were deliberately

avoided on DWPF. Our refractory consultant, F. W. Thompson, made

strong recommendations for using an arched roof construction° and

equally strong recommendations against using tastable refractory due

to its inherent instability. This approach has been proven by the

exc_llent refractory condition shown in the Scale Melter after more

than two years of operation.

The second problem involves warping of the flanges on the top head

of the melter. This was avoided on DWPF by water cooling the

exterior, and using thick sections and gussets to stabilize these

elements. Izl addition, the DWPF melter has two independent water

cooling circuits to provide redundancy.

The short operating llfe, and the fact that interchangeable melter

assemblies are not required, probably influenced the overall design

approach at West Valley to reduce equipment costs.

2.

The DWPF melter is sized for a larger (about 3X) capacity than West
Valley. This can have a significant effect on cost, since a larger melt

pool requires a larger vessel, more refractory and more instrumentation.

A comparison of cost vs. capacity may be estimated using the "six
tenths" exponential factor as a rule of thumb. This is a standard

approach to approxlma_e the cost of a piece of equipment when the cost

of a similar unit of different capacity is known. The formula is:

Cost 2 - Cost I x/Ca_aclt__Capacltyi2)0.6

The exponent is not a constant, but a reasonable approximation can be

made by assuming it is constant over a limited range of sizes, usually
1/2 to 2X base size.

For comparison of DWPF vs. West Valley, assuming the DWPF capacity is 3X
that of West Valley:

DWPF Cost - West Valley Cost DWP[ Capacity. 0.6

_West Valley Capacit

- West Valley Cost (3.0) 0.6

-West Valley Cost (1.93)
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or by capacity alone, the DWPF melter would be expected to cost about 2X

the West Valley unit. The LJPF cost should be the equivaleDt cost, after

allowances have been made for differences in quantity and types of

components.

A set of curves for different values of the exponent is shown in Table

6. As shown, a capacity ratio of 3.0 for DWPF vs West Valley translates

to an approximate 2X increas_ in cost using the rule of thumb 0.6

exponent.

Over the total exponent range of 0.3 to 0.9, the DWPF melter cost would

be expected to ranEe from 1.5 to 2.8 times the West Valley melter cost.

C. _e_ter EquiDmen_ cost Comparisons

The advertised cost of the West Valley melter is around $2.0 million. The

equivalent equipment cost of Melter #1 is $1.6 million, usin 8 the following

basis for comparison:

I. Melter #i v_ Melter #3

Comparisons between West Valley and DWPF melters should be based on

Melter el costs only, since the materials and equipment for this melter

and West Valley were purchased in the same time period. As shown in

Table I, the total equipment cost for Melter #i is $6,076,460° while the
estimated cost of Melter #3 is $8,246,280. The #3 melter cost is based

on budget prices from CBI for the vessel and frame, and escalating all

other #i melter costs to 2Q88. The project level estimate for #3 melter

is further increased by $1,597,820 to brine final cost up to the future

scheduled delivery dates (CAB page i, line 16).

2. Ouantity _f Co_ponen_

If component costs are compared, this should be done on an item by item

basis. This is particularly true for the top head components. We

believe the DWPF melter has more redundancy than West Valley in feed

tubes, thermowells, etc.

3. _quipmen=Unlc_e to Dw_F

The $2,000,000 cost of the West Valley melter does not include a frame

assembly, drain valve, dome heaters, or top head components. These

items are unique to the DWPF melter.

4. COSt Cgmp_riso_ =,_elter #I V_. West_V_lley

The equivalent cost of Melter #i relative to West Valley can be

calculated usin 8 the known differences between the two configurations.

In the table below, the total equipment cost of Melter #i is first

reduced by subtractin 8 the cost of components that are not included in

the $2.0 million West Valley melter cost, This reduces the equivalent

cost from $6.1 to 3.3 million. An additional cost factor is applied to

account for the 3X difference in capacity. This results in a final

equivalent equipment cost of $1.6 million.
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Not included in this table are allowances for component quantities or

factors for dLfferences in replacement time or design life. All of

these would tend to further reduce the equivalent cost of Melter #i.

_ sovRcz

Melter #I Equipment Total 6,076,460 Table l

Frame Assembly -1,467,000 Table 1

Top Head Components - 706,170 Table 1
Dome Heaters - 151,660 Table 2

Drain Valve - 475,500 Table 2

Net Equipment Total Cost 3,276,1_

Less 3X Capacity Factor - 1,638,0_5 Table 6

Equivalent Cost of DWPF Melter 1,638,0_5

_ONC_ION

The West Valley and DWPF melter designs were based on two different criteria.

For West Valley, the major factors influencing design _,ere:

o Convert all waste in six months

o Only one melter required

The Short operating time, and the fact that Lnterchangeable melter assemblies

are not required, probably influenced the o_rall design approach to reduce
equipment costs.

In contrast, DWPF has a minimum two year operating llfe, and must use

interchangeable melter assemblies to process the waste over a period of some 20

years. Under these conditions, the design &_proach was to attain maximum llfe

and integrity through a high quality design, fabrication and assemblY program.

Although the equipment cost for Melter #1 totals $6.1 million, the cost relative

to West Valley is considerabZy lower. When the cost of equipment unique to DWPF

is subtracted out, the total becomes $3.3 mi_llon. Applying a factor to account

for differences in capacity makes the comparaxive DWPF equipment cost approxi-

mately $1.6 million. Further reductions can be considered by including

additional factors for redundancy and design life. When viewed in this

perspective, the cost of the DWPF melter compares favorably with the West Valley
melter.

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

. Cutmann, Jr. R.D. Crecco

Project Engineer Senior Investment Engineer

JDG/RDC:plc

JDG/D
Atchs.



TABLE 1

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #1 EQUIPMENT COSTS - SUMMARY BY PRIMARY GROUP

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH KIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

, ,, .... I imll - --

MELTER PRY.N_Y ]_QUIPNENT GROUP MELTER #1 MELTER #3
COST IN $ COST IN $

i lli I li i i

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

TOP HEAD COMPONENTS 706,170 796,410

SHELL COMPONENTS 1,223,740 I,429,730

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 508,150 377,500

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 1,467,000 2,046,910
i i liliii illi II ii i I

TOTAL I_LTER PQUIPMENT COST 6,076,460 8,246,280
" ' II ,= ' " " _ ' '"

This is a cost breakdown by primary equipment group, in which component

costs are totaled alnd grouped by location in the vessel top head and shell.

A cost breakdown by component assembly is shown in Table 2.

A further breakdown of each component assembly into its individual items is
shown in Table 3.

GENERAL NOTES
_ -- __ -- ,llJl

I. Melter 1 equipment costs are as-built, based on time of delivery.

2. Melter 3 costs are based on the following:

• Melter vessel and frame costs are budget prices from CBI

• Superstructure refractory was underbid on Melter #i. An additional

allowance was included in the estimate to cover this.

• Inconel 690 costs include use of remaining material from P 1780

• All other costs are escalated from the Melter #i order date to 2Q88.

3. In the CAB, items are grouped by purchase order: thermocouples, bellows,

ceramic isolators, etc. In Tables 1 through 4, these items and their

costs have been ,grouped with their respectiwe vessel and component

assemblies. The CAB page and line numbers for each item have been

included in Tables 3 through 5 to permit a cross reference with the CAB

details. Table 13also includes the engineering number.

4. Field costs, allowances, and Inconel 690 material for Melter 4 are not

included in Tables 1 through 3. These are shown "in Tables 4 and 5, and

in the CAB.

5. The cost of the West Valley melter must be compared, at a detailed

level, with the costs for Melter #i, since both were ordered during the

same time period.



TABLE 2

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #1 EQUIPMENT COSTS - SUMMARY BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

...... __ __ .,,, ii , .

MELTER SUB ASSEMBLY MELTER #1 MELTER #3

COST IN $ COST IN $
I ill II

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

k

ANCHOR FLANGES 31,600 37,130

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B1) 74,650 87,845

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2) 74,650 87,845

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A) 20,000 22,470

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T) 14,400 16,160
TOP HEAD

COMPONENTS. MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,300 30,920

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4) 72,440 80,700

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE E) 71,240 79,310

THERMOWELL - VAPOR/CONDUCT. PROBE 41,910 47,930

THERMOWELL- T/C FITTINGS 4,000 4,280

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI) 137,490 150,910

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D) 137,490 150,910Iv
k

DOME HEATERS 151,600 173,050

DRAIN VALVE 475,500 557,430
SHELL

COMPONENTS ELECTRODES 84,840 98,370

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 264,300 312,440
RISER HEATER 247,500 288,440

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 508,150 377,500

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 1,467,000 2,046,910

i iiii i i • iiii --i __ ii

TOTAL MELTER EQUIPMENT COST 6,076,460 8,246,280

liil il ,,in __ -- Ill il _ I I

See notes 1 through 5, Table I.



TABLE 3 PAGE 1

MELTER |3 vs MELTER #I EOUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

e PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3ENGINEERING NUMBER I DESCRIPTION MELTER #I MELTER #3 #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) I COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE LZNE

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS

$999-351-10-00 VESSEL SHELL & HEAD 1,040,000 2,225,600 13 3

$999-351-I0-02 EXTERNAL ISOLATORS 20,000 23,540 12 19

$999-351-I0-05 SS O RINGS - VESSEL SHELL/HEAD FLANGE 10,400 12,200 13 ii

S999-351-I0-06 BORE INCONEL 690 FOR A & T NOZZLES i, i00 1,280 13 8

$999-351-I0-10 SS O RINGS - A & T NOZZLES - HYDROTEST 1,100 1,280 13 14

S999-351-10-12 SHELL COMPONENTS - MISC 8,600 10,060 II 40

S999-351-2964-TE-A TYPE K THERMOCOUPLE - REFRACTORY BACKFACE 150 160 18 "

S999-351-2964-TE-B TYPE K THERMOCOUPLE - REFRACTORY BACKFACE 150 160 18 3

TOTAL COST - VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING

$999-351-10-00 REFRACTORY DRY OUT 16,000 17,120 13 6

$999-351-12-00 REFRACTORY INSTALLATION 143,400 167,240 13 22

$999-351-12-10 K-3 REFRACTORY 476,500 560,680 13 35

S999-351-12-12 K-3 GRINDING & DRILLING 92,500 108,820 13 36

$999-351-12-13 K-3 WIRE CUTTING & GRINDING 9,700 11,340 13 37

$999-351-12-20 ZIRMUL REFRACTORY 131,300 154,080 14 ,3

$999-351-12-22 ZIRMUL GRINDING 8,400 9,840 14 8

$999-351-12-30 SUPERSTRUCTURE REFRACTORY i00,000 160,500 13 42

$999-351-12-40 FIBERFRAX T-30 INSULATION (VESSEL HEADS, RISER) 110,500 130,010 13 30

$999-351-12-45 FIBERFRAX - MISC BULK PAPER, DSM 1,600 1,820 13 20

TOTAL COST - REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

MELTER FRAME
..

$999-351 VENDOR ASSEMBLY 1,150,000 1,209,100 14 21

$999-351 DOME HEATER TRANSFORMER BUS BAR GAGE 5,350 14 36

$999-351 HANFORD ELECTRICAL LOWER HOLDERS 22,000 23,540 14 39

$999-351 ELECTRICAL CABLE 2,000 2,140 14 42

$999-351 HANFORD PROCESS CONNECTORS 2,000 2,140 15 1

S999-351-161-00 ELECTRODE BUS BARS 31,000 44,940 14 33

$999-351-290-01 CANISTER POSITIONING ARM 2,000 2,140 14 28

S999-351-41-00 DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS 18,000 19,260 14 30

$999-351-46-00 MELTER FRAME 240,000 738,300 14 25

TOTAL COST - MELTER FRAME 1,467,000 2,046,910

MATERIAL - I 690

S999-351-10-01 I EXCESS 690 MATERIAL FROM S1780 (1 MELTER ASSY) 157,500 12 30
J

$999-351-10-02 f INCONEL 690 MATERIAL-NEW MAT'L (1 MELTER ASSY) 463,050 120,000 12 34
i

$999-351-10-04 I TYPE 690 WELD WIRE il MELTER ASSY) 45,100 I00,000 12 27
]

TOTAL COST - MATERIAL - I 690 508,150 377,500

MELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4088



TABLE 3 PAGE 2

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #i EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER DESCRIPTION MELTER #i MELTER #3 #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE LINE

ANCHOR FLANGES

S999-351-I0-03 ANCHOR FLANGES 31,600 37,130 12 1

TOTAL COST - ANCHOR FLANGES 31,600 37,130

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE BI)

S999-351-13-00 FEED TUBE - NOZZLE B1 74,250 87,365 !I 25

S999-351-13-01 FIBERFRAX - MILLED 400 480 II 19

TOTAL COST - FEED TUBE (NOZZLE BI) 74,650 87,845

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2)

S999-351-13-00 FEED TUBE - NOZZLE B2 74,250 87,365 iI 25

S999-351-13-01 FIBERFRAK - MILLED 400 480 Ii 19

TOTAL COST - FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2) 74,650 87,845

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A)

S999-351-15-40 FILM COOLER - OFF GAS NOZZLE A 20,000 22,470 12 3 i

TOTAL COST - FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A) 20,000 22,470

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T)

S999-351-!5-50 FILM COOLER - BACK UP OFF GAS NOZZLE T 14,400 16,160 12 5

TOTAL COST - FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T) 14,400 16,160

MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE

S999-351-15-20 MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,300 30,920 Ii 34

TOTAL COST - MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,300 30,920

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4)

.S999-351-15-05 MELT THERMOWELL - NOZZLE C-4 30,200 35,520 Ii 29

S999-351-3272-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 6,940 15 42

S999-351-3272-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 _,940 16 1

S999-351-3274-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 7

S999-351-3274-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 9

S999-351-3276-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8, 120 16 "5

S999-351-3276-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 17 :

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4) 72,440 80,700

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE E)

S999-351-15-00 MELT THERMOWELL - NOZZLE E 29,000 34,130 Ii 27

S999-351-3271-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 6,940 15 38
I

S999-351-3271-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 , 6,940 15 40

S999-351-3273-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 3

S999-351-3273-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 5
I

S999-351-3275-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 II

S999-351-3275-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 13

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE E) 71,240 79,310

MELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88



TABLE 3 PAGE 3

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #I EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER I DESCRIPTION MELTER #I MELTER #3 I #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) I COST IN $ COST IN $ fPAGE LINE

I
THERMOWELL - T/C FITTINGS

S999-351-TF I CONAX FITTINGS (ITEMS 351-TF-I THRU 6) 4,000 4,280 18 6
I
TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - T/C FITTINGS 4,000 4,280

THERMOWELL - VAPOR/COND. PROBE

S999-351-15-i0 VAPOR THERMOWELL / CONDUCTIVITY PROBE 29,700 34,880 Ii 31

S999-351-4085-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,350 16 19

S999-351-4085-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,350 16 21

S999-351-4085-TE-C TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,350 16 23

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - VAPOR/COND. PROBE 41,910 47,930

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI)

S999-351-BB-02 BELLOWS - BORESCOPE 2,000 2,140 18 20

$999-351-CR-02 S.S. C RING 40 40 18 24

S 999-351-MB-02 BORESCOPE 12,000 12,840 18 16

$999-351-15-30 T.V. CAMERA CARRIER FRAME 35,450 41,730 ii 36

$999-351-672-02 T.V. CAMERA/HOUSING ASSEMBLY I 88,000 94,160 15 5

TOTAL COST - T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI) 137,490 150,910

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D)

$999-351-BB-_1 BELLOWS - BORESCOPE . 2,000 2,140 18 18

S999-351-CR-01 S.S. C RING 40 40 18 22

S999-351-MB-01 BORESCOPE 12,000 12,840 18 !4

$999-351-15-30 T.V. CAMERA CARRIER FRAME 35,450 41,730 ii 36

$999-351-672-01 T.V. CAMERA/HOUSING ASSEMBLY 88,000 94,160 15 3

TOTAL COST - T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D) 137,490 . 150,910

DOME HEATERS

S999-351-12-00 FIBERFRAX ROPE - DOME HEATER SEAL 500 540 13 24

$999-351-16-00 DOME HEATERS (4 ASSYS) 86,300 101,540 11 23

$999-351-16-01 ISOLATORS - DOME HEATERS 16,800 19,690 12 15

$999-351-2960-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3, ii0 3,320 17 7

$999-351-2961-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,'Ii0 3,320 17 9

$999-351-2962-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 ii

$999-351-2963-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 !3

$999-351-2968-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 !7 15

S999-351-2969-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 17

$999-351-2970-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3, Ii0 3,320 17 19

S999-351-2971-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3, II0 3,320 17 21
.

$999-351-2972-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 23

S999-351-2973-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 25

I S999-351-2974-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 27
I

MELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88



TABLE 3 PAGE 4

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #I EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER DESCRIPTION MELTER #I MELTER #3 #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE!LINE

S999-351-2975-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 29

S999-351-3800-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 31

S999-351-3801-TE TYPE B TNERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 33

$999-351-3802-TE TYPE B THER/MOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 35

$999-351-3803-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 37

TOTAL COST - DOME HEATERS 151,600 173,050

DRAIN VALVE

S999-351-19-00 DRAIN VALVE 191,300 225,130 11 42

$999-351-19-01 CANISTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN VALVE 46,000 54,140 i0 23

S999-351-19-02 ISOLATORS - DRAIN VALVE 142,000 167,130 12 II

$999-351-19-03 ZIRCAR INSULATION - DRAIN VALVE 7,200 8,450 !I 17

$999-351-19-04 ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN VALVE 13,400 15,730 I0 26

$999-351-19-05 PLUG BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN VALVE 18,000 21,190 i0 29

$999-351-19-06 UPPER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - DRAIN VALVE 11,600 !3,590 I0 32

S999-351-19-07 LOWER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - DRAIN VALVE 11,600 13,590 I0 35

$999-351-19-08 DRAIN VALVE BELLOWS - ENGR & SETUP CHARGES 16,000 18,830 I0 38

$999-351-2940-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 1 3,260 3,480 15 25

S999-351-2941-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 1 3,260 3,480 15 27

5999-351-2942-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 2 1,460 1,560 16 33

$999-351-2943-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 2 1,460 1,560 16 35

$999-351-2944-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 3 1,400 1,500 16 37

S999-35!-2947-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 4 1,620 1,730 16 41

S999-351-2948-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 3 1,400 1,500 16 39

$999-351-2949-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 4 1,400 1,500 17 1

S999-351-2955-TE TYPE _ THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 5 1,570 1,670 17 3

$999-351-2956-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 5 1,570 1,670 17 5

TOTAL COST - DRAIN VALVE 475,500 557,430

ELECTRODES

S999-351-14-00 ELECTRODES (2 UPPER, 2 LOWER) • 63,300 74,470 II 2!

S999-351-14-01 ISOLATORS - ELECTRODES 8,500 9,950 12 13

S999-351-18-05 GASKETS - FIBERFRAX 400 430 ii !5

S999-351-2920-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 25

S999-351-2921-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 _ 3,380 16 27

$999-351-2930-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 29

$999-351-2931-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 31

TOTAL COST - ELECTRODES - 84,840 98,370

@
MELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88
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MELTER #3 vs MELTER #I EOUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER I DESCRIPTION MELTER #i MELTER #3 #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) I COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE LINE

I
POUR SPOUT BELLOWS

$999-351-20-00 POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSY 224,200 266,220 II 9

S999-351-20-01 ACTUATOR BELLOWS - POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 10,200 11,770 I0 41

$999-351-20-02 LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS- POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 13,300 15,300 ii 1

$999-351-20-03 UPPER ADAPTER BELLOWS 16,600 19,150 I! 4

TOTAL COST - POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 264,300 312,440

RISER HEATER

$999-351-18-00 RISERPOUR SPOUT HEATER 103,200 121,450 Ii 38

$999-351-18-02 ISOLATORS - RISER HEATER 98,400 115,770 12 17

S999-351-18-06 ZIRCAR INSULATION - R!SER/PS HEATER i0, I00 11,980 11 i"

S999-351-18-08 ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER END 8,600 I0,170 ii 13

$999-351-2753-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, TOP UPPER 5,350 5,720 15 21

$999-351-2754-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, TOP LOWER 6,280 6,720 15 23

$999-351-2951-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, BOTTOM 4,140 4,420 15 29
i

i $999-351-2952-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, BOTTOM 4,140 4,420 15 31

$999-351-2953-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - POUR SPOUT HEATER, UPPER 3,370 3,600 15 33

$999-351-2954-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - POUR SPOUT HEATER, LOWER 3,920 4,190 15 35

TOTAL COST - RISER HEATER 247,500 288,440

TOTAL COST - 6,076,460 8,246,280

MELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88



TABLE 4

MELTER #3 COST SUMMARY - WILMINGTON EQUIPMENT TO DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

.... II ,

D'SCRXPTION MELTZR#3 CaBLqCaTION
COST ZN $ PAGE l LINE

liiiii ii III lilii | illlli _ i

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 2,274,280 10-19

REFRACTORY LINING 1,321,450 13-14

TOP HEAD COMPONENTS 796,410 11-18

SHELL COMPONENTS 1,429,730 11

! INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 377,500 12

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 2,046,910 14
- ,i i,,ll ,,i , i m,i i,

TOTAL MELTER WILMINGTON EQUIPMENT COST* 8,246, 280

Following are field costs and allowances for melter #3:

FIELD LABOR & MATERIALS FOR ASSY IN 717-F MOCK UP SHOP 68,000 18 34-41

" " " 136,000 19 1-13

" " " 1.0,000 15 7

ALLOWANCE FOR SHIPPING REFRACTORY FIXTURES 30,000 14 i0

ALLOWANCE FOR NICKLE MATERIAL COST INCREASES 150,000 12 38

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE FOR MELTER #4 377,500 12 27-34

PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE 1,352,700 19 18
|ll i ii i ,i i i

EXTRA MACHINERY - MELTER #3 - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL 10,370,480 19 30
,i, II ii

This is a summary of the Melter #3 project cost showing how the $8,246,280

equipment cost is escalated to the $10,370,480 Design Area Net Total.

This net total appears on CAB page 19 line 30, and is carried over to CAB

page 9 line 3. See Table 6 for grossing to the $19,000,000 grand total

project level.

* The $8.2 million equipment cost does not appear as a line item in the

CAB since the cumulative total on each page includes the field costs and

allowances. Equipment costs include the following values for

thermocouples :

• Vessel & related components: $32.0 (Type K) o

. Top Head Components: $107,690 (Type B, platinum sheath)

• Shell Components: $113,520 (Type B, platinum sheath)

See Tables 1 through 3 for additional equipment cost details.



TABLE 5

MELTER #3 COST SUMMARY - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL TO PROJECT GRAND TOTAL

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWI_F GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

I i i iii ,., , i ,,,.m, IIIi I

OZSCRX_TXON SXLTZR #3 C_a LOCAT.ZON
COST _ $ SAG,,. LXmZ

iii lii iii ii illll i

EXTRA MACHINERY - MELTER #3 - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL i0,370,480 19 30

(Design area ne_ total carried over to CAB page 9 line 3) 10,370,480 9 3

CONSTRUCTION TICF, CF, TE 139,000 9 9

QUALITY ASSURANCE - CONSTRUCTION I0,900 9 I0

TURNOVER & TRAINING 2,200 9 11

STORES MATERIAL 6,600 9 12

M & M DISTRIBUTION 13, i00 9 13

FKE IGHT ALLOWANCE 100, 900 9 14

DIRECT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES EQUIPMENT I0,643,180 9 17
ii i i ii,H i ,,i

(Dir.mfg.facs.equipment; carried over to CAB page 1 line 8) 10,643,180 1 8

PROVISIONS FOR ADVANCING WAGES AND MATERIALS . 1,597,820 1 16

PREMIUM TIME - ABNORMAL REQUIREMENTS ONLY 25,000 1 17
i i i i .i

DIRECT TOTAL 12,266,000 1 19

FIELD INDIRECTS 34,000 1 21
" i i|i

FIELD COST 12,300,000 1 23

OWNER'S PROJECT ADMINISTRATION (DuPONT) 700,000 1 25

ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR (BECHTEL) 5,700,000 1 26

AED LIAISON ALLOWANCE 300,000 1 27
i i I i i

GRAND TOTAL AT PROJECT LEVEL 19, 00 0, 000 1 29

i II I

This summary is taken directly from the CAB showing how the $I0,370,480

design area net total grosses to the $19,000,000 project level cost.
Refer to the CAB for the breakdown of these total costs into labor, field
material, and Wilmington material.

Included in this estimate is a total cost of $3.2 million for quality
assurance related items - inspections, additional costs for SRQA, etc.



TABLE 6

CAPACITY COST FACTOR v| CAPACITY RATIO

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

COST2 " COST1 _CAPACITy[CAPACITY21 n where(usuallyn=0.exponential6) factor

This graph is used by the industry to estimate costs of similar pieces of
equipment having different capacities. The "rule of thumb" is to use the

curve for the 0.6 exponent. Assuming that the DWPF melter _%as a 3X

capacity compared to the West Valley unit, C2/C 1 = 3, and the capacity

cost factor is almost 2 at the 0.6 exponential curve, i.e. the DWPF

melter would be expected to cost approximately 2X more for the capacity
increase alone. This comparison should be based on the adjusted cost of
the DWPF melter equipment, after subtracting the costs of items not
included in the West Valley design (See letter DP 0002621 for details).



D_ O/25/BB T IRE 15 : 14 : 2'5
PROd 120 PART OI REPORT 881 9S3420/1050 EST/MATE S_RY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AID SITE * SAVANNAH RIVER SITE kAlMSEa - 6180
TITLE - OMPF GLASS VASTE MELTER 140.3 S INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CNECCO RID

: O E S C n I P T I 0 N : FROM: $$$$$SS$SS$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A R $ $$$$$$SSSSSl$
: : SHOE! : FIELD MILM. LS/UP
: • NO. : LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL CONTRACT TOTAL

--------------------------------------------------------..--.--.......--.....__.... ...... . ........ ..--... ...... .... ......... .. ...... ..--....----_

1: LAND : : 0 0 0 0 " 0
2: PRECIOUS METALS : : 0 0 0 0 0
3: ABANDONED FIELD COST : : 0 0 0 0 0
4: MAINTAINING PRODUCTION : : 0 0 0 0 0
5: DISMANTLING AND REARRANGING : : 0 0 0 0 0
6: PROPERTY DAMAGES & PUBLIC LIABILITY LOSSES : : 0 0 0 0 0
7: DIRECT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES -BUILDINGS " : 0 0 0 0 0
S: -EQUIPMENT : 9 : 312700 139700 10190780 0 10643180
9: TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES FACILITIES -BUILDINGS : : 0 0 0 0 0

10: -EQUIPMENT : : 0 0 0 0 0
tl : POVER.G[NERAL AND SERVICE FACILITIES -BUILDINGS : : 0 0 0 0 0
12 : -EQUIPMENI AND MISC. : : 0 0 0 0 0t3: ......................... . ...... . .................... . ......

14 : 312700 139700 10190780 0 10643180S5:

t6: PROV|SIONS FOR ADVANCING rAGES AND MATERIALS 61500 30700 1505620 0 1597820
17: PREMIUM TIME - ABNORMAL REQUIREMENTS ONLY 25000 0 0 0 25000
18: .............

f9: DIRECT TOTAL 399200 170400 ! 1696400 0 12266(XX)
20:

2 1 : FIELD INOIRECTS 34000 0 0 0 34000
22:

23: FIELD COST 433200 170400 t 1696400 0 123(XX)O0
24 :

25: O_'_.RS PROdECT ADMINISTR&TION 700000 0 0 0 700000
26: ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR 57(XXXX) 0 0 0 5700000
27: AEO LIAISON ALLOMANCE 0 0 0 300(vJO 300000
28 : ............................................................

29: GRAND TOTAL 6833200 170400 t 1696400 300000 tg(XXXXX)

RECOHHENODOE XNCLUDE m

CABUPDATE10/88 1o_ ADDITIONAL FUNDS
FOR CONTZNGENCY. --

PAGE !



DATE t0/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROJ 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

:)EPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER 1410.3 & INCONEL FOR 1410.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

PROJECT OBJECT IrE

THE OBJECTIVE OF P-3420 (AND THIS CAB ESTIMATE) IS TO
PROVIDE NO. 3 MELTER ASSEMBLY AND SUFFICIENT INCONEL
690 MATERIAL. INCLUDING-TYPE 690 WELD MIRE FOR BOTH
MELTER 3 if, 4.
AN OPTION TO PROCURE MELTER NO. 4 MILL BE INCLUDED IN
THE B|O PACKAGE FOR NO. 3. BUT THIS PROJECT (AND ESTIMATE)
MILL NOT FUND PROCUREMENT OF NO. 4.

PROJECT SCOPE

.ESTIMATE IS BASED ON DESIGN BY OUPONT LOUVIERS AED AND
PROCUREMENT BY BECHTEL BRDO SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT. BECHTEL
MILL OVERSEE THE MELTER FABRICATION. ASSEMBLY & CONSTRUCTION
(FIELD ASSEMBLY).

.DUPONT MECHANICAL & INSTRUMENT SCOPES

t. ONE MELTER VESSEL

2. REFRACTORY LINING MATLS, INSTALLATION OF 1HESE IN THE
VESSEL SHELL & HEAD. AND DRYOUT OF THE REFRACTORY

3. |NCONEL 690 MATL FOR TVO MELTER ASSEMBLIES

4. ONE SET OF MELTER COMPONENTS CONSISTING OF (4)
ELECTRODES. (8)DOME HEATERS. (I)RISER/POUR SPOUt
HEATER, (I)POURSPOUT BELLOWS, (1)DRAIN VALVE.
(2)FEED TUBES. _2)MELT THERMOMELLS_-'-_r_JTV CARRIER
FRAMES. (1)VAPOR THERIM3WELL/CONDUCTIVlTY PROBE. (1)

• MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE. AND (2)FILM COOLERS

5. ONE SET OF ALUMINA ISOLATORS

6. ONE SET OF BELLOWS FOR THE POUR SPOUT AND DNAIN VALVE

7. THERMOCQUPLES FOR RISER/POUR SPOUT HEATER. DRAIN
VALVE. DOME HEATER-S. AND REFRACTORY BACK _CE

8. TWO BORESCOPES FOR THE TV CAMERA CARRIER FRAMES

SB

PAGE 2
.



D- f88 TIME 15:t4:25
PROJ gS3420 PART Ot REPORT 881 DERAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - 0WPF GLASS HASTE MELTER N0.3 & [NCONEL FOR 140.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATE0 BY -CRECCO RO

.BECHTEL EQUIPMENT LIST

1. ONE MELTER FRAME

2. MELTER ASSEMBLY (PARTIAL) AT VENDOR'S SHOP

3. ELECTRICAL ITEMS- BUS BARS. DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS.
LOVER HOLDERS AN() CABLE

4. PROCESS CONNECTORS

5. TWO TV CAMERA ASSEMBLIES

6. CANISTER POSITIONING ARM

.CONSTRUCTION SCOPE

1. INSTALLATION OF ALL MELTER COMPONENTS

2. COMPLETION OF ASSEMBLY WORK. INCLUDING ELECTRICAL.
PIPING. HYOROTESTS AND FLOV TESTS

THE FOLLOIdlNG ITEMS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS PROJECT SCOPE

t. dUMPERS FROM CANYON WALL TO MELTER FRAME AND TOP
HEAD COMPONENTS

2. 0FF-GAS PIPING

3. SEAL POT

4. PHYSICAL MOCKUP OF dUMPERS MITH THE FRAME AND TOP
HEAD COMPONENTS

S. SPARE COMPONENTS AND EXTRA MACHINERY

6. PROVISIONS FOR ADOITIONAL STORAGE FOR MELTER
ASSEMBLIES.ETC.

7. REFRACTORY AND INSULATION FIXTURES

8. INSTALLATION OF THE MELTER INTO THE VIT BUILDING

PAGE 3 ""



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:f4:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEM|CALS AED SilE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
T]TLE- DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & 1NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) EST|MATED BY -CRECCO RID

SCOPES OF YORK

FUNCT |ON dATE AUTHOR REMARKS

PROCESS 02/29/88 VE GUENTHNER
PROCESS 04/06/88 WE GUENTHNER

NECHAN|CAL 04/04/88 dl) GUTMANN
MECHANICAL O3/2_;;_ JE NEUNJER-BECHTEL EQUIP LIST ONLY

ELECTRICAL 02/22/88 AO HAIDER[

1NSTUENTS 02/24/88 Rid FOSTER

iT OANNE O3/14/88 LdNCANALLEN

CONSTRUCTION O3/31/88 JN ODUM

ESTINATE REV/EV COMMENTS

PROCESS 04/28/88 WE GUENTHNER

MECHANICAL 04/28/88 did GUTMANN
MECHANICAL 04/26/88 dE MEUNIER

ELECTR|CAL NONE

INSTRUMENTS NONE

CONSTRUCTION 04/26/88 dNODUM

, PD AED 04/25/88 dR GLASSCOCK

PAGE 4 " "



10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER t40.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO lid

ESTIMATE REV|EV UPDATE

CAB ESTIMATE UPDATE MAS HELD ON 10/t3/88 AT SAVANNAH RIVER
CONSTRUCTION. THE FOLLOWING ATTENOED THE MEETING:

D.C. MITT PO AED
D.T. TESCHNER BECHTEL
M.R. FRAZER BECHTEL
D.L. KIIMNSCH BECHTEL
P.T. NC CUE _ECHTEL
D.M. STROHNAN BECHTEL
R.j. HEALY BECHTEL
d.M. 14(: KIBBEN DU PONT
J.D. GUTMANN dR. DU PONT
C.G. MULL|NS DU PONT
R.d. TUURI DU PONT
R.O. CRECCO DU PONT
T.F. HARRINGTON DU PONT

BASIS OF ESTIMATE

1.THE MAJOR COST OF THIS PROJECT MILL BE THE DESIGN AND
PROCUREMENT OF NO.3 MELTER AND IT'S COMPONENTS. CONSTRUCTION
MILL INSTALL PART OF THE COMPONENTS AND COMPLETE THE ASSEMBLY IN
THE 717F NOCKUP BUILDING. FOLLOWING IS THE BASIS FOR PRICING:

.DUPONT DESIGN (FUNCTIONS 2.3.13E AND t31) WROTE SCOPES OF
WORK MHICH INCLUOED A PRICED EQUIPMENT LIST OF THE MAJORITY
OF NO.3 MELTER COMPONENTS.

.BECHTEL ENGINEERING FURNISHED A PRICED EQUIPMENT LIST FOR
THE REMAINING PIECES. INCLUDING MELTER FRAME. VENDOR SHOP
ERECTION COST Am ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS.

, .PRICING FOR (1)ONE MELTER VESSEL. (2)ONE FRAME & (3)ONE
VENDOR'S ASSEMBLY IS BASED ON A $3.9MM VERBAL QUOTE FROM
CB&I CORPORATION. CB&I'S $3.9MM QUOTE IS RANGED 410.-I0_
Am 1S BASED ON ORDER RELEASE 3/89 AND DELIVERY 4091.

.INCONEL 690 MATERIAL PRICING IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING:
|. APPROXIMATELY 45000 LBS. OF EXCESS INCONEL 690 FROM

P-1780 DMPF AXC G844M PURCHASED AT ABOUT $T.OO/LB _IHICH
IS tO BE TRANSFERRED _OR USE ON THIS PROJECT 3420

2. PROCURING APPROXIMATELY 16000 LBS OF ADDITIONAL INCONEL
690 AT ABOUT $14.00/LB M[TH A 7% SROA ALLOWANCE ADDEO.

PAGE 5 ""



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 953420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER 5]TE I_JMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

.ALL OTHER EQUIPMENT PRICES ARE BASED ON NO.I&2 MELTER
PURCHASE ORDER5 AND INDEXED TO CURRENT TIME. MELTER 3
COMPONENTS ARE IDENTICAL IN DESIGN TO NO.! S 2.

.A $150,000 PRICE ADJUSTMENT FOR NICKEL MATERIAL 15
INCLUDED IN THE ESTIMATE. THIS IS BASED ON PROCURING
APPROXIMATELY 40,000 LB5. OF NICKEL AT A PRICE OF $6.00 PER
POUND FOR THIS PROJECT VERSUS APPROXIMATELY $2.30 PER POUND
t_IEN MELTER5 I & 2 WERE PROCURED.

.CONSTRUCTION FURNISHED THE FIELD ASSEMBLY ESTIMATE
BASED ON THEIR EXPERIENCE ASSEMBLING NO.I MELTER.

.DOLLARS FOR SAVANNAH RIVER QUALITY ASSURANCE (SRQA) ARE
INCLUDED IN THE ESTIMATE DETAIL BASED ON DESIGN'S AND
CONSTRUCTION'S ASSESSMENT OF THE THREE COMPONENTS BELOW:

A.DUPONT OWNERS PROJECT ADMINISTRATION (OPA) AND
BECHTEL I-II)ME OFFICE ESTIMATES FOR ADDIT|I)FIAL
IqANMONTHSOF DESIGN TIME DUE TO SROA REO_MTS.

B.M|LMIhtGTI)_i MATERIAL _MELTER & COMPONENTS|-

OF WILM MATL - _STIMATED APPROX 7_ Qe MM

C.CONSTRUCTION'6 ESTll_TE OF ADDITIONAL _ABOR
FOR _6"SEMBLV _ -

.DUPONT OPA 0 BECHTEL ENGINEERING & pROCUREMENT
_STINATES A_E BASED ON TASK ANALyS_s MAp-E BY
BOTH ORGANIZATIONS AS FOLLOWS: SM

TOTAL BUDGET

A.DUPONT OWNERS PROd ADN 700
B.BECHTEL (ENGG CONTRACTOR) HOME OFFICE 5700

2.PROJECT SCHEDULE (PRELIMINARY)

.DESIGN START 4087 (UPDATE MELTERS 1&2 ORAWING5
' FOR MELTER 3 PROJECT)

.AUTHORIZATION t089
.IN|TIAL ORDER RELEASE 1089
.LAST ORDER RELEASE 3090
.MELTER DELIVERY TO SRP 4091
.START FIELO ASSEMBLY 4091
.MECHANICAL COMPLETICN 1092
.PHYSICAL CONPLET|ON 2092
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10/25/88 TIME t5:14:25
PROd gS3420 PART 01 REPORT 081 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CNECCO RO

3.1NOEXES AND ESCALATION RATES
.M&E INDEX AT TIME OF ESTIMATE 166 2088
.N&E INDEX AT MIDPOINT OF PROCUREMENT 181 3090
.CC! INDEX AT TIME OF ESTIMATE 182 2088

.DOE ESCALATION RATES(%). L.S. BABB'S LETTER 8/15/88
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

LABOR 2 4 5 6 6
MATERIAL 9 4 4 5 5
E&PA 5 4 4 5 5

4.MAdOR ALLOWANCES

SUMMARY (FRONT) SHEET ALLOWANCES

.SRQA COSTS DOLLARS INCLUDED IN
ESTIMATE DETAIL
(SEE BASIS OF ESTIMATE)

.AED LIAISON ALLOWANCE $300,000
.CONTINGENCY (DOE) $0 IN THIS ESTIMATE,

RECOMMEND DOE INCLUDE
.10_ OF TOTAL PROdECT

SUBSUMMARY ALLOWS & SITE FACTORS

.MAN DISTRIBUTION 6% OF LABOR

.STORES MATERIAL 3% OF LABOR

.TURNOVER & TRAINING 15 OF LABOR

.QUALITY ASSURANCE - CONSTR. 55 OF LABOR

.FREIGHT ALLOWANCE t5 OF WILM MATL'

.QUALITY ASSURANCE MATERIALS MGT. INCL IN BECHTEL H.O. COST

DESIGN AREA ALLOWANCES
.--o. ..... ...-. ..... .--

a

.NICKEL MATERIAL ADdUSTMENT _tSO,O00

.PROdECT ENGG ALLOWANCE 15% OF DESIGN AREA TOTALS

S.CONSTRUCTION OVERHEADS

.FIELD INDIRECTS TWC 0209 10_ OF NET LABOR

.CONSTR TICF,CF,TE-LABOR TWC 040| 20% OF NET LABOR

.CONSTR TICF,CF,TE-FLD MATL TWC 0401 215 OF NET LABOR

TOTAL 51%
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DATE 10125188 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 953420 PART O| REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS MASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

dOURNEYMEN MAGE RATES
EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION dOURNEYMAN

DATE DATE WAGE RATE

04/0t/88 CARPENTER 03131189 17.78
05/0i7i7 ELECTRICIAN 04730_ _9.75
06/01/87 POWER EQUIP. OPERATOR 05131188 18.96
08/01/87 INSULATOR 07/31/88 18.33
06/01/87 IRONMORKER-STRUCTURAL 057-31_8 18.52
07/01/87 LABORER 06/30/88 9.82
08/01/87 MILLMRIGHT 07131188 18.42
05101197 PAINTER 04/30/88 t7.67
05/01187 PIPE FITTER 04/30188 t8.71
05/01/87 SHEET METAL WORKER O413O188 19.70

04/04/88 MEIGHTED SITE AVERAGE-dOURNEYMEN ONLY t7.87
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DATE t0/25/88 TIME t5:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 SUB-SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DVPF GLASS VASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR N0.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: DESIGN : D E S C R | P T I 0 N • FROM: $$$$$$$t$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A n S $$$t$$$$$$$$
: AREA : :SHEET: FIELD VILM. LS/UP
: OR TWC : : NO.: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL CONTRACT TOTAL

1: : OIR. MFG. FACS. EQUIPMENT : :
2: : : :
3: 5999 : EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER NO.3 : t0 : 218500 62100 10089880 10370480

...... . .................... . ........ .___.__... .... .___.___

5
6 SUB TOTAL 218500 62100 10089880 10370480
7
8
9 040t CONSTR TICF,CF,TE 68000 71000 139000

10 9500 QUALITY ASSURANCE-CONSTR 10900 10900
11 9500 TURNOVER & TRAINING 2200 2200
12 9500 STORES MATER|AL 6600 6600
t3 9500 M&M OISTRIBUTION 13100 131.00
14 9500 FREIGHT ALLOW 100900 100900
15 .....................
16
17 DIR. MFG. FACS. EQUIPMENT NET TOTAL 312700 139700 10190780 10643180
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
3t
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40 o"
41
42
43
44
45 PAGE 9



DATE 10125/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & |NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TVC F: D E S C R I P T I O N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:OESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD M|LM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : ::
: : : : ::

I: $999 ::ONFEQU:: EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER NO.3 : : :
2: : : : : :
3:$999 : : THIS DESIGN AREA INCLUDES THE: : :
4: : : PROCUREMENT. ASSEMBLY (BOTH : : :
5: : : VENDOR & CONSTRUCTION SITE : : :
6: : : ASSLY) AND MOCKUP OF GLASS : : :
7: : : WASTE MELTER NO 3. THE : : :
8: : : VESSEL MILL BE USEO IN THE : : :
9: : : DMPF PROCESS TO REPLACE : : :

10: : : MELTER NO 2 WHEN ITS USEFUL : : :
11: : : LIFE HAS EXPIRED. : : :
12: : : : : :
13: : : : : :
14: : : : : :
15:5999 : : THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT WAS : : :
16: : : SCOPEO AND PRICEO BASED ON dO: : :
17: : : GUTMANNS" SCOPE DATED : : :
18: : : 4/04/88: : " :
19: : : : : :
20: : : : : :
21:$999 : : BELLOWS : : :
22: : : ....... : : :
23:5999 351 19 1:1300 3: CANISTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - : I EA:I: 54140 54140
24:$999 351 19 1: t300 3: ORAIN VALVE : : :
25: : : : : :
26:$999 351 19 4: 1300 3: ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - : I EA:I: 15730 1573U
27:5999 351 19 4: 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE : : :
28: ' : : : " :
29:$999 351 t9 5:1300 3: PLUG BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN: 2 EA:I: 21190 21190
30:5999 351 19 5: 1300 3: VALVE : : :
31: : : : : :
32:5999 351 19 6: 1300 3: UPPER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - : t EA:I: 13590 13590
33:5999 35t t9 6: 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE = : :
34: : : : : :
35:$999 351 t9 7:1300 3: LOVER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - : I EA:I: 13590 13590
36:$999 351 19 7: 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE : : :
37: : : : : :
38" $999 351 19 8: 1300 3: DR VALVE BELLOWS ENGG & SETUP: I LS:|: 18830 18830
39:5999 351 19 8: 1300 3: CHARGES : : : $"

40: : : : : :
41" 5999 351 20 1:1300 3: ACTUATOR BELLOWS-POUR SPOUT : t EA'I: 11770 11770
42:5999 351 20 1: 1300 3: BELLOWS : : :
43: : : : : :
44
45 PAGE 10 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 148840 148840



DATE t0/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 953420 PART 01 REPORT 88! DETA|LS

DEPARTMENT * PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DVPF GLASS VASTE MELTER 140.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TVC F: D E 5 C R I P T | O N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. O O L L i R $ ttSStttS$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R : F|ELO MILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: • : : : :

; • : : : :

t: 5999 351 20 2: 1300 3: LOVER ADAPTER BELLOVS-POUR : t EA:|: 15300 15300
2:$999 351 20 2: t300 3: SPOUT BELLOWS : " :
3: : : : " :
4:5999 351 20 3:1300 3: UPPER ADAPTER BELLOWS : I EA:|: 19150 19150
5: : : : : :
6: : : : : :
7:5999 : : COMPONENTS : : :
8: : : : : :

9:5999 35t 20 : 1300 3: POUR SPOUT BELLOV5 ASSY : t EA:Z: 266220 266220
10: : : : : :
11:5999 35t 18 6:t300 3: ZIRCAR INSULATION-RISER HTR. : 1 LS:I: 11980 11980
12: : : : : :
t3:S999 351 18 8: t300 3: ZIRCAR INSULATION • : 1 LS:I: 10170 10170
14: : : : " :
15:5999 351 18 5: 1300 3: GASKETS-FISERFRAX : I LS:I: 430 430
t6: : : : : :
17:$999 351 19 3: 1300 3: ZIRCAR INSUL.-DRAIN VALVE : t LS:I: 8450 8450
t8: : : : :
19:5999 351 t3 I: t300 3: F|BERFRAX-MILLEO : ! LS:|: 960 960
20: : : : : :
21:5999 35t t4 : t300 3:ELECTflODES(2 UPPER.2 LOVER) : 4 EA:I: 74470 74470
22: : : : : :
23:$999 35t 16 : t300 3: DOME HEATERS (4 ASSYS) : 4 EA:i: 101540 101540
24: : : : : :
25:5999 35t 13 : 1300 3: FEED TUBES (2) : 2 EA:I: 174730 174730
26 : : : : : :
27:5999 351 15 : t300 3: MELT THERMOVELL-NOZZLE E : 1 EA:I: 34130 34130
28 : , : : : : :
29:5999 351 15 5: 1300 3: MELT THERNOVELL-NOZZLE C-4 : t EA:i: 35520 35520
30: : : : " "
31:5999 351 15 10:1300 3: VAPOR THERMOVELL/CONOUCTIVITY: I EA:I: 34880 34880
32:$999 35t 15 10: t300 3: PROBE : : :
33: : : : : :
34:5999 351 15 20:1300 3: MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE : 1 EA:[: 30920 30920
35: : : : : :
36:5999 351 15 30: 1300 3: T.V. CAMERA FRAMES (2) : 2 EA:I: 83460 83460
37 : : : : " :
38:5999 351 t8 : 1300 :_: RISER HEATER : 1 EA:I: 121450 121450
39: : : : : :
40:$999 35t 10 12: 1300 3: SHELL COMPONENTS-MISC : t LS: ! : 11"(X)60 10060 .
41: : : " : :
42: $999 351 19 : 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE : 1 EA:I: 225130 225130
43: : " : " :
44
45 PAGE 1 t PAGE TOTALS 0 0 1258950 1258950



DATE t0/25/88 TIME t5:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING MUllER : TWC F: D E S C R I P T I O N :OUANT|TY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D O L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

...... .. ................. o ........... . .........................................
J

1:$999 35t 10 3: 1300 3: ANCHOR FLANGES : I LS:I: 37130 37130
2: : : : : :
3:$999 351 15 40:1300 3: FILM COOLER-OFF GAS NOZZLE A : I EA:I: 22470 22470
4: : : : : :
5:5999 351 15 50: 1300 3: FILM COOLER-BACK UP OFF GAS : I EA:I: 16160 16160
6:5999 351 15 50: 1300 3: NOZZLE T : : :
7: : : : : :
8: : : : " :
9:$999 : : ISOLATORS : : :

IO: : : : : :
11:$999 351 19 2: t300 3: ISOLATORS-DRAIN VALVE : I LS:I: 167130 167130
12: : : : " :
13:$999 35t 14 1: 1300 3: ISOLATORS-ELECTRODES : I LS:I: 9950 9950
14: : : : : :
t5:$999 35t 16 t: 1300 3: ISOLATORS-DOME HEATERS : 1LS'I: 19690 19690
16: : : : : :
17:5999 351 18 2:1300 3: ISOLATORS-RISER HEATER : I LS:I: 115770 115770
IB: : : : : :
t9:5999 351 10 2:1300 3: EXTERNAL ISOLATORS : t LS:I: 23540 23540
20: : : : : :
21: : : : : :
22:$999 : : INCONEL 690 MATERIAL : : :
23: : : : : :
24: : : NOTE:INCLUOES 690 MATERIAL : : :
25: : : FOR MELTER 3& FUTURE MELTER 4: : :
26: : : ............................. : : :
27:$999 351 10 4: 1300 3: TYPE 690 WELD WIRE (2 MELTER : I LS:I: 200000 200(X)O
28:5999 . 351 10 4: 1300 3: ASSYS) : : :
29: : : : : :
30:5999 35t t0 1: 1300 3: INCONEL 690 MATERIAL(P-1780 : 45M LB:I: 315000 315000
31:$999 351 10 1: 1300 3: AXC 6844W EXCESS MATERIAL - : : :
32:5999 351 10 t: 1300 3: TO BE TRANSFERREO 10 P-3420): : :
33: : : : : :
34:5999 351 10 2:1300 3: INCONEL 690 MATERIAL : 16M LB:V: 240000 240000
35:5999 351 t0 2:1300 3: (ADDITIONAL NEW MATERIAL TO : : :
36:$999 351 10 2: 1300 3: BE PROCURED) : : :
37: : : : : :
38:S999 35t : 1300 3: ADJUSTMENT FOR UNUSUAL NICKEL: 1LS:D: 1500(0 150000
39:$999 35t : 1300 3: MATERIAL PRICE FLUCTUATIONS : " :

e-
40: : : : : :
41: : : : " :
42: : : : : "
43
44
45 PAGE 12 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 1316840 1316840



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180

TITLE - DI#PF GLASS VASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYB9 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TVC F: D E S C R | P T [ 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:OESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.

: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : : -
- : : : : :

I: $999 : : MELTER VESSEL : : :
2: : : : : :

3:5999 351 10 : 1300 3: MELTER VESSEL-PART OF " : t EA:V: 2225600 22256(X)
4:$999 351 10 : 1300 3: CBAI VERBAL QUOTE : : :
5: : : : : :

6:5999 351 I0 : 1300 3: REFRACTORY DRY OUT : I LS:I: 17120 t7t20
7: : : : : :

8:5999 35t 10 6: 1300 3: BORE |NC.ONEL 690 FOR : 1 LS: | : 1280 1280
9:$999 351 10 6: 1300 3: A & T NOZZLES : : :

t0: : : : : :

11:5999 351 t0 5: 1300 3: SS O RINGS-VESSEL SHELL/HEAD : 1 LS:I: 12200 12200
12:5999 35t 10 5: t300 3: FLANGE : : :
13: : : : : :

14:5999 35t 10 10:1300 3: SS 0 RINGS-A&T NOZZLES - : I LS:I: 1280 1280
15:5999 35t t0 t0: 1300 3: HYDROTEST : : :
t6: : : : : :
t7: : : : : :
t8:5999 : : REFRACTORY INSTALLATION : - :
t9: : : : : :

20:$999 351 12 45: t300 3: FIBERFRAX-MISC BULK PAPER.OSM: t LS:I: t820 t820
21: : : : : :

22:$999 351 t2 : t300 3: REFRACTORY INSTALLATION : g LS:I : 167240 167240
23: : : : : :

24:$999 351 t2 : 1300 3: FIBERFRAX ROPE-OOME : I LS:I: 540 540
25:$999 35t 12 : 1300 3: HEATER SEAL : : :
26 : : : : . :
27: : : : : :
28:$999 , : : FIBERFRAX LINERS : : :
29: : : : : :

30:5999 351 12 40:t300 3: FIBERFRAX INSULATION : 1 LS: I : 130010 130010
31: : : : : :
32 : : : : : :
33:$999 : : REFRACTORY K-3 : : :
34 : : : .............. : : :
35:$999 351 12 10:t300 3:K-3 REFRACTORY : t 1S:l: 560680 560680
36:5999 351 12 t2: 1300 3:K-3 GRINDING &ORILLING : 1 LS:I: 108820 108820
37:5999 351 12 13: t300 3:K-3 WIRE CUTTING & GRINDING : t LS:|: 11340 11340
38 : : : : : :
39- : : : : .
40:5999 : : REFRACTORY-SUPERSTRUCTURE : : : -"
41- : : ........................... :

42 : $999 351 12 30:t300 3: SUPERSTRUCTURE REFRACTORY : I LS" I - 160500 160500
43: : : : . .
44: : : . . . - ................

45 PAGE 13 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 3398430 3398430



1
r DATE 10/25188 TIME 15:14:25
I PROd 9S3420 PART 0t REPORT 881 DETAILS
r

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RID

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TWC F: O E S C R I P T I 0 N :QUANTITY:S:SSSSSSSSSSS U. S. D O L L A R S S$S$$$$S$S
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD VILN.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: - ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : ::

1:5999 : : REFRACTORY-ZlRMUL : : :
2: : : : : :
3:$999 35t 12 20: 1300 3: ZIRMUL REFRACTORY : t LS:I: 154080 154080
4: : : : : :
5: : : : : :
6:$999 : : REFRACTORY - ZIRNUL GRINDING : " :
7: : ............................. : : :
8:5999 351 12 22: 1300 3: Z|RMUL GRINDING : I LS:I: 9840 9840
9: : : : : :

10:5999 351 : 1300 3: ALLOWANCE FOR SHIPPING : I LS:E: 5000 25000 30000
11:$999 351 : 1300 3: REFRACTORY FIXTURES : : :
t2: : : : : :
t3: : : : : :
14: : : : : :
15:5999 : : THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT WAS : : :
16: : : PRICED BASED ON EQUIP LIST : : :
17: : : FURNISHED BY dE MEUNIER : • :
18: : :OATEO 3/23/88: : : :
19: : : " : :
20: : : : : :
21:$999 351 : 1300 3: MELTER ASSEMBLY AT VENDOR'S : t LS:V: 1209100 1209100
22:$999 351 : 1300 3: SHOP-PART OF CB&I VERBAL : " "
23:$999 351 : 1300 3: QUOTE : : :
24: : : : : :
25:$999 351 46 : t300 3: MELTER FRAME-PART OF CBBI : I LS:V: 738300 738300
26:$999 351 46 : 1300 3: VERBAL QUOTE : : :
27: : : : : :

351 290 1: 1300 3: CANISTER POSITIONING ARM : t EA:I: 2140 214028: $999 ,
29: : : : : :
30:$999 351 41 : 1600 6: DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS : 4 EA'I: 19260 19260
31:5999 351 41 : 1600 6: INCLS 351-41,42,43,44 : : :
32: : : : : :
33:$999 351 161 : 6200 3: BUS BARS-FRAME TO ELECTROOES: 4 EA:|" 44940 44940
34:5999 351 t61 : 6200 3: INCLS 351-161.162. t63.164 : : :
35 : : : : : "
36:5999 351 : 6200 6: BUS BAR GAUGE FOR DOME : I EA: I : 5350 5350
37:$999 351 : 6200 6: HTR TRAtdSFS : : :
38: : : : : "
39:$999 351 : 6200 6: ELECIRICAL LOWER HOLDERS "_ 22 EA-[: 23540 23540

e-

40:$999 351 : 6200 6: (HANFORD) : : :
41: : : : : :
42:5999 351 : 6200 6: ELECTRICAL CABLE : 4400 LF:I: 2140 2140
43: : : : : :
44
45 PAGE 14 PAGE TOTALS 5000 25000 2208690 2238690



DATE t0/25/88 TIME t5:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 0t REPOF_T 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DWPF GLASS HASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO lid

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TWC F: D E S C R I P T I 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$SS$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S SS$$$$S$$$
• :DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD W/LM.

: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: " : : : :

: : : : • :
1:$999 351 : 6400 3: PROCESS CONNECTORS (HANFORO) : 20 EA:I: 2t40 2140
2: : : : : :
3:$999 35t 672 I: 7500 7: TV CAMERA ASSEMBLY : t EA:I: 94160 94160
4: : : : : :
5:5999 351 672 2:7500 7: TV CAMERA ASSEMBLY : 1 EA:|: 94160 94160
6: : : : : :
7:$999 : 7500 7: TV INSTALLATION & MISC MATL : I LS:E: 7000 3000 10000
8: : : : : :
9: : : : " :

t0: : : : : :
t 1:$999 : : THE FOLLOWING INSTRUMENT : " :
12: : : ITEMS ARE BASED ON SCOPE & : : :
13: : : PRICE INFORMATION PER : : :
14: : : RW FOSTER SCOPE 2/24/88: : " :
t5: : : : : :
16: : : : : :
17: : : : : :
t8:$999 : : THERMOCOUPLES TYPE B : : :
19: : : : : :
20: : : : : :
21:$999 351 2753 TE: 7t00 7: RISER (TOP.UPPER) : t EA:I: 5720 5720
22: : : : : :
23:$999 35t 2754 TE: 7100 7: RISER (TOP.LOVER) : t EA:I: 6720 6720
24: : : : : :
25:$999 35t 2940 TE: 7t00 7: ORAIN VALVE,ZONE I : t EA:I: 3480 3480
26: : : : : :
27:$999 351 2941 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE I : ! EA:I: 3480 3480
28: : : : : :
29:$999 351 2951 TE: 7100 7: RISER.BOTTOM : t EA:I: 4420 4420
30: : : : : :
31:5999 351 2952 TE: 7100 7: RISER.BOTTOM : 1 EA:I: 4420 4420
32 : : : : : :
33:$999 35t 2953 TE: 7100 7: POUR SPOUT.UPPER : 1 EA:I: 3600 3600
34 : : : : " :
35:$999 351 2954 TE: 7t00 7: POUR SPOUT.LOWER : t EA:I: 4t90 41_
36 : : : : " :
37 : : : : : :
38:$999 35t 327t TEA: 7t00 7: MELT POOL.UPPER : t EA:I: 6940 6940
39: : : : : :
40:5999 351 3271 TEE: 7100 7: MELT POOL.UPPER : 1 EA'I: "'6940 6940
41: : : : " :
42:S999 351 3272 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.UPPER • 1 EA:I: 6940 6940
43: : : " " "
44
45 PAGE 15 PAGE 10TALS 7000 3000 24"/310 :)5"/310

___ 1



DATE 1_/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 0t REPORT 88l DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TklC F: D E S C R ][ P T I 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELO MILM.

: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: • ANT UN:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : - : : :
: , - : : -

I : $999 351 3272 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL_UPPER : t EA: I : 6_0 6_.___'0
2: : : : : :

3:$999 351 3273 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.MIDDLE : I EA:I: 7530 7530
4: : : : : :

5:$999 351 3273 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.MIDDLE : I EA:i: 7530 7530
6: : : : : :

7:$999 351 32J4 tEA: 7t00 7: MELT POOLtMIOOLE : 1 EA:I: 7530 7530
8: : : : : :

9:$999 351 3274 TEe: 7t00 7: MELT POOL.MIDOLE : I EA-|: 7530 7530
t0: : : : : :

t1: sggg 35t 3275 TEA: 7100 7: ,_LT POOL.LOWER : I EA:I: 8120 8120
12: : : : : :

13:$999 351 3275 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOWER : I EA:|: 8120 8120
14: : : : : :

15:5999 351 3276 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOWER : 1 EA:I: 8120 8120
16: : : : . :

17:$999 351 3276 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOVER : I EA:I: 8120 8t20
18: : : : . :

19:$999 351 4085 TEA: 7100 7: VAPOR SPACE : I EA:[: 4350 4350
20: : : : . :

21:$999 351 4085 TEB: 7100 ?: VAPOR SPACE : I EA:I: 4350 4350
22 : : : : : :

23:$999 351 4085 TEC: 7100 7: VAPOR SPACE : I EA" I : 4350 4350
24: : : : : :

25:5999 351 2920 TE : 7100 7: ELECTROOE : 1 EA: I : 3380 3380
26: : : : . :

27:$999 351 2921 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : I EA:I: 3380 3380
28 : : : : : :

29:$999 - 35t 2930 TE: 71OO 7: ELECTRODE : t EA'I: 3380 3380
30: : : : : :

31:$999 35t 2931 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : t EA:|: 3_ 3-?-'u-'J
32 : : : : . :

33:$999 351 2942 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VAlVE.ZONE 2 : I EA:|: 1560 1560
34 : : : : : :

35:S999 35t 2943 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 2 : t EA:I: 1560 1560
36 : : : : : :

37:5999 35t 2944 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 3 : 1 EA:I: 1500 1500
38 : : : : : :

39" 5999 351 2948 TE: 7100 7- DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 3 : I EA'I: 1500 1500
40: : : : : : " "
41:$999 351 2947 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE,ZONE 4 " I EA:I: t730 1730
42: : : : : :
43
44

45 PAGE 16 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 103960 103960



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROJ 953420 PART 0t REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH R|VEP SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DHPF GLASS HASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY *CNECCO RO

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TIP(: F: D E S C R I P T I 0 _ :OLIANTITY:s:ssS$SS$S$S$ U. S. O 0 L L A R S 111$$15111
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD HILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: • ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

..o ...... .---.---. ...... . .... .._._._.__. ......................... . ............... ..-.---. ............. .-----.

1:5999 35t 2949 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 4 : I EA:I: 1500 1500
2: : : : : :

3:$999 351 2955 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 5 : t EA:I- 1670 1670
4: : : : : :

5:$999 351 2956 TE: 7t00 7: ORAfN VALVE.ZONE 5 : I EA:I: t670 1670
6: : : : - -

7:5999 351 2960 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA'I: 3320 3320
8: : : : - :

9:$999 351 2961 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : 1EA:I: 3320 3320
10: : : : : :

11:5999 351 2962 TE: 7t00 7: DO_E HEATER : t EA'I: 3090 3090
12: : : : - :

13:$999 351 2963 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : t EA:I: 3090 3090
14: : : : - :

15:5999 35t 2968 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : t EA:I: 3090 3090
16: : : : : :
17:S999 351 2969 TE: 7100 7: DONE HEATER " I EA:I: _090 3090
18: : : : : :
19:5999 351 2970 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA:I: 3320 3320
20: : : : • :

21:$999 351 2971 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : 1EA:I: 3320 3320
22: : : : : :
23:$999 351 2972 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : ! EA:I: 3320 3320
24: : : : : -
25:$999 351 2973 TE: 7100 7: DONE HEATER : I EA: I : 3320 3320
26: : : : : :
27:5999 351 2974 TE : 7t00 7: DOME HEATER : 1 EA: I : 3090 3090
28 : . : : : : :
29:$999 351 2975 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA:t: 3090 3090
30: : : : : :
31:5999 351 3800 TE: 7100 7: DONE HEATER : t EA:I: 3090 3090
32: : : : : :
33:$999 35t 3801 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA:I: 3090 3090
34: : : : : :
35:$999 _51 3802 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : t EA:I: 3320 3320
36- : : : : :
37:5999 351 3803 TE: 7100 7: OONE HEATER : I EA:|: 3320 3320
38: : : : : :
39: : : : : :
40:$999 : : THERMOCOUPLE5 TYPE K : : : ""
41: : : .................... : : :
42: : : : - :
43
44 .............

45 PAGE t7 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 56t20 56120



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 953420 PART Ot REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER 140.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (F_89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO I11)

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TklC F: D E S C R [ P T | O N "QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D O L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R- FIELD MILN.

: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : ANT UM:C: LABOR NAIERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : : :

: : : : : :

I : S999 35! 2964 TEA: 7100 7: REFRACTORY : I EA: i : 160 160
2: : : : - :
3:$999 351 2964 TEB: 7100 7: REFRACTORY : I EA: i : 160 t60
4: : : : : :
5: : : : : :
6:5999 35t TF : 71(X) 7: THERMOCOUPLE FITTINGS : I LS:I: 4280 4280
7:$999 351 TF : 7100 7: INCLUDES ITEMS 351-TF-I : " :
8:$999 351 TF : 71OO 7: THRU 6 : " :
9: : : : : :

10: : : : : :
11 : 5999 : : BORESCOPES : : :
t2: : : : : :
13: : : : : :
14:$999 351 t48 t: 7100 7: BORESCOPE : I EA:I: 12840 12840
15: : : : : :
16:5999 351 liB 2:7t00 7: BORESCOPE : t EA:|: 12840 12840
17: : : • " :
18:5999 35t BB 1:7100 7: METAL BELLOVS : I EA:I: 2140 2140
19: : : : : :

20:$999 351 88 2:7100 7: METAL BELLOWS : I EA:I" 2140 2140
2t: : : : : :
22:5999 351 CR I: 7100 7: METAL C RING : t EA:I: 40 40
23: : : : : :
24:5999 351 CR 2: 7tOO 7: METAL C RING : t EA:I: 40 40
25: : : : : :
26 : : : : : :
27: : : : : :

28:5999 _ : : THE FOLLOWING FIELD ASSEMBLY : : :
29: : : FOR MELTER 3 IS PRICED BASED : " :
30: : : ON JN OOUMS' SCOPE DATED : : :
31: : : 3/31/88: : : :
32 : : : : : :
33: : : : • :
34:5999 : : CRAFT BREAKDOWN : : :
35: : : : : :
36: : : : : :
37:5999 351 : 13OO" 3: BOILERMAKERS 16OO MANItOURS : I L5: I : 48000 6000 54000
38 : : " : : :
39:$999 351 : 13OO 3: LABORERS 800 NANHOURS : t LS:I: IOOOO I0000
40: : : : : :
41:$999 351 : 13OO 3: CARPENTERS 2OO MANHOURS : I LS:I: 4OOO 4000
42: : : : : :
43
44
45 PAGE 18 PAGE TOTALS 62C_)0 6000 34640 102640

._ _



DATE t0/25/88 TIME t5:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART O| REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & |NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TWC F: D E S C R I P T I 0 N :QUANTITY:S:$S$$$$$$$$$ U_ S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$t
:DESIGN : U: : :R: F|ELO VlLM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : ::
: : : : - :

t: $999 35t : t300 3: INSULATORS 100 MANHOURS : I LS:|: 2000 20(X)
2: : : : : :
3:5999 35t : t300 3: CONSTR LAYOUT 300 MANHOURS : t LS:I: 4000 4000
4: : : : " :
5:5999 351 : t300 3: ELECTRIC|ANS 2200 MANHOURS : I LS:I: 60(XX) 6000 66000
6: : : : : :
7:5999 351 : 1300 3: PIPEFITTER$ 1800MANItQUR$ : 1LS:I: 45000 3000 48000
8: : : : : :
9:5999 35t : 1300 3: ALLOW FOR UNLOADING AND : t LS:E: 5000 t000 6000

10:5999 351 : t300 3: TRANSPORTING MELTER TO : : :
t1:$999 351 : t300 3: 717F BLDG. : : :
12: : : : : :
13:$999 351 : 1300 3: EXTRA EQUIPMENT RENTAL : I LS:I: I0000 10000
t4: : : : : :
t5
16
t7 DA SUB TOTAL (LESS CONTRACTS) 190000 54_ 8773780 9017780
t8 9700 PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOW 28500 8100 1316100 1352700
I_ .......... " ............ " ...........................

20
21 DA NET TOTAL (LESS CONTRACTS) 218500 62100 10089880 10370480
22 ........................... " .......................

23
24 CONTRACTS THIS DA 0 0 0 0
25
26
27 CONTRACTS NET TOTAL O O O O
28
29
30 :OMFEQU: EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER 140.3 DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL 10370480
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39 ..
40
41
42
43 ...........
44
45 PAGE 19 PAGE TOTALS 144500 28 I00 f316 100 1488700



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT B81 GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180

t TITLE - DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER NO.3 & |NCONEL FOR N0.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RDA. SOURCE CODES (SRC)

I (APPLICABLE TO THIS EST|MATE)
CODE MEANING

F A NON-ENGINEERED SCOPE
B UNIT LIBRARY

r C CUBED OR SQUARE FOOT
D ESTIMATED vlTH DETAILED DESIGN
E ESTIMATED vlTHOUT DETAIL DESIGN
F LINEAL FOOT
i |NOEXEO INVESTMENT - COST RELATED
K GGC
L LINE COUNT PIPE ESTIMATING
M DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
0 OROER PLACEO
P ACTUAL COST
O ORDER QUOTE
R FACTOR
S INDEXED INVESTMENT - ESTIMATED
U ESTIMATING ALLOWANCE
V VERBAL OUOTE
Y PRICE INCLUDED ELSEt_IERE

PAGE 20



10/25188 TIME t5:t4:25
PR_ 9S3420 PART 0t REPORT 88t GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DMPF GLASS WASTE MELTER 1410.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

B. TYPE WORX CATEGORIES (TMC)

TMC DEFINITION
0600 ABANDONED FIELD COST
0700 MAINTAINING PRODUCTION
0800 DISMANTLING & REARRANGEMENT
1100 EQUIP FOUNDATIONS & SUPPORTS
1200 PROCESS EQUIPMENT
1300 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
1400 ARCHITECTURAL & CIVIL EQUIPMENT
1500 HEATING & VENTILATING ANO POWER EQUIPP_NT
1600 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
t800 TANKS ($25,000 OR GREATER)
1900 ELEVATORS AND DUMBWAITERS
2100 INSULATION-EQUIPMENT
2200 INSULATION-PIPING
2300 INSULATION-OUCT
3100 SITE OEVELOPMENT
3200 ROADS, SIOEffALKS, PARKING LOT
3300 RAILROAOS
3400 FENCES GATES
3700 PRECIOUS METALS
3800 INVENTORY ACCOUNTS
3900 LANO
4000 BUILOINGS
5100 BUILDING & LABORATORY DUCT_ORK
5200 MANUF. & PROCESS DUCTWORK
6100 BUILDING-ELECTRIC & LIGHTING
6200 ELECTRICAL-ALL OTHER (POWER

WIRING. MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS, ETC)
7100 INSTRUMENTS & PANELS
7200 INSTRUMENT PIPING
7300 INSTRUMENT WIRING
7500 CONTROL SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT
8100 OUTSIDE LINE SUPPORTS

' 8200 OUTSIOE OVERHEAO PIPE LINES
8300 OUTSIOE UNOERGROUNO PIPE LINES
8400 PROCESS & SERVICE PIPING(INSIDE)
8600 PLUMBING & BUILDING SERVICE PIPE
8700 SPRINKLER-BUILDING FIRE PROTECTION
91OO ABNORMAL PREMIUM TIME
9200 MINOR CHANGES
9300 NON-ENGINEEREO SCOPE
9500 PROV. FOR ALLOW. (ESTIMATING, SALES TAX, WORK. COND., FRT.,ETC.)
9700 SPEC|AL ADD/PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE -
978t SPECIAL ADO/PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE (CONTRACTS)
9800 LS/UP CONTRACT ALLOWANCE ""

3RD & 4TH DIGIT DEFINITIONS

PAGE 2!



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25
PROd 953420 PART O! REPORT 881 GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DVPF GLASS WASTE MELTER N0.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

--81 FIELD CONTRACT (SHOWS AS *)
--62 WILM CONTRACT (SHOWS AS *)
--83 E-WORK ORDER (SHOWS AS *)

C. FUNCTION CODES (FUN)

CODE DESIGN GROUP
2 PROCESS
3 MECHANICAL
4 ARCHITECTURAL & CIVIL
5 HEATING & VENTILATII_G AN() POWER
6 ELECTRICAL
7 INSTRUMENTS
8 MECHANIZED SYSTEMS

D. QUANTITY DEFINITIONS

CODE MEANING
lEA ONE EACH
1L5 ONE LUMP SUM
ILF LINEAL FEET
1CP ESTIMATE ENTRY IS TOTAL

(COMPUTER PRINTOUT)
FROM PIPE. ELECTRICAL.
OR INSTRUMENT ESTIMATE.
DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM
BM&I BY SPECIAL REQUEST.

E. ALLOWANCE DEFINITIONS

1. MINOR CHANGE ALLOMANCE IS TO ACHIEVE INTENDED QUALITY AND
QUANTITY OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCT AT TIME OF PHYSICAL
COMPLETION AND START-UP.

• 2. NUN-ENGINEERED SCOPE ALLOWANCE - FUNCTIONS SPECIFIED BY
DESIGN WHERE REQUIREMENTS OR SCOPE CANNOT BE SUFFICIENTLY
DEVELOPED FOR PRICING. ALLOWANCES SHOULD RE JOINTLY
DEVELOPED BY AEO INVESTMENT ENGINEERING AND AED DESIGN.

3. PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE - A PROVISION FOR THE UNFORE-
SEEN COST ELEMENTS DUE TO ENGINEERING EVOLUTION• ESTIMATE
ADJUSTMENTS. AND PRICING DIFFERENCES WITHIN THE DEFINED
PROJECT SCOPE. THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE
THE ESTIMATE WITH AN EVEN CHANCE OF OVERRUN OR UNDERRUN.

4. CONTINGENCY - A FINANCIAL RISK ALLOWANCE INCLUDED IN CURRENT ""
APPRAISAL FOR BUDGETS (CABS) TO COVER THE RANGE OF ACCURACY.
THIS GIVES AN 85_ PROBABILITY THAT A PROJECT'S ESTIMATE WOULD
NOT BE EXCEEDED.

PAGE 22
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CC: *W. R. Irrozer, Bechtel, SRP, 5-1
*R. Keaavan, Bechtel, SRP, S-2
"3. N. Heunier, Bechtel, SRP, 5-2
*B. K. Parsons, Bechtel, SRP, S-2
*J. R. Glasscock, PD-AED, SRP, 704-11S
*D. C. Nichols, PD-AEO, SRP, 704-5

L. H. Papouchodo, PD-AED, SRP, 703-A
*A. F. Weisman, PD-AED, SRP, 704-11S

R. W. Baxter, PD-AED, SRP, 704-5
*C. R. Lund, H&L, L11W19

W. Compbe11, Engrg-AED, SRC, 5-1
3. C. Davis, Engrg-AED, SRC, S-1
D. 3. Barns, re, Engrg-AED, SRC, 717-F

"3. N. Odum, Engrg-AED, SRC, 5-57
*C. R. Pair, Engrg-AED, SRC, 5-1
*T. G. Powell, Engrg-AED, SRC, 5-37

L. F. ShoFranek, Engrg-AED, L3305
N. R. Levins, Engrg-AED, L2_24

*D. G. Kasal, Engrg-AED, L3_16
*G. E. Hiller, Engrg-AED, L3311

R. A. Epperly, Engrg-AED, L3314
*3. S. Johnson, Engrg-AED, L3358
*R. 1. Britt, Engrg-AED, L33E82

January 18, 1988 *B. 3. Etienne, Engrg-AED, L33W39
*W. E. Guenthner, Engrg-AED, L3375
*J. Scafsria, Engrg-AED, L3378

R. W. Foster, Engrg-AED, L]]35
*3. E. Savoy, A/S, L3_
IC J_ (2)

TO: *J. H. HC KIBBEN, ENGRG-AED, SRC, S-1
A A

FROH: *J. D. GUTHANN, 3R., ENGRG-AED, L)_21__'
U -

PROJECT 951780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA S]50 - GLASS HELTER
HINUTES OF HELTER #5 PLANNING HEETING

This memo documents the discussion and agreements made during the
January 7 planning meeting at Louviers. The objective of the
meeting was to resolve program issues for melter #5 only. Future
melter design/development was not a topic For this meeting.

A. SUHHARY

Following are the major points and decisions made at the
plonning meeting:

1. .Project Ite..ms

o This will be a capital project managed by Engineering
Department. This responsibility will be transferred
to the new SRP contractor after one is selected.



2
3anuary IS, 19Be
j. M. McKibben

o Nork request Funding is required for [ngrg-AED and
Bechtel participation.

o A project objectives letter has been prepared.

o The plant will prepare and submit basic data, which
will go through s formal review and comment process.

o The plant's desired completion date For melter #3, per
the project objectives letter, is July, 1991. This
timing is not compatible with the long lead time
required to procure a melter vessel, typically 3 1/2
years after the order is placed.

2. Procurement
i i iiii i]11

o The bid package For melter #3 will include an option
For melter #4.

o Bechtel will be responsible For procurement of the
melter end assembly with its components. This
includes preparation of specifications and the bid
package, and selection of the vendor For competitive
bid orders. The existing Du Pont contract with
Bechtel will have to be revised For added scope and
timing. The orders will be executed by H&L
Department.

o In support of Bechtel procurement, AED - mechanical at
Louviers will provide dra,irlg packages For the melter
vessel end bolt-on components (same equipment
Furnished by Louviers For melters 1 end 2).

o Bechtel will be responsible For drawing packages For
all other components related to the melter Frame and
assembly.

o SRP should consider placing orders For additional
borescopes as soon as possible. There is some risk of
losing continuity of design details, since these are
oll coordinated by one consultant.

3. Task Tsam
|1,

o A Task Team will be Formed under 3. H. HcKibben to

provide leadership end coordination For producing the
bid packages, with follow-up through awarding the
bids. AFter the orders ore placed, the Task Team will
be disbanded.

o Bechtel will assign a lead coordinator For this
effort. Additional support will be provided by
Engineering Department_ 5RL and plant
production/technical, Projects Department arid QA. The
plan iS to have one member From each organization.



3
January 18, 1988 -
J. M. McKibben

4. Quality Assurance Aspects

o The current assumption is that NQA-1 requirements will
be imposed on the melter J_ project. SR/QA
requirements that are in place will be included.
Additional SR/QA requirements will be included as they
are available.

o In Bechtel'a experience, the inclusion of NQA-1 can be
more than double the time it normally takes to select
a vendor and place an order.

o Bechtel will prequalify vendors to satisfy NQA-1. The
QA portion or each bid package will be reviewed and
approved by Bechtel's QA group before the bid package
is released as a request For quotes.

B. DISCUSSION
i i ll,i , ii ,

J. M. McKibben covered the objectives of the meeting, and
presented the list of items requiring decisions, Figures 1
and 2.

1. Schedule
i ii i ,, i

J. R. Glasscock slated that the required completion date
rot the melter #3 assembly is July, 1991. This objective
is included in the pro_ect objectives letter, and is
based on the Following assumptions. (See Figure 7):

o Melter #1 starts up early _Q '89 and runs for 2 yea_s.

o Melter #3 is available to back up #2 when it is
installed in 4Q 1991.

3. D. Gutmann presented a summary or procurement Lime
durations For melter #1 components, Figure 3 through 5.
These orders were placed by Louviers-Mechanical (Gutmann,
Etienne, Scafaria). Procurement timing figures are based
on the actual release dates, is, order time is the
interval between release of the price request to solicit
bids and the date the order was placed. This includes
the time to prepare and review bids, assemble the bid
package, obtain DOE approval where necessary and release
the order through H&L. Fabrication timing is the
interval from order placement to the date of shipment.
For the melter vessel, the "ship" date is the date the
vessel was completed and ready for refractory
installation.

Thi's data was entered into the Macintosh O.verVU[ database

program, the order and fabrication times were added to
obtain the total ill weeks and months, the total time
column was sorted from longest to shortest and like times
for a given order _ere grouped together.



4
January 18, 1988 -
3. H. HcKibben

Following are comments on this data:

o Time required for the order phase ranged from 24 to _
weeks when DOE approval was required. This timing was
typical in 1984 and early 1985, when the DOE approval
cycle was usually 4 to 8 weeks. Today, this cycle is
longer, and new QA requirements are expected to
increase the time even more. The order for Inconel
690 material (Figure 4) was placed within 14 weeks via
letter of intent. DOE agreed to permit this order to
be placed prior to approval of the bid package due to
the critical effect of this material delivery on the
schedule. In general, orders that required less than
14 weeks to place did not require DOE approval.

o Some of the refectory fabrication times are longer
than normal by several months because the vendor had
to wait for the fixture to be completed at CBI. The
same fixtures will be used for melter #3, so there
will not be any delays delivering the fixtures to the
vendors.

o As before, the critical path item is the melter vessel
itself Fabrication of melter #1 took 150 weeks to
reach the point where refractory could be installed.

o Following the melter vessel order, the next most
critical item for timing is Inconel 690 material.
This must be ordered early to have material available
in time to fabricate the melter components. As shown
in Figure 4, the Inconel for melter #I took 38 _eeks
to fabricate after the order was plsced.

The overall schedule for melter #I is shown in bar chart

form in Figure 6, Starting from the time the order
request was released in 2Q 1984, it will be end of the
first quarter of 1988 before the assembly and mock up
activities are complete, a total of nearly four years.
Figure 7 shows the influence of this schedule on the
start up of melter #2, assuming that the total hot
running time of #1 is limited to two years. This is the
basis for establishing the July 1991 completion date for
melter #3 in the project objectives letter.

Halter #I procurement data was combined with other broad
assumptions to produce a preliminary comparison schedule
for melter #3, Figure 8, to illustrate the difficulty of
meeting the July 1991 completion date. This indicates
that the melter assembly cannot be completed until late
1992, assuming that the order can be placed in 50 '88.
As shown, there are schedule requirements that are in
bold face with question marks to flag out the areas of
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greatest uncertainty. The largest of these is the effect
of the OA requirements, which were not clear when this
comparison schedule was developed. During the discussion
of this schedule, the following comments were made:

o There are no foreseeable short cuts that can be
applied to vessel fabrication on future orders. The
vessel is relatively small, and this limits the number
of welders that can be working on it at a given time.
Realistically, we must assume that the fabrication
phase will take the same time - 150 weeks. Time can
be potentially reduced up front by taking steps to
place the order early. One possibility is to get DOE
concurrence to place an order via letter of intent,
prior to DOE approval of the bid package, releasing
the vendor to order material and prepare drawings for
approval.

o The assembly plan for melter #3 and future units will
not incltJde a physical mock-up of the jumpers in
717-F. The intent is to measure and verify that the
Jumper connection points are at the correct x, y a_d z
coordinates. This should reduce the time required in
717-F by approximately two months.

o In Bechtel'a experience, the addition of NQA-1
requirements will more than double the time it
normally takes to get an order placed, since these QA
requirements must also be met by the all of the
primary vendor's subcontractors. The impact of this
makes the schedule in Figure 8 look optimistic.

o In view of the long procurement time required to
purchase and build a melter, it was recommended that
the contract for melter #3 include an option for
melter #4.

2. Procurement

J. D. Gutmann described the procurement history of melter
#1, Figures 9 through 15. As shown in Figure 9, there
were a total of _9 individual Engineering Department
orders for the vessel and its components.

A. Fixtures
i i.iii i

Included in the above orders are a number of fixtures
that will be used for melter #3 and beyond, Figure
10. $RP will have to arrange for indoor storage of
these, and initiate procedures to control their

location and disposition for future orders. It maybe possible to have the sole source vendors accept
the responsibility for storing their respective
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The use of existing vendor drawings For procurement
was discussed. AFter reviewing the legal aspects or
the DWPF contracts, legal consultants have determined
that vendor drawings can be used for competitive bids
For future orders, if the vendor logo and other
identification i8 removed from the drawing.

3. Desiqn Basis for Helter #3

For the past several months, the (ngineering Department
has been preparing s drawing package For the #3 melter
vessel. The design basis assumed For this work is shown
in Figure 16. Design revisions have been restricted to
minor changes that will make Fabrication easier, and
reduce the difficulty of meeting close tolerances. We
have assumed that the basic configurations used on
melters I and 2 will alas be used on #J. IF basic data

requires configuration changes, the design scope and time
will increase.

Haterials will be the same, except sealing gasket
materiel will be Craphoil instead or asbestos. In
addition to eliminating asbestos From the design, the
switch to Graphoil will reduce the bolt torque reauired
to seal the joint.

Lead was used on melters 1 and 2 For shielding the TV
camera and counterweighting the camera carrier Frames and
feed tubes. The question about current policy on lead
use was raised. In general, it as desirable to use
substitutes For lead where Feasible. It was pointed out
that if lead cannot be used for counterweight ing melter
#J top head components, this could result in a major
design change, since the space envelope around these
components is very restricted.

4. Scope of Work

Figures 17 and 18 show the proposed division of work
between the Engineering Department and others For the #3
melter project. All drawings furnished by the
Engineering Department For the melter vessel and its
components will be reproduced on new mylare, assigned new
numbers, end start with revision O. This will preserve
drawings showing the as-built configuration of melters 1
and 2. In addition to providing this drawing package, a
melter design manual will be Furnished that covers the
history and design of the DWPF melter configuration, as
well as details of procurement procedures and
recommendations.

$. Decisions on Scope end Responsibility

AFter discussing the above information, the Following
decisions on project scope and responsibilities were
reached:
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o Melter #3 will be a capital project managed by the
Engineering Department. This responsibility will be
transferred to the new SRP contractor after one is
selected.

o Basic data will be submitted by $RP and go through a
formal review and approval procedure.

o Bechtel will be responsible For writing the
specifications, preparing the bid packages, eel_ectir_g
vendors, and procuring all items required For the
melter assembly. The current Du Pont contract with
Bechtel will have to be revised to include this new
scope and timing. Purchase orders will be executed by
H&L Department. The bid package For melter #3 wzlI
include an option For melter #4.

o AED-Hechanical at Louviers will prepare drawing
packages, per paragraph 4, for the melter vessel and
its bolt-on components. These will be used by Bechtel
For procureme,t or these items. Bechtel will hays
responsibility f'or providing drawings or all other
components related to the melter assembly.

o 3. Gutmsnn will coordinate the eFFort to prepare a
manual on DXPF melter history, design basis, and
procurement requirements. This will be used as a
guide For Future procurement oF melters and Form a
basis For evaluating Future suggestions For deszgn
modifications.

o Bechtel was requested to start initial work to prepare
a program For the melter #3 eFFort.

6. ,Progr am T ask ,.-Tearn_

3. H. HcKibben recommended that a task team be Formed
under his direction to assist with the preparation oF the
bid packages, and continue through placement oF the
order. It was agreed that Bechtel will assign e lead
coordinator For this eFFort. Additional support will be
provided by Engineering Depsrtmer_t, SRL, and SRP
product ion/technical, Projects Department and QA. The
itent is to have one member From each organization on the
t ask team.

The task teem charter will be as Follows:

o Review the basic data report.

o Produce the design and bid packages For melter #_ with
options For melter #4. This will include material
release For tP4.

o Review and approve the bidder's lists.
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o Participate in discussions with the vendors.

o Follow up reviews with DOE.

o Provide design liaison end follow-up through award o?
the orders.

o Review the melter design manual.

7. Quality Assurance

There have been s number of questions regarding QA
requirements for melter 13. This issue was addressed by
Dan Kasal, and is summarized below:

The QA requirements address design verification,
inspection end testing. Each order must include the
critical requirements0 with plus and minus acceptance
limits for these requirements. The intent is to be able
to verify that the as-built equipment meets the
specification.

Melter #3 will be purchaed under NQA-I requirements.
$R/QA requirements will be added in as they are available
and training is completed. The primary vendor must sudlt
subcontractors _nd verify that their procedures conform
to NQA-I requirements.

Bechtel QA Hill prequalify vendors for melter #3
components, and will review the QA portion of the bid
package before it is released for quotes.

Verification is required for design changes. If the
design has been used before, this is suitable
verification. Since we have s history of melter tests
verifying the configuration, we should not have s problem
with this item. Additional details or the DWPF melter
design basis will be covered in the manual that will be
isued st s later date.

The question of code stamping requirements was raised.
Melters I and 2 were built to the ASNE code, but not
stamped. At this time, it ss not clear if melter #3 will
require s code stamp. I_ a stamp is necessary,
additional QA documentation Hill be required.
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8. Other Items

0 Drawings- Bechtel will consider converting the
Engineering Department drawings to the CAD format. 3.
Gutmann recommended that the drawings for melter #3
procurement be used as is, and make the conversion to
CAD a longer term project for future melters. Since
the drawing package for the vessel and components
exceeds 450 drawings, it will take a considerable
amount of time to redraw and check these. A set of
preliminary vessel prints for Information will be sent
to 3. Huenier the week of January 18.

o Incase1 690 Naterial - Keller Technology will be
requested to submit an inventory of the remaining
Incase1 material. J. Gutmann will prepare a list of
additional incase1 that must be ordered the melter #3
components on our drawings. Bechtel will combine
these with any additional material needed for related
frame/assembly orders.

o J. D. Gutmann requested that SRP assign someone w:th a
materials background to participate in the remaining
final inspections for the Q2 melter refractory. This
will provide continuity for the refractory procurement
for #3 and f_uture melters.

3DG2.3/skh
Atchs
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MELTER_#3 PROJECTKICKOE.F
L-2309

MEETINGCHAIRMAN: J. M. MC KIBBEN

SECRETARY: J. D. GUTMANN

INTRODUCTION- OUTLINEOF EFFORT MC KIBBEN

- KEY DECISIONS

OVERVIEWOF SCHEDULE GLA$SCOCK/GUTMANN

SCOPE - EQUIPMENTLIST GUTMANN

- VENDORS

DECISIONSON SCOPEEXECUTION ALL

I. TEAM TO PRODUCEBID PACKAGE

2. BRDOTO PROCURE?

!;. ED-AEDTO MANAGE?

A_. ASSEMBLYBY SRC?

QUALITYASSURANCEISSUES KASAL/ALL

- DESIGNBASISDOCUMENTATION

- ADHERETO HOW DETAILS- VGA,
FORMALRESPONSETO BASICDATA,
SCOPE,ETC.

- VENDORPRE-APPROVAL

SCHEDULEDETAILS ALL

_!SCELLANEOUS ALL

INCONELSTOCK

HANDLINGOF FIXTURES& TEMPLATES

TECHNOLOGYTRANSFER- TRAINING

COMPATIBILITYOF DU PONTVS. BECHTELSYSTEMS

ETC.

CONTRACTISSUE_ LUND/ALL

ALL



.KEY_DECISION_

I) LEADENGINEER(LOUVIERSVS. BECHTEL)

2) CLIENT (SRPPROJECTVS. LOUVIERS)

3) SCHEDULECONSTRAINTS

A) EFFECTOF QA

B) BIDSVS, SOLE SOURCE

C) DESIGNIMPROVEMENTS

4) PERSONNELTRANSITIONPLANS

Figure 2
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PROJEC%_F790 SAVANNAHRIVER PLANT 011l , PAGE 1

PROCUREMENTTIMING HISTORY FOR DldPFMELTER COMPONENTS

I I I I RBLP_J_SEDATE I PROCUREIqEMTTIMING I
I ORDER I EN NUMBER I DESCRIPTION I I I
I No I I 1 PRICE I ORDER I SHIP I ORDER I FAn I TOTAL I TOTAL I
I (AXC! I I I REQUEST I REOUEST I EQUIPMENT | (MKS) I (NKS) I (NKS) ! (MOS) I

m mm m
I ....... l ................ I .................................... I .......... l .......... I ........... | ....... I ....... l ....... | ....... I

I I I I I I I I I I I
I 624711 I 8350-185-X, 00 I MELTERVESSEL I 05129184 I 11119104 I 04127187 I 25 I 125 I 150 I 34 I*
I I I I I I I I I I i '
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6146M I S350-185-12-10 I K-3 REFRACTORY I 09121114 I 03/17/$5 I 04123/87 I 25 I 10t I 134 I 30 !
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I..........I..........I...........I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6847w I s350-185-12-30 I SUPERSTRUCTURE REFRACTORY I I0108114 I 02125185 I II126186 I 20 I 96 I 116 I 26 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6853W I $350-185-10-12 I SHELL COMPONENTS- MISC I 08/05185 I 01123186 I 09109187 I 24 I 85 I 109 I _5 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 6853w I S350-185-13-00 I PEEO TUBES I 08105185 I 01123186 I 09109187 I 24 I 85 I 109 I. 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I i
I 6853M I S350-185-15-00 I MELT THERMOMBLL- NOZZLE E I 08105185 I 01123186 I 09109107 I 24 I 85 I 109 I 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 6853M I 8350-185-15-05 I MELT THERMOWELL- NOZZIJEC-4 I 08/05/85 I 01123186 I 09/09181 I 24 I 05 I 109 I 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 6853M I S350-185-15-10 I VAPORTHERMONELLJCONDPROBE I 08/05/85 I 01123/86 I 09109187 I 24 I 05 I 109 I 25 I
I I i I I | I I I I I
I 6853W I S350-185-15-20 I MBLT LEVEL DIP TUBE I 08105185 I 01123/86 I 09109187 I 24 I 05 I 109 I 25 I '
I I I I I ! I I I I I
I 6853M I 5350-185-18-00 I RISER HF._TER I 08105185 I 01123186 I 09109181 I 24 I 85 I 109 I 25 I
I I l I l l I l I l I
I ....... I I l .......... l- I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I.
I 8901N i S350-185-20-00 I POURSPOUT BELLOWSASSY I 06/17185 I 09113185 I 06111187 I 12 I 91 I 103 I 23 i
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6853M I S350-185-14-00 I ELECTRODES I 08105185 I 01123186 I 06105187 I 24 I 71 I 95 I 21 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 6853W I S350-105-16-00 I DOMEHEATERS | 08105185 I 01123186 I 06/05187 I 24 I 71 I 95 I 21 I
I I I I I I I I I t I
I ....... I "1 I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I

6850W I $350-185-19-00 I DRAIN VALVE I 09/09185 I 02/11/86 I 08/04187 I 17 I 77 I 94 I 21 I
I I I I I I I I I I

....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
6849W I $350-185-12-12 I K-3 GRINDING & DRILLING I 02107185 I 06/26185 I 09130186 I 20 I 66 I 86 I 19 I

I I I I I I I ! I I
....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I

6848W I $350-185-12-20 I ZIRMULREFRACTORY I 10118/84 I 04110185 I 06106186 I 25 I 60 I 85 I 19 I
i I I I I I I I I I

....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
6851M I S350-185-12-40 I FIBERFRAX INSULATION I 11128104 I 06104185 I 07117186 I 27 I 58 I 85 I 19 I

I I I I I I I I I I
....... I ! I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I

613W I $350-185-19-01 I CANISTER BELLOWSASSY I 11/27/85 I 07110186 I 06130187 I 32 I 51 I 83 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I

613M I 5350-185-19-04 I ADAPTERBELLOWSASSY I 11127185 I 07110186 I 06130187 I 32 I 51 I 83 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I

613M I 5350-185-19-05 I PLUG BELLONSASSY I 11127185 ! 07110186 I 06130187 I 32 I 51 I 83 I 19 I
I I I I I ! I I I I

613W I 5350-185-19-06 I UPPER PROBEBELl.ORSASSY I 11127185 I 07110186 ! 06130187 I 32 I 51 | 83 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I

*Time to complete vessel. Refractory installation, assembly & mock up takes an additional ii months.

SORTED BY TOTAl. PHOCIIREMENTTIME - LONGESTTO SIIORTEST d.D. GUTMANN,JR.

Figure 3
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PROCUREMENTTIMING HZSTORYFO_ omDr MeLTeR CO_OBENTS

i I I RELEASE DATE i PROCURI_i_NTTINING |
I ORDERI EH NUMBER DESCRIPTZON I I- I
I NO I I PRICE I ORDER I SHIP I ORDER I FAn I TOTAL I TOTAL I
I (AXC| I I REQUEST I REQUEST i BQUIPMI_NTI INKS) I INKS) I INRS) I (MOS) I
I ....... t ........................................................ I .......... I .......... I ........... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I I I I I I I I I I
I G13N I 8350-185-19-07 LONERPROBEBELLONS ASSY I 11127185 I 07110/86 I 06130107 I 32 i Sl I 83 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6960N I 8350-185-10-04 TYPK 690 NI_LDHIRE I 08122184 I 12103184 I 01121186 I 14 I 59 I 73 I 16 I
I I I I i I I I I I
I.......I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 725N I 0350-105-10-03 ANCHORFLANGES I 03117186 I 05102186 I 05115187 I 7 I 54 I 61 I 14 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6053N I S350-185-15-30 T.V. CAMERAFRAMES I 08105/85 I 01123106 I 10101106 I 24 ! 36 I 60 I 13 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6844N I S350-185-10-01 TNCONEL690 HATERTAL I 11101104 I 02107185 I 10130185 I 14 I 30 I 52 I 12 I ,
I I I I I I ! I I I
I ....... I I I I I ....... i ....... ! ....... I ....... I
I 6854N I S350-185-12-00 REFRACTORYINSTALLATION J 07111185 I 05114106 I 05129187 I 44 I 5 I 49 I 11 I
I I I I ! I I I I I o
I ....... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 482W I S350-185-12-45 FIBERFRAX - MISC BULK PAPER, DSN I 10110105 I 03131186 I 10101106 I 24 I 22 I 46 I 10 I ,
I I I I I I I I I l
I ....... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 1992N I S999-350-20-01 ACTUATORRELL(NfS ASSY I 02106187 I 05/18/87 I 11115187 I 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I 1992N I S999-350-20-02 UPPER ADAPTERBELLONSASSY I 02106107 I 05118187 I 11115187 I 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I 1992W I S999-350-20-03 LOWERADAPTERBELI_)NS ASSY I 02106107 I 05118187 I 11115187 I 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 J
I I I I I l I I I I
I ....... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 685211 I S350-185-14-01 ISOLATORS- ELECTRODES I 09130/85 I 11/26/85 I 06130186 I 8 I 31 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I !
J 6852W I 8350-105-16-01 ISOLATORS - l)O_ HEATERS I 09/30185 I 11/26185 I 06130106 I 8 I 31 I 39 i" 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I .... I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 8417N I S350-185-18-02 ISOLATORS - RISER HF_ATER I 09/30/85 I 11/26/85 I 06130186 I 0 I 31 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I !
I ....... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 8823N I 5350-185-19-02 ISOLATORS- DRAIN VALVE I 06119185 I 09/16/85 I 03120186 I 13 I 26 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I - I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 341W I S350-185-18-06 ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER HEATER I 06119185 I 10/23/85 I 01113186 I 24 I 12 I 36 I 8 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I ! I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 1489W I 5350-185-10-02 EXTERNALISOLATORS I 00104/06 I 09110186 I 04116187 I 5 I 31 I 36 I 8 I
I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I-- I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
l 1716W I S350-185-18-08 ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER HEATER I 08/04106 I 10123185 l 01113106 I 24 I 12 I 36 I 8
I I I I I l I I l
I ....... I-- I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... i .......
I 8941N I 5350-185-10-05 SS O RINGS I 09/18/85 I 01103186 I 05116186 I 15 I lq I 34 I 7
I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I ................ I I I l ....... I ....... l ....... I .......

*Order placed via letter of intent.

SORTRD BY TOTAl.PROCUREMENT TIME - LONGESTTO SHORTEST J.D. GUTMANN. JR.
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PROCUREMENTTIMING HISTORYFOR _F IqSLTERCOMPONENTS
t..m.o........o..........

..m....mmm.mmm.m.m...mmm...m--.----m •

I i ! I RBLZASS OATB I PROCOUMINT TXmZ_ I
I ORDER| EN NUMBER I DESCRIPTION | ................................. | ............................... I
i NO I I i PRICE I ORDER I SHIP I ORDER I rAO I I_L'AL I TOTAL I
! (AXe) I I I REOUEST i REOUEST I EOUIPMENT I (NKSl I (WKS) | (nS! I (K,S! I
I ....... I ...... " ......... I .............. ".......................... I .......... I .......... I ........ ""1 o..... "I o.... "'1" ..... I ....... I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 755w I S350-105-13-01 I FIBEIIP.qAx- MILLED I I0115115 I 01123106 I 04103101 I II I I0 I _4 I 5 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......l................I.............. I..........I..........I...........I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 2183N I S350-105-15-40 I FILM COOLER-OFFGAS LINE NOZZLEA I 04/01/07 I 05111/07 I 0#101111 I 5 I 11 I 22 I 5 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 2183W I S350-185-15-50 i FILM COOLER-OFPGAS LINE NOZZLE T I 04106107 I 05111107 I 09109/07 I 5 | 17 I 22 I 5 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I- I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 154N I S350-185-10-06 I BOREA I T NOZZLJ_S I 00/01/85 I 09106185 I 09112105 I 5 I 12 I 17 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I..........I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 618M I S350-185-19-03 I ZIRCAR INSULATION - DRAIN VALVE | 11111185 I 02/22186 I 04104106 I 10 I 6 I 16 I 3 I
! I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I ! .......... I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 392N I S350-185-18-05 I GASKETS- FIBERFRAX I 10111/85 I 12106/85 I 01/13106 I 8 I 5 I 13 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
! ....... I ....... I I I-- I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6854W I S350-185-19-00 I FIBERFRAX ROPE - IX)lq_ HEATERSEAL I I I I 1 I 12 I 13 I 3 I
I I ! I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I .
I 8976W I S350-185-12-13 I K-3 WIRE CUTTING & GRINDING I 00/05/85 I 09/19/85 I 11/25/86 I ? I 4 I 11 I 2 I *
I I I I I I I i I I I
I 8976W I S350-185-12-22 I ZIRMUL GRINDING | 08105185 I 09119185 I 0410818? I ? I 4 I 11 I 2 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I .......... I I I ....... i ....... t ....... I ....... I
I 8941N I S350-185-10-10 I SS O RINGS - HYDE,TEST I 06130186 I 0?109186 I 0?128186 I 2 I 3 I 5 I 1 I
I I I I I I ! I I I I
I ....... I I--- ---I ! I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I

*Actual fabrication time shown. Vendors had to wait for refractory to be completed before

they could start machining.

SORTEDBYTOTALPRC)CUnEMEHTT|M_ - LONGESTTO SHORTEST J.O. GUTI+LI.NN.JR.

Figure 5
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SCHEDULE FOR MELTER #1
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" I " "
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I
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I Io_l._slIN OBTAIN

IIII
[] i EVALUATEBIDSl SELECT_X_

II I I !1 I I IMELTER#1SCHEDULEi
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/ I I II I i.2__________--
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I I II I ' '
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I I I I I I I I I
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I
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I II I I I !
r I I I I _ I
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I I I I I I I I

! _ __ MELTERCOMPONENTS& MOCK UP IN 71

I I I I I I I I
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! _ r I I I I I I i: _ _
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[ ]/S/_ II i l/ SALTCELL MOCK _/O_RA_ _

" ,,4 I I I I

/
Figure O "
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TOTAL OF 39 ENGINEERING DEPT ORDERS FOR THE MELTER

BORF.SCOPES

TYPE B TICS-VENDORI

(5) INSTRUMENT ORDERS [ TYPE B T/C'S - FIELD
! TYPE K T/C'S

T/C FrFIINGS

6

- 3- VESSEL

2- MATERIAL

2- BELLOWS

(34) MECHANICAL ORDERS 10- COMPONENTS

9- REFRACTORY

4- ISOLATOR

4- FIXTURES

Figure 9
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REFRACTORY INSULATION

K-3 GAGING & FIT UP FIBERFRAX TOP HEAD LINER

ZIRMUL FIT UP & GRINDING FIBERFRAX BOTI_M HEAD LINER

TOP HEAD FIT UP FIBERFRAX BOTI'OM CORNER LINER .

K-3 RISER BLOCK WIRE CUT

K-3 THROAT BLOCK WIRE CUT FABRICATION

K-3 BLOCK GRINDING SET UP TOP HEAD COMPONENT ALIGN

K-3 RISER BLOCK- DUMMY HEATER

SHIPPING
. FIELD INSTALLATION

RISER /POUR SPOUT HEATER FRAME
TOP HEAD ROTATOR

ANCItOR FLANGE ALIGNMENT DRAIN VALVE FRAME



MELTER FRAME MELTER ASSEMBLY

_ GLASS MELTER VESSEL I

COMBINE VESSEL, FRAME, & VENDOR ASSEMBLY INTO ONE ORDER

FINAL ASSEMBLY AT SRP MOCK UP SHOE SAME AS MELTERS 1 & 2

Figure II _ _



I COMPONENTOROERSFORDWPF I
REFRACTORY (9) VESSEL (3)

REFRACTORY INSTALLATION MELTER VESSEL

K-3REFRACTORY S.S.O RINGS

ZIRMUL REFRACTORY A & T NOZZLES
SUPERSTRU_ REFRACTORY

K-3 DRILL & GRIND

K-3WIRE CWVHNG ISOLATORS (4)

FIBERFRAX FORMED LrNERS DRAIN VALVE .

FIBERFRAX - MISC PAPER, DSM RISER / P S HEATER

REF_croRvDRYour W.SSELEx'r_loR
_FCrROD__DOMEHEATERS

COMI_NENTS (l 0)
BELLOWS /elV_

^NCnORVa.ANGF_S t'_j
D_V^LVE D_tm,_V^LW

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS POUR SPOUT BELLOWS

ELECTRODES, ETC.

FILM COOLER

ZIRCAR INSULATION (2) ALLOY MATL (2)
MILLED FIBERFRAX

FIBERFRAX ROPE INCONEL 690

FIBERFRAX GASKETS TYPE 690 WELD WIRE

Figur, __



ER GROUPS FOR DWPF MELTER #3 I

REFRACTORY (6) VESSEL (1)

K-3 REFRACTORY .....

MELTER YI_EL-3 DRRL & GRIND S.S. O RINGS-3 WIRECUTHNG A & T NOZ2Z,ES

ISOLATORS (1)

ZIRMUL REFRACTORY DRAINVALVE

SUPERS11_UCTUREREFRACTORY RISERI P S HEATER

FIBERFRAXFORMED LINERS VESSELEX'IERIOR

REFRA_Y DRYOUT EI_CI_ODES & DOMEHEATERS
_ml i II I

COMPONENTS (1) BELLOWS (1)

ANCHORFLANGES _ 1DRAIN VALVE L DRAINVALVEPOURSPOUTB_WS P(M_ SPOI_ B_WS

ELECTRODES,ETC.
FILMCOOLER

ZIRC^RINSULATION(2) ALLOY MAT'L (2)
_ FIBERFRAX

FIBERFRAXROPE _ 690

FIBERFRAXGASKETS TYPE690 WELDWIRE

Figure 13 I _"
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I I I 1111 I I

ITEM VENDOR
Ill II n

K-3REFRACTORY SOHIO /CARBORUNDUM $600,000

INCONEL 690 INCO ALLOYS INTERNATIONAL $500,000

REFRACq'ORY INSTALL TOLEDO ENGINEERING $150,000

ZIRMUL REFRACTORY DIDIER TAYLOR $120,000

FIBERFRAX LINERS METAULLICS $110,000

BELLOWS METAL BELLOWS $110,000

TYPE 690 WELD WIRE U.S. WELDING $50,000

REFRACTORY DRY OUT HOTWORK, INC. $15,000

BORF_COPE (2) STENNING INSTRUMENTS $24,000

* NOT FOR ESTIMATING - PRICES ARE ROUNDED VALUES OF MELTER #1 ORDERS _ COMPARISON



ITEM COSI_

* NOT FOR ESTIMATING -PRICF.SARE ROiHqI_D VALUES OF MELTER #I ORDERS FOR COMPARISON.

.±

Figure 15 __



- MAINTAIN CURRENT CONFIGURATION FOR ALL COMPONENTS

• LIMIT CHANGES TO MINOR REVISIONS TO REDUCE FABRICATION COST & DIFFICULTY

+

- USE THE SAME MATERIALS EXCEPT REPLACE ASBESTOS GASKETS _ GRAPHOIL

. IS LEAD STILL OK FOR COUNTERWEIGHTS & SHIELDING?



Section 10 - Project Data

Thissection includes cost, schedule, and technical data that was developed during the
procurement and construction of Melters #1 and #2. Following is a list of this information:

1. Melter Cost

Letter to D. C. Nichols from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. and R. D. Crecco dated December 9,
1988 - Melter I vs. 3 Cost Summary and Details - Document Number DP 0002621.

2. Melter Schedule

Letter to J. M. Mc Kibben from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated January 18, 1988 - Minutesof
Melter #3 Planning Meeting - Document Number DD 0005743.

3. Melter Fixtures

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated November 7, 1988 - Melter

Fixtures- Identification, Description, and Location - Document Number DB 0009949.

4. Melter Weight

Letter to Larry hall from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated June 4, 1986 - Component Weights for
Melter Assembly - Document Number DV 0000485.

5. Inconel ®690 Material

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated October 13, 1988 - lnconeP 690
Material Takeoff for Melters 1 and 2 - Document Number DB 0009872.

6. Order List

Letter to J. E. Meunier from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated March 2, 1988 - Melter #3

Program - Information on Engineering Departmer,: Orders for Melter #1 - Document
Number DB 0009622.

7. Vendor List

Letter to D. L. Kinnsch from J. D. Gutmann, Jr. dated October 24, 1988 - Vendor List
for DWPF Melters I and 2 - Document Number 0009873.

0
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E. i. DU PONTDENEMOORS_ COMPANY
t NCONPONAT[O

P. O. Box 6090 DP-0002621
NEWARK,DE 19714-6090

CC: V. R. Frazer-BRDO-SRC-S2
ENGINEERINGDEPARTMENT D.L. Ketcham- BRDO- SRC- $2
LOUVIERSBUILDING D.L. KInnsch-BRDO-SRC-S2

D. T. Teschner-BRDO-SRC-S2

• L.M. Papouchado-AED- PD- SRP- 704S
3. B. MelIen-AED-PD-SRP-704S

3. C. Davls-AED-ED-SRC-SI

December 9, 1988 3. M. McKIbben-AED-ED-SRC-SI

L. F. Shafranek-AED-L3303

N. R. Levlns-AED-L2324

G. E. MIIIer-AED-L3311

P. A. Norman-AED-L3353

W. E. Guenthner-AED-L3331

-- 3. Scafarla-AED-L3320

R..T. Britt-AED-L33_74

3. E. Savoy-A/S-L33WSl
IC 33 (2)

D. C. NICHOLS

PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

BUILDING 704-S

PROJECT 9S3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLA_T

DWPF GLASS MELTER #3

MELTER i VS 3 COST SUMMARY AND DETAILS

References :

1) Melter #3 CAB estimate transmittal, letter to 3. L. Lear from L. F.

Shafranek, "Current Appraisal for Capitol Equipment BudEet" , October 31,
1988.

2) DD 0005743, letter to 3. M. McKibben from 3. D. Gutmann, 3r., "Minutes of
Melter #3 Plannin8 Meetins", January 18, 1988.

3) DB 0009622, letter to 3. E. Meunier from 3. D. Gutmann, 3r., "Information on
En$ineerin8 Department Orders for Melter #1", March 2, 1988.

Attachments :

1) Tables 1 throuEh 6, Melter Cost Summaries

2) Project 9S3420, CAB estimate for Melter #3, October 25, 1988, Pases 1-22.
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The advertised cost of the West Valley melter is $2 million, and this is

apparently being compared to the $19 million project cost of Melter #3. This is

not a valid comparison for the following reasons:

o The West Valley cost is based on yesterday's prices for labor and material.

Melter #3 costs are indexed for inflation to future delivery dates.

o The Melter #3 cost is at the project level that includes field costs and

allowances that are not part of the West Valley cost picture.

o DWPF melter equipment costs include items that are not included in the Vest

Valley design - frame, drain valve, dome heaters, etc.

o A comparison is being made between melters having different capacities. The

DWPF melter has approximately 3X the capacity of the West Valley unit.

o The DWPF melter is designed for a longer service llfe.

o The DWPF process wi_l require operation over a period of years using several

melter assemblles. This requires high tolerances to insure interchange-

ability between components and Jumpers with any melter assembly.

For the above reasons, a valid cost comparison between the DWPF and West Valley
melters must be based on the following:

I. Compare West Valley equipment costs with those for _e_te_ el, since these

melters were constructed during the same time period. (Melter #3 costs

include allowances and indexing for future pricing).

2. Separate equipment costs from allowances (and other project level costs) and
itemize these in detail.

3. Subtract costs for Melter #I equipment that are not included in the Vest

Valley assembly, including added redundancy in remotable inst_unents.

4. Include an allowance to adjust for the difference in capacity between DWPF
and West Valley melters.

5. Include allowances to adjust for differences du_ to design life requirements
and tolerances.

When the comparison is made per the above criteria, the equi'lalent equipment

cost of Melter #i is reduced from $6.i to $i.6 million. This compares favorably _"
with the $2.0 million cost for West Valley.

DISCUSSION

This letter follows up your request to provide the following melter cost
information:

o Melter #i equipment costs by summary and details.
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o Melter #3 equipment costs by summary and deuails, and how this escalates to

the $19,000,000 project level cost.

We understand that this information is needed by Don Fulmer, DOE, to provide a

realistic basis for comparing DWPF vs. West Valley melter costs.

A. Cost Table_

To provide the requested cost information, it was necessary to group item
costs for each melter component assembly. This was accomplished with J. D.

Gutmann's Macintosh OverVUE database program, used previously to prepare

Melter #i cost and timing information for Bechtel and Investment Engineer-

ing, References 2 and 3. In all cases, Melter #l costs are as built, avd
Melter #3 costs are taken directly from the CAB. This data was sorted and

grouped to provide the following:

Table I - Summary of equipment costs, by primary equipment group, for

Melters i and 3. As noted, prices for the Melter #3 vessel and

frame are based on budget prices from CBI. Inconel 690 costs

include use of remaining material from Project 9S1780, and all

other costs are escalated from the Melter #i order date to 4Q88.

Table 2 - Provides a finer breakdown in which costs of the top head and

shell component assemblies are shown individually.

Table 3 - Provides a detailed breakdown of each assembly by item. This is
at the same level of detail shown in the CAB. As noted on Table

i, the CAB groups items by purchase order: thermocouples, bellows,

ceramic isolators, etc. In Tables I through 6, these items and

their cost have been grouped with their respective vessel and

component assemblies. The CAB page and llne numbers and

Engineering Numbers for each item are included to permit a cross
reference with the CAB.

Table 6 - Summary of equipment costs for Melter #3, showing the general

breakdown of the $8,246,280 equipment cost, and how this is

increased by field costs and allowances to the $10,370,680 design

area net total. This net total number appears on page 19, line 30

of the CAB, and is carried over to page 9, llne 3. (The $8.2

million equipment cost does not appear in the CAB, since the

cumulative total on each page includes other costs and
allowances).

Table 5 - Summary of the Melter #3 project costs, showing grossing from the

$10,370,480 design area net total to the $19,000,000 grand total
at project level. Included in this estimate is a total cost of

$3.2 million fc.r quality assurance related items - inspections,

SRQA, etc.

Table 6 - Curves for cost vs. capacity using the exponential rule. (See

paragraph B3 on page 7).
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The information in these six tables will permit an accurate cost comparison

with the west Valley melter, provided the West Valley costs are broken down

to the same level of detail. Following are considerations for cost

comparisons between the DWPF and West Valley melters.

B. Considerations For Cost Comparison - DWPF vs. West Valley Melters

I. Design Crlte_ia and ADDroach

The DWFF and West Valley melter designs were based on different crlceria

and objectives. These have a major influence on equipment costs.

For West Valley, the limited amount of waste permits the use of one
melter to convert all of the waste in six months.

For DWFF, the much larser amount of waste will require processing over a

period of 20 years. Each melter assembly has a two year minimum

operating llfe requirement, and the melter assemblies must be built to

high tolerances to permit remote removal and installation.

This difference in objectives is reflected in the respective designs.

Four examples follow:

e a. Replacement Time

Since the intent at West Valley is to run hot with only one melter,

the melter does not have an interchangeable cartrldge design like

the DNPF melter/_ame assembly. Some of the West Valley equipment is

hard piped and will be more difficult to remove. As a result, the

estimated time to change out a melter at West Valley ks around 6

months. The estlmaned time to replace the DWPF melter assemb)-, is

1-i/2 months.

b. Desi2n Life

This is included as a consideration, based on photographs of West

Valley equipment that were shown durln 8 the August meetln 8. One of
these showed a thermowell that was about an inch in diameter. The

DWFF thermowells are finished to a three inch diameter to improve

llfe throush added corrosion allowance. With the current glass

formulation, the expected corrosion llfe for the Inconel 690

components is in the range of 5 to I0 years.

c. Tolerances

One of the contributing factors that influenced DRPF melter
fabrication costs was the requirement for close tolerances to insure

Interchangeabillty. This applied to the melter frame, frame

nozzles, top head nozzles, and top head components. The Nest Valley

approach was different, as the intent was to run with only one
melter. The nozzles on their melter were not located to the

precision required for DUFF, since the Jumpers can be made to fit

the as-built condition. This may create some difficulty in the

future, since West Valley has indicated they will build a second

melter and install it prior to hot operation.
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d. D_#i_n ADvroach

Two problems have surfaced on the West Valley melter that are of

interest, since they were a result of a different approach co

design.

The first problem is that refractory from the roof is flaking off

and falllng into the glass melt. This is due to the combination of

a flat roof consnructlon, coupled with the use of tastable materials

for the refractory. Both of these approaches were deliberately

avoided on DWP¥. Our refractory consultant, F. W. Thompson, made

strong recommendations for using an arched roof construction, and

equally strong recommendations against using tastable refractory due

to its inherent instability. This approach has been proven by the

excellent refractory condition shown in the Scale Melter after more

than two years o_ operation.

The second problem involves warping of the flanges on the top head

of the melter. This was avoided on DWPF by water cooling the

exterior, and using thick sections and gussets to stabilize these

elements. In addition, the DWPF melter has two independent water

cooling circuits to provide redundancy.

The short operating llfe, and the fact that interchangeable melter

assemblies are not required, probably influenced the overall design

approach at West Valley to reduce equipment costs.

2. Capacity

The DWPF melter is sized for a larger (about 3X) capacity than West

Valley. This can have a significant effect on cost, since a larger melt

pool requires a larger vessel, more refractory and more instrumentation.

A comparison of cost vs. capacity may be estimated using the "six

tenths" exponential factor as a rule of thumb. This is a standard

approach to approximate the cost of a piece of equipment when the cost

of a similar unit of different capacity is known. The formula is:

Cost 2 -Cost I x/CaoacitY_Capacity12)0.6

The exponent is not a constant, but a reasonable approximation can be

made by assuming it is constant over a limited range of sizes, usually

i/2 to 2X base size.

For comparison of DWPF vs. West Valley, assuming the DWPF capacity is 3X

that of West Valley:

/ ")DWP¥ Cost - West Valley Cost DWPF CaDaciCv 0.6

 w.,tv.lt°yC"p.clty

- West Valley Cost (3.0) 0.6

- West Valley Cost (1.93)
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or by capacity alone, the DWPF melter would be expected to cost about 2X

the West Valley unit. The DWPF cost should be the equivalent cost, after

allowances have been made for differences in quantity and types of

components.

A set of curves for different values of the exponent is shown in Table

6. As shown, a capacity ratio of 3.0 for DWPF vs West Valley translates

to an approximate 2X increase in cost using the rule of thumb 0.6

exponent.

Over the total exponent range of 0.3 to 0.9, the DWPF melter cost would

be expected to range from 1.5 to 2.8 times the West Valley melter cost.

C. Melter Equlpmeht Cost Comparisons

The advertised cost of the West Valley melter is around $2.0 million. The

equivalent equipment cost of Melter #1 is $1.6 million, using the followln8

basis for comparison:

i. Mel_er #i vs. Melter #3

Comparisons between West Valley and DWPF melters should be based on

Melter #i costs only, since the materials and equipment for this melter

and West Valley were purchased in the same time period. As shown in

Table 1, the total equipment cost for Melter #1 is $6,076,460, while the
estimated cost of Melter #3 is $8,246,280. The #3 melter cost is based

on budget prices from CBI for the vessel and frame, and escalating all

other #i melter costs to 2Q88. The project level estimate for #3 melter

is further increased by $1,597,820 to bring flnal cost up to the future

scheduled delivery dates (CAB page i, llne 16).

2. 0uantlt7 of CompqDents

If component costs are compared, this should be done on an item by _tem

basis. This is partlcularly true for the top head components. We

believe the DWPF melter has more redundancy than West Valley in feed
tubes, thermowells, etc.

3. Equlpment Unique to DWPF

The $2,000,000 cost of t%e West Valley melter does not include a frame

assembly, drain valve, dome heaters, or top head components. These

items are unique to the DUPF melter.

4. E0s_ ComParison _ Melter #_ Vs. West _alley

The equivalent cost of Melter #i relative to West Valley can be

calculated using the known dlffe:ences between _he two configurations.

In the table below, the total equipment cost of Melter #i is first

reduced by subtractln 8 the cost of components that are not included in

the $2.0 million West Valley melter cost. This reduces the equivalent

cost from $6.1 to 3.3 million. An additional cost factor is applied to

account for the 3X difference in capacity. This results in a final

equivalent equipment cost of $1.6 milllon.
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0
Not included tn this table are allowances for component quantities or
factors for differences in replacement time or design life. All of
these would tend to further reduce the equivalent cost of Melter #1.

_ _OURCE

Melter #l Equipment Total 6,076,460 Table l

Frame Assembly -1,467,0Q0 Table l

Top Head Components - 706,170 Table 1

Dome Heaters - 151,6QO Table 2

Drain Valve - 475,500 Table 2

Net Equipment Total Cost 3,276,190

Less 3X Capacity Factor - 1,638,095 Table 6

Equivalent Cost of DWPF Melter 1,638,0_5

CONCLUSION

The West Valley and DWPF melter designs were based on two different criteria.

For West Valley, the major factors influencing design were:

o Convert all waste in six months

o Only one melter required

The Short operating time, and the fact that interchangeable melter assemblies

are not required, probably influenced the owerall design approach to reduce

equipment costs.

In contrast, DWPF has a minimum two year operating llfe, and must use

interchangeable melter assemblies to process the waste over a period of some 20

years. Under these conditions, the design &_proach was to attain maximum life

and integrity through a high quality design, fabrication and assembly program.

Although the _quipment cost for Melter #I totals $6.1 million, the cost relative

to West Val_e7 is considerably lower. When the cost of equipment unique to DWPF

is subtracted out, the total becomes $3.3 million. Applying a factor to account

for differences in capacity makes the comparaxlve DWPF equipment cost approxi-

mately $1.6 million. Further reductions can be considered by including
additional factors for redundancy and design life. When viewed in this

perspective, the cost of the DWPF melter compares favorably with the West Valley
melter.

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

J. D. Gutmann, Jr. R.D. Crecco

Project Engineer Senior Investment Engineer

JDG/RDC:plc

JDG/D
Atchs.



TABLE 1

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #1 EQUIPMENT COSTS - SUMMARY BY PRIMARY GROUP

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WA.-'TEMELTER #3

.... N, , ,, ..... IIII --

MELTER PRIMARY _QUIPMENT GROUP MELTER #1 MELTER #3
COST IN $ COST IN $

i lllii lii i ill ii i llli Ill

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

TOP HEAD COMPONENTS 706,170 796,410

SHELL COMPONENTS 1,223,740 1,429,730

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 508,150 377,500

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 1,467,000 2,046,910
III II IIIIIII I IIII I II _ I

TOTAL MELTER EQUIPMENT COST 6,076,460 8,246,280
''" ' ' '' I II III IIIlIIIll ,1

This is a cost breakdown by primary equipment group, in which component

costs are totaled and grouped by location in the vessel top head and shell.

A cost breakdown by component assembly is shown in Table 2.

A further breakdown of each component assembly into its individual items is
shown in Table 3.

GENERAL NOTES
ii |i ,i i

I. Melter 1 equipment costs are as-built, based on time of delivery.

2. Melter 3 costs are based on the following:

• Melter vessel and frame costs are budget prices from CBI

• Superstructure refractory was underbid on Melter #I. An additional

allowance was included in the estimate to coves" this.

• Inconel 690 costs include use of remaining m_terial from P 1780

• All other costs are escalated from the Melter #i order date to 2Q88.

3. In the CAB, items are grouped by purchase order: thermocouples, bellows,

ceramic isolators, etc. In Tables 1 through 4, these items and their

costs have been grouped with their respective vessel and component

assemblies. The CAB page and line numbers for each item have been

included in Tables 3 through 5 to permit a cross reference with the CAB

details. Table 3 also includes the engineering number.

4. Field costs, allowances, and Inconel 690 material for Melter 4 are not

included in Tables 1 through 3. These are shown'in Tables 4 and 5, and
in th_ CAB.

5. The cost of the West Valley melter must be compared, at a detailed

level, with the costs for Melter #I, since both were ordered during the

same time period.



TABLE 2

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #1 EQUIPMENT COSTS - SUMMARY BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

.......... , ,, ,

MELTER SUB ASSEMBLY MELTER #i MELTER #3

COST XN $ COST IN $
- I i ii iliilill il

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

""iT---
ANCHORFLANGES 31,600 37,130

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE BI) 74,650 87,845

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2) 74,650 87,845

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A) 20,000 22,470

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T) 14,400 16,160
TOP HEAD

COMPONENTS MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,300 30,920

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4) 72,440 80,700

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE E) 71,240 79,310

THERMOWELL - VAPOR/CONDUCT. PROBE 41,910 47,930

THERMOWELL - T/C FITTINGS 4,000 4,280

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI) 137,490 150,910

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D) 137,490 150,910
P

roll i

DOME HEATERS 151,600 173,050

DRAIN VALVE 475,500 557,430
SHELL

COMPONENTS ELECTRODES 84,840 98,370

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 264,300 312,440

RISER HEATER 247,500 288,440_._'_.._..

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 508,150 377,500

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 1,467,000 2,046,910

i ill i i|m I

TOTAL MELTER EQUIPMENT COST 6,076,460 8,246,280

llillllli ii i

See notes 1 through 5, Table I.



TABLE 3 PAGE 1

MELTER 13 vs MELTER il EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BRE,_d(DOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER i DESCRIPTION MELTER #I MELTER #3 i #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) I COST IN $ COST IN $ IPAGE .....

! J
VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS

$999-351-10-00 VESSEL SHELL & HEAD 1,040,000 2,225,600 13 3

S999-351-I0-02 EXTERNAL ISOLATORS 20,000 23,540 12 "9

$999-351-I0-05 SS O RINGS - VESSEL SHELL/HEAD FLANGE 10,400 12,200 13 "i

S999-351-I0-06 BORE INCONEL 690 FOR A & T NOZZLES i,I00 1,280 13 8

$999-351-I0-I0 SS O RINGS - A & T NOZZLES - HYDROTEST i,I00 1,280 13 14

S999-351-10-12 SHELL COMPONENTS - MISC 8,600 10,060 Ii 40

S999-351-2964-TE-A TYPE K THERMOCOUPLE ° REFRACTORY BACKFACE 150 160 18 "

S999-351-2964-TE-B TYPE K THERMOCOUPLE - REFRACTORY BACM_FACE 150 160 18 3

TOTAl, COST - VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 1,081,500 2,274,280

REFRACTORY LINING

S999-351-I0-00 REFRACTORY DRY OUT 16,000 17,120 13 6

$999-351-12-00 REFKACTORY INSTALLATION 143,400 167,240 13 22

5999-351-12-10 K-3 REFRACTORY 476,500 560,680 13 35

$999-351-12-12 K-3 GRINDING & DRILLING 92,500 108,820 13 36

S999-351-12-13 K-3 WIRE CUTTING & GRINDING 9,700 11,340 13 37

$999-351-12-20 ZIRMUL R2.FRACTORY 131,300 154,080 14 ,3

5999-351-12-22 ZIRMUL GRINDING 8,400 9,840 14 8

S999-351-12-30 SUPERSTRUCTURE REFRACTORY i00,000 160,500 !3 42

S999-351-12-40 FIBERFRAX T-30 INSULATION (VESSEL HEADS, RISER) 110,500 130,010 13 3C

S999-351-12-45 FIBERFRAX - MISC BULK PAPER, DSM 1,600 1,820 13 20

TOTAL COST - REFRACTORY LINING 1,089,900 1,321,450

MELTER FRAME
o.

S999-351 VENDOR ASSEMBLY 1,150,000 1,209,100 14 21

$999-351 DOME HEATER TRANSFORMER BUS BAR GAGE 5,350 14 36

$999-351 HANFORD ELECTRICAL LOWER HOLDERS 22,000 23,540 14 39

S999-351 ELECTRICAl, CABLE 2,000 2,140 14 42

S999-351 HANFORD PROCESS CONNECTORS 2,000 2,140 15 1

5999-351-161-00 ELECTRODE BUS BARS 31,000 44,940 14 33

S999-351-290-01 CANISTER POSITIONING ARM 2,000 2,140 14 28

S999-351-41-00 DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS 18,000 19,260 14 30

$999-351-46-00 MELTER FRAME 24U,000 738,300 14 25

TOTAL COST - MELTER FRAME 1,467,000 2,046,910

MATERIAL - I 690

$999.-351-I0-01 EXCESS 690 MATERIAL FROM S1780 (i MELTER ASSY) 157,500 12 3_

$999-351-I0-02 INCONEL 690 MATERIAL-NEW M_.T'L (I MELTER ASSY) 463,050 120,000 12 34

$999-351-I0-04 TYPE 690 WELD WIRE (i MELTER ASSY) 45,100 I00,000 12 27

TOTAL COST - MATERIAL - I 690 508,150 377,500
--------...--------..--.--..--..------.... __._

MELTER #i COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #i COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4088



TABLE 3 PAGE 2

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #1 EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER DESCRIPTION MELTER #1 MELTER 13 i #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) COST IN $ COST IN $ IPAGE L:NE

ANCHOR FLANGES

$999-351-I0-03 ANCHOR FLANGES 31,600 37,130 12 I

TOTAL COST - ANCHOR FLANGES 31,600 37,130

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE BI)

$999-351-13-00 FEED TUBE - NOZZLE B1 74,250 87,365 !i 25

S999-351-13-01 FIBERFRAX - MILLED 400 480 II 19

TOTAL COST - FEED TUBE (NOZZLE BI) 74,650 87,845

FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2)

S999-351-13-00 FEED TUBE - NOZZLE B2 74,250 87,365 II 25

$999-351-13-01 FIBERFRAX - MILLED 400 480 II 19

TOTAL COST - FEED TUBE (NOZZLE B2) 74,650 87,845

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A)

$999-351-15-40 FILM COOLER - OFF GAS NOZZLE A 20,000 22,470 12 3

TOTAL COST - FILM COOLER (NOZZLE A) 20,000 22,470

FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T)

S999-351-!5-50 t FILM COOLER - BACK UP OFF GAS NOZZLE T 14,400 16,160 12 5

TOTAL COST - FILM COOLER (NOZZLE T) 14,400 16,160
---------- ------------4& ----

MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE

S999-351-15-20 MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,300 30,920 II 34

TOTAL COST - MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE 26,3C0 30,920

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4)

•S999-351-15-05 MELT THERMOWELL - NOZZLE C-4 30,200 35,520 11 29

S999-351-3272-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 6,940 15 42
i

S999-351-3272-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 _,940 16 1

S999-351-3274-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 7

S999-351-3274-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 i_ 9

S999-351-3276-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 "5

S999-351-3276-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 !7

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE C4) 72,440 80,700 .

THERMOWELL - MELT (NOZZLE E)

$999-351-15-00 MELT THERMOWELL - NOZZLE E 29,000 34,130 II 27

$999-351-3271-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 6,940 15 38

S999-351-3271-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, UPPER 6,490 . 6,940 15 40

S999-351-3273-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 3

S999-351-3273-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, MIDDLE 7,040 7,530 16 5

S999-351-3275-TE-A TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8,120 16 Ii

S999-351-3275-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - MELT POOL, LOWER 7,590 8, 120 16 13

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - .MELT (NOZZLE E) 71,240 79,310 *

MELTER #i COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER _3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4088



TABLE 3 PA_E 3

MELTER |3 vs HELTER |1 EQUIPHENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DW_F GLASS WASTE MELTER 13

ENGINEERING NUMBER I DE_3CRIPTION MELTER %1 MELTER %3 ,3 _AB
(MELTER |3) I COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE L_NE

I
THERMOWELL - T/C FITTINGS

S99%-351-TF t CONAX FITTINGS (ITEMS 351-TF-I THRU 6) 4,000 4,280 18 6
i
TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - T/C FITTINGS 4,000 4,280

THERMOWELL - VAPORICOND. PROBE

$999-351-15-I0 VAPOR THERMO_LL / CONDUCTIVITY PROBE 29,700 34,880 II 31

S999-351-4085-TE-A TYPE B THERM¢_OUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,35C 16 19

S999-351-4085-TE-B TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,350 16 21

$999-351-4085-TE-C TYPE B THERMDCOUPLE - VAPOR SPACE 4,070 4,350 "6 23

TOTAL COST - THERMOWELL - VAPOR/COND. PROBE 41,910 47,930

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI)

$999-351-BB-02 BELLOWS - BORESCOPE 2,000 2,14C 18 20

$999-351-CR-02 S.S. C RING 40 4C 18 24

$999-351-MB-02 BORESCOPE 12,000 12,840 18 16

$999-351-15-30 T.V. CA_RA CKRRIER FRAME 35,450 41,730 ii 36

$999-351-672-02 T.V. CAMERA/HOUSING ASSEMBLY J 88,000 94° 160 "5 5

TOTAL COST - T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE DI) 137,490 150,910
I I--I IIII II I--

T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D)

$999-351-BB-_I BELLOWS - BOO, SCOPE . 2,000 2,140 18 18

$999-351-CR-01 S.S. C RING 40 40 18 22

$999°351-MB-01 BORESCOPE 12,000 12,840 18 !4

$999-351-15-30 T.V. CA_RA C,_RIER FRA_ 35,450 41,730 II 36

$999-351-6_2-01 T.V. CAMERA/HOUSING ASSEMBLY 88,000 94,160 15 3

TOTAL COST - T.V. CAMERA ASSEMBLY (NOZZLE D) 139,490 . 150,910

DOME HEATE3_S

$999-351-12-00 FIBERFR_ ROPI._- DOME HEATER SEAL 500 540 13 24

$999-351-16-00 DOME HEATERS (4 ASSYS) 86,300 101,540 11 23

$999-351-16-0! ISOLATORS - DOME HEATERS 16,800 19,690 12 15

$999-351-2960-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17

$999-351-2961-TE TYPF_ B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3_110 3,320 17 9

$999-351-2962-TE TYPE B THEF_O¢:OUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 11

$999-351-2963-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 13

$999-351-2968-TE T_E B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 i_ 15

$999-351-2969-TE IYI-'E B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 i7

$999-351-2970-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 19

$999-351-2971-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 21

$999-351-2972-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 1_ 23

$999-351-2973-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3°320 i_ 25

$999-351-2974-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 27

MELTER |I COST_ ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS A_E BASED ON ESCALATING #i COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4088



TABLE ] PAGE 4

._{ELTER 13 vs HELTER II EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PRO_'ECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWIPF GLASS WASTE MELTER |3

ENGINEERING NUMBER i DESCRIPTION MELTER Ii MELTER #3 _3 CAB
(MELTER _3) i COST IN $ COST IN _ PAGE L_NE

I
S999-351-2975-TE I TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 29

I

$999-351-3800-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3,090 17 31

$999-351-3801-TE TYPE B THERHOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 2,890 3.090 17 33

$999-351-3802-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 35

S999-351-3803-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DOME HEATER 3,110 3,320 17 37

TOTAL COST - DOME HEATERS 151,600 !73,050

DRAIN VALVE

$999-351-19-00 DRAIN VALVE 191,300 225,130 11 42

S999-351-19-01 CANISTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN VALVE 46,000 54,140 IQ 23

S999-351-19-02 ISOLATORS - DRAIN VALVE 142,000 167,130 12 ii

5999-351-19-03 ZIRCAR INSULATION - DRAIN VALVE 7,200 8,450 Ii 17

5999-351-19-04 ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - DRAIN VALVE 13,400 15,730 I0 26

$999-351-19-05 PLUG BELLOWS ASSL.4BLY - DRAIN VALVE 18,000 21.190 I0 29

$999-351-19-06 UPPER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - DRAIN VALVE 11,600 13,590 I0 32

5999-351-19-07 LOWER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - DRAIN VALVE 11,600 13,590 I0 35

S999-351-19-08 DRAIN VALVE BELLOWS - ENGR & SETUP CHARGES 16,000 18,830 I0 38

S999-351-2940-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 1 3,260 3,480 15 25

$999-351-2941-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 1 3,260 3,480 15 27

S999-351-2942-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 2 1,460 1,560 16 33

S999-351-2943-TE _YPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 2 1,460 1,560 16 35

$999-351°2944-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE. ZONE 3 1,400 1,500 16 37

$999-351-2947-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, Z0_E 4 1,620 1,730 16 41

$999-351-2948-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 3 1,400 1,500 16 39

S999-351-2949-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 4 1,400 1,500 17 1

$999-351-2955-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAI_ VALVE, ZONE 5 1,570 1,670 17 3

$999-351-2956-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - DRAIN VALVE, ZONE 5 1.570 1.670 17 5

TOTAL COST - DRAIN VALVE 475.500 557,430

ELECTRODES

5999-551-14-00 ELECTRODES (2 UPPER, 2 LOWER) • 63,300 74.470 11 21

$999-351-14-01 ISOLATORS - ELECTRODES 8,500 9,950 12 13

$999-351-18-05 GASKETS - FIBERFRAX 400 430 11 !5

S999-351-2920-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 25

S999-351-2921-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 _ 3,380 16 27

S999-351-2930-TE TYPE B THERHOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 29

S999-351-2931-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - ELECTRODE 3,160 3,380 16 31

TOTAL COST - ELECTRODES 84,840 98,370

HELTER #I COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING |i COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88
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TABLE 3 PAGE 5

MELTER #3 vs MELTER #I EQUIPMENT COSTS - DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWI_F GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

ENGINEERING NUMBER DESCRIPTION MELTER #I M_LTER #3 #3 CAB
(MELTER #3) COST IN $ COST IN $ PAGE LINE

POUR SPOUT BELLOWS

S999-351-20-00 POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSY _ 224,200 266,220 !i 9

S999-351-20-01 ACTUATOR BELLOWS - POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 10,200 11,770 I0 41

S999-351-20-02 LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS- POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 13,300 15,300 ii 1

S999-351-20-03 UPPER ADAPTER BELLOWS 16,600 19,150 ii 4

TOTAL COST - POUR SPOUT BELLOWS 264,300 312,440

RISER HEATER

S999-351-18-00 RISER/POUR SPOUT HEATER 103,200 121,450 Ii 38

S999-351-18-02 ISOLATORS - RISER HEATER 98,400 115,770 12 "7

S999-351-18-06 ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER/PS HEATER I0, I00 11,980 II i"

S999-351-18-08 ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER END 8,600 10,170 ii 13

S999-351-2753-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, TOF UPPER 5,350 5,720 15 21

S999-351-2754-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, TOP LOWER 6,280 6,720 15 23

S999-351-2951-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, BOTTOM 4,140 4,420 15 29

S999-351-2952-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - RISER HEATER, BOTTOM 4,140 4,420 15 31

S999-351-2953-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - POUR SPOUT HEATER, UPPER 3,370 3,600 15 33

S999-351-2954-TE TYPE B THERMOCOUPLE - POUR SPOUT HEATER, LOWER 3,920 4,190 15 35

TOTAL COST - RISER HEATER 247,500 288,440

TOTAL COST - 6,076,460 8,246,280

MELTER #i COSTS ARE AS-BUILT DOLLARS.

MELTER #3 COSTS ARE BASED ON ESCALATING #I COSTS FROM ORDER DATE TO 4Q88



TABLE 4

MELTER #3 COST SUMMARY - WILMINGTON EQUIPMENT TO DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

m "'"'' ' 1

DESCRIPTION MELTER #3 CAB LCCATION

COST IN $ PAGE LINE
III I III

VESSEL & RELATED COMPONENTS 2,274,280 10-19

REFRACTORY LINING 1,321,450 13-14

TOP HEAD COMPONENTS 796,410 11-18

SHELL COMPONENTS 1,429,730 ii

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE 377,500 12

MELTER FRAME, COMPONENTS, & ASSY 2,046,910 14
Hi i

TOTAL MELTER WILMINGTON EQUIPMENT COST* 8,246,280

Following are field costs and allowances for melter #3:

FIELD LABOR & MATERIALS FOR ASSY IN 717-F MOCK UP SHOP 68,000 18 34-41

" " " 136,000 19 1-13

" " " I0,000 15 7

ALLOWANCE FOR SHIPPING REFRACTORY FIXTURES 30,000 14 I0

ALLOWANCE FOR NICKLE MATERIAL COST INCREASES 150,000 12 38

INCONEL 690 MATERIAL & WELD WIRE FOR MELTER #4 377,500 12 27-34

PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE I,352,700 19 18
llll ii| ii

EXTRA MACHINERY - MELTER #3 - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL 10,370,480 19 30
,

This is a summary of the Melter #3 project cost showing how the $8,246,280

equipment cost is escalated to the $I0,370,480 Design Area Net Total.

This net total appears on CAB page 19 line 30, and is carried over to CAB

page 9 line 3. See Table 6 for grossing to the $19,000,000 grand total

project level.

* The $8.2 million equipment cost does not appear as a line item in the

CAB since the cumulative total on each page includes the field costs and

allowances. Equipment costs include the following values for

thermocouples :

• Vessel & related components: $320 (Type K) .

• Top Head Components: $107,690 (Type B, platinum sheath)

• Shell Components: $113,520 (Type B, platinum sheath)

See Tables 1 through 3 for additional equipment cost d_.tails.

I



TABLE 5

MELTER #3 COST SUMMARY - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL TO PROJECT GRAND TOTAL

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

DESCRIPTION MELTER #3 CAB LOCATION

COST IN $ PAGE LINE

i IIfill II

EXTRA MACHINERY - MELTER #3 - DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL 10,370,480 19 30

(Design area net total carried over to CAB page 9 line 3) I0,370,480 9 3

CONSTRUCTION TICF, CF, TE 139,000 9 9

QUALITY ASSURANCE - CONSTRUCTION I0,900 9 I0

TURNOVER & TRAINING 2,200 9 11

STORES MATERIAL 6,600 9 12

M & M DISTRIBUTION 13, i00 9 13

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE I00,900 9 14

DIRECT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES EQUIPMENT I0,643,180 9 17
i|l i i i ii .i

(Dir.mfg.facs.equipment carried over to CAB page 1 line 8) 10,643,180 1 8
q

PROVISIONS FOR ADVANCING WAGES AND MATERIALS 1,597,820 1 16

PREMIUM TIME - ABNORMAL REQUIREMENTS ONLY 25,000 1 17
i, i ., ii i .. . i. ,.,

DIRECT TOTAL 12,266,000 1 19

FIELD INDIRECTS 34,000 1 21
i i i i

FIELD COST 12,300,000 1 23

OWNER'S PROJECT ADMINISTRATION (DuPONT) 700,000 1 25

ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR (BECHTEL) 5,700,000 1 26

AED LIAISON ALLOWANCE 300,000 1 27
li IIII III| I 111

GRAND TOTAL AT PROJECT LEVEL 19, 000 ,000 1 29

i ,, II ,, ,.. m

This summary is taken directly from the CAB showing how the $I0,370,480
design area net total grosses to the $19,000,000 project level cost.
Refer to the CAB for the breakdown of these total costs into labor, field

material, and Wilmington material.

Included in this estimate is a total cost of $3.2 million for quality
assurance related items - inspections, additional costs for SRQA, etc.



TABLE 6

CAPACITY COST FACTOR vS CAPACITY RATIO

PROJECT 9S 3420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER #3

oos.cos weren:e* one  *a *ac o,, sua   00)
This graph is used by the industry to estimate costs of similar pieces of

equipment having different capacities. The "rule of thumb" is to use the
curve for the 0.6 exponent. Assuming that the DWPF melter has a 3X

capacity compared to the West Valley unit, C2/C 1 = 3, and the capacity

cost factor is almost 2 at the 0.6 exponential curve, i.e. the DWPF

melter would be expected to cost approximately 2X more for the capacity
increase alone. This comparison should be based on the adjusted cost of

the DWPF melter equipment, after subtracting the costs of items not
included in the West Valley design (See letter DP 0002621 for details).



" D_ e/25/BB TIME 15:t4:25

PROd 953420 PART 0t REPORT 88! 953420/t010 ESTIMATE SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6tBO
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYB9 CAB) ESTIMATED OY -CRECCO RD

: D E S C R | P T | 0 N : FROM: S$S$S$SSSSS$$ U. S. O 0 L L A e S ttStS$$t$tttt:SI FET: ...... FIELD WILM. LS/UP
: : NO.: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL CONTRACT TOTAL

t: LAND : : 0 0 0 0 " 0
2: PRECIOUS METALS : : 0 0 0 0 0
3: ABANDONED FIELD COST : : 0 0 0 0 0
4: MAINTAINING PRODUCTION : : 0 0 0 0 0
5: DISMANTLING AND REARRANGING : : 0 0 0 0 0
6: PROPERTY DAMAGES & PUBLIC LIABILITY LOSSES : : 0 0 0 0 0
7: DIRECT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES -BUILDINGS : : 0 0 0 0 0

-EQUIPMENT : 9 : 312700 139700 10190780 0 10643180
8: 0 0 0 0 0
9: TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES FACILITIES -BUILDINGS : :

t0: -EQUAPMENT : : 0 0 0 0 0
11: POWER.GENERAL ANO SERVICE FACILITIES -BUILDINGS : : 0 0 0 0 0
t2 : -EQUIPMENT ANr-r-r-oMISC. : : 0 0 0 0 0
t3: 312700 t 39700 10190780 0 10643180
14:

15 : 6 !500 30700 t 505620 0 159? 820
16: PROVISIONS FOR ADVANCING WAGES AND MATERIALS
t7: PREMIUM TIME - ABNORMAL REQUIREMENTS ONLY 25000 0 0 0 25000............................................................

IB: 399200 170400 11696400 0 12266000
19: _ TOTAL

20: 34000 0 0 0 34000
21: FIELD INOIRECTS ...............................................
22: 433200 170400 11696400 0 12300000
23: FIELD COST
24: 700000 0 0 0 700000
25: OWNERS PROJEC &DMIN STRATION 5700000 0 0 0 57000(30
26: ENGINEERING CONDRACTOR 0 0 0 300000 300000
27: AEO LIAISON ALLOWANCE ........ - ................

28: 6833200 170400 11696400 300000 19000000
29: GRAND TOTAL

e

RECOMMENDDOEINCLUDE--

CABUPDATE10/88 1o_ ADOZTZONALFUNDS __
FOR CONTZNGENCY.

PAGE 1 ............



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14"25

PROd 9S3420 PART O] REPORT 8B1 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AID SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - OWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

THE OBJECTIVE OF P-3420 (ANO THIS CAB ESTIMATE) IS TO
PROVIDE NO. 3 MELTER ASSEMBLY ANO SUFFICIENT INCONEL
690 MATENIAL, INCLUOING TYPE 690 WELD WIRE FOR BOTH
MELTER 3 i 4.
AN OPTION TO PROCURE MELTER NO. 4 WILL BE INCLUDED IN
THE BID PACKAGE FOR NO. 3. BUT THIS PROdECT (AND ESTIMATE)
WILL NOT FUND PROCUREMENT OF NO. 4.

PROJECT SCOPE

.ESTIMATE IS BASED ON DESIGN BY DUPONT LOUVIERS AED AND
PROCUREMENT BY BECHTEL BRDO SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT. BECHTEL
WILL OVERSEE THE MELTER FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY & CONSTRUCTION
(FIELD ASSEMBLY).

._ANICAL & INSTRUMENT SCOPES

t. ONE MELTER VESSEL

2. REFRACTORY LINING MATLS. INSTALLATION OF ]HESE IN THE
VESSEL SHELL & HEAD, AND ORYOUT OF THE REFRACTORY

3. INCONEL 690 MATL FOR TWO MELTER ASSEMBLIES

4. ONE SET OF MELTER COMPONENTS CONSISTING OF _-_
ELECTRODES, (8)DOME HEATERS, (1)RISER/POUR SPOUT
HEATER (1)POURSPOUT BELLOWS, (I)ORA|N VALVE,
(2)FEED TU_ES, {-2)MELT THERMOWELL_. _'_ CARRIER
FRAMES, (I)VAPOR THERMOWELL/CONOUCTIVITY PROBE. (1)

, MELT LEVEL DiP TUBE, AND (2)FILM COOLERS

5. ONE SET OF ALUMINA ISOLATORS

6. ONE SET OF BELLOWS FOR THE POUR SPOUT AND DRAIN VALVE

7. THERMOCOUPLES FOR RISER/POUR SPOUT HEATER, DRAIN
VALVE. DOME HEATE_. AND R-EFRACTORY BACK F-'ACE

8. TWO BORESCOPES FOR THE TV CAMERA CARRIER FRAMES

$o
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D.._ )125/88 TIME t5:t4:25

PROd 953420 PART 01 REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO S|IE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

.BECHTEL EQUIPMENT LIST

t. ONE MELTER FRAME

2. MELTER ASSEMBLY (PARTIAL) AT VENDOR'S SHOP

3. ELECTRICAL ITEMS- BUS BARS, DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS,
LOWER HOLDERS AND CABLE

4. PROCESS CONNECTORS

5. TWO TV CAMtRA ASSEMBLIES

6. CANISTER POSITIONING ARM

.CONSTRUCTION SCOPE

t. INSTALLATION OF ALL MELTER COMPONENTS

2. COMPLETION OF ASSEMBLY YORK, INCLUDING ELECTRICAL,
PIPING. HYOROTEST$ AND FLOW TESTS

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE NOT INCLUOED IN THIS PROJECT SCOPE
.............................................

1. JUMPERS FROM CANYON WALL TO MELTER FRAME AND TOP
HEAD COMPONENTS

2. OFF-GAS PIPING

3. SEAL POT

4. PHYSICAL MOCKUP OF JUMPERS WITH THE FRAME AND TOP
HEAO COMPONENTS

5. SPARE COMPONENTS AN() EXTRA MACHINERY

6. PROVISIONS FOR ADDITIONAL STORAGE FOR MELTER
ASSEk_LIES.ETC.

7. REFRACTORY ANO INSULATION FIXTURES

8. [NSTALLATION OF THE MELTER INTO THE VIE BUILDING

e-
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DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART O1 REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SIIE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS MASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

SCOPES OF WORK

FUNCTION DATE AUTHOR REMARKS

PROCESS 02/29/88 WE GUENTNNER
PROCESS 04/06/88 WE GUENT,_-_ER

NECHAN|CAL 04/04/88 JD GUTMANN
MECHANICAL 03/23/88 dE MEUN|ER-BECHTEL EQUIP LIST ONLY

ELECTRICAL 02/22/88 AQ HAIDERI

INSTRUMENTS 02/24/88 RW FOSTER

OUPONT Q_[ O3/14/88 Ld--UCANALLEN

CONSTRUCTION 03/3t/88 JN ODUM

EST|MATE REVIEW CO_,;ENTS

PROCESS O4_ WE GUENTHNER

MECHANICAL 04/28/88 dO GUT_::
MECHANICAL o412blaa dE MEUNIER

ELECTRICAL NONE

INSTRUMENTS NONE

CONSTRUCTION O4,/-267-8i dim OOUM

PO AEO 04125/88 dR GLASSCOCK
t

r"
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10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 pART 01 REPORT 881 OETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

ESTIMATE REVIEW UPDATE

CAB ESTIMATE UPDATE WAS HELD ON 10/13/88 AT SAVANNAH RIVER
CONSTRUCTION. THE FOLLOMING ATTENDED THE MEETING:

D.C. WITT PO AED
D.T. TESCHNER BECHTEL
W.R. FRAZER BECHTEL
D.L. KINNSCH BECHTEL
P.T. MC CUE BECHTEL
D.W. STROHMAN bECHTEL
R.d. HEALY BECHTEL
d.M. MC KIBBEN DU PONT
d.O. GUTMANN dR. DU PuNT
C.G. MULL|NS OU PONT
R.d. TUURI DU PONT
R.O. CRECCO DU PONT
T.F. HARRINGTON DU PONT

BASIS OF ESTIMATE

1.THE MAJOR COST OF THIS PROJECT WILL BE THE DESIGN AND
PROCUREMENT OF NO.3 MELTER AND IT'S COMPONEN[S. CONSTRUCTION
WILL iNSTALL PART OF THE COMPONENTS AND COMPLETE THE ASSEMBLY IN
THE 717F MOCKUP BUILDING. FuLLOWING IS THE BASIS FOR PRICING:

.DUPONT DESIGN (FUNCTIONS 2.3, t3E AND 13I) WROTE SCOPES. OF
WORK WHICH INCLUDED A PRICED EQUIPMENT LIST OF THE MAJORITY
OF ND.3 MELTER COMPONENTS.

.BECHTEL ENGINEERING FURNISHED A PRICED EQUIPMENT LIST FOR
THE REMAiNiNG PIECES. INCLUDING MELTER FR_,ME. VENDOR SHOP
ERECTION COST AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS.

.PRICING FOR (t)ONE MELTER VESSEL. (2)0_[ FRAME & (3)ONE
' VENDOR'S ASSEMBLY IS BASEO ON A $3.9MM VERBAL QUOTE FROM

CB&I CORPORATION. CB&I'S $3.9MM QUOTE IS RANGED +10.-10"/,
AND |S BASED ON ORDER RELEASE 3/89 AND DELIVERY 4091.

.INCONEL 690 MATERIAL PRICING IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING:
1. APPROXIMATELY 45000 LBS. OF EXCESS INCONEL 690 FROM

P-1780 DWPF AXC 6844M PURCHASED AT ABOUT ST.OO/LB MHICH
IS TO BE TRANSFERRED FOR USE ON THIS PROJECT 3420

2. PROCURING APPROXIMATELY 16000 LBS OF ADDITIONAL [NCONEL
690 AT ABOUT $14.00/LB WITH A T% SRQA ALLOMANCE ADDED.

e-
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DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART O| REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - OWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO _D

..

.ALL OTHER EQUIPMENT PRICES ARE BASED ON NO.l&2 MELTER
PURCHASE ORDERS AND INDEXED TO CURRENT TIME. MELTER 3
COMPONENTS ARE IDENTICAL IN DESIGN TO ND.1 & 2.

.A $150.000 PRICE ADJUSTMENT FOR NICKEL MATERIAL IS
INCLUDED IN THE ESTIMATE. THIS IS BASED ON PROCURING
APPROXIMATELY 40.000 LBS. OF NICKEL AT A PRICE OF $6.00 PER
POUND FOR THIS PROJECT VERSUS APPROXIMATELY $2.30 PER POUND
WHEN MELTERS I & 2 MERE PROCURED.

.CONSTRUCTION FURNISHED THE F.ELD ASSEMBLY ESTIMATE
BASEO ON THEIR EXPERIENCE ASSEMBLING NO.I MELTER.

.DOLLARS FOR SAVANNAH R|VER QUALITY ASSURANCE (SRQA) ARE
INCLUDED IN THE ESTIMATE DETAIL BASED ON DESIGN'S AND
CONSTRUCTION'S ASSESSMENT OF THE THREE COMPONENTS BELOW:

A.DUPONT OWNERS PROdECT ADMINISTRATION (OPA) AND
B_CHTEL Ill)ME OFFICE _STIMATES FOR ADDITIONAL
JAktNMONTHS OF DESIGN TIME DUE TO SROA REONTS.

B,M|LMINGTI3_I MATER|AL (MELTER E COMPONEN|S|-
ANTICIPATED kpDITi(_u_v_L CO_T AS A PERCEHT
OF MILM MATL - [STIM_TED APPROX 7% QF IN

C.CDNSIRUCTION'6 ESTII_ITE OF ADDITIONAL LABOR
FOR _'-SEMSLY _Q_

.OUPONTOPA # BECHTEL ENGINEERING& pROCUREMENT
ESTIMATES ARE _ASEO ON TASK ANALYS_S MApE BY
BOTH ORGANIZATIONS AS FOLLOWS: SM---.

TOTAL BUDGET

A.DUPONT OWNERS PROd ADM 7GO
B.BECHTEL _ENGG CO_ HOME OFFICE 57C_

2.PROdECT SCHEDULE (PRELIMINARY)

.DESIGN START 4087 (UPDATE MELTERS 1&2 DRAWINGS
FOR MELTER 3 PROJECT)

.AUTHORIZATION 1089
.INITIAL ORDER RELEASE 1089
.LAST ORDER RELEASE 3090
.MELTLR DELIVERY TO SRP 4091
.START FIELD ASSEMBLY 4091
.MECHANICAL COMPLETION 1092
.PHYSICAL CC'_LETION 2092

e-
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/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 953420 PART Of REPORT 88] DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER * 6180
TITLE - DUPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

3.|NDEXES AND ESCALATION RATES
.M&E INOEX AT TIME OF ESTIMATE 166 2088
.M&E INDEX AT MIDPOINT OF PROCUREMENT 181 Logo
.CC| INDEX AT TIME OF ESTIMATE 182 2088

.DOE ESCALATION RATES(%), L.S. BABB'S LETTER s/]s/as
]988 ]989" ]990 ]99] 1992

LABOR 2 4 5 6 6
MATERIAL 9 4 4 5 5
E&P& 5 4 4 S S

4.MAJOR ALLOWANCES

SUMMARY (FRONT) SHEET ALLOWANCES

.SRQA COSTS DOLLARS INCLUDED IN
E_TIMATE DETAIL
(SEE BASIS OF ESTIMATE)

.AED LIAISON ALLOWANCE $300.000

.CONTINGENCY (DOE) $O IN THIS ESTIMATE.
RECOMMEND DOE INCLUDE
+lO% OF TOTAL PROJECT

SUBSUMMARY ALLOWS & SiTE FACTORS
................................

............_ .M&M DISTR|BUTiON 6-_ OF LABOR
.STORES MATERIAL 3% OF LABOR
.TURNOVER &.TRAINING I% OF LABOR
.QUALITY ASSU_A4MCE - CONSTR. 5% OF LABOR
.FREIGHT ALLOWANCE 1% OF W|LM MATL"
.QUALITY ASSURANCE MATERIALS MGT. INCL IN BECHTEL H.O. COST

DESIGN AREA ALLOWANCES

• .NICKEL MATERIAL AOJUSTMENT $150.000
.PROJECT ENGG ALLOWANCE 15% OF DESIGN AREA TOTALS

S.CONSTRUCTION OVERHtADS

.FIELD 1NOIRECTS TVC 0209 10"/, OF NET LABOR

.CONSTR TICF.CF.TE-LABOR TWC dioT 20% oF-NE-'-F[ABOR
• .CONSTR TICF.CF.TE-FLD MATL TMC 0401 21% Of NET LABOR

TOTAL _iY.
s-
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DATE 10125/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART Of REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t00
TITLE " DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

JOURNEYMEN rAGE RATES

EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION dOURNEYMAN
DATE DAmE WAGE RAIE

O4/Ot/88 CARPENTER O3/31/89 17±78
05/0i_87 ELECTRICIAN 04/3--0-788 t9.75
06/0t/87 POVER EQUIP. OPERATOR 05/31/88 10.96
08/01107 INSULATOR O7131/80 ]8.33
06101187 IROhrdORKER-STRUCTURAL 0513t--/88 18.52
07101187 LABORER 06130188 9.02
08101187 MILLWRIGHT 07131188 . 10.42
05101187 PAINTER 04/3--_88 17.67
05/0t/87 PIPE FITTER 04/30/88 18.71

O5/O1107 SHEET METAL WORKER 04130/88 19.70

04104188 WEIGHTED SITE AVERAGE-JOURNEYMEN ONLY 17.87

#-
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DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:2§

PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 SUB-SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AID SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DVPF GLASS VASTE MELTER NO.3 & |NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYB9 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: DESIGN : D E S C R | P T I 0 N • FROM: $$$'_$t$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A R S $$$$$_$t$$$$
: AREA : :SHEET: FIELD VILM. LS/UPLABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL CONTRACT TOTAL
: OR TVC : : NO:_ .................... - ....................................... -*--

1: : OIR. MFG. FAC5. EQUIPMENT : :
2: " : : 10370480
3: $999 : EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER NO.3 : 10 : 218500 62100 10089880.......................... • ..................... --

4

§ SUB TOTAL 218500 62100 10089880 10370480
6
?

8 68000 71000 139000
9 040t CONSTR TICF,CF,TE 10900

t0 9500 QUALITY ASSURANCE-CONSTR 10900 2200
1t 9500 TURNOVER & TRAINING 2200 66006600
12 9500 S_uRE'S MATER|AL 131.00
t3 9500 MM DISTRIBUTION 13100 100900 100900
14 9500 FREIGHT ALLOI ..........................................................
15
16 139700 10190780 10643180
tT DIR. MFG. FACS. EQUIPMENT NET TOTAL 312700
18
t9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3t
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39 ,-
40
41
42
43

44 PAGE 9
45
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DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NU..m__ER : TWC F: D E S C R I P T I 0 N :OUANTITY'S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S tSttttStt$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WlLM.
• AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: • AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL.................................................

.......................

: : : : ::

1:5999 ::DMFEQU:: EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER NO.3 : : :
2: : : : : :
3:$999 : : THIS OESIGN AREA INCLUDES THE: : :
4: : • PROCUREMENT. ASSE:-_-,LY (BOTH : : :
5: : : VENOOR & CONSTRUCTION SITE : " :
6: : : A$SLY) AND MOCKUP OF GLASS : : :
7: : : WASTE MELTER NO 3. THE : : :
8: : - VESSEL MILL BE USEO IN THE : : :
9: : : DWPF PROCESS TO REPLACE : : :

10: : : MELTER NO 2 WHEN ITS USEFUL : : :
I1: : : LIFE HMS EXPIRED. : : :
12: : : : : :
t3: : : : : :
14: : : : : :
t5:$999 : • THE FOLLOWING EQUInMENT WAS : : :
t6: : : SCOPEO AND PRICEO BASEO ON dO: " :
17: : " GUTMA_S' SCOPE DATED : : :
18: : : 4/04/88: : : :
19: : : : : :
20: : : : : :
21:$999 : : BELLOWS : : :
22: : : : : :
23:5999 351 19 1:1300 3: CANISTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - : I EA:I: 54140 54140
24:$999 351 19 1: 1300 3: ORAIN VALVE : : :
25: : : : : :
26:$999 351 19 4:1300 3: ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY - : I EA'|: 15730 15730• :

27:5999 35t t9 4: 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE
28: ' : : : : :
29:$999 351 19 5: 1300 3: PLUG BELLOWS ASSLMBLY - DRAIN: 2 EA:I: 21190 21190
30:$999 351 19 5: t300 3: VALVE : : :
31: : : : : :
32:5999 351 19 B: 1300 3: UPPER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - : t EA:I: 13590 13590
33:$999 35t 19 6:1300 3: ORAIN VALVE : : :
34: : : : : : --
35:$999 351 19 ?: 1300 3: LOWER PROBE BELLOWS ASSY - : I EA:I: 13590 13590: :

z 36:$999 35t 19 7: 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE :
37: : : : : : 18830 18830-----
38" $999 351 19 8:1300 3: DR VALVE BELLOWS ENGG & SETUP: i LS:I:

- 39:$999 351 t9 8: 1300 3: CHARGES : : : ""
40: : : : : :
41:$999 351 20 1: 1300 3: ACTUATOR BELLOMS-POUR SPOUT : I EA:I: 11770
42:$999 35t 20 1: t300 3: BELLOWS : : :
43: : : : : :
44 0 0 148840 148840
45 PAGE 10 PAGE TOTALS



DATE 10125/88 TIME t5:14:25

PROd 953420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: ENGINEERING NU.-._ER : TWC F: D E $ C R I P T I O N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. O O L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: • AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : ::

: : : : ::

I: 5999 351 20 2:1300 3: LOVER ADAPTER BELLOWS-POUR : 1EA:I" 15300 15300
2:5999 351 20 2: 1300 3: SPOUT BELLOWS : : :
3: : : : : :
4:5999 35t 20 3:1300 3: UPPER ADAPTER BELLOWS : 1EA:I: 19150 19150
5: : : : " :
6: : : : : :
7:5999 : : COMPONENTS : : :
O: : : .......... : : :
9:5999 351 20 • 1300 3: POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSY : t EA:I: 266220 266220

10: : : : : :
11:5999 35t 18 6: 1300 3: ZIRCAR INSULATION-RISER HTR. : 1LS:I: 11980 11980
t2: : : : : :
t3:$999 351 t8 8: t300 3: ZIRCAR INSULATION . : 1LS'I: 10170 10170
14: : : : : :
15:5999 351 18 5:1300 3: GASKETS-FIBERFRAX : 1LS:|: 430 430
t6: : : : : :
17:5999 35t t9 3: 1300 3: ZIRCAR INSUL.-DRAIN VALVE : 1LS:I: 8450 8450
18: : : : " :
19:5999 35t 13 1: 1300 3: F|BERFRAX-MILLEO : t LS:I: 960 960

20: : : : : :
21:5999 35t 14 : 1300 3:ELECTRODES(2 UPPER.2 LOWER) : 4 EA:I: 74470 74470
22: : : : " :
23:5999 351 16 • t300 3: DOME HEATERS (4 ASSYS) : 4 EA:I: 101540 101540• :

24: : : :
25:5999 35t 13 : 1300 3: FEEO TUBES (2) : 2 EA:I: 174730 174730
26: : : : : :
27:5999 35t t5 : 1300 3: MELT THERMOVELL-NOZZLE E : 1EA:I: 34130 34130
28: : : : : :
29:$999 15t 15 5: t300 3: MELT THERMOWELL-NOZZLE C-4 : t EA:I: 355r0 35520
30: : : : : :
31:5999 351 t5 10:1300 3: VAPOR THERMOWELL/CONDUCTIVITY: t EA:I: 34880 34880
32:$999 351 15 10: t300 3: PROBE : : :
33: : : : : :
34:5999 351 15 20: t300 3: MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE : 1EA:I: 30920 30920
35: : : : : "
36:$999 35t 15 30: t300 3: T.V. CAMERA FRAMES (2) : 2 EA:I: 83460 83460
37: : : : : :
38: _ : O0 : E : _1: _
39 : : : : " : " {(_060 10060
40:5999 351 10 t2: 1300 3: SHELL COMPONENTS-MISC : 1LS:I: • .

41: : : " 225130 225130
42" 5999 35t 19 : 1300 3: DRAIN VALVE : t EA'I"
43: : : : : :
44 0 0 1258950 1258950
45 PAGE 11 PAGE TOTALS



DATE t0/25/88 TIME 15-14:25

PROd 953420 PART 01 REPORT OOt DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AiD SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SiTE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TMC F: D E 5 C R I P T ] 0 N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.
• AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: - AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL....................................

: : : : : :

1:5999 351 t0 3: 1300 3: ANCHOR FLANGES : 1LS:I: 37130 37130
2: : : " : :
3:$999 351 15 40:t300 3: FILM COOLER-OFF GAS NOZZLE A : I EA:I: 22470 22470
4: : : : : :
5:5999 351 15 50: 1300 3: FILM COOLER-BACK UP OFF GAS : I EA:I: 16160 16160
6:5999 35t 15 50: 1300 3: NOZZLE T : : :
7: : : : : :
8: : : : : :• :
9:5999 : : ISOLATORS :

10: : : : : :
1t: 5999 351 19 2:1300 3: ISOLATORS-DRAIN VALVE : I LS'I: 167130 167130
12: : : : : :
13:5999 351 t4 1:1300 3:|SOLATORS-ELECTROOE5 : I LS:I: 9950 9950
14: : : : : :
t5:5999 351 16 1: t300 3: I50LATORS-OOME HEATERS : I LS [: 19690 19690
16: : : : : :
17:5999 351 18 2:1300 3: ISOLATORS-RISER HEATER : I LS:I: 115770 115770
18: : : : " :
19:5999 351 t0 2: 1300 3: EXTERNAL ISOLATORS : I LS:I: 23540 23540
20: : : : : :• :
21: : : :
22:$999 : : |NCONEL 690 MATERIAL : " :
23: : : .................... : : :
24: : : NOTE:INCLUDES 690 MATERIAL : : :
25: : : FOR MELTER 3& FUTURE MELTER 4: : :

• ............................. _ •
26: : • 200000 200000
27:$999 351 10 4: 1300 3: TYPE 690 WELD WIRE (2 MELTER : 1LS:I: • :
28:5999 . 351 10 4: 1300 3: ASSY5)
29: : : : : :
30:5999 351 10 1:1300 3: |NCONEL 690 MATER|AL(P-1780 : 45M LB:I: 315000 315000
31:5999 351 10 I: 1300 3: AXC 6844W EXCESS MATERIAL - : : :
32:5999 351 I0 t: 1300 3: TO BE TRANSFERRED 10 P-3420): " :• ;
33: : : :
34:5999 351 10 2:1300 3: |NCONEL 690 MATERIAL • 16M LB:V: 240000 240000
35:5999 351 t0 2:1300 3: (AOO|TIONA_EV MATERIAL TO : : :
36:5999 351 10 2: 1300 3: BE PROCURED) : : :

37: _ : " : : 5"1-5--0000 15-5-_--_--38: S_J'_J'_--_'i-_i _UNUSUA---'L--'NICKEL: 1LS:D:
39:5999 351 : 1300 3: MATER|AL PRICE FLUCTUATIONS : " : ,-
40 : : : : : :
41: : : : " :• .

42: : : :
43
44 0 0 1316840 1316840
45 PAGE t2 PAGE TOTALS
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OATE 10125/88 TIME 15:t4:25

PROd gS3420 PART O] REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT " PETROCHEMICALS AEO S|TE - SAVANNAH R|VER SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - OMPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & |NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYB9 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TWC F: D E S C R I P T I 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$__$$$ U. S. O 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:OESIGN : U: : "R: FIELO WILM.LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : AMT UM:C: __

...... . .....................................................................

: : : : ::

: : : : ::

I: 5999 : : MELTER VESSEL : : :
2: : : ............. : : :
3:$999 35t t0 : 1300 3: MELTER VESSEL-PART OF " : t EA:V: 2225600 2225600
4:$999 35t t0 : 1300 3: CB&I VERBAL QUOTE : : :
5: : : : : : 17120 17120
6:$999 35t 10 : 1300 3: REFRACTORY DRY OUT : I LS:I:
7: : : : : : 1280 1280
8:$999 35t 10 6: 1300 3: BORE INCONEL 690 FOR : I LS:I:
9:$999 351 10 6: 1300 3: A & T NOZZLES : : :• :

t0: : : : 12200 12200
11:$999 35t t0 5:1300 3: SS 0 RINGS-VESSEL SHELL/HEAD : t LS:I:
12:$999 35t 10 5: t300 3: FLANGE : : :
13: : : : : : t280 t280
t4:$999 35t I0 10:1300 3: _N-'_-A&T NOZZLES - : I LS:I:
15: $999 35t 10 t0: t300 3: HYDROTEST : : :
t6: : : : : :
17: : : : : :
t8:5999 : : REFRACTORY INSTALLATION : " :
t9: : _ ....................... : : : 1820 1820
20:5999 351 12 _. 1300 3 _ BU_ PA-'_DSM: I LS:I:• :

21: : : : 167240 167240
22:$999 351 12 : 1300 3: REFRACTORY INSTALLATION : I LS:I:
23: : : : : : 540 540
24:5999 35t t2 : t300 3: FIBERFRAX ROPE-DOME : t LS'I:• :

25:$999 351 12 : 1300 3: HEATER SEAL
26: : : : " :
27: : : : : :- :

28:5999 , : : FIBERFRAX LINERS :
29: : : ...... : : : 130010 130010
30:$999 35t t2 40: 1300 3: FIBERFRIX INSULATION : t LS:I:
31: : : : : :
32: : : : : :
33:$999 : : REFRACTORY K-3 : : :
34: : : .... : : :
35: ORY : ]-"LS-_'" _ e_108820 108820

36:5999 35t 12 12: t300 3:K-3 GRINOING & DRILLING : t LS:I" 11340 11340
37: $999 35_ t2 t3: t300 3:K-3 MIRE CUTTING & GRINDING : 1LS:I:
38" : : : " :
39" : : : : : ""
40:5999 : : REFRACTORY-SUPERSTRUCTURE : : :
41" : : ................ 160500 160500
42:5999 351 12 30: 1300 3: SUPERSTRUCTURE REFRACTORY " I LS'I"
43: : : : : : ...................• " 3396430
44:
45 PAGE 13 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 3398430



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15-t4:25

PROJ 953420 PART 01 REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NU_.MBER : TWC F: D E S C R | P T I 0 N :OUANT|TY'S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L k e S $15$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.
• AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: • AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL....................................... -- ........................ .

: : : : :
: : : : : -

1:5999 : : REFRACTORY-ZIRMUL ° : :
2: : : ................. : : :
3:5999 35t t2 20: 1300 3: ZIRMUL REFRACTORY : 1L$:|: 154080 154080
4: : : : : :
5: : : : : :
6: $999 : : REFRACTORY - ZIRNUL GRINDING : " :............................. : : :
7: : 9840 9840
8:$999 351 12 22: 1300 3: ZIRMUL GRINDING : t LS'I:
g: : : : : :

10:$999 351 : 1300 3: ALLOWANCE FOR SHIPPING : I LS:E: 5000 25000 30000
11:5999 351 : 1300 3: REFkACTORY FIXTURES : : :
t2: : : : : :
13: : : : : :
t4: : : : : :
t5:5999 : : THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT WAS : : :
t6: : : PRICED BASEO ON EQUIP LIST : : :
17: : : FURNISHED BY dE MEUN|ER " : "
18: : : DATED 3/23/88: : : :
19: : : " : :
20" : : : : :
21:5999 351 : 1300 3: MELTER ASSEMBLY AT VENDOR'S : 1LS:V: 1209100 1209100
22:$999 351 : 1300 3: SHOP-PART OF CB&I VERBAL : " :
23:$999 351 : 1300 3: QUOTE : : "
24: : : : : :
25:5999 351 46 : 1300 3: MELTER FRAME-PART OF CB&I : 1LS:V: 738300 738300
26:$999 351 46 : 1300 3: VERBAL QUOTE : : :
27: : : : : :

28: 5999..__ 351 290 1:1300 3: CANISTER POSITIONING ARM : I EA:I: 2140 2140
29: : : : : "
30:$999 351 41 : 1600 6: DOME HEATER TRANSFORMERS : 4 EA:I: 19260 19260
31:5999 351 41 : 1600 6: INCLS 351-41,42.43,44 : : :
32: : : : : :
33:$999 351 161 - 6200 3: BUS BARS-FRAME TO ELECTRODES : 4 EA:|: 44940 44940
34:5999 351 161 : 6200 3: INCLS 351-161.162.163.164 : : :
35: : : : : "
36:5999 351 : 6200 6: BUS BAR GAUGE FOR OOME : I EA:I: 5350 5350
37:$999 351 : 6200 6: HTR TRAtJSFS : : : --
38: : : : : " 23540 23540
39:5999 35t : 6200 6: ELECIR|CAL LOWER HOLDERS : 22 EA:I: ,.
40:5999 351 : 6200 6: (HANFORD) : : :
41: : : : " :
42:5999 351 : 6200 6: ELECTRICAL CABLE • 4400 LF:I: 2140 2140
43: : : : : :
44 2208690 2238690
45 PAGE 14 PAGE TOTALS 5000 25000



DATE 10/25/88 TIME t5:t4:25

PROd 9S3420 PART 0t REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER 140.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: E,,_INEER|,._ NUMBER : TWC F: 0 E S C R I P T I 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: F|ELO WILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: . AMT UN:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL......................................................................

: : : : • :
1:$999 351 : 8400 3: PROCESS CONNECTORS (HANFORD) : 20 EA:I: 2140 2140
2: : : : : :
3:$999 35t 672 t: 7500 7: TV CAMERA ASSEMBLY : t EA:I: 94160 94160
4: : : ; : :
5:5999 351 672 2:7500 7: TV CAMERA ASSEMBLY : t EA:|: 94160 94160
6: : : : : :
7:$999 : 7500 7: TV INSTALLATION & M|SC MATL : 1LS:E: 7(X)O 3000 IO(XX)
8: : : : : :
9: : : : : :

10: : : : : :
t1:$999 : : "_ FOLLOWING INST-_MENT : : :
t2: : : [TEMS ARE BASED ON SCOPE & : : :
13: : : PRICE INFORMATION PER : : :
14: : • RW FOSTER SCOPE 2/2J/8B: : " :
15: : : : : :
t6: : : : : :
17: : : : : :
18:5999 : : THERMOCOUPLES TYPE B : : :
19: : : ......... : : :
20: : : : : :
21:$999 35t 2753 TE: 7t00 7: RISER (TOP.UPPER) : t EA:I: 5720 5720
22: : : : : :
23:$999 35t 2754 TE: 7*00 7: RISER T_-_.LOM--O"WE_ : t EA:I: 6720 6720
24: : : : : :
25:$999 35t 2940 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE,ZONE I : I EA:I: 3480 3480
26: : : : : :
27:$999 35t 294t TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 1 : I EA:I: 3480 3480
28: : : : : :
29:$999 35t 295t TE: 7100 7: RISER.BOTTOM : 1EA:I: 4420 4420
30: : : : " :
31:$999 35t 2952 TE: 7t00 7: RISER,BOTTOM : t EA:I: 4420 4420
32: : : : : :
33:5999 351 2953 TE: 7t00 7: POUR SPOUT,UPPER : t EA:I: 3600 3600
34: : : : : : ai-J--90 4190
35: ,LOWER : 1--_:
36: : : : : :
37: : : : : :
38:_999 35t 327t TEA: 7t00 7: MELT POOL,UPPER : I EA:I: 6940 6940
39" : : : : : "
40:5999 351 3271 TEE: 7100 7: MELT POOL.UPPER - t EA'I:. . "6940 6940
41: : : : 6940 6940
42:$999 351 3272 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.UPPER - ! EA:I:
43: : :

44 7000 3000 247310 257310
45 PAGE 15 PAGE TOTALS

I



DATE t0/25/88 TIME t5-14:25

PROd 953420 PART 0t REPORT 881 DETAZLS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AEO SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TIILE - DWPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

: ENGINEERING NUMBER : TMC F: D E S C R I P T I 0 N :OUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:OESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD MILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL . TOTAL

.........................................................................................

I: $999 351 3272 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL_UPPER : I EA:[: 6940 6940
2: : : : : :
3:$999 351 3273 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.MIOOLE : t EA:I: 7530 7530
4: : : : : :
5:$999 351 3273 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.MIDOLE : I EA:[: 7530 7530
6: : : : : :
7:$999 351 3274 lEA: 7t00 7: MELT POOL_MIDDLE : f EA:I: 7530 7530
8: : : : : : !
9" S999 351 3274 TEe: 7100 7: MELT POOL.MIDDLE : I EA:I: 7530 7530

10: : : : " :
11:$999 351 3275 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOVER : 1EA:I" 8120 8120
12: : : " :
13:5999 351 3275 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOVER : I EA:I: 8120 8120
14: : : : " :
15:$999 351 3276 TEA: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOVER : t EA:I: 8120 8120
16: : : : " :
17:5999 351 3276 TEB: 7100 7: MELT POOL.LOVER : 1EA:[: 8120 8120
18: : : : " :
19:5999 351 4085 TEA: 7100 7: VAPOR SPACE : I EA:[: 4350 4350
20: : : : " :
21:$999 351 4085 TEB: 7100 7: VAPOR SPACE : 1EA:I: 4350 4350
22: : : : : :
23:$999 351 4085 TEC: 7t00 7: VAPOR SPACE : t EA'I: 4350 4350
24: : : : : :
25:$999 35_ 2920 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : I EA:I: 3380 3380
26: : : : " :
27:$999 351 2921 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : 1EA:I: 3380 3380
28: : : : : "
29:$999 351 2930 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : t EA:I: 3380 3380
30: : : : : :
31:$999 351 2931 TE: 7100 7: ELECTRODE : I EA:I: 3380 3380
32: : : : : :
33:5999 351 2942 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 2 : I EA:I: 1560 1560
34 : : : : : :
35:5999 35t 2943 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 2 : t EA:I: 1560 1560
36 : : : : : :
37:$999 351 2944 TE: 7700 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 3 : 1EA'I" 1500 1500
38: : : : : : 1500 1500
39" 5999 351 2948 TE: 7100 7" DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 3 : I EA'I: ..
40: : : " " :
41:$999 351 2947 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 4 : I EA:I: t730 173_

• . .

42: : "
43
44
45 PAGE 16 PAGE TOTALS 0 0 103960 103960



DATE t0/25/88 TIME 15:t4:25

PROJ 953420 PART 0t REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVEP SITE NUMBER - 6t80
TITLE - DVPF GLASS WASTE MELTER 140.3 & INCONEL FOR 140.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

,_ ,,e ,_ TVC F: D E S C R I P T I O N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U. S. D O L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$: E,,,.I,,,.ERI.-.. I_---m_--ER : FIELD VlLM
:DESIGN : U: : :R: "
• AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: - ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

--....-------------------------'--''''' ............ . .......... -- ........ "------'--'-" ............ "*------'----" ........... " .......

. • : : : :• .
: : : : t500 1500

1:5999 35t 2949 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 4 : t EA:I:
2 : : : : t670 1670
3:$999 351 2955 TE: 7t00 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 5 : t EA:I:
4: : : : : :
5:$999 351 2956 TE: 7100 7: DRAIN VALVE.ZONE 5 : t EA'|: t670 1670
6: : : : : :
7:$999 351 2960 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA: 1 : 3320 3320
8: : : : : "
9:S999 35t 296t TE: 7t00 7: DOME HEATER 1 : t EA:I: 3320 3320

10: : : : : :
11 : $999 351 29--'_ TE : _ HEATER : t EA" I : 3090 3090
12: : : " " :
13:5999 35t 2963 TE: 7100 7: OOME HEATER : I EA:I: 3090 3090
14: : : " : "
15:S999 35t 2968 TE : 7100 7 : DOME HEATER : I El : I : 3090 3090
16: : : : : :
17:$999 _ 2969 TE : 7t00 7: DOME HEATER : I EA: I : 3090 3090
t8- : : " : :
19:5999 351 2970 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER • f EA:I: 3320 3320
20: : : : : :
21:$999 35t 2971 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : ! EA:I: 3320 3320
22: : : : : :
23:$999 351 2972 TE: 7t00 7: DOkiE HEATER : 1 EA:I: 3320 3320
24: : : : : :
25:5999 35t 2973 TE: 7100 7: OOME HEATER : I EA:I: 3320 3320
26: : : : : :
27:$999 35t 2974 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : t EA:I: 3090 3090
28 : . : : : : :
29:$999 _ 2975 TE : 7100 _ HEATER - I EA: I : 3090 3090
30: : : : : :
31:$999 351 3800 TE: 7100 7: DOME HEATER : I EA:I: 3090 3090
32 : : : : " :
33:$999 35t 380t TE: 7100 7 :OOME HEATER : I EA: I : 3090 3090
34 : : : : : : 3320 3320 --
35:$999 _51 3802 TE: 7t00 7: DC_,;E HEATER : t EA:I:
36 : : : : 3320 3320
37:5999 351 3803 TE: 7100 7: OOME HEATER : ! EA:I:
38 : : : : : :
39: " : : : : " "
40:5999 : : THERMOCOUPLES TYPE K : " "
41: : : .................... : : :
42: : :
43 ........
44 0 0 56 120 56120
45 PAGE 17 PAGE TOTALS



OATE 10/25/88 TiME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART 0| REPORT 881 DETAILS

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180,
TITLE - DI#PF GLASS VASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYSg CAB) ESTIMATED 8Y -CRECCO RO

: ENGINEERING __.m_l_ER : Tb_ F: D E S C R ! P T ! 0 N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$SS$S$S U. S. D 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$$$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FiELO WILM.
: AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: : ANT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL

: : : : " :

I: $999 351 2964 TEA: 7100 7: REFRACTORY : I EA:I: 160 160
2: : : : : :
3:$999 351 2964 TEB: 7100 7: REFRACTORY : I EA:|: 160 160
4" : : : : :
5: : : : : :
6:5999 351 TF : 7t00 7: THERMOCOUPLE FITTINGS : ! LS:]: 4280 4280
7:5999 351 1F : 7100 7: INCLUOES ITEMS 351-TF-1 : " :
8:$999 351 TF : 7t00 7: THRU 6 : " :
g: : : : : :

iO: : : : : :
11:5999 : : BORESCOPES : : :
12: : : .......... : " :
13: : : " " :
14:$999 351 MB 1:7100 7: BORESCOPE : I EA:I: 12840 12840
15: : : : : "
16:5999 351 m 2:7100 7: 80RESCOPE : I EA:I" 12840 12840
17: : : " " :
!8" $999 351 H 1:7100 7: METAL BELLOWS : 1 EA'i: 2140 2140
19: : : : : :

20: sg9g 351 88 2:7100 7: METAL BELLOWS : ! EA']" 2140 2140
21: : : : : :
22: sggg 351 CR 1:7100 7: _[TAL C R|,_ : ! EA:i: 40 40
23: : : : : :
24:$999 351 CR 2:7100 7: METAL C RING : I EA'|: 40 40
25: : : : : :
26: " : : " :
27: : : : : :

28: s9gg _ : : T;_. FOLLOWI,_ FIELO ASSEmbLY : : :
29: : FOR MELTER 3 IS PRICEO BASEO : " :
30: : : ON jN OOUMS" SCOPE DATEO : : :
31: : : 3/31/88: : " :
32: : : : : :
33: : : : : :
34:$999 : : CRAFT BREAKDOWN : : :
35: : : ............... : : :
36: : : : : :
37:$999 351 : 1300" 3: BOILERMAKERS 1600MANHOURS : I LS:I: 48000 6000 54000
38: : : : : : 10000
39:$999 351 : 1300 3: LABORERS 800 MANHOURS : I LS:I: tO000 ..
40: : : : " : -
41:5999 351 " t300 3: CARPENTERS 2(X) MA_UR5 : I LS'i: 40(0 4000
42: : : : : :
43

44 34640 102640
45 PAGE 18 PAGE TOTALS 62000 6000

.....................



DATE t0/25188 TIME t5:14:25

PROJ 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 88t DETAILS

DEPARTMENT * PETROCHEM|CALS AED S|IE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE Nt_IBER - 6180
TITLE - DMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY8g CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

: E,_INEERING ___m_ER : TMC F" D E S C R I P T | O N :QUANTITY:S:$$$$$$$$$$$ U_ S. O 0 L L A R S $$$$$$$S$$
:DESIGN : U: : :R: FIELD WILM.• AMT UM:C: LABOR MATERIAL MATERIAL TOTAL
• AREA UNIT ITEM ELM : N: ............. " .....................................................

: : : : ::
t: $g99 351 : t300 3: INSULATORS IOOMANHOURS : ! LS:I: 2000 2000
2: : : : : :
3:$999 351 : t300 3: CONSTR LAYOUT 300 MANFK)UAS : t LS:I: 4000 4000
4: : : : : :
5:5999 351 : 1300 3: ELECTRICIANS 2200 MANHOURS : I LS:|: 60000 6000 66(X)0
6: : : : : :
7: s9gg 351 - t300 3: PIPEFITTERS 1800MANi-IOURS : ! LS:I: 45000 3000 48000
8: : : : : :
9:S999 351 : t300 3: ALLOW FOR UNLOADING AND : ! LS:E: 5000 1000 6000

10: sggg 351 : 1300 3: TRANSPORTING MELTER TO : : :
tl: $999 351 : 1300 3: 717F BLDG. : : :
12: : : : : :
13:sgg_9 351 : 1300 3: EXTRA EQUIPMENT RENTAL : t LS:I: t(X)(X) I0000
14: : : : : ............................ - ..........
15
t6 t 90(XX) 54000 8---_3780 T#O17780
t7 DA S"_ TOTAL _ 1352700
t8 9700 PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOM 28500 8100 1316100
19
20 218500 62100 10089880 10370480
21 OA NET TOTAL (LESS CONTRACTS) ...................................................

22
23 0 0 0 0
24 CONTRACTS THIS OA ...................................................
25
26 0 0 0 0
27 CONTRACTS NET TOTAL ...................................................
28
29 DESIGN AREA NET TOTAL 10370480
30 :OMFEOU: EXTRA MACHINERY-MELTER ND.3
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38 o.
39
40
41
42
43

--44 144500 28100 1316100 1488700
45 PAGE 19 PAGE TOTALS

II



OATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROJ 9S3420 PART OI REPORT 88t GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - DMPF GLASS VASTE MELTER NO.3 & [NCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

A. SOURCE CODES (SRC)
(APPLICABLE TO THIS ESTIH_TE)

COOE MEANING
A NON-ENGINEERED SCOPE
B UNIT LIBRARY
C CUBED OR SQUARE FOOT
D EST!MATEO W!TH DETAILED DESIGN
E ESTIMATED WITHOUT OETAIL OESIGN
F LINEAL FOOT
I INDEXED INVESTMENT - COST RELATED
K GBC
L LINE COUNT PIPE ESTIMATING
M DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
0 OROER PLACEb
P ACTUAL COST
O ORDER _JOTE
R FACTOR
S IN()EXED INVESTMENT - ESTIMATED
U ESTIMATING ALLOWANCE
V VERBAL 0UOTE
Y PRICE |NCLUOEO ELSEMHERE

PAGE 20



t0/25/80 TIME t5:t4:25PR_ 1420 PART 01 REPORT 88t GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS RED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - OMPF GLASS MASTE MELTER 140.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FYB9 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RO

B. TYPE WORK CATEGORIES {TMC)

TMC OEFINITION
0600 ABANDONED FIELD COST _\
0700 MAINTAINING PRODUCTION \

0800 DISMANTLING & REARRANGEMENT
1100 EQUIP FOUNDATIONS & SUPPORTS
t200 PROCESS EQUIPMENT _\\
t300 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT _\,\
t400 ARCHITECTURAL & CIVIL EQUIPMENT
1500 HEATING & VENTILATING ANO POWER EQUIPMENT
t600 ELECTRICAL EUUIPMENT '\
t8OO TANKS ($25,000 OR GREATER) \_

1900 ELEVATORS AND DUNSWA|TERS \\
21OO INSULATION-EQUIPMENT
22OO INSULATION-PIPING \
2300 INSULATION-DUCT

\,
3100 SITE DEVELOPMENT
3200 ROADS, SIDEWALKS. PARKING LOT
3300 RAILROADS
3400 FENCES GATES
3700 PRECIOUS METALS
3800 INVENTORY ACCOUNTS
3900 LAND
4000 BUILDTNGS
5t00 BUILDING & LABORATORY DUCT_IlGRK
5200 MANUF. & PROCESS DUCTMORK
6100 BUILOING-ELECTRIC & LIGHTING
6200 ELECTRICAL-ALL OTHER (POWER

WIRING, MOTOR CONTROL CtNTERS, ETC)
7100 INSTRUMENTS & PANELS
7200 INSTRUMENT PIPING
73OO INSTRUMENT WIRING
75OO CONTROL SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT
8100 OUTSIDE LINE SUPPOR]S

, 82OO OUTSIDE OVERHEAD PIPE LINES
8300 OUTSIDE UNDERGROUND PIPE LINES
84OO PROCESS & SERVICE P|PJNG(INSIDE)
8600 PLUMBING & BUILDING SERVICE PIPE
8700 SPRINKLER-BUILDING FIRE PROTEC11ON
9100 ABNORMAL PREMIUM TIME
9200 MI_R CHANGES
9300 NON-ENGINEERED SCOPE
9500 PROV. FOR ALLOW. (ESTIMATING. SALES TAX, WORK. COm., FRT.,ETC.)
9700 SPECIAL ADD/PROJE_T ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE
9781 SPECIAL ADO/PROJECT ENGINEERING ALLOWANCE (CONTRACTS) ,.
9800 LS/UP CONTRACT ALLOWANCE

3RD & 4TH DIGIT DEFIN[TIONS

P_E 21



DATE 10/25/88 TIME 15:14:25

PROd 9S3420 PART 01 REPORT 881 GLOSSARY

DEPARTMENT - PETROCHEMICALS AED SITE - SAVANNAH RIVER SITE NUMBER - 6180
TITLE - OMPF GLASS WASTE MELTER NO.3 & INCONEL FOR NO.4 (FY89 CAB) ESTIMATED BY -CRECCO RD

--81 FIELD CONTRACT (SHOMS AS *)

--82 WILM CONTRACT (SHOWS AS *)
--83 E-MORK ORDER (SHOWS AS *)

C. FUNCTION CODES (FUN)

CODE DESIGN GROUP
2 PROCESS
3 MECHANICAL
4 ARCHITECTURAL & CIVIL
5 HEATING & VENTILATING AN() POMER
6 ELECTRICAL
7 INSTRUMENTS
8 MECHANIZED SYSTEMS

D. QUANTITY DEFINITIONS
I

CODE MEANING
lEA ONE EACH
ILS ONE I_UHP SUN
tLF LINEAL FEET
ICP ESTIMATE ENTRY IS TOTAL

(COMPUTER PRINTOUT)
FROM PIPE, ELECTRICAL,
OR INSTRUMENT ESTIMATE.
DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM
BM&I BY SPECIAL REQUEST.

E. ALLOWANCE DEFINITIONS

t. MINOR CHA_U_E ALLOMANCE IS TO ACHIEVE iNTENDED QUALITY AND
QUANTITY OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCT AT TIME OF PHYSICAL
COMPLETION AND START-UP.

• 2. NON-ENGINEERED SCOPE ALLOWANCE - FUNCTIONS SPECIFIED BY
DESIGN WHERE REQUIREMENTS OR SCOPE CANNOT BE SUFFICIENTLY
0EVELOPED FOR PRICING. ALLOWANCES SHOULD BE JOINTLY
DEVELOPED BY AEO INVESTMENT ENGINEERING ANu AED DESIGN.

3. PROJECT ENGiNEERiNG ALLOWANCE - A PROVISION FOR THE UNFORE-
SEEN COST ELEMENTS DUE TO ENGINEERING EVOLUTION. LSTIMATE
ADJUSTMENTS, AND PRICING DIFFERENCES MITHIN THE DEFINED
PROdECT SCOPE. THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE
THE ESTIMATE WITH AN EVEN CHANCE OF OVERRUN OR UNOERRUN.

4. CONTINGENCY - A FINANCIAL RISK ALLOWANCE INCLUDED IN CURRENT ""
APPRAISAL FOR BUDGET_ (CABS) TO COVER THE RANGE OF ACCURACY.
THIS GIVES AN 85% PROBABILITY THAT A PROJECT'S ESTIMATE MOULD
NOT BE EXCEEDED.
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PROJECT 9S178D - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA S)50 - GLASS MELTER
MINUTES OF MELTER #} PLANNING MEETING

This memo documents the discussion and agreements made during the
January 7 planning meeting st Louviers. The objective of' the
meeting was to resolve program issues for melter #] only. Future
melter design/development was not s topic for this meeting.

A. SUMMARY
_

Following ere the major points and decisions made at the
planning meeting:

1. Projec t,Item P
o This will be s capital project managed by Engineering

Department. This responsibility will be transferred
to the.new SRP contractor after one is selected.
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o Work request ?unding is required For Engrg-AEO end
Bechtel participation.

o A project objectives letter has been prepared.

o The plant will prepare and submit basic data, which
will go through a formal review and comment process.

o The plant's desired completion date for melter #3, per
the project objectives letter, is July, 1991. This
timing is not compatible with the long lead time
required to procure a melter vessel, typically 3 1/2
years after the order is placed.

2. Procurement
j, ....

o The bid package For melter #3 will include an option
For melter #4.

o Bechtel will be responsible for procurement or the
melter and assembly with its components. This
includes preparation of specifications end the bid
package, and selection of the vendor for competitive
bid orders. The existing Du Pont contract with
Bechtel will have to be revised For added scope end
timing. The orders will be executed by H&L
Department,

o In support oF Bechtel procurement, AED- mechanical at
Louviers will provide drswir,g packages For the melter
vessel and bolt-on components (same equipment
Furnished by Louviers for melters 1 and 2).

o Bechtel will be responsible For drawing packages for
all other components related to the melter frame and
assembly.

o SRP should consider placing orders For additional
borescopes as soon as possible. There is some risk of
losing continuity o£ design details, since these are
all coordinated by one consultant.

). 1'ask Team
m ---

o A Task Teem will be formed under J. H. HcKibben to
provide leadership and coordination rot producing the
bid packages, with tallow-up through awarding the
bids. After the orders are placed, the Task Team will
be disbanded.

o Bechtel will assign a lead coordinator For this
effort. Additional support will be provided by
Engineering Department, SRL and plant
production/technical, Projects Department s,d QA. The
plan is to have one Bomber From each organization.
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4. Qual.it_ Assurance Aspects

o The current assumption is that NQA-I requirements will
be imposed on the melter #3 project. SR/QA
requirements that are in place will be included.
Additional SR/QA requirements will be included as they
are available.

o In Bechtel's experience, the inclusion of NQA-I can be
more than double the time it normally takes to select
a vendor and place an order.

o Bechtel will prequalify vendors to satisfy NOA-I. The
QA portion of each bid package will be reviewed and
approved by Bechtel's QA group before the bid package
is released as a request for quotes.

B. OISCU$SION

J. H. HcKibben covered the objectives of the meeting, and
presented the list of items requiring decisions, figures I
and 2.

I. Schedule
i i i i,lui

J. R. Glasscock stated that the required completion dale
for the melter #3 assembly is July, 1991. This objective
is included in the project objectives letter, and is
based on the following assumptions. (See Figure 7):

o Helter #I starts up early 40 '89 and runs for 2 years.

o Halter #3 is available to back up #2 when it is
installed in _Q 1991.

J. O. Gutmann presented a summary of procurement time
durations for melter #I components, Figure 3 through 5.
These orders were placed by Louviers-Hechanical (Gutmann,
Etienne, $cafaria). Procurement timing figures are based
on the actual release dates, ie, order time is the
interval between release of the price request to solicit
bids and the dale the order was placed. This includes
the time to prepare end review bids, assemble the bid
package, obtain DOE approval where necessary and release
the order through H&L. Fabrication timing is the
interval from order placement to the dale of shipment.
For the melter vessel, the "ship" date is the date the
vessel was completed and ready for refractory
installation.

Thi's data was entered into the Hacintosh OverVUE database

program, the order and fabrication times were added to
obtain the total ill weeks and months, the total Lime
column was sorted from longest to shortest and Izke times
for a given order were grouped together.
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Following are comments on this data:

o Time required for the order phase ranged from 24 to 4_
weeks when DOE approval was required. This timing was

typical in 1984 and early 1985, when the OOE approval
cycle was usually 4 to 8 weeks. Today, this cycle is
longer, and new QA requirements are expected to
increase the time even more. The order for Inconel
690 material (Figure 4) was placed within 14 weeks via
letter of intent. DOE agreed to permit this order to

be placed prior to approval of the bid package due to
the critical effect of this material delivery on the
schedule. In general, orders thst required less than
14 weeks to place did not require DOE approval.

o Some of the refectory fabrication times are longer
than normal by several months because the vendor had
to wait for the fixture to be completed at CBI. The
same fixtures will be used for melter #), so there
will not be any delays delivering the fixtures to the
vendors •

o As before, the critical path item is the melter vessel
itself. Fabrication of melter #I took 150 weeks to
reach the point where refractory could be installed.

o Following the melter vessel order, the next most
critical item for timing is Inconel 690 material.
This must be ordered early to have material available
in time to fabricate the melter components. As shown

in Figure 4, the Inconel for melter #I took )8 w_eks
to fabricate after the order was placed.

The overall schedule for melter #I is shown in bar chart
form in Figure 6. Starting from the time the order
request was released in 2(] 1984, it will be end of the
first quarter of 1988 before the assembly and mock up
activities are complete, a total of nearly four years.
Figure 7 shows the influence of this schedule on the
start up of melter #2, assuming that the total hot
running time of #I is limited to two years. This is the
basis for establishing the July 1991 completion date for
melter #) in the project objectives letter.

Melter #I procurement data was combined with other broad
assumptions to produce a preliminary comparison schedule
for melter #), Figure 8, to illustrate the difficulty of
meeting the July 1991 completion date. This indicates
that the melter assembly cannot be completed until late
1992, assuming that the order can be placed in 30 '88.
As shown, there are schedule requirements that are in
bold face with question marks to flag out the areas of
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greatest uncertainty. The largest of these is the effect
of the GA requirements, which were not clear when this
coaparison schedule was developed. During the discussion
of this schedule, the following comments were made:

o There are no foreseeable short cuts that can be
applied to vessel fabrication on future orders. The
vessel is relatively small, and this limits the number
of welders that can be working on it at a given time.
Realistically, we must assume that the fabrication
phase will take the same time - 150 weeks. Time can
be potentially reduced up front by taking steps to
place the order early. One possibility is to get DOE
concurrence to place an order via letter of intent,
prior to DOE approval of the bid package, releasing
the vendor to order material and prepare drawings for
approval.

o The assembly plan for melter #3 and future units will
not incltJde a physical mock-up of the jumpers in
717-F. The intent is to measure and verify that the
jumper connection points are at the correct x, y arid z
coordinates. This should reduce the time required in
717-F by approximately two months.

o In Bechtel's experience, the addition of NQA-1
requirements will more than double the time it
normally takes to get an order placed, since these QA
requirements must also be met by the all of the
primary vendor's subcontractors. The impact of this
makes the schedule in Figure 8 look optimistic.

o In vie, of the long procurement time required to
purchase and build a melter, it was recommended that
the contract for melter #3 include an option for
melter #4.

2. Procurement

3. O. Gutmann described the procurement history of melter
#1, Figures 9 through 15. As shown in Figure 9, there
were a total of 39 individual Engineering Department
orders for the vessel and its components.

A. Fixtures

Included in the above orders are a number of fixtures
that will be used for melter #3 and beyond, Figure
10. SRP will have to arrange for indoor storage of
these, and initiate procedures to control their

location and disposition for future orders. It maybe possible to have the sole source vendors accept
the responsibility for storing their respective
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fixtures locally, which would avoid the expense of
shipping these back and forth to SRP. Other fixtures
are used for competitive bids, and would have to be
stored at SRP. At present, there is no permanent
storage facility available at the plant for these
items.

B. Sores_ope- ill, i

The borescope vendor, Stenning Instruments Co,, is an
individual that contracts work to a machine shop for
the fabricated items, and has the optics furnished
from another source. Since these details are ell

known and handled by one person, there is a greater
risk of losing the continuity required for future
orders. It is recommended that the plant place
orders for additional borescope assemblies as soon as
possible to avoid having to re-invent this assembly. !

C.. _Pr°p°sed. Procurement Plan

Because of different design completion dates and
schedule requirements, separate orders were placed
for the #1 melter vessel, frame, and assembly
package. Figure 11 shows the recommended grouping of
these items into one order, and the recommendation to
do the final assembly of the melter components at
SRP, as we are doing for melters 1 and 2. It was
agreed that this approach would be used for melter
#3.

In the same manner, the number of component orders
can be reduced by grouping like items and making
these the responsibility of a primary vendor. Since
the component desigqs for melter #1 could not be
completed simultaneously, a priority system was
established for design completion to meet the melter
assembly schedule requirements. As a result, 30
separate mechanical orders were placed as the design
was completed for each major subassembly, Figure 12.
For melter #_ procurement, these can be reduced to 12
orders by grouping as shown in Figure 13. The
complexity and unusual nature of the melter assembly
does not lend itself to reducing everything down to
one or a few vendors at this time.

Figure 14 is s summary of single sourc_ _. orders
required for melter #3. Virtually all of these are
due to proprietary materials that are not available
from other vendors. The proposed major competitive
bid orders are listed in Figure 15. Under current
rules, OOE approval is required for single source
orders at or exceeding $I00,000, (six orders in
Figure 14) and competitive bids at or exceeding
$250,000 (two orders in Figure 15).
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The use of existing vendor drawings for procurement
was discussed. After reviewing the legal aspects or
the DWPF contracts, legal consultants have determined
that vendor drawings can be used for competitive bids
for future orders, if the vendor logo end other
identification is removed From the drawing.

3. Design Basi s ?o r Melter Q_

For the pest several months, the Engineering Department
has been preparing a drawing package for the Q3 melter
vessel. The design basis assumed for this work is shown
in Figure 16. Design revisions have been restricted to
minor changes that will make fabrication easier, end
reduce the difficulty of meeting close tolerances. We
have assumed that the basic configurations used on
melters 1 and 2 will also be used on #]. if basic data
requires configuration changes, the design scope end time
will increase.

Materiels will be the same, except sealing gasket
material will be Graphoil instead of asbestos. In
addition to eliminating asbestos from the design, the
switch to Graphoil will reduce the bolt torque reouired
to seal the joint.

Lead was used on melters 1 and 2 For shielding the TV
camera end counter_eighting the camera carrier Frames and
reed tubes. The question about current policy on lead
use was raised. In general, it _s desirable to use
substitutes for lead where feasible. It was pointed out
that if lead cannot be used For counterweighting melter
#] top head components, this could result in a major
design change, since the space envelope around these
components is very restricted.

4. Scope of Work

Figures 17 and 18 show the proposed division of work
between the Engineering Department and others for the #3
melter project. All drawings furnished by the
Engineering Department for the melter vessel and its
components will be reproduced on new mylars, assigned new
numbers, and start with revision O. This will preserve
drawings showing the as-built configuration of melters I
and 2. In addition to providing this drawing package, a
melter design manual will be furnished that covers the
history end design of the DWPF melter configuration, as
well as details of procurement procedures and
recommendations.

5. Decisions on Scope and Responsibility

After discussing the above information, the following
decisions on project scope and responsibilities were
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o Halter #) will be a capital project managed by the
Engineering Department. This responsibility will be
transferred to the new SRP contractor after one is
selected.

o Basic dots will be submitted by SRP end go through •
formal review and approval procedure.

o Bechtel will be responsible for writing the
specifications, preparing the bid packages, selectir_g
vendors, end procuring oll items required for the
melter assembly. The current Du Pont contract with
Bechtel will have to be revised to include this ne_
scope and timing. Purchase orders will be executed by
H&L Deportment. The bid package For melter #3 w111
include an option for melter 04.

o AED-Hechsnicsl st Louviers will prepare drawing
packages, per paragraph 4, for the melter vessel and
its bolt-on components. 1hose wtl! be used by Bechtel
for procurement or these items. Bechtel will have
responsibility for providing drawings of" Ill other
components related to the melter assembly.

o J. Gutmann will coordinate the effort to prepare a
manual on DXPF melter history, design basis, and
procurement requirements. ;his will be used as a
guide for future procurement of melters end form s
basis for evaluating future suggestions for design
modifications.

o Bechtel was requested to start initial work to prepare
s program for the melter #7 effort.

6. Program ....Task Team

J. H. HcKibben recommended that a task teem be Formed
under hie direction to assist with the preparstion of the
bid packages, sad continue through placement of the
order. It was agreed that Bechtel will assign • lead
coordinator For this effort. Additional support ,ill be
provided by Engineering Department, SRL, and SRP
production/technical, Projects Department and QA. The
ttent ie to have one member From each organization on the
task teem.

The took team charter will be as follows:

o Review the basic data report.

o Produce the design and bid packages for melter #3 with
options for melter #4. Ibis will include material
release for #4.

o Review and approve the bidder's lisle.
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o Participate in discussions with the vendors.

o Follow up reviews with DOE.

o Provlde design liaison and follow-up through award or
the orders.

o Review the melter design manual.

7. Quality A8S,,U,r,,ance

There have been a number or questions regarding QA
requirements for melter t3. This issue was addressed by
Dan Kaaal, and is summarized below:

The QA requirements address design verification,
inspection and testing. Each order must include the
critical requirements, with plus and minus acceptance
limits For these requirements. The intent is to be able
to verify that the as-built equipment meets the
specification.

Melter #3 will be purchaed under NQA-1 requirements.
SR/QA requirements will be added in as they are available
and training is completed. The primary vendor must audit
subcontractors end verify that their procedures conform
to NQA-I requirements.

Bechtel QA will prequalify vendors for melter #3
components, and will review the QA portion of the bid
package before it is released for quotes.

Verification is required for design changes. If the
design has been used before, this is suitable
verification. 5inca we have 8 history of melter tests
verifying the configuration, we should not have a problem
with this item. Additional details of the DWPF melter

design basis will be covered in the manual that will be
isued st a later date.

The question of code stamping requirements was raised.
Melters I and 2 were built to the A$ME code, but not

stamped. At this time, it is not clear if melter #3 will
require a code stamp. If a stamp is necessary,
additional QA documentation will be required.
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8. Othe_ Items

o Dtgwing8 -Bechtel will consider converting the
Engineering Department drawings to the CAD Format. 3.
Gutmsnn recommended that the drawings For melter #3
procurement be used as to, and make the conversion to
CAD s longer term project f'or future melters. Since
the drawing package for the vessel and components
exceeds 450 drawings, it wtll take a considerable
amount of time to redraw end check these. A set or
preliminary vessel prints For information will be sent
to J. Nuenier the week oF January 18.

o Inconel 690 Notarial - Keller Technology will be
requested to submit on inventory of the remaining
Inconel materiel. 3. Gutmann wtll prepare • lest or
additional Intone1 that must be ordered the melter #3
components on our drawings. Bechtel will combzne
these with any additional material needed for related
ftame/aalembly orders.

o 3. D. Gutmenn requested that 5RP assign someone with e
materials background to particzpate in the remaining
final inspections for the #2 melter refractory, This
will provide continuity for the refractory procurement
for #3 and f'utute melters.

3DG2.J/skh
Atchs
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MELTER#3 PROJECTKICKOFF
L-2309

MEETINGCHAIRMAN: J. M. MC KIBBEN

SECRETARY= J, D. GUTMANN

INTRODUCTION- OUTLINEOF EFFORT MC KIBBEN

- KEY DECISIONS

OVERVIEWOF SCHEDULE GLASSCOCK/GUTMANN

SCOPE - EQUIPMENTLIST GUTMANN

- VENDORS

DECISIONSON SCOPEEXECUTION ALL

I. TEAMTO PRODUCEBID PACKAGE

2. BRDOTO PROCURE?

3. ED-AEDTO MANAGE?

4. ASSEMBLYBY SRC?

QUALITYASSURANCEISSUES KASAL/ALL

- DESIGNBASISDOCUMENTATION
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SCHEDULEDETAILS ALL

_ISCELLANEOUS ALL

INCONELSTOCK

HANDLINGOF FIXTURES& TEMPLATES

TECHNOLOGYTRANSFER- TRAINING

COMPATIBILITYOF DU PONTVS. BECHTELSYSTEMS

ETC.

CONTRACTISSUES LUND/ALL

ALL
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PROJEC% SAVANNAHHIVER PLANT 01/L , PAGE 1

PRCXWRE_r_NTTIMING NZSTC_Y V_ _VPF MELTERC_ONEUrS

j j j j REITJ_SE DATE | PROCIJRIEIEIITrIMING |
I ORDERI EN NUMBER I DESCRIPTION I I I
I No I I .I PRICE I OHD£R I SXIP I ORDERI FAB I IL_AL I _AL I
I (AXCl I I I REOUEST I JI|EOUEST I EOUIPMENT I IHKS) I INKS} I INKS) i (MOS) I
I ....... I ................ I ......................................... I ......... I .......... I ............. I ....... I ..... I ....... I ....... I
I l l l l l l l l l l
I 624_1 I S350-185-10-00 I MELTERVESSEL I 05129104 I 11119184 I 04127/07 I 25 I 125 I 150 I 34 I*
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......l l I l- l I.......l.......l.......l.......I
I 6|4611 I S350-1|5-12-10 I K-3 I_FRACTORY I 09121114 I 03117105 I 04123187 I 25 I 10t I 134 I 30 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... i I I .......... I .......... i i ....... ! ....... ! ....... I ....... |
I 684"_ ! $350-105-12-30 I SUPERSIMRUCTURBREFRACTORY | 10100104 I 02125105 I 11126186 I 20 | 96 I 11E | 26 I
I I i I I ! ! I I I I
I ....... I l l .......... I l ........... l ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... l
I 6053W I $350-105-10-12 I SNELL COMPONEntS- MISC I 08/05185 I 01/23/06 I 09109107 I 24 I 85 I 109 I _5 I
I I I I I I I I I I !
I 6853W I S350-185-13-00 I FEED rUBES I 08105185 I 01123186 I 09109187 I 24 I 05 I 109 I 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
i 6053M I S350-185-15-00 I MELt THERMOI_LL- NOZZLEE I 00105185 I 01123106 I 09109107 I 24 I 05 I 109 I 25 I
! I I I I I I I I I I
I 6053H l S350-185-15-05 I MELT ?HERMONBLL- NOZZI_ZC-4 I 00/05105 I 01123186 I 09109107 I 24 I 85 I 109 I 25 I
I i I I I I I I I I I
I 6853M I 5350-185-15-10 I VAPORTNERNOI_LL/CONDPROBE | 00105185 I 01123106 I 09109187 I 24 I 85 i 109 I 25 I
l I l l l l I l I l l
I 6853u I 5350-185-15-20 I MELT LEVEL DIP TUBE I 08105105 I 01123186 I 09109/07 I 24 I 85 I 109 I 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 6853N I S350-105-18-00 I RISER HEARER I 00105105 I 01123106 I 09109107 I 24 I 85 I 109 I 25 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I.
I 0901N I S350-105-20-00 I POUR SPOUTBELIA3WSASSY I 06117105 I 09/13105 I 06111187 I 12 I 91 I 103 I 23 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I l l l l l.......l.......l.......l.......l
I 6853N I $350-105-14-00 I EI..ECTROI)ES I 08/05/85 I 01123186 I 06105187 I 24 I 11 I 95 I 21 I
I l l l l l l l l l I
I 6853N I 5350-185-16-00 I _ HEATERS I 08105105 I 01123106 I 06105107 I 24 I 71 I 95 I 21 I
I I I I I I I I I t I
I ....... I I I I I I ........ I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6850W I S350-185-19-00 I DRAIN VALVE I 09/09185 I 02/11/86 I 08104187 I 17 i 77 I 94 I 21 I
I I l l l l I I l l I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6049W I $350-185-12-12 I K-3 GRINDING 6 DRILLING I 02107/85 I 06/26/85 I 09130186 I 20 I 66 I 86 I 19 I
I i I I I I I I ! I I
I ....... i I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6840N I 5350-185-12-20 I ZIRHUL HEFEAL_FORY I 10118/84 I 04110105 I 06106106 I 25 I 60 I 85 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I l-- I l I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6851N I S350-185-12-40 I FIBERFRAX INSULATION I 11128104 I 06104185 I 07117186 I 27 I 50 I 85 t 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......l I I l l I.......l.......!.......I.......!
I 613W I S350-105-19-01 I CANISTER BELLOWSASSY ! 11127105 I 01110/06 I 06130101 I 32 I 51 I 83 I 19 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 613N I 5350-105-19-04 I ADAPTERBELU3ttS &SSY I 11127185 I 07110106 I 06/30/81 I 32 I 51 I 03 I 19 I
I I I I I I I | I I I
I 613N i S350-185-1q-05 I PLUG BELLOWSASSY' I 11127185 l 07110186 I 06130187 I 32 | 51 | 83 | 19 !
I I I I I I | I I I I
I 613M I 5350-]85-19-06 J UPP£R PROBEBELLOWSASSY J 11127185 I 071|0186 I 06130187 I 32 l 51 I 83 l 19 I
I I I I I l I I l I I

*Time to complete vessel. Refractory installation, assembly & mock up takes an additional ii months.

SORTEDBY TOTAl. PMOCUREMENTTIME - LONGESTTO SHORTEST J. P. GUTHANN,JR.

Figure 3

iiii i
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PROCUREMENTTIMING HISTORY FOR DMPr MELTERCOMPONENTS

I I I I RELEASE DATE I PROCURPJ(ENTTINING I
J ORDERJ EN NUMBER J DESCRIPTION I I ............................... J
! NO I I I PRICE I ORDER I SHIP I ORDER I FAB | TOTAL | YOTALI
I (AXC| J I I REOUESY J REOUEST J EOUIPMENTJ (NKS) | (NKS) J (WKS) I (IqOS) I
I.......I........°.......I.........................................I..........I..........I...........I.......l.......I.......I.......I
I I I I I I I I I I !
I 613W I S350-185-19-07 i U3WI_RPROBE BELLOWSASSY I 11121185 I 07110/86 I 06130187 I 32 I 51 I 83 I 19 I
I I I i I I I I I I I
I.......I I I..........I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6960N I S350-185-10-04 I TYPE 690 tiBUD WIRE I 08122184 I 12103184 I 01121106 I 14 I 59 I 73 I 16 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I ................ ! I .......... I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 725W I S350-185-10-03 I ANCHORFLANGES I 03117186 I 05102/86 I 05115187 I ? I 54 I 61 I 14 I
I I l I I I I I I I I
I.......I.... I I I-- I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 6853N I S350-185-15-30 i T.V. CJ_IERAFRAMES I 08105185 I 01123186 I 10101186 I 24 I 36 I 60 I 13 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I..........I.......... I I.......I.......I.......I...... I
I 6844W I $350-185-10-01 I INCONEL 690 MATERIAL I 11101/84 I 02107185 I 10130185 I 14 I 38 I 52 I 12 I .
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I .......... I .......... I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6854W I S350-185-12-00 I REFRACTORYINSTALLATION J 07111185 I 05114186 I 05129187 I 44 I 5 I 49 I 11 I
I I I I I I I I ! I I
I ....... i I I I .......... I ........... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 482W I S350-185-12-45 I FIBERFRAX - MISC BULK PAPER, DSH I 10110105 I 03131106 I 10101186 I 24 I 22 I 46 I 10 I .
I I I I I I I I I I l
I.......I................I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 1992W I S999-350-20-01 I ACTUATORBELLOMSASSY I 02106187 I 05118187 I 11115187 I 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 1992W I S999-350-20-02 I UPPER ADAPTERBELLOWSASSY I 02106187 I 05118187 I 11115187 I 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I 1992W I S999-350-20-03 I LOWERADAPTER BELLA3MSASSY I 02106187 I 05110197 I 11115107 | 14 I 26 I 40 I 9 I
I I I l I I I I I I I
l.......I I l..........I I...........l.......l.......I.......l.......I
I 6852W I S350-185-14-01 I ISOLATORS - ELECTRODES I 09130/85 I 11/26/85 I 06130186 I 8 I 31 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I i I I
! 6852w I s350-185-16-01 I ISOLATORS - OOM_HEATERS I 09130185 I 11126185 I 06130186 ! 8 I 31 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I-- I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 8417M I $350-185-18-02 I ISOLATORS - RISER HEATER I 09130185 I 11126185 I 06130186 I 8 I 31 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... i I I I- I ........... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 8823N I $350-185-19-02 I ISOLATORS - DRAIN VALVE I 06119185 I 09116185 I 03120186 I 13 I 26 I 39 I 9 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I ................ I .......... ! I-- "1....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 341W I $350-185-18-06 I ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER HEATER 8 06119185 I 10/23/85 I 01113186 I 24 I 12 I 36 I 8 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I .......... I .......... I ........... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 1489W I 5350-185-10-02 I EXTERNAL ISOLATORS I 08104186 I 09110186 I 04116187 I 5 I 31 I 36 I 8 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... i ...... I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 1716W I 5350-185-I8-08 I ZIRCAR INSULATION - RISER HEATER J 08104186 I 10/23/85 I 01113186 I 24 I 12 I 36 I 8 I
I ! I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I- I I .......... I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 9941W I 5350-185-10-05 I SS O RINGS I 09/18/85 I 01103186 I 05116186 I 15 I 19 I 34 I 7 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... t .... I ............................... I .......... I I , ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I

*Order placed via letter o£ intent.

SORTED BY TOTAl.P.OCUREMENT TIME - LONGEST TO SHORTEST J.O. GUTMANN. JR.
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i I i i RELEASE DATE I PROCURBIqgNTTINING I
I ORDERm EN NUMBER I DESCRIPTION i" ......... i ............................... I
I NO I I | PRIC_ # ORDER | SHIP # ORDERI rAO I _)TAL I TOTAL I
! IAXC) I I I R_OUEST I REQUEST I EOUIPHENT I letS) I IWltS) I INKS) I (MOS) I
I ....... I ........ "'" ..... I ...... ""'" .............................. I .......... I .......... I ........ -"1 ....... I ...... "1"" ..... I ....... I
o o m I I ! I ! ! I I
I 755W I S350-185-13-01 I rIBKRFRAK - MILLED I 10115185 I 01123106 I 04/03/IG I 14 I 10 I 21 I t I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I ................ I .............. I .......... I .......... I ........... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 2183W I S350-185-15-40 I FIIJq COOLER-OFPGAS LINE liOZZLE A I 04106187 I 05111107 I 08108107 I S I 17 I 22 I 5 I
I I ! I I I I I I I I
I 2183H I S350-185-15-50 I FILM COOLER-OFPGAS LINE NOZZle T I 04105187 I 05/11187 I 09109187 I 5 I 17 I 22 I 5 I
! I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 154N I S350-185-10-05 I BOREA S T NOZZleS I 00101185 I 09105105 I 09112185 I 5 I 12 I 17 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... !
I 518N I 5350-185-19-03 I ZIRCAR INSULATION - DRAIN VALVE I 11111185 i 02122185 I 04104186 I 10 I & I 15 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I
I 392M I S350-105-18-05 I GASKETS- FTBERFRAX ! 10111185 I 12106105 I 01113165 I 8 I 5 I 13 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I ! I I
I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 6654W I S350-105-19-00 I FIBERFRAX ROPE - DOMEHEATERSEAL J | I I 1 I 12 I 13 I 3 I
I I I I I I I I I I I

• I ....... I I I I I I ....... I ....... I ....... I ....... I ,
i 0976W I S350-185-12-13 I K-3 MIRE CUTTING & GRINDING I 08105/05 I 09119105 I 11125185 I 7 I 4 I 11 I 2 I *
I I I i I I I I I I I
I 0975W I S350-185-12-22 I ZIRMUL GRINDING I 08105185 I 09119165 I 04108107 I 7 I 4 I 11 I 2 I
I I i I I ! I I I I I
i ....... I I I I I I ...... *1 ....... I ....... I ....... I
I 8941W I S350-185-10-10 I SS O RINGS - HYDROTEST I 05130166 I 07109165 ! 07128185 I 2 I 3 I 5 I 1 I
I I I I I I I I I I I
I.......I I I I I I.......I.......I.......I.......I

*Actual fabrication time shown. Vendors had to wait for refractory to be completed before

they could start machining.

SORTEDBY TOTALPROCUREMENTTIME- LONGESTTO SHORTEST d.D. GUTMANN,JR.

Figure 5









TOTAL OF 39 ENGINEERING DEFT ORDERS FOR THE MELTER

BORESCX_ES

TYPE B TICS - VENDOR

[ (5) INSTRUMENT ORDERS [ TYPE B T/C'S - FIELDTYPE K T/C'S

T/C lql'lllqGS

3- VESSEL

2- MATERIAL

2- BELLOWS

(34) MECHANICAL ORDERS 10- COMPONENTS
9- REFRACTORY

4- ISOLATOR

4 - FIXTURES

Figure 9



MELTER 'FIXTURES

REFRACTORY INSULATION

K-3 GAGING & FIT UP FIBERFRAX TOP HEAD LINER

ZIRMUL FIT UP & GRINDING FIBERFRAX BOTI'OM HEAD LINER

TOP HEAD FIT UP FIBERFRAX BO'ITOM CORNER LINER '

K-3 RISER BLOCK WIRE CUT

K-3 THROAT BLOCK WIRE CUT FABRICATION

K-3 BL_K GR_ING S_ _ [TOP HEAD CO_NENW ALIGN

1

IK-3 RISER BLOCK- DUMMY HEATER

SHIPPING
i

FIELD INSTALLATION
RISER /POUR SPOUT HEATER FRAME

I TOP )lEAD

ROTATOR

ANCItOR FLANGE ALIGNMENT DRAIN VALVE FRAME

Figurr. __
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